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Section 1: Executive Summary

The Vermont Department of Public Service (PSD) presents this 2024 10-Year
Telecommunications Plan to the Vermont public, lawmakers, of�icials, and
telecommunications stakeholders. This Plan, created in accordancewith 30 V.S.A. §
202c1 and 30 V.S.A. § 202d,2 provides actionable recommendations for public sector
leaders to work toward Vermont’s statutory telecommunications goals.

This Plan comes at amoment of rapid change to the telecommunications landscape
in Vermont. Since the publication of the 2021 10-Year Telecommunications Plan,
both private and public entities have expanded broadband coverage, and the state
has dedicated signi�icant federal and state funding to reaching every Vermonter
with �iber-to-the-premises (FTTP) broadband.

The Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment (BEAD) Program—part of the
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) of 2021— has allocated federal funding
to Vermont to deploy universal �iber broadband in themost challenging rural areas
of Vermont. The BEAD legislation requires the state to perform extensive high-speed
internet deployment planning and program design, which is being done by the
Vermont Community Broadband Board (VCBB) in parallel with the creation of this
Plan.3According to the VCBB’s plan, BEAD Program resources for broadband
constructionwill be awarded to infrastructure builders at the end of 2024, and
recipients of fundingwill have four years to complete construction.

3Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023)Vermont’s Digital Equity Plan. Available at
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/VT%20Digital%20Equity%20Plan%20Pu
blic%20Comment%20Draft.pdf. Accessed December 15, 2023.

2 30 V.S.A. § 202d. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202d.
Accessed January 15, 2024. Reproduced in Appendix A.

1 30 V.S.A. § 202c. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202c.
Accessed January 15, 2024. Reproduced in Appendix A.
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Between the BEAD Program4 and funding available to Vermont through the Capital
Projects Fund5 and American Rescue Plan Act,6 the state is in the process of
facilitating approximately $670.8million in broadband grants, whichwill result in
every on-grid Vermonter having access to 100/100megabits per second (Mbps)
service by January 2029.

Importantly, the funding available in the state is doingmore than connecting
Vermonters to world-class internet; the funding has also enabled state and local
institutions to build signi�icant capacity and expertise in the telecommunications
�ield. The capabilities built to deploy wireline broadband todaywill bolster the state’s
ability tomeet additional telecommunications goals, as stakeholders and
institutions expand their work to address additional connectivity challenges.

This Plan addresses all items required by statute and provides recommendations in
support of all of the state’s telecommunications goals. In addition, it places special
focus on elements of telecommunications planning that are not addressed in the
simultaneouswork being done as part of the BEAD Program, likemobile broadband
deployment, public safety communications systems,mobile and �ixed a�ordability,
and building a robust broadband constructionworkforce. In doing so, this Plan
avoids devoting resources to the duplication of work and instead provides the state
with speci�ic analysis and recommendations in service of state goals that build on
themomentum created by the BEAD Program and other federal resourcesmade
available to the state.

1.1 Summary of Surveys and Stakeholder Feedback
A cornerstone of this Plan is a robust survey of Vermont residents and interviews
with over 55 public and private stakeholders. Information from surveys and
interviewswas critical to assessing the telecommunications needs in Vermont—
again with a focus onmobile wireless broadband— aswell as shaping the analysis

6Of�ice of Governor Phil Scott, “Governor Scott’s Transformational Investments for American Rescue
Plan Funds.” Available at https://governor.vermont.gov/arpa. Accessed December 6, 2023.

5U.S. Department of the Treasury (2023) Capital Projects Fund Award Fact Sheet: Vermont. Available at
https://home.treasury.gov/system/�iles/136/VT-CPF-Award-FactSheet.pdf. Accessed February 26,
2024.

4NTIA (2023) “Biden-Harris Administration Announces State Allocations for $42.45 Billion
High-Speed Internet Grant Program as Part of Investing in America Agenda.” Available at
https://www.ntia.gov/press-release/2023/biden-harris-administration-announces-state-allocations-
4245-billion-high-speed. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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presented in this Plan and ensuring the recommendations �it the nature and culture
of the state.

The following summary of surveys and feedback focuses on themost salient
�indings that support the recommendations in this Plan; full survey results and
analysis can be found in Section 2 and Appendices D-G.

A scienti�ic phone survey of Vermonters performed for this Plan reached a
statistically valid sampling of both landline andmobile users and found thatmobile
broadband service is critical to the work, safety, and quality of life of Vermonters and
that Vermonters strongly believe the state should play a bigger role in facilitating
bettermobile broadband coverage:

● 84 percent of respondents need a cell phone to perform their job duties.
● 38 percent of respondents with school-aged children reported that the quality

of amobile connection a�ects their children’s ability to complete homework.
● 14 percent of respondents who have called 911 from a cell phonewere unable

to connect to emergency services on the �irst attempt.
● 53 percent of respondents are not satis�ied withmobile wireless coverage

along Vermont roadways.
● 64 percent of respondents strongly agreed that the state should use public

funds to domore to improvemobile wireless coverage.

A contemporaneous online survey sent to Vermont businesses found that the vast
majority of businesses have employees and customers who rely onmobile
broadband service, and report that better service would improve the ef�iciency and
e�ectiveness of their businesses:

● 83 percent of respondents stated that customers rely onmobile cell coverage
to access or use their services.

● 97 percent responded that bettermobile broadband coverage is needed to
help their business grow, bemore ef�icient, or bemore e�ective.

● 80 percent of respondents felt that Vermont’smobile wireless coverage is
inadequate for their business needs.
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An online survey of healthcare professionals from across the state revealed that
mobile broadband is used extensively to deliver services, and is especially important
for contacting and serving vulnerable populations:

● 65 percent of respondents found that their ability to perform their job is
hindered by poor cell service at leastmultiple times aweek.

● 88 percent indicated that they workwith vulnerable populations, and 93
percent of those respondents felt that bettermobile cell service would result
inmore ef�icient or e�ective care for that population.

● When vulnerable populations are unable to connect viamobile broadband,
healthcare professionals reported having to resort to less reliable
communicationmethods, such asmailed correspondence or communicating
through patients’ families and friends.

An online survey of public safety professionals found thatmobile broadband
remains a critical tool for protecting and serving Vermonters, and challenges with
gaps inmobile service exist in jurisdictions throughout the state:

● 89 percent of respondents agreed that a lack ofmobile cell coverage
negatively impacts both �irst responders’ and residents’ safety daily.

● 80 percent agreed that increasingmobile cell coverage in Vermont will
improve public safety services.

● 69 percent felt that increasingmobile wireless coveragewould reduce costs
or improve ef�iciency.

In addition to the quantitative data gathered from these surveys, stakeholder
interviews across the public and private sectors, with Vermont congressional
leadership, andwithmembers of the Joint Information and Technology Oversight
Committee (JITOC) were instrumental in identifying connectivity needs, informing
this Plan’s analysis, and re�ining recommendations.

Thewillingness of somany individuals to provide serious, thoughtful input for this
Plan is a testament to the collaborative, community-focused approach Vermonters
take to problem-solving. However, the widespread interest in telecommunications is
also a testament to the deep impact that telecommunications policy and practice
has on individuals, businesses, and institutions, and indicates that communications
infrastructure in the state is a work in progress.
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The following section summarizes the �indings and analyses that support the
recommendations in this Plan.

1.2 Summary of Findings and Analysis
In addition to the stakeholder feedback summarized above, this Plan used
signi�icant qualitative and quantitative data to develop and support the
recommendations and Action Plan. The following is a summary of themajor
�indings and analysis presented in detail throughout the Plan.

Fiber broadband coverage is expanding rapidly,whilemobilewireless service has
increased in speed, but has notmeaningfully increased in coverage.

● The number of households with access to 100Mbps symmetrical speeds
increased from approximately 18 percent of all premises in the state to 39.87
percent between 2021 and 2023.

● Drive tests performed in 2018 and 2022 show that wheremobile coverage
exists, speeds have increased signi�icantly (by approximately sixfold, on
average) due to technological upgrades.

● Almost no newmobile deployments happened between 2018 and 2022 in
areas where the drive tests were performed.

● Approximately 412miles of road in Vermont do not havemobile wireless
coverage from any provider— a public safety issue.

Engineering analysis demonstrated that prioritizingminimally visible, small
wireless facilities is themost economicalway to expandmobile broadband service.

● Achieving ubiquitous �iber along Vermont roadways will reduce the cost of
mobile wireless deployments.

● With ubiquitous �iber presence, a single 140-foot tower costs an estimated
$240,000— including design, backhaul, power, and installation—while a
single 50-foot wireless facility costs an estimated $97,000.

● Strategically placed 50-foot wireless facilities achieve almost the same
coverage ef�iciency as 140-foot towers due to the topology of Vermont and the
curvature of the Earth.

● Closing the easiest 50 percent ofmobile wireless coverage gaps in Vermont
would require 107 wireless facilities that are 50 feet tall at a total cost of
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approximately $10,379,000; doing sowith 140-foot towers would require 98
towers at a total cost of about $23,520,000.

Vermont needs to grow its broadband constructionworkforce tomeet
construction sector demands over the next �ive years.

● Between 2018 and 2022, Vermont saw a 12 percent reduction in the broadband
deployment workforce, while the same sector only shrank by 4 percent
nationally.

● Wages formost broadband construction roles are currently lower in Vermont
than the national averages for those positions.

Public SafetyAnswering Point (PSAP) consolidation is a complex topic currently
being considered by some lawmakers.

● PSAP consolidation could improve coverage and flexibility in staf�ing, provide
some economies of scale, simplify the budgeting process, and providemore
resources for statewide emergencies, among other bene�its.

● The challenges with PSAP consolidation could include a reduction of local
control and knowledge, the need to develop signi�icant new governance
systems and processes, and a large up-front cost of systemmigration.

● NewEngland states are varied in their levels of consolidation; some states
(NewHampshire and Rhode Island) have consolidated PSAPs into a single
primary location but have left dispatching to localities, while others
(Connecticut andMassachusetts) have done little to no consolidation.

The a�ordability ofwireline andmobile services is a challenge inVermont and
may getworse in the near future.

● Federal funding for the A�ordable Connectivity Program (ACP), which o�ered
eligible households a $30monthly subsidy for home internet or cellular
service, expired in 2024, a�ecting over 24,000 Vermont households enrolled
formonthly bene�its.

● 12 percent of persons with a disability and 37 percent of income-based
government assistance recipients participate in the ACP.

● 16 percent of survey respondents under the age of 45 reported that the cost of
theirmobile cell bill often or always a�ects what essential items they can
a�ord.
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Vermont telecommunications statutes are at times unspeci�ic and could be better
alignedwith the current state strategy.

● Many of the goals in 30 V.S.A. § 202c contain overlapping concepts, all in
service of promoting quality, future-proof infrastructure expansion.

● Broadband speed de�initions andminimumdeployment parameters in
statute are not fully aligned and are now starting to lag behind some other
jurisdictions.

● The statutorilymandated end date for the VCBB is before signi�icant BEAD
Programmonitoring, auditing, and enforcement activitiesmust happen.

● The statutory goals of competition and promotion of open access are in
partial opposition to the goals of universal coverage, due to the extra costs that
meeting those goals would require in very rural areas.

1.3 Summary of Recommendations
Tomeet the needs of Vermont residents, businesses, and institutions, the statemust
continue taking actions that advance its connectivity goals. The following is a
summary of themajor recommendations contained in this Plan.

Text in parentheses following each recommendation indicates the entities this Plan
suggests be involved in the associated action.

Continue taking action tomake the ongoingwireline �iber deployments as
ef�icient and e�ective as possible.

● Establish a predictable timeline and process for permitting on state-owned
land (suggested lead: Agency of Natural Resources, in collaborationwith the
VCBB).

● Leverage state-owned rights-of-way by providing right-of-way rent waivers to
infrastructure builders deploying in unserved and underserved areas until
Vermontmeets its broadband goals (suggested leads: Agency of
Transportation [AOT] and VCBB).

● Better leverage the scale of the Vermont Communications Union District
Association (VCUDA) to provide savings tomembers in the procurement of
services (suggested lead: VCUDA).
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● Consider renewing the Temporary Unserved Location Broadband
Deployment Rider program, which has been an e�ective tool for enabling
deployments to unserved areas (suggested leads: GreenMountain Power
[GMP] and Vermont Electric Coop).

Pilot a small-facilitiesmobilewireless grant program to test and optimize
strategies for supportingmobilewireless deploymentswithminimal visible
impact.

● Dedicate $2 to $3million to an initial pilot grant program (suggested lead:
Vermont Legislature).

● Encourage small-facilities wireless deployments and allow for shared
infrastructure and neutral host structures (suggested lead: PSD).

● Use the flexible grant structure detailed in Section 10.2.3 to accommodate
di�erent solutions for di�erent towns (suggested lead: PSD).

● Collect data on proposed itemized costs of deployment, the use of the 248a
exemption, the impact that potential legal challenges have on costs, and the
comfort of carriers with small internet service providers (ISPs) and
infrastructure owners to calibrate future iterations of the program (suggested
lead: PSD).

● Invite existing utility infrastructure owners to a working group to analyze
opportunities formutual bene�it and collaborationwithmobile wireless
deployments (suggested leads: PSD, GMP, Vermont Electric Power Company
[VELCO], and others).

Ensure bothwireline andwireless service are a�ordable for low-income
Vermonters, especially as the federal ACP funding expired in 2024.

● Establish a state-run subsidy program to provide $67 permonth to
low-incomeVermonters for both awireline andwireless broadband
subscription (suggested lead: funded by the Vermont Legislature;
implemented by the Vermont Agency of Human Services).

● Use the eligibility criteria of LI-HEAP (185 percent of poverty guidelines), or of
Lifeline (135 percent) if there are budget constraints (suggested lead: Vermont
Legislature).

● Establish a program to provide fully subsidizedmobile devices andmobile
subscriptions to unhoused Vermonters to ensure continuous access to
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services (suggested lead: Vermont Legislature, in partnership with local social
services providers).

EnsureVermont’sworkforce is skilled, quali�ied, and ready to execute construction
over the next �ive years and beyond.

● Use the analysis of anticipatedworkforce needs in Section 8 to calibrate the
scale of nascent state training programs (suggested lead: VCBB, in
collaborationwith the Department of Labor [DOL] and Vermont State
Colleges).

● Set a goal to recruit three times asmany critical workers to training programs
as required, to account for turnover and retention challenges inherent to the
industry (suggested leads: VCBB, DOL, and VT State Colleges).

● Consider extending or adapting an existing workforce incentive program to
grow andmaintain the broadband constructionworkforce (suggested lead:
Agency of Commerce and Community Development).

Strengthen the state’s emergency communications systems.

● Use the analysis of PSAP consolidation factors in Section 9.5.4 to inform the
ongoingwork of the Public Safety Communications Task Force, including
whether to pursue a dedicated, comprehensive consolidation studywith
estimates of initial costs of consolidation and potential long-term savings
(suggested lead: Public Safety Communications Task Force).

● Dedicate state resources to ensure progress can bemade on Statewide
Communication Interoperability Plan priorities in instances where there are
no federal grants available to drive progress (suggested lead: Vermont
Legislature, in collaborationwith the Department of Public Safety, Radio
Technology Services, and others).

Ensure the �iber deployments happening today are resilient, sustainable, and able
to support future technology needs.

● Ensure that new networks built with BEAD funding are resilient and
redundant, in line with best practices for disaster resiliency (suggested lead:
VCBB).
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● Perform a detailed analysis of the likely future costs for infrastructure owners
to bury utilities in conjunctionwith GMP’s e�orts to bury a substantial
amount of their infrastructure as part of their plan for zero outages by 2030;
provide an analysis of the impact on customer prices as well as
recommendations for savings opportunities, ef�iciencies, and collaboration
(suggested lead: VCBB).

● Over the next 10 years, encourage the development of enterprise-grade and
carrier-grade service capabilities for Vermont ISPs and infrastructure owners
to increase the viability of futuremobile wireless deployments (suggested
leads: VCBB and PSD).

Update data collection practices to strengthen state planning abilities and better
measure progress.

● Repeat the 2022wireless broadband drive test every two years, using the best
practices described in Section 10.2.1 (suggested lead: PSD).

● Establish a crowdsourced drive-test practice to collect data on Class 2 and 3
roads (suggested lead: PSD).

● Request that 248a permit recipients notify the PSD upon completion of tower
builds and report usage (suggested lead: PSD).

Modernize the telecommunications statutes to better guide practices and align
with state strategies.

● Ensure statutory goals in 30 V.S.A. § 202c and 30 V.S.A. § 202d are speci�ic,
discrete, and alignedwith Act 717 (suggested lead: Vermont Legislature).

● Extend the VCBB’s end date to allow the VCBB to provide adequate oversight
andmonitoring of BEAD deployments (suggested lead: Vermont Legislature).

● Consider adjusting state goals related to competitive choice to focus on the
bene�its of competition (better speeds, lower costs, and better customer
service) rather than competition itself to alignwith current state strategy and
dif�icult economics for even one provider in rural areas (suggested lead:
Vermont Legislature).

7Act 71 (2021). Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2022/Docs/ACTS/ACT071/
ACT071%20As%20Enacted.pdf. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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Section 11 provides an in-depth exploration of Vermont's telecommunications
statute, and recommendations are explained in greater detail and organized
according to statutory goals in the Action Plan in Section 12.
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Section 2: Needs Assessment Overview

Because connectivity touches almost every aspect of life, the positive impacts of
good connectivity range across all sectors. The state hasmade signi�icant
accomplishments over the past three years, particularly with the deployment of
�iber-to-the-premises across the state. The deployments are creating jobs; enabling
remote work, education, and healthcare; and bringing competition to users who
previously did not have a choice of service provider.

However, the telecommunications landscape's shortcomings still challenge
Vermont’s people, businesses, and institutions. The challenges identi�ied here (as
noted by survey respondents and stakeholders across sectors) contextualize the
impacts of incomplete connectivity and lend urgency to thework yet to be done—
again with a primary focus on elements not being addressed via the parallel BEAD
planning process.

2.1 Residential Survey Results and Analysis
A random sample survey of Vermont households was conducted in late 2023 to
develop a pro�ile ofmobile cell service and needs in the state. The telephone survey
received 478 valid responses, which translates to a 4 percentmargin of error at a
con�idence level of 95 percent.

2.1.1 Use of Mobile Service Is Virtually Universal in Vermont

Almost all respondents (99.7 percent) reported using and owning amobile phone.
This is in line with national numbers on cell phone use, which is estimated at 97
percent.8 Since the survey was conducted based on a database of amixture ofmobile
and landline numbers, onewould expect this number to be slightly higher than
numbers resulting frommail surveys. At the same time, the results illustrate that
mobile phones are clearly a basic necessity for functioning as a citizen inmodern
society.

8 PewResearch Center (2021) “Mobile Fact Sheet.” Available at https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/
fact-sheet/mobile/. Accessed January 31, 2024.
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2.1.2 The Mobile Market Is Dominated by the “Big 2” Providers

Half of the surveyed households subscribe to Verizon, with AT&T following
substantially behind at a �ifth of the overall market share. T-Mobile and other
providers’ shares are in the single-digit percentages.

Figure 1: Reported primarymobile cell service provider

2.1.3 Young People Are More Likely to Pick Mint Mobile and T-Mobile,
While Older Residents Are More Likely to Look to Alternative Providers

Younger respondents aremore likely to haveMintMobile and T-Mobile, while older
respondents aremore likely to have “Other” providers, including a variety of services,
such as Straight Talk, Consumer Cellular, and X�inity.While there seems to be
variation by age— as smaller providers target certain demographics and older
respondents aremore likely to bundle cellular with cable or other broadband
subscriptions—market shares of the “Big 2” (Verizon and AT&T) are practically
identical across age groups.
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Figure 2:Mobile cell provider by respondent age

2.1.4 Satisfaction With Cell Service Coverage Varies, but Alternative
Providers Fare Best

At residences, AT&T has higher dissatisfaction rates compared to other providers. US
Cellular was omitted from these results as it had too few respondents and di�ered
substantially from this aggregated category.

Although respondents expressedmore dissatisfactionwith AT&T coverage at their
residences, the state’s drive tests conducted in 2022 showed that AT&T hadmore
expansive areas of coverage than Verizon. The satisfactionwith alternative providers
could be a function of better pricing rather than coverage, call quality, or reliability.
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Figure 3: Satisfactionwithmobile cellular coverage at place of residence by
provider

AT&T fares slightly better in terms of satisfactionwith coverage along roadways,
while Verizon has a higher share of dissatis�ied subscribers along roadways than
inside residences— although AT&T continues to have the fewest satis�ied
subscribers. The alternative providers, however, signi�icantly outperform the “Big 2.”
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Figure 4: Satisfactionwithmobile cellular coverage along roadways inVermont by
provider

2.1.5 Monthly Costs Are Greater for Verizon and Lower for Alternative
Providers

Verizon customers tend to pay signi�icantlymore than other customers for their
mobile service, with themajority payingmore than $100 permonth for a single
phone line. Conversely, as onewould expect, those who subscribe to alternative
providers typically pay less than $60 permonth, with only 9 percent paying $100 or
more permonth. Thismay suggest a need formore competitive service and pricing
to be expanded in the state, given that roughly half of all Vermonters with a cellular
plan use Verizon.
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Figure 5:Monthly cost for single phone line ofmobile cellular service by provider

2.1.6 Low-Income Challenges Include Low ACP Enrollment and Some
Impact of Cell Phone Bill on Being Able to Afford Essentials

Across the state, only 4 percent of survey respondents reported enrollment in the
A�ordable Connectivity Program (which provides qualifying households amonthly
subsidy for home internet or cellular service). This is notably lower than the
Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC)-reported enrollment rate of 10
percent of all households statewide,9 but still can illuminate trends within
low-income households. According to the survey results, 12 percent of persons with
a disability and 37 percent of income-based government assistance recipients
participate in the ACP. However, federal ACP funding expired in 2024, as discussed in
Section 5.2.

9Universal Service Administrative Co., “ACP Enrollment and Claims Tracker.” Available at
https://www.usac.org/about/a�ordable-connectivity-program/acp-enrollment-and-claims-tracker/.
Accessed January 31, 2024.
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Figure 6:Whether household participates in theACP

The need for subsidies (or lowered cellular costs by othermeans) for low-income
households is illustrated by Figure 7; 16 percent of survey respondents under the age
of 45 reported that the cost of their cell phone bill often or always a�ects what
essential items they can a�ord.While this rate drops to 9 percent and 8 percent for
those 45 to 59 years old and those older than 59, respectively, it is still well above the
ideal rate of zero percent.
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Figure 7: Howoften cost of cell phone bill impacts ability to a�ord essential items

2.1.7 School-Aged Households Report Impact of Mobile Connection on
Ability to Do Homework

About a quarter of households reported they had school-aged children. Of those,
about a third reported that the quality of amobile connectionwould a�ect their
ability to complete homework.

Figure 8:Whethermobile connection quality a�ects school homework

This �inding did not varymuch by provider, but it did vary for some subgroups for
which there were enough responses to draw conclusions. In particular, in
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households with active-duty or veteranmembers, the quality of cell phone
connectivity was important for amajority of respondents. This could be because
frequent relocations involve greater dependence onmobile cell phones to
communicate about and potentially even submit homework. In addition, while racial
minorities reported lower negative impact of poor cell phone connectivity, they also
reported amuch higher degree of uncertainty about whether there could be a
negative impact.

Figure 9:Whethermobile connection quality a�ects school homework, by
population group

2.1.8 Work Requirements Mean Lower-Income and Other Population
Groups Have Greater Need for Cell Phone Coverage for Their Profession

Roughly 84 percent of survey respondents reported that cell phone coveragewas
always or often needed to execute responsibilities related to their profession. This
rate notably lowered to 20 percent for subscribers toMintMobile, whichmay be
related to the younger ages and lower incomes associatedwithMintMobile
subscribers.
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Figure 10: Frequency of need formobile coverage to complete job responsibilities

The portion of respondents who reportedmobile coveragewas always or often
needed to complete their work responsibilities did not vary substantially by age. For
those under 45 years old, 81 percent of respondents requiredmobile coverage for
work, increasing to 89 and 88 percent for those between the ages of 45 and 59 and
those 60 and older, respectively.
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Figure 11:Mobile coverage needed to complete job by age

Themore urgent �indings are revealedwhen evaluating the importance of cellular
coverage to completing work responsibilities split out by di�erent socioeconomic
demographics. For example, 100 percent of income-based government assistance
recipients reported thatmobile coveragewas always or often needed to complete
their work responsibilities. Similarly, 95 percent of veterans, 90 percent of deaf
persons, and 86 percent of those with a disability or chronic condition reported
strong need formobile coveragewhile working. Policy interventions and outreach
could lower the cost of cellular coverage for these groups. Contrasting these �indings,
only 64 percent of LGBTQ+ and 67 percent of immigrants and refugees reportmobile
coverage as necessary for completing their jobs.
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Figure 12:Mobile coverage needed to complete job by population group

2.1.9 Minority, Low-Income, and Other Vulnerable Groups Have Greater
Need to Call 911 Than Other Groups

To gauge the need for cellular coverage for public safety, the rates of 911 calls using
mobile cellular networks were analyzed: 29 percent of respondents reported ever
having called 911 using amobile cellular network.While this is aminority of the total
respondents, there is near universal bene�it to expanding access to wireless service,
whichwill result in improved access to 911.
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Figure 13: Ever called 911 on a cell phone by age

Just under half of all income-based government assistance recipients have called 911
using amobile network. Similarly, 35 percent of racial or ethnicminorities, 36
percent of veterans, and 37 percent of individuals in households with school-aged
children have used amobile network to call 911. These data suggest that these groups
may present themost urgent needs in terms ofmobile coverage for public safety.
However, once again, virtually every person bene�its from increased access to public
safety communications.
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Figure 14: Ever called 911 on a cell phone by population group

Among those who have used amobile subscription to call 911, 86 percent were able
to connect to 911 on the �irst attempt. Unfortunately, only 77 percent of those calling
using Verizon, themost common provider in the state, were able to connect on a
�irst attempt.
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Figure 15: Able to connect to 911 on �irst attempt, by provider

2.1.10 Expressed Policy Preferences for Investments in Mobile Cellular
Coverage

The survey included a series of questions regarding coverage investments to better
inform public policy in this area. The �indings suggest there is strong support for the
state to take a leadership role to ensure bettermobile coverage and use public funds
to do so; 64 percent strongly agree that the state should use public funds to domore
to improve coverage and only 11 percent disagree with this statement.
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Figure 16: Levels of support for state investment inmobile coverage

2.1.10.1 There Is Popular Support for Spending Public Money to Increase
Mobile Cellular Coverage

82 percent of respondents either strongly or somewhat agreed that the state should
domore to increasemobile cellular broadband coverage even if it means spending
publicmoney to do so. Further, the distribution of opinions remained relatively
consistent across di�erent customer bases, except for T-Mobile subscribers (97
percent of which expressed support for the proposition) andMintMobile
subscribers (only 14 percent of which strongly agreedwith the proposition).
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Figure 17: Levels of support for state investment inmobile coverage by provider

Respondents under the age of 45 expressed the least interest in the state expending
public funds to expand cellular network coverage, but themajority of the age group
still strongly agreedwith the proposition. All older age groups expressed greater
interest than the average response from across the state.
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Figure 18: Levels of support for state investment inmobile coverage by age group

Among the polled groups, veterans expressed the highest rate of strong support, and
LGBTQ+ respondents expressed the highest rate of strongly or somewhat agreeing
with the proposition. Recipients of income-based government assistance reported
the least enthusiasm towards the proposition, with only 63 percent strongly or
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somewhat agreeingwith the proposition. It is unclear why this groupmay be
skeptical of the proposition, but analyses of cellular network use for public safety
andwork requirements suggest that low-income populationsmay be the greatest
bene�iciaries of the proposed policy.

Figure 19: Levels of support for state investment inmobile coverage by population
group

2.1.10.2 There Is Popular Support for Efficient Investment in Mobile Broadband
Expansion Even at the Expense of Aesthetics

Roughly half of residents in the state appear to strongly support the state prioritizing
�inancial ef�iciency over aesthetic preservation if the state were to invest inmobile
broadband expansion, and an additional 29 percent somewhat support this policy.
Across the various customer bases, there is little variation in opinion oncemore,
except for those subscribed toMintMobile (only 7 percent of which strongly agreed
with the proposition).
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Figure 20: Levels of support for prioritizing lower-cost investments over
aesthetics, by provider

Vermonters younger than 45 voiced the least support for the policy, as only 41
percent strongly agreedwith the proposition. It still may be popularly supported by
this age bracket, as an additional 33 percent somewhat agreedwith the proposition.
All other age brackets had greater support for the policy than the average state
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resident, with amajority of all other age brackets strongly agreeingwith the
proposition.

Figure 21: Levels of support for prioritizing lower-cost investments over aesthetics,
by age group

Veterans and persons with disabilities expressed the strongest agreement with the
propositionwhile recipients of income-based government assistancewere again the
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most hesitant (only 42 percent strongly agreedwith the proposition). For
low-income populations, it is unclear to what extent this policy opinion ismotivated
by a priority placed onmaintaining public aesthetics as opposed to a greater
hesitancewith spending public funds.

Figure 22: Levels of support for prioritizing lower-cost investments over
aesthetics, by population group

2.1.10.3 There Is (Slightly Less) Public Support for Prioritizing More Expensive
but Smaller Equipment in Cellular Infrastructure Deployment

According to the survey results, 46 percent of respondents strongly agree that the
state should avoid deployment on hills andmountains in favor of placing small
equipment on utility poles and existing structures, even if it ismore expensive.
Additionally, 23 percent somewhat agree. These proportions illustrate less support
for the prioritization of aesthetics when compared to enthusiasm for prioritization
of �inancial ef�iciency. However, themargin is slim enough that the two are
comparable.
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Across di�erent customer bases, MintMobile’s base expressed a largely
unconcerned sentiment, as 86 percent of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed
with the proposition.

Figure 23: Levels of support for prioritizing aesthetics over lower-cost
investments, by provider
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Most age groups displayed similar levels of support for the proposition, with elderly
Vermonters standing in opposition. 28 percent of Vermont residents at or above the
age of 75 expressed strong disagreement with the proposition and only 36 percent
expressed strong agreement. Depending onwhere older Vermonters are located,
this preferencemay suggest amore location-speci�ic approach in terms of policy
priorities.
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Figure 24: Levels of support for prioritizing aesthetics over lower-cost
investments, by age group

Of the polled socioeconomic groups, racial and ethnicminorities express themost
support for the proposition, as 83 percent either strongly or somewhat agreed that
the state should prioritize aesthetics over lower-cost investments. Recipients of
income-based government assistance and LGBTQ+ populations had the least
agreement with the proposition, with only 30 percent and 19 percent strongly
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agreeing, respectively. Furthermore, although 39 percent of veterans strongly
agreedwith the proposition, they voiced themost opposition, with 25 percent
strongly disagreeing.

Figure 25: Levels of support for prioritizing aesthetics over lower-cost
investments, by population group

2.1.10.4 There Is Broad Support for a Balanced Approach to Cellular
Broadband Expansion

Residents have almost reached consensus that the state should adopt an approach
that balances the cost of expansionwithminimizing the impact on Vermont’s
natural aesthetic, as 70 percent of respondents strongly agreedwith the proposition
and an additional 20 percent somewhat agreed. There was no speci�ic customer
base that voiced substantial disagreement.
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Figure 26: Levels of support for balancing cost and aesthetics, by provider

Similar to the above �inding, support for the balanced policy position is widespread
across age groups. Those at or above the age of 75 expressed the greatest degree of
agreement, as 84 percent strongly agreedwith the proposition, but all age groups
reached amajority in strong agreement.
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Figure 27: Levels of support for balancing cost and aesthetics, by age group

There was similar support for the policy position across all surveyed demographic
groups, but there was some variability in the extent to which they agreed. For
example, recipients of income-based government assistance had the lowest rate of
strong agreement with the proposition at 49 percent. Despite this, only 6 percent of
recipients of income-based government assistance expressed disagreement of any
degree, which signals its palatability, if not outright popularity.
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Figure 28: Levels of support for balancing cost and aesthetics, by population group

2.1.10.5 A Majority of Vermonters Strongly Agree With the Expansion of Mobile
Cellular Coverage by Any Means Necessary

Survey results suggest that over half of Vermonters strongly agree that it does not
matter to themhow the state helps increasemobile cellular coverage— it just needs
to happen. This support is shared across all customer bases exceptMintMobile’s,
only 14 percent of which strongly agreedwith the proposition (although 73 percent
somewhat agreed).While this policy position is popular, it also has critics, as 13
percent expressed strong disagreement.
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Figure 29: Levels of support for prioritizing improvement regardless ofmethod, by
provider

Similar to the above, support for cellular coverage expansion through anymeans is
widespread across age groups. Those at or above the age of 75 expressed the greatest
degree of agreement, as 69 percent strongly agreedwith the proposition. Those
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under the age of 45 expressed the least enthusiasm, although 48 percent of the
group still expressed strong agreement with the prompt.

Figure 30: Levels of support for prioritizing improvement regardless ofmethod, by
age group

Veterans were the surveyed demographic group that voiced the strongest
agreement with the proposition, at 71 percent. On the other hand, racial and ethnic
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minorities stand out asmore hesitant: 46 percent reported strongly or somewhat
disagreeingwith the proposition. Therefore, it may be important tomore deeply
understand racial and ethnicminorities’ opinions before setting a policy agenda.

Figure 31: Levels of support for prioritizing improvement regardless ofmethod, by
population group

2.2 Healthcare
In a survey of healthcare workers in the state, clear evidence emerged that
improvingmobile connectivity would improve healthcare delivery. First, use of
mobile broadband is widespread among healthcare workers; 75 percent of
healthcare workers surveyed said they use amobile device as part of their job.
Notably, more than 65 percent of those surveyed said that challenges withmobile
broadband coverage hindered their work either daily ormultiple times aweek.
During an interview, the Secretary of Human Services reported that the lack of
connectivity can also be a safety concern for healthcare workers who provide
services in an individual’s home.
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This healthcare work is vitally important — often for themost vulnerable of
Vermonters: 88 percent of respondents reportedworkingwith vulnerable
populations. Part of the reasonmobile broadband challenges are so acute with
vulnerable populations is that lower-income households usemobile broadband as
their solemeans of accessing the internetmore often thanwealthier households.

According to the PewResearch Center, “as of early 2021, 27 percent of adults living in
households earning less than $30,000 a year are smartphone-only internet users—
meaning they own a smartphone but do not have broadband internet at home,” and
that percentage hasmore than doubled since 2013.10Vulnerable populationsmore
often seek services viamobile devices (e.g., calling tomake an appointment or
attending telehealth appointments), so a lack of adequate cell phone signal strength
is therefore particularly impactful for those who cannot a�ord a home connection.
According to an interviewwith the Director of Outreach for AARP, the lack of
connectivity a�ects older residents’ ability to use telehealth services, which can both
increase costs and risks when traveling duringwintermonths.

Perhaps due to these realities, in a strong endorsement of the importance ofmobile
broadband coverage, 93 percent of surveyed healthcare workers asserted that better
cell service would result inmore ef�icient and e�ective care.

2.3 Public Safety
Connectivity — especiallymobile broadband— is a public safety issue. In locations
along roadways withoutmobile service, motorists need a cellular signal to call for
help after an accident or if their vehicle breaks down, particularly along the state’s
8,550miles of dirt road,11where distances between housesmay be greater and traf�ic
volume lower.

Similarly, people in emergency situations inside homesmay also need to call 911
using a cell phone due to not subscribing to a landline, lack of immediate access to a
landline, or needing to seek help discreetly in domestic violence situations.

11Agency of Transportation (2023) “General Statistics.” Available at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/
planning/maps/stats. Accessed February 28, 2024.

10 Emily A. Vogels (2021) “Digital Divide Persists Even as AmericansWith Lower IncomesMake Gains
in Tech Adoption.” Available at https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2021/06/22/digital-divide-
persists-even-as-americans-with-lower-incomes-make-gains-in-tech-adoption/#:~:text=As%20of
%20early%202021%2C%2027,increase%20from%2012%25%20in%202013. AccessedNovember 29,
2023.
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Premises withoutmobile coveragemay not be able to reach 911 during an
emergency if no landline is available.

Of almost 500 respondents in a survey of Vermont residents, 29 percent reported
having called 911 using amobile phone; however, 14 percent of those who called were
not able to connect to a call-taker on their �irst call.

These issues extend to �irst responders as well. In a survey, 33 percent of �irst
responders said they lose cell servicemultiple times a day on their way to or from a
call, while 22 percent lose servicemultiple times aweek. TheWindsor County Sheri�
expressed concerns about of�icer safety when responding to potentially dangerous
situations; without cell service, hemay not know the current location and status of
dispatched of�icers. Not only does a lack ofmobile service impact �irst responder
safety, it greatly decreases operational ef�iciencies; when asked if improvingmobile
broadbandwould reduce costs and improve ef�iciencies, 68.5 percent of surveyed
employees said yes.

2.4 Business Connectivity Needs
Vermont has a long and robust history of small businesses being the backbone of the
state. There are over 77,000 small businesses across the state that employ 61 percent
of the private workforce.12,13 Small businesses are amajor factor in Vermont’s
economic development. Businesses can overcome geographical constraints with an
online presence that could include a broader range of services or products,
solicitation of customers, and online sales.

According to a survey of business owners throughout Vermont, 80.8 percent stated
that employees usemobile broadband to perform core job functions, and yet 78.2
percent also stated thatmobile cell service in Vermont was inadequate for their
needs.While 42 percent of rural small businesses have trouble using technology,
only 25 percent of larger rural businesses experience technology problems,

13Vermont BusinessMagazine (2022) “2022 Vermont Small Business Pro�iles Available,”VermontBiz.
Available at https://vermontbiz.com/news/2022/september/02/2022-vermont-small-business-
pro�iles-available. Accessed December 12, 2023.

12Maria Lara Bregatta, et al. (2023) “Small Business Owners: Solving the Child Care CrisisWill Take
Courage,”VTDigger. Available at https://vtdigger.org/2023/04/10/small-business-owners-solving-the-
child-care-crisis-will-take-courage/. Accessed December 12, 2023.
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indicating that rurality “magni�ies the technological challenges faced by the smallest
of small businesses.”14

In addition, businesses without adequate connectivitymiss out on advancements
that canmake themmore ef�icient. A recent study by Pennsylvania State University
and theNational Science Foundation found that adopting cloud-based software
services drove innovation of business services by 6 percent in both rural areas and
urban areas where businesses had access to robust connectivity, but that businesses
in rural areas without connectivity were unable to achieve those gains tied to
cloud-based software.15 In other words, robust connectivity hasmeaningful and
measurable impacts on business ef�iciency and innovation; businesses without
broadband access do not perform aswell as businesses with access.

Lack of connectivity impacts the customers that support Vermont businesses as
well. In a survey of Vermont business owners, 83 percent stated that their customers
usemobile broadband to access or use their services. Given small businesses are
supported by Vermonters, and Vermonters are supported by small businesses, it is
essential to improve the connectivity that enables these relationships.

2.5 Remote Work
One of themost compelling and urgent reasons tomeet the state’s goals of universal
wireline andwireless broadband service is to ensure that the population of remote
workers continues to grow in the state.

Remote work provides speci�ic bene�its to workers that are often ampli�ied in rural
areas. According to research reported by Forbes, “54 [percent] of employees say they
would change jobs for one that o�ered themmore flexibility, which results in an
average of 12 [percent] turnover reduction after a remote work agreement is
o�ered.”16 Considering that a business’s approximate cost of losing a single employee

16 Laurel Farrer (2020) “5 Proven Bene�its of RemoteWork for Companies,” Forbes. Available at
https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurelfarrer/2020/02/12/top-5-bene�its-of-remote-work-for-companie
s/?sh=5a614fda16c8. Accessed January 9, 2024.

15Kirsten Devlin (2023) “Digital Divide Hinders Rural Innovation, Study Shows.” Available at
https://www.psu.edu/news/research/story/digital-divide-hinders-rural-innovation-study-shows/.
Accessed December 15, 2023.

14 Lorien Zhao (2023) “How the Digital Divide A�ects America’s Rural Small Businesses,”Notes from the
Field. Available at https://www.clevelandfed.org/publications/notes-from-the-�ield/2023/nftf-
20230907-how-the-digital-divide-a�ects-americas-rural-small-businesses. Accessed December 12,
2023.
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is one-third of that position’s annual salary,17 any reduction in turnover can save a
business signi�icant funds over the tenure of the employee.

Remote work opportunities also help Vermonters �ind jobs that �it their skills and
experience, allowing them to stay in Vermont and contribute to the state’s economy
and culture. As an aging state, Vermont can use remote work opportunities to attract
and retain young professionals whowill make Vermont their home.

Veterans can greatly bene�it from remote work opportunities. Veteransmake up
over 5.3 percent18 of Vermont residents. Remote work can allow thosewith
disabilities from their service— 21 percent19 of Vermont veterans— to �ind
meaningful work. For example, remote work can a�ord veterans with
post-traumatic stress disorder amorewelcomingworkspace and flexibility to
attendmedical appointments.20

Remote work opportunities also allow Vermont businesses to hire and retain highly
quali�ied employees in situations where local workforce supply is insuf�icient. For
example, information technology (IT) professionals are needed in a variety of sectors
and can execute signi�icant portions of their work remotely.With suf�icient
broadband service, Vermont businesses can hire IT professionals from other parts
of the country, allowing those businesses to access vital services.

Vermont bene�its from remote workers in dual-earner households. A job-seeker can
accept an in-person position in a rural location, �illing in-demand roles such as
healthcare professionals and teachers, without the undue stress of their partner
needing to �ind an appropriate position if they are able to retain their remote

20DavisWinkie (2020) “RemoteWork Could Be Silver Lining of Pandemic for SomeVeterans,
Including ThoseWith PTSD,”Army Times. Available at
https://www.armytimes.com/news/your-army/2020/11/27/
remote-work-could-be-silver-lining-of-pandemic-for-some-veterans-including-those-with-ptsd/.
Accessed January 9, 2024.

19Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023)Vermont’s Digital Equity Plan. Available at
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/VT%20Digital%20Equity%20Plan%20Pu
blic%20Comment%20Draft.pdf. Accessed December 15, 2023.

18Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023)Vermont’s Digital Equity Plan. Available at
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/VT%20Digital%20Equity%20Plan%20Pu
blic%20Comment%20Draft.pdf. Accessed December 15, 2023.

17 Yaren Fadiloglulari, “2023 Employee Turnover: Statistics, Trends & Reasons,”Gomada. Available at
https://www.gomada.co/blog/statistics-on-employee-turnover#:~:text=The%20cost%20of%20emplo
yee%20turnover%20is%20estimated%20to%20be,%25%20of%20employees%27%20base%20pay.&t
ext=9. Accessed January 9, 2024.
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employment.21According to an interviewwith the Vermont Principals’ Association,
there have been numerous incidents where a teacher or administratormust either
not take or resign from a position because their partner cannot �ind appropriate
work and their location does not have the reliable high-speed broadband connection
necessary for remote employment.

Vermont has amarginally higher rate of residents working fromhome than the
nation overall — 11 percent of employed Vermonters versus 10 percent of employed
Americans. The number of residents working remotely will likely continue to grow,
both from people relocating to the state but keeping their remote job and from
Vermonters seizing the economic opportunities provided by remote roles. Themap
below shows the percentage of telecommuters by census tract.

21 Prithwiraj Choudhury (2020) “OurWork-From-Anywhere Future,”Harvard Business Review.
Available at https://hbr.org/2020/11/our-work-from-anywhere-future. Accessed January 9, 2024.
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Figure 32:Work-from-homemetrics byVermont census tract
The share of employedVermonterswhowork fromhome (11 percent) is outpacing the

share of employedAmericanswhowork fromhome (10 percent)

Source: American Community Survey 5-year estimates (2021)

Some census tracts have over 20 percent of their employed populationworking from
home, while others have under 5 percent. Even the tracts with the lowest percentage
of remote workers still represent signi�icant populations doing business fromhome,
and remote workers have become a sizable share of the economy and tax base.
Because these jobs aremobile, ensuring the state’s connectivity landscapemeets
their needs now and in the future will be essential to growing andmaintaining that
workforce.
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Section 3: Current State of Telecommunications
Infrastructure and Coverage in Vermont

This section provides an overview of the current state of telecommunications
providers and coverage in Vermont, including background information on ISPs,
speeds, and technologies, as well asmobile and �ixed broadband coverage across the
state.

3.1 ISPs and Infrastructure Owners in Vermont
Awide array of providers operate throughout Vermont, from large national
corporations like Comcast, Verizon, AT&T, and T-Mobile to local companies such as
VTel,Waits�ield Champlain Valley Telecommunications, andmany others. This
section focuses on aspects of the provider landscape that are new, emerging, or
particularly relevant to the stakeholders and readers of this Plan and the ability of
the state tomeet its telecommunications goals.

3.1.1 Communications Union Districts

In 2015, the Vermont Legislature authorized the formation of Communications
Union Districts (CUD),22 enabling two ormore towns to join together as amunicipal
entity and build infrastructure, givingmore control to communities over the
broadband solutions implemented in their area and providing amechanism for
expanding broadband in themost rural areas of the state. Much like a water and
sewer or solid waste district, CUDs allow towns to aggregate demand for a service,
�ind ef�iciencies by sharing the operation of the district, and leverage their combined
purchasing power.

There are currently ten CUDs representing 216member towns—more than 76
percent of the state’s population and 93 percent of unserved premises23— illustrated
in themap below.

23Vermont Community Broadband Board, “Communications Union Districts.” Available at
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/Vermont%27s_CUDs_to_Post.pdf.
AccessedNovember 30, 2023.

22 30 V.S.A. § 3051. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/082/03051.
Accessed January 15, 2024.
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Figure 33: Vermont’s CommunicationsUnionDistricts

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (Feb. 2023)

CUDs are committed to achieving universal service, prioritizing all unserved on-grid
addresses. Infrastructure construction is underway or planned throughout the state;
as of the publication of this Plan, SoVT CUD and ECFiber have completed their
network builds in line with their originalmissions, and other CUDs have begun
building their networks— like CVFiber, DVFiber, Maple Broadband, andNEK
Broadband. Deployments are reportedly planned for the spring and summer of 2024
for Chittenden County CUD, Lamoille FiberNet, Northwest Fiberworx, and Otter
Creek CUD. The followingmap showswhich CUDs have builds in progress or
completed:
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Figure 34: Construction inVermont’s CommunicationsUnionDistricts

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (Feb. 2023)
Notes:Wrench icon indicates construction is in progress. Plug icon indicates construction is complete

and service is available. No icon indicates construction has not yet started.

Importantly, every CUD is workingwith an ISP partner to provide service over the
CUD’s network. Several ISPs are also implementing various forms of an “open
access”model, whichwould allowmultiple providers to serve the same pool of
customers using CUD infrastructure.
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3.1.2 Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers

Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) are landline telephone companies that
were originally part of AT&T before theirmonopoly was split up into seven regional
companies in 1984. They provide local voice services to everyone in a jurisdiction,
traditionally over copper wires, and typically o�er internet service using the same
infrastructure (i.e., dial-up and DSL). ILECs havemajor community infrastructure
presences and are increasingly providing �iber broadband by overlashing �iber onto
their old copper cables.

Vermont’s ILECs and their coverage areas are shown in themap below.

Figure 35: Vermont’s ILEC areas

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2019)
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Vermont’s largest ILEC is Consolidated Communications (CCI), whichmakes DSL
available to approximately 64 percent of state premises (representing the areas in
green above) — and o�ers �iber to a growing number of premises under the name
Fidium.

New England has been a central focus of CCI’s FTTP expansion e�orts. Of the
approximately 1.6million �iber passings they have targeted, about 1.1 millionwill be
in NorthernNew England (Maine, NewHampshire, and Vermont). While it is unclear
exactly howmany of those 1.1 million passings will be in Vermont, CCI has estimated
that 114,000 Vermont addresses should have access to their Fidium �iber service in
early 2024.24

This expansion has been in part enabled by CCI’s comparatively low costs per
passingwhen utilizing the pole space and attachment rights from their existing
copper plant. CCI’s Fairpoint assets, acquired in 2017, have provided a cost-e�ective
springboard for their �iber builds according to CCI leadership, and it is reasonable to
assume theywill continue to focus on building in areas where the cost per passing is
lowest.25

Additionally, CCI targets builds in areas where they can anticipate a favorable
competitive landscape. According to public information and presentations to
investors,26 the company bene�its fromhaving little overlap with other �iber
providers and from operating in duopolies where they compete against a single

26 Consolidated Communications (2023) “Consolidated Communications to Be Acquired by
Searchlight and BCI.” Available at https://lufax.q4cdn.com/131964560/�iles/doc_presentations/2023/
10/cnsl_transaction-presentation_�inal_10-16-23.pdf. Accessed January 31, 2024.

25 In investor presentations, CCI highlights their relatively low cost per �iber passing and direct cost to
connect, and notes that their existing pole access arrangements gives them “aerial �iber access to
80% of NorthernNew England.” See Consolidated Communications (2023) “J.P. Morgan Global High
Yield & Leveraged Finance Conference,” slide 7. Available at https://lufax.q4cdn.com/131964560/�iles/
doc_events/2023/Mar/07/jpm_2023_�inal.pdf. Accessed February 2, 2024.

24 Fidium Fiber (2023) “FidiumAdds 10,000-Plus New Fiber Internet Locations in Vermont; More Than
114,000 VermontersWill HaveMulti-Gig Access by Year’s End.” Available at https://www.consolidated.
com/about-us/news/article-detail/id/909/�idium-adds-10000-plus-new-�iber-internet-locations-in-
vermont-more-than-114000-vermonters-will-have-multi-gig-access-by-years-end. Accessed
December 12, 2023.
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cable provider in 90 percent of theirmarkets.27 Their stated target penetration rate is
40 percent28,29 by year �ive after passing amarket with �iber.

3.2 Unserved, Underserved, and Served Premises
Infrastructure deployment is occurring rapidly throughout the state, as roughly
$441.8million of �iber construction is happening concurrently with thewriting of
this Plan fromAmerican Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)30 and Capital Projects Fund (CPF)31

awards. Therefore, the information presented in this Plan represents a snapshot in
time based on themost up-to-date data currently available, but readers should note
that themaps presented here almost certainly underestimate the actual coverage at
the time of publication.

Vermont Act 71 de�ines premises as “served” if they have access to broadband
infrastructure capable of delivering speeds of at least 25Mbps download and 3Mbps
upload, “unserved” premises have access to speeds below 4Mbps download and 1
Mbps upload or no access at all, and “underserved” premises have access to speeds
between 4/1 Mbps and 25/3Mbps.32 Themap below shows the locations of premises
that are currently unserved or underserved, per the Act 71 de�inition.

32Act 71 (2021). Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2022/Docs/ACTS/ACT071/
ACT071%20As%20Enacted.pdf. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.

31U.S. Department of the Treasury (2023) Capital Projects Fund Award Fact Sheet: Vermont. Available at
https://home.treasury.gov/system/�iles/136/VT-CPF-Award-FactSheet.pdf. Accessed February 26,
2024.

30NTIA (2023) “Biden-Harris Administration Announces State Allocations for $42.45 Billion
High-Speed Internet Grant Program as Part of Investing in America Agenda.” Available at
https://www.ntia.gov/press-release/2023/biden-harris-administration-announces-state-allocations-
4245-billion-high-speed. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.

29 SueMarek (2021) “Consolidated Aims for 40% Fiber Penetration Rate in Four Years,” FierceTelecom.
Available at https://www.�iercetelecom.com/telecom/consolidated-aims-40-�iber-penetration-rate-
four-years. Accessed January 31, 2024.

28 For new �iber builds, CCI targets 14% in year one, 24% in year two, and 33% in year three, with a
terminal penetration target of 40% by year �ive. See Consolidated Communications (2023) “Q2 2023
Earnings,” slide 10. Available at https://lufax.q4cdn.com/131964560/�iles/doc_�inancials/2023/q2/
Q2-23-CNSL-Earnings-Presentation_FINAL_2.pdf. Accessed February 2, 2024.

27Nicole Ferraro (2022) “Consolidated CEO Cheers Limited Competition in FiberMarkets,”
LightReading. Available at https://www.lightreading.com/fttx/consolidated-ceo-cheers-limited-
competition-in-�iber-markets. Accessed February 2, 2024.
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Figure 36: Vermont premises currently unserved or underserved by broadband

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (Dec. 2023)
Notes: Unserved and underserved premises do not have access to speeds of 25/3Mbps or better.

Thismap reveals a particularly high concentration of unserved and underserved
premises in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom into the surrounding counties, western
Addison County into northwest Rutland County, andWindhamCounty.
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However, in 30 V.S.A. § 202c, the state set the goal of extending infrastructure
capable of 100Mbps symmetrical speeds to every on-grid E-911 residential and
business location by the end of 2024.33 The state also allows grant funding to fund
infrastructure to premises with less than 100/20Mbps.

These increased state criteria were recently adopted at the federal level. OnMarch
14, 2024, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) raised the threshold for a
premise being considered served from 25/3Mbps to 100/20Mbps.34

The followingmap shows premises-level service tiers that conform to the state’s
grant programs and statutory goals.

34 Federal Communications Commission (2024) “FCC Increases Broadband Speed Benchmark.”
Available at https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-401205A1.pdf. Accessed April 26, 2024.

33 30 V.S.A. § 202c. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202c.
AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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Figure 37: Premises inVermont by broadband service level

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (Dec. 2023)

At the time of passage of Act 71,35 there were approximately 254,000 premises—
representing 82 percent of the state’s addresses— lacking access to 100Mbps
symmetrical speeds in 2021. In 2022, there were 243,408 premises (or 70.4 percent of
all addresses in the state) remaining. By 2023, that number dropped to 189,506
premises, or 60.13 percent of all addresses in the state, which represents themost

35Act 71 (2021). Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2022/Docs/ACTS/ACT071/
ACT071%20As%20Enacted.pdf. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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recently available data. The following chart describes the full distribution of service
levels in Vermont households from that data:

Table 1: Premises inVermont by broadband service level in 2023

Speed Tier Served Percent Not Served Percent

100/100Mbps 125,686 39.87% 189,506 60.13%

100/20Mbps 256,668 81.43% 58,524 18.57%

25/3Mbps 287,758 91.30% 27,407 8.70%

4/1Mbps 313,435 99.44% 1,757 0.56%

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2023)

3.3 Wireline Broadband Coverage
This section discusses thewireline broadband currently available in Vermont either
through coaxial cable infrastructure or �iber optic infrastructure and provides
context for the current �iber expansion throughout the state.

3.3.1 Coaxial Cable and Hybrid Cable/Fiber Coverage

Coaxial cable broadband is used by a signi�icant portion of internet users in the state
who subscribe to cable television providers such as Charter or Comcast — and in new
construction especially, these providers are also building hybrid cable/�iber systems.

Cable and hybrid cable/�iber internet speeds can vary by typical network factors like
congestion and oversubscription, and by the generation of electronics used on the
ends of the network, which is referred to as the Data Over Cable Service Interface
Speci�ications (DOCSIS). Themost commonDOCSIS version available today is
DOCSIS 3.1, which provides asymmetrical speeds that range from 100Mbps to 1 Gbps
download and typically up to 20Mbps upload speeds. In some urbanmarkets, cable
providers have been deploying DOCSIS 4.0, which they advertise can provide
symmetrical speeds of 1 Gbps or better; however, due to its lack of population
density, Vermont is unlikely to see widespread cable upgrades to DOCSIS 4.0 ahead
of urbanmarkets.
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3.3.2 Fiber Coverage

Fiber-to-the-premises (FTTP, otherwise known as �iber-to-the-home [FTTH])
technology provides fast, symmetrical service, and the vastmajority of new
deployments in Vermont and in the nation use this infrastructure. FTTP is the
easiest infrastructure to scale to provide faster speeds as bandwidth needs increase.

The two basic FTTP architecture types are Active Ethernet, which provides a
dedicated �iber strand for each customer, and Passive Optical Networks (PONs),
which allow users to share strands. Both Active Ethernet and the latest widely used
PONnetworks (known as XGS-PON) network types can provide symmetrical speeds
of 10 Gbps, and some providers, such as EPB in Chattanooga, Tennessee, have started
making symmetrical 25 Gbps service available.

PON networks tend to be less expensive to deploy in rural areas, and either
architecture (i.e., PON or Active Ethernet) allows for future scalability over the
multidecade life of the infrastructure. PONnetworks also do not rely on powered
cabinets; since PONnetworks can operate only with power at the central of�ice and
major hubs, they can be less susceptible to extended power outages (with
appropriate backup power at the hub). Signi�icant research and designwork is being
done on PON technology in anticipation of ISPs wanting to o�er even faster speeds
in the future, and this technology is expected to remain scalable and robust for
decades to come.

3.3.3 Fiber Expansion Plans

As discussed, the �iber landscape in Vermont is rapidly changing. The following
summarizes the primary drivers of infrastructure expansion in the state, which are
all either ongoing or will begin shortly.

In December 2020, the FCC announced that �ive companies won RDOF awards to
collectively serve approximately 18,400 E-911 physical addresses scattered in census
blocks across the state: Charter Fiberlink, ECFiber, Kingdom Fiber, SpaceX/Starlink,
and Consolidated Communications.36 Since then, SpaceX’s award has been retracted
because their technology was not able to deliver promised speeds and latencies. The

36Department of Public Service, “Rural Digital Opportunity Fund.” Available at https://publicservice.
vermont.gov/telecommunications-and-connectivity/rural-digital-opportunity-fund. Accessed
November 21, 2023.
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remainingwinnersmust complete the deployments to all locations within their
award areas by the end of 2026.37

Second, Consolidated Communications, Inc., intends to build their �iber network out
to thousands of additional passings by 2026. Their investment strategy to date has
focused onwinning over customers who are currently subscribed to cable
broadband inmarkets where they can be the �irst to o�er a �iber optic connection, so
they will primarily be overbuilding in locations where cable service already exists.

Third, as discussed, the state is awarding approximately $441.8million via ARPA38

and Capital Projects Fund39 allocations to �iber deployments. These awards are
ongoing and supporting themajority of deployments in the rural, unserved areas of
the state.

Lastly, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)
has designated approximately $229million in grant funds to Vermont via the BEAD
Program.40Vermont will bemaking competitive awards to BEAD Program
subgrantees for last-mile broadband deployment, and intends for awardees to begin
construction in 2025.

Collectively, this signals that the wireline landscape in Vermont is changing rapidly,
with �iber deployments being the vastmajority of new construction.

This ongoing construction is a critical factor underpinning the analysis, strategy, and
recommendations in this Plan.With somuch �iber construction happening, the state
has the opportunity to focus next on improvingwireless broadband— and in
particularmobile broadband connectivity. Mobile broadband expansion ismade
more feasible by a greater penetration of �iber because greater �iber penetration

40NTIA (2023) “Biden-Harris Administration Announces State Allocations for $42.45 Billion
High-Speed Internet Grant Program as Part of Investing in America Agenda.” Available at
https://www.ntia.gov/press-release/2023/biden-harris-administration-announces-state-allocations-
4245-billion-high-speed. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.

39U.S. Department of the Treasury (2023) Capital Projects Fund Award Fact Sheet: Vermont. Available at
https://home.treasury.gov/system/�iles/136/VT-CPF-Award-FactSheet.pdf. Accessed February 26,
2024.

38Of�ice of Governor Phil Scott, “Governor Scott’s Transformational Investments for American Rescue
Plan Funds.” Available at https://governor.vermont.gov/arpa. Accessed December 6, 2023.

37Department of Public Service, “RDOF Award Areas in Vermont.” Available at https://publicservice.
vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/Connectivity/RDOF%20VT%20Map.pdf. AccessedNovember
21, 2023.
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into rural areas reduces the cost of �iber backhaul. The following section describes
the current state of wireless broadband in Vermont.

3.4 Wireless Broadband Coverage
Recognizing the importance ofmobile broadband, Vermont set a goal of achieving
universalmobile access along roadways and near universal availability in premises
throughout the state in 30 V.S.A. § 202c. This section describes the primary wireless
technologies in the state, with a focus onmobile broadband in particular.

This focus does not detract from the role of �ixedwireless broadband service in the
connectivity landscape of the state, especially for consumers with clear sightlines to
towers, consumers who do not have a need formulti-hundredmegabit speeds,
consumers with no access to or need for symmetrical speeds, and in some cases
price-conscious consumers. However, �ixed broadband for residential service is a
technology that ismost relevant to the BEAD planning e�orts and is not able to
provide symmetrical speeds in line with state goals. Therefore, this section focuses
onmobile wireless broadband foremost.

3.4.1 Mobile Broadband

4G LTE technology is the current widely availablemobile broadband technology used
by carriers across the country.41 This technology provides strong signals and—with a
clear line of sight from the cell tower to themobile device and amanageable level of
network traf�ic appropriate for the capacity of the radio and backhaul — can exceed
100Mbps download and 20Mbps upload, typically providing a good user experience
formobile broadband activities such as using navigation applications or sending
and receiving pictures and videos.

Fifth generation (5G) LTE is a term that generally describes the latest generation of
commercially available wireless technology, which can take a few forms. 5G LTE
typically uses higher frequencies, as well as a wider range of frequency bands—
includingmillimeter waves for the very highest speeds— andwider channels. All of
this serves to provide users with higher speeds thanwas possible with 4G LTE, under
the right conditions.

41 Petroc Taylor (2023) “Market share ofmobile telecommunication technologies worldwide from 2016
to 2030, by generation,” Statista. Available at https://www.statista.com/statistics/740442/worldwide-
share-of-mobile-telecommunication-technology/. Accessed December 11, 2023.
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However, the limitations of this technology (i.e., its inability to penetratematerials)
coupledwith Vermont’s hilly andwooded landscapemeans that carriers have not
prioritized the deployment of 5G technology inmany areas of the state. Stakeholders
interviewed noted that some deployments have beenmade in dense areas like
Burlington and on ski hills, but beyond that, there are almost no 5G LTE deployments
in the state. In addition, carrier behavior (and in some cases, of�icial carrier policy),
has not shown that rural 5G deployments are not �inancially viable.42

To understand the status ofmobile broadband coverage in Vermont, the state
performed drive tests in both 2018 and 2022, recording speeds and other factors
alongmajor roadways. Drive tests are used tomeasure the quality and usability of
mobile broadband service in an area and are best performed during high-demand
periods such as themorning and evening commutewindows. Typically, drive tests
performed by carriers use vehicles equippedwith sophisticated and speci�ic
equipment tomeasure factors such as:

● Signal strength
● Signal quality (i.e., stability)
● Dropped calls

Together, the data points o�er insight into where users can accessmobile
broadband services along roadways and at what quality. Drive tests are themost
robustmethods Vermont has to record the quality ofmobile broadband service
along roads across the state, not just onmajor highways. In Section 10.2.1, this Plan
provides detailed recommendations for enhancing the state’s drive test data
collection.

In late 2018, the Department of Public Service undertook a drive test using six cell
phones— each from a di�erent carrier andwith the same drive test application
installed. In 2022, the Department again performed the test but used amore
sophisticated application (OoklaWind43) that did not requiremultiple cell phones.
Both tests, and the comparison between the two, provide an overview of where there

43Ookla, “OoklaWind.” Available at https://www.ookla.com/wind. Accessed January 24, 2024.

42 Jon Brodkin (2019) “Millimeter-wave 5Gwill never scale beyond dense urban areas, T-Mobile says,”
Ars Technica. Available at https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/04/millimeter-
wave-5g-will-never-scale-beyond-dense-urban-areas-t-mobile-says/. Accessed January 24, 2024.
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is qualitymobile broadband service, where it has improved since the last test, and
where service is still needed.

The followingmap shows the average download speed by location along roadways in
2022, with places withoutmobile servicemarked in gray:

Figure 38: Averagemobilewireless download speeds for all tested providers on
Vermont roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed. 2022 data includes drive test results for AT&T,

FirstNet, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.
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Themap shows almost complete coverage along Interstates 89 and 91, with the
primary exception of a stretch of road around Exit 3. Many stretches of smaller
highways show a clear lack of coverage, like Route 100 in Plymouth, which the
Windsor County Sheri� con�irmed is a long stretch of roadwith no service at all,
including radio (which is used in addition to 4G LTE for emergency
communications).

The 2022 drive test separated the data by cell phone provider, detailed in themaps
below. Please see Appendix K for full-size versions of themaps.

Figure 39: Averagemobilewireless download speeds onVermont roadways in 2022
by provider

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed. Please see Appendix K for full-size versions of

the individual providermaps.

Over the past few years, AT&T has undertaken notable expansion e�orts, fueled in
part by their federally funded FirstNet obligations (please see Section 9.5.2 formore
information on FirstNet). A representative of AT&T reported exceeding its FirstNet
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obligations, deploying over 50 new towers in the state as well as numerous
equipment upgrades at existing sites. Their sites have both commercial and
FirstNet-speci�ic equipment installed.

Due to the FirstNet deployments and network, AT&T has some coverage in areas that
others do not, as does VTel. Verizon also has strong coverage inmuch of the state but
shows less robust coverage in the Northeast Kingdom according to the drive tests.
US Cellular does not have signi�icantmobile coverage or speeds in the state, while
speeds provided by other carriers are largely dependent on location.

Another way to understandmobile coverage is to examine how public safety sta�
usemobile broadband. Public safety sta� have to work on every road in the state, and
aremost e�ective when they canmaintain communication the entire time. Notably,
despite the signi�icant deployments under the FirstNet program, usage of FirstNet
by public safety sta� in Vermont is still mixed, and in a survey of 54 public safety
employees around the state, most responded that they usemultiple devices to
access thewidest coverage; speci�ically, 63 percent use Verizon devices provided by
their employer, 39 percent use AT&T devices provided by their employer, and 44
percent use their personal devices. Across all of those respondents, 92.3 percent
reported spots without a cell phone signal in their service area. Findings from the
survey of public safety of�icials are presented in full in Appendix G.

Of course, safety concerns due to poor cell service apply to Vermonters beyond
public safety workers. For instance, the state librarian regularly visits public libraries
throughout the state and needs to be reachable on her cell phone. She expressed
concern for her personal safety while driving through spots without cell phone
service. Other residentsmay experience the same concerns ormay �ind themselves
in need of urgent communication in areas without service, as described in Section
2.3.

Fortunately, there are signs of progress in increasing the strength and coverage of
mobile broadband networks over the past �ive years. Changes inmobile broadband
in Vermont over time are evident in comparisons of the data from the 2018 and 2022
drive tests. Although these drive tests used di�erentmethodologies and so some
nuanced analyses cannot be performed credibly, the two drive tests conclusively
show several changes.
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First, comparing the two tests shows that average download speeds increased by
signi�icantmargins between 2018 and 2022. The following chart shows the average
speed for successful tests by county in 2018 and in 2022.

Figure 40: Averagemobilewireless download speeds (Mbps) increased on
roadways in all Vermont counties between 2018 and 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2018, 2022)
Notes: 2018 data includesmobile wireless drive test results for AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, US Cellular,

Verizon, and VTel. 2022 data includesmobile wireless drive test results for AT&T, FirstNet, T-Mobile, US
Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.
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Note that areas with no signal were not included in this analysis; in other words,
where service exists, speeds have improved dramatically. However, Vermont still has
signi�icant areas throughout the state with no service.

Speed improvements could be attributed to the construction of new towers,
installation of new radios, and equipment upgrades, or to the di�erent
methodologies or time of year duringwhich the drive tests were performed.
Regardless, the tests show thatmobile speeds are increasing throughout the state.

Second, the two tests can be compared to showwhich locations went fromno
recorded download speeds in 2018 to some download speeds in 2022. Cases
reflecting incremental progressmight be due to a weak signal that was picked up at
the edge of a radio’s range in 2022 that was not recorded in 2018; in other instances,
large increases in service are likely the result of a new deployment. To demonstrate
this, the followingmap shows locations that went fromno service to some service,
shaded by the degree to which the recorded speed changed.
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Figure 41: Averagemobilewireless download speeds in 2022 for locations that had
no recorded service in 2018

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Locations that were not tested in 2018were removed. 2022 data includes drive test results for

AT&T, FirstNet, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.

While thismap shows pockets of new service, it also demonstrates that the pace of
deployment in the state is slow. There aremultiple factors that contribute to the slow
pace of deployment, but the challenge of building new towers in Vermont coupled
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with the lack of a suf�icient customer base to entice the privatemarket to act are two
primary factors.

In January 2024, the Department of Public Service conducted a study to compile
recommendations for revisions to the permitting process for new towers (30 V.S.A. §
248a). Feedback provided by individuals and towns demonstrated varying levels of
familiarity and satisfactionwith opportunities for revision. After gathering awide
range of views, the PSD has not identi�ied a consensus on bene�icial modi�ications to
the process or the underlying statute. The report is publicly available on the
Legislature of the State of Vermont website.44

3.4.1.1 Possibility of Expanding Mobile Coverage Through the FCC’s 5G Fund

The FCC established the 5G Fund for Rural America45 (5G Fund) in October 2020 to
continue the FCC’s e�orts to bridge the rural digital divide. The fund has up to $9
billion available to bring 5Gmobile wireless service to rural areas where these
deployments would be unlikely without grant funding. Similar to the Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund (RDOF),46 the 5G Fundwill use amulti-round reverse auction
process to distribute the funds to areas thatmeet the criteria, which are still pending
as of the publication of this Plan.

Although the fundwas established in 2020, the implementation of the fundwas
placed on hold while newmobile coverage data were submitted to the FCC’s
Broadband Data Collection (BDC) program.47 The FCC has published the new data
submitted via the BDC program and renewedwork in determining the process for
distributing the funds.

In September 2023, the FCC started the formal public comment process to de�ine the
eligible areas and themetrics used to accept bids and identify winning bids. The
comment period has since closed, and the FCCwill likely issue the �inal rule later in

47 Federal Communications Commission (2024) “Broadband Data Collection.” Available at
https://www.fcc.gov/BroadbandData. Accessed February 13, 2024.

46Department of Public Service, “Rural Digital Opportunity Fund.” Available at https://publicservice.
vermont.gov/telecommunications-and-connectivity/rural-digital-opportunity-fund. Accessed
November 21, 2023.

45 Federal Communications Commission (2023) “5G Fund.” Available at https://www.fcc.gov/5g-fund.
Accessed February 13, 2024.

44Vermont Department of Public Service (2024)Act 20: 2023 Report on the Process of Siting
Telecommunications Facilities Under 30 V.S.A. § 248a. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/
assets/Legislative-Reports/01.11.24-H110-legislative-report.pdf. Accessed January 25, 2024.
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2024. The authors of this Plan expect the reverse auction process to occur in 2026
and anticipate that winners will have tomeet various build-outmilestones,
culminating in 85 percent of award areas covered by the end of year six, with a
closeout date of 2032.

That being said, the impact the 5G Fundwill have on Vermont’smobile broadband
landscape cannot be forecasted at this time because the eligibility criteria and
auction rules are still being determined, and there is a signi�icant chance that
Vermontmay not have substantial eligible areas according to the FCC. If the FCC
allows eligibilitymaps to be challenged by drive tests, Vermont’s eligible areas would
increase. However, if the FCC restricts eligibility criteria to places that lack 4G
coverage based on the current BDCmaps, Vermont’s eligible areasmay beminimal.

The Department of Public Service is closelymonitoring the FCC’s communications
and supplying public comment to the Commissionwhenever possible to provide the
FCCwith Vermont’s perspective onmobile broadband connectivity to try to ensure
that the state bene�itsmeaningfully from the 5G Fund.

3.4.2 Fixed Wireless

Fixedwireless connectivity is transmitted via radio waves broadcast from towers to
receiving antennae af�ixed to buildings. As such, a �ixed antenna needs a clear line of
sight to the tower, which can be a�ected by topography, the presence of other
buildings, inclement weather, and inadequate proximity to the tower.

The biggest local �ixedwireless access provider is Vermont Telephone Company, Inc.
(VTel), which owns about 150 towers. According to VTel representatives, the company
engaged in a statewide testing e�ort to demonstrate that they provide 25/3Mbps
service to 10,000 customer locations. The company has been improving this service
by adding radio bands andmaking other equipment upgrades.

VTel also entered into an agreement with AT&T and T-Mobile to providemobile
services within VTel’s footprint. VTel also provides roaming to Verizon during
moments of service disruption on Verizon’s own network.
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3.4.3 Low Earth Orbit Satellite

Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite service is a small but important part of the Vermont
connectivity landscape because it ismost useful for o�-grid locations and premises
without a suf�icient wireline solution and is not dependent on the location of towers,
�iber, or power. Satellite communications services can be compared to a cellular
tower site in the Earth’s orbit, beaming signals down and receiving signals from the
surface of the Earth. The best connectivity LEO satellite service can provide requires
a clear view of the sky free of hills or foliage.

In the late 2010s, the capabilities of satellite broadband improved immensely after
hundreds of LEO satellites were launched. The satellites individually serve a smaller
area of the Earth and therefore provide signi�icantly higher speeds to each user than
geosynchronous satellites which are in amuch higher orbit. The relative proximity of
the satellites sharply reduces signal delay time. Laser technologies provide
connections between LEO satellites to balance capacity and enhance the backhaul
connection from the satellite to the Earth.

Onemajor LEO satellite provider, SpaceX’s Starlink, has severalmillion subscribers
worldwide, with a relatively high rate of subscriptions on a per capita basis in
Vermont compared to other states. According to an interviewwith SpaceX’s Senior
Manager of Global Government A�airs, the company expects faster speeds and
cheaper pricing in the future. The speeds that Starlinkmarkets to customers in
Vermont range from 60 to 155Mbps download and 9 to 18Mbps upload.48

While the residential broadband applications being used bymany Vermonters is an
important part of the connectivity landscape, future applications of this technology
aremost relevant for Vermont policymakers to understand. In brief, Starlink is
collaborating with T-Mobile and other terrestrial wireless providers to develop a
commercially available service that uses the frequencies of terrestrial mobile
providers to communicate with low Earth orbit satellites. This service is intended for
subscribers ofmobile services on conventional phones with standard data plans.

There is currently no conclusive timeline for voice-over-satellite technology.
Starlink anticipates the �irst implementation of the service will be for asynchronous

48 Starlink, “Availability Map.” Available at https://www.starlink.com/map?view=upload&referral=RC-
14217-27291-55&utm_source=paid_b2c_ww_search_google_brand_starlink_2023_10_25_evergreen.
Accessed January 5, 2024.
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communications such as textmessages and email, where themessage is short and
not as time-sensitive. The service is intended for areas with no existing cellular
service, and T-Mobile users will be routed to towers when possible.49

3.5 Statewide Connectivity Metrics and Benchmarks
This section benchmarks additional telecommunicationsmetrics in the state that
demonstrate quality service and support state telecommunications goals:
competition among broadband providers available at premises in the state, the costs
associatedwith di�erent service options, customer service quality, and the speeds
available from ISPs in Vermont.

3.5.1 Competition

One of the goals speci�ied in 30 V.S.A. § 202c is to “support competitive choice for
consumers among telecommunications service providers.” Given that Vermont
statute also speci�ies that infrastructure should be capable of delivering speeds of at
least 100Mbps symmetrical, this section characterizes competition in the state
among cable and �iber providers— both of which can achieve 100Mbps symmetrical
speeds with updated electronics and equipment.

Unfortunately, there is no publicly available dataset of service o�erings at a level
granular enough to characterize the current status of competition on a
premises-by-premises basis; however, this Plan uses the best data currently
available to characterize competition generally. However, to truly understand the
competitive landscape in Vermont, the PSD should consider collecting data by
households that have access tomore than one �iber or cable based ISP.

The FCC requires ISPs to �ile broadband availability data at the premises level;
however, publicly available datasets aggregate service availability by provider at the
block level. As a result, while the following analysis showswhich blocks have
multiple wireline providers, there is no guarantee that the listed service is available
at every premise within the census block.

49 ElonMusk (2022) “T-Mobile Takes Coverage Above and BeyondWith SpaceX.” Available at
https://www.t-mobile.com/news/un-carrier/t-mobile-takes-coverage-above-and-beyond-with-spac
ex. AccessedNovember 28, 2023.
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Figure 42: Number of cable and �iber ISPs present, by census block (2023)

Source: FCC (June 2023)

As demonstrated by themap above, themajority of census blocks withmultiple
providers have one cable and one �iber provider; however, in rare other cases,
competition exists betweenmultiple �iber providers ormultiple cable providers. This
pattern �its with themajority of rural areas in the country, where �iber providers and
cable providers avoid overlapping, but a competitive �iber provider has built into
areas with cable to provide di�erentiation in product o�erings.
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The following chart approximates the total number of premises with andwithout
competition by aggregating the data displayed in the abovemap:

Table 2: Approximate number of premiseswith andwithout competition

Number of cable or �iber providers
present in census blocks Number of premises

0 33,602

1 131,245

2+ 120,486
Source: FCC (June 2023)

Notes: This table only includes premises for which the FCC has data.

Regardless of the data granularity, it is clear that the state has not yetmet its goal of
competitive service at residential premises. However, the signi�icant ongoing
constructionwill support increased competition in already served areas, as
providers build through served areas to reach unserved areas. In other instances
(including themore rural areas), CUDs intend to use an open accessmodel —where
multiple ISPs use the same infrastructure—which can provide a level of
competition ifmultiple providers can be enticed to use the same network.

All of this said, the bene�its that competition creates for consumers— such as better
customer service quality, faster speeds, and lower costs — can also be reliably
achieved throughmeans other than competition. In fact, given the very challenging
business case in themost rural areas of Vermont for a single good broadband
provider, much lessmultiple, Section 11.3.2 recommends that the state focus
foremost on tracking the outcomes that competition can improve, rather than
competition for competition’s sake. This tracking and evaluation can be done in the
followingways:

Customer ServiceQuality: Bymeasuring online customer reviews, and consumer
complaints and resolutions at the ISP level, the Department of Public Service in
collaborationwith other agencies can evaluate the quality of service ISPs are
providing in the state.
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Speeds: By using speed tests, and comparing consumer-reported speeds to
advertised speeds, Vermont can assess whether ISPs are providing consumers with
speeds thatmeet their needs and are alignedwith ISPmarketing claims.

Costs:As part of the strategies presented in the BEAD Proposals related to long-term
a�ordability, Vermont can track the cost of connectivity from di�erent service
providers. Importantly, as the BEAD Proposals suggest, the state should prioritize
tracking and evaluating against long-term a�ordability goals to understand if ISPs
are exerting downward pressure on prices or driving prices up.

3.5.2 Speeds

Though the rapid expansion of �iber broadband across the state alsomeans that
speeds should improve substantially over the next few years, the following chart
comparesmedian �ixed (bothwireline and �ixedwireless) andmobile speeds in
Vermont with peer New England states. Speed test data is collected andmade
available by Ookla (data retrieved December 11, 2023).

Table 3:Median �ixed andmobile speeds inVermont andpeerNewEngland states

State FixedDownload FixedUpload Mobile Download MobileUpload

Vermont 135.42Mbps 23.26Mbps 40.46Mbps 4.49Mbps

Connecticut 243.70Mbps 36.24Mbps 92.98Mbps 9.84Mbps

Massachusetts 224.58Mbps 23.99Mbps 101.99Mbps 11.88Mbps

Maine 192.13Mbps 17.46Mbps 42.88Mbps 5.94Mbps

New
Hampshire 232.32Mbps 27.73Mbps 56.28Mbps 7.22Mbps

Vermont ranks last in three of the fourmetrics shown in the chart above. The reason
for thismay bemostly because New England states have di�erent topology and
urban-rural population distributions (withmore residents living in urban areas,
more residents are likely to have better service, meaningmore tests are likely taken
in urban areas and statewide speed test averagesmay be higher). However, that does
not change the fact that the average broadband user experience in Vermontmay be
less robust than in peer New England states. A similar comparison is recommended
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in subsequent years to understand the impact of Vermont policies and practices on
internet speeds and quality experienced by Vermonters.
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Section 4: Challenges with Expanding
Telecommunications in Vermont

Vermont will encounter wide-ranging, diverse challenges when expanding
telecommunications infrastructure over the next decade and beyond. This section
describes the challenges that aremost relevant to the state legislature and other
policymakers, including challenges related to Vermont’s geographic and
demographic conditions, climate change, and regulatory constraints.

4.1 Geographic Challenges
Vermont’s landscape and rurality play amajor role in the capital expenses needed to
meet the state’s connectivity goals.

The state’smountainous terrain andworld-famous foliage impede clear sightlines
from towers broadcasting radio waves tomobile cellular devices and �ixedwireless
receiving antennas on buildings, as well as from satellites to receiving dishes.
Signals are attenuated by hills andmountains, whichmeans additional towers or
repeaters are necessary for a signal to travel over or around an obstacle. Forests
cover 78 percent of the state,50 and as foliage changes with the seasons, signal
strength varies accordingly.

In addition, the state’s hilly, wooded topography andwinding rural roadways (more
than half of which are unpaved51) present challenges for deploying �iber and
implementingmobile coverage, increasing the time it takes to install, the amount of
materials needed, and— consequently — the total cost, which impacts service prices.

Though the state is well on its way to providing 100Mbps symmetrical speeds to
every on-grid location, the topology and rurality havemeant thatmajor public
investment has been required to be successful. As this Planmakes clear in various

51Agency of Transportation (2023) “Statewide Totals of Paved and ‘Dirt’ Highways.” Available at
https://vtrans.vermont.gov/planning/maps/stats. AccessedNovember 14, 2023.

50Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation (2023) “Overview of Vermont’s Forests.” Available at
https://fpr.vermont.gov/forest/vermonts-forests#:~:text=Vermont%27s%20forests%20cover%204%2
C591%2C281%20acres,has%20relatively%20little%20public%20land. AccessedNovember 14, 2023.
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sections, meeting the state’smobile broadband goals with the same dedicationwill
require signi�icant capital expenditures as well.

4.2 Climate Challenges
Vermont’s climate is projected to warm faster than the global average.52

Consequently, the increase in extremeweather events that the state is already
experiencing is predicted to become evenmore frequent andmore intense.
According to the Agency of Natural Resources, “Annual average precipitation has
increased nearly six inches since the 1960s, with the largest increases occurring in
mountainous regions of the state.”53Over the next decade and beyond, precipitation
duringwinter and springwill likely increase,54,55 impacting various aspects of life in
Vermont and causing extensive damage to infrastructure.

Many parts of the state endured catastrophic flooding in July 2023, leading to
millions of dollars in damage to buildings, property, farmland, roads, bridges, and
telecommunications infrastructure.56According to state of�icials, the state’s
telecommunications systems held upwell in general, but there were isolated
incidents that led to service disruptions. For example, the Director of
Telecommunications and Connectivity explained that the flooding damaged 1.5
miles of �iber optic cables, and because the roads werewashed out, crews had to wait
for the roads to be repaired before they were able to restore connectivity, resulting in
a three-day internet outage.

Because of the increased frequency of disaster events, many state of�icials are
reevaluating risks to systems, and telecommunications play a role in safety and
resilience across public and private institutions. For example, the Ottauquechee

56 Peter Banacos (2023) “The Great Vermont Flood of 10-11 July 2023: PreliminaryMeteorological
Summary,”NationalWeather Service. Available at https://www.weather.gov/btv/The-Great-Vermont-
Flood-of-10-11-July-2023-Preliminary-Meteorological-Summary. Accessed December 1, 2023.

55Agency of Natural Resources (2023) “Climate Change in Vermont.” Available at http://climatechange.
vermont.gov/vermont-today#. Accessed December 1, 2023.

54Mahalia Clark, Caitlin Crossett (2021) “Climate Change in Vermont.” The Vermont Climate
Assessment 2021. Available at https://site.uvm.edu/vtclimateassessment/�iles/2021/11/VCA-
Chapter-1-11-4-21-1.pdf. Accessed December 1, 2023.

53Agency of Natural Resources (2023) “Climate Change in Vermont.” Available at http://climatechange.
vermont.gov/vermont-today#. Accessed December 1, 2023.

52Mahalia Clark, Caitlin Crossett (2021) “Climate Change in Vermont.” The Vermont Climate
Assessment 2021. Available at https://site.uvm.edu/vtclimateassessment/�iles/2021/11/VCA-
Chapter-1-11-4-21-1.pdf. Accessed December 1, 2023.
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Health Clinic was closed for a signi�icant amount of time after the floods, and the
Vermont Department of Health has raised concerns that small hospitals located
throughout Vermontmay lose internet service in the event of a climate emergency,
hindering healthcare personnel from providingmedical treatment.

Tomitigate future infrastructure damage and associated connectivity lapses,
deployment plansmust take climate change and how it impacts di�erent regions of
the state into account. The BEAD Program rules also require grantees to consider
climate risks. In Vermont, riverine flooding poses the greatest hazard risk to
infrastructure, followed by hurricanes and ice storms, as seen in the graph below.

Figure 43: Greatest hazard risk toVermont’s infrastructure
Byhazard expected annual building loss shares

Source: Federal EmergencyManagement Agency National Risk Index

Except formajor storms like hurricanes, exact disaster risk can also be hyper-local.
As Vermont experienced during the July 2023 floods, areas along rivers— especially
smaller creeks— aremore susceptible to flooding, so broadband deployments need
to include amitigation plan around the hazard risks speci�ic to each location.

Themap below shows Vermont census tracts color-coded by expected annual
building losses from climate impacts. Note that higher numbers in themap often
reflect a greater density of structures, in addition tomore climate risks.
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Figure 44: Climate risk inVermont census tracts by total expected annual building
losses

Source: Federal EmergencyManagement Agency’s National Risk Index (2023)

Thismap demonstrates that townswith the highest risk are scattered throughout
the state, rather than clustered together. Though the data is available by town, the
indicated hazard risk is also rarely townwide; for instance, hazard ratingsmay be
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explained by the presence of a stream or another body of water with the potential to
breach its banks during heavy rainfall.

Therefore, hazard riskmitigation plans for broadband deployments need to be as
granular as possible, and should not assume that all parts of a town experience the
same level or type of hazard risk. To this end, public safety of�icials in Essex have
begun a granular analysis of where internet service could fail during a climate
emergency.

The state is already taking preventative climate-related action. For instance, the
Public Utility Commission authorized GreenMountain Power to preemptively
remove ash trees in areas along roadways where the presence of the invasive
emerald ash borer beetle is con�irmed. Preemptive ash tree removal along power
line rights-of-way avoidsmore expensive removal, damage to infrastructure, and
power outages in the future.57 In addition, GreenMountain Power has stated a goal of
burying a substantial amount of their utility lines to achieve zero outages by 2030,58

in large part tomake infrastructuremore resilient to disaster.

The state needs to take into account growing climate risk, and because
telecommunications touch almost every institution and system, the state should
coordinate with institutions and agencies that are also taking climatemitigation
steps to ensure that resilience is built ef�iciently and collaboratively.

Strategies and best practices to increase network resiliency are explored in Section
10.5.

4.3 Demographic Challenges
Vermont’s demographic conditions are unlike any other state in the country, with
low population density and a highermedian age than the national average (43.2 in
Vermont versus 39.0 nationally, as of the 2022 American Community Survey59).

59United States Census Bureau, “Populations and People.” Available at https://data.census.gov/
pro�ile/Vermont?g=040XX00US50. AccessedNovember 14, 2023.

58GreenMountain Power (2023) “GreenMountain Power Launches First in Nation 2030 Zero Outages
Initiative.” Available at https://greenmountainpower.com/news/green-mountain-power-launches-
�irst-in-nation-2030-zero-outages-initiative/. Accessed February 29, 2024.

57Vermont Agency of Transportation (2021) “Emerald Ash Borer Ash TreeManagement Plan.”
Available at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/�iles/highway/documents/environmental/
EAB%20Management%20Plan%20Oct2021.pdf. Accessed December 6, 2023.
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Low population density creates deployment andmarket challenges. Greater
distances between premisesmeanmore �iber is required to reach fewer potential
customers permile, resulting in higher costs per drop— especially for premises with
long driveways— and lower return on investment, making deployment to these rural
areas economically unfeasible without subsidy for ISPs. Though the ARPAmoney
Vermont allocated to broadband andwireless connectivity (over $350million60)
alongwith the federal BEAD Program funding (about $229million61) should alleviate
this problem for wireline service, the same density challenges play a role inmaking
mobile broadband expansion challenging in the state as well.

However, density is not the only demographic challenge related to e�ective
telecommunications deployment. The ongoingwork to deploy broadband cannot be
completedwithout an adequate workforce, and since Vermont has a highermedian
age than the national average, the proportion of working-age residents is smaller.
According to The NewYork Times, “Vermont’s population is rapidly aging. More than
a �ifth of Vermonters are 65 or older, andmore than 35 percent are over 54 ... No state
has a smaller share of its residents in their primeworking years.”62

Although trends indicate that older adults are remaining in theworkforce longer,
the impact of an agingworkforce on labor pool availability is reflected in labor
market data; according to a senior Economic and LaborMarket Information of�icial,
Vermont’s labor force has been in decline since 2011, when the “baby boomer”
generation started reaching retirement age. Between 2010 and 2020, themedian age
of Vermonters increased by 4.4 percent, but some counties experienced amore
dramatic increase— higher than 8.5 percent— as shown in themap below.

62 Ben Casselman, Jenna Smialek (2023) “VermontMay Be the Face of a Long-TermU.S. Labor
Shortage.” TheNewYork Times. Available at https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/12/business/economy/
vermont-labor-shortage.html?unlocked_article_code=1.-Ew.perJ.tuxh-R_uWL5r&smid=url-share.
AccessedNovember 14, 2023.

61NTIA (2023) “Biden-Harris Administration Announces State Allocations for $42.45 Billion
High-Speed Internet Grant Program as Part of Investing in America Agenda.” Available at
https://www.ntia.gov/press-release/2023/biden-harris-administration-announces-state-allocations-
4245-billion-high-speed. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.

60Of�ice of Governor Phil Scott, “Governor Scott’s Transformational Investments for American Rescue
Plan Funds.” Available at https://governor.vermont.gov/arpa. Accessed December 6, 2023.
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Figure 45:Median age change inVermont counties from2010 to 2020
Change inVermont’smedian agewas approximately 4.4 percent

Source: American Community Survey 5-year estimates (2010, 2020)

The comparatively smaller increase inmedian age in Chittenden, Lamoille, and
Franklin counties is likely attributable to their proximity to area colleges. Grand Isle,
Essex, Orange, and Rutland counties had the greatest jump inmedian age during
this timeframe.

As discussed inmore detail in Section 8, Vermont’s workforce shortage stems in part
from its aging population, as well as from outwardmigration and low immigration
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rates.63Vermont’s population only grew by 2.8 percent between 2010 and 2020. The
map below illustrates where the state’s population increased and decreased.

Figure 46: Population change inVermont from2010 to 2020
Vermont’s population growthwas approximately 2.8 percent

Source: Decennial Census (2010, 2020)

Much of the Northeast Kingdom experienced a population decline, especially Essex
County. Conversely, areas near higher-education institutions like the University of
Vermont, Saint Michael’s College, Johnson State College, Lyndon State College, and
Middlebury College experienced population growth. The regional growth patterns
displayed in the data above are expected to continue; however, the slow pace of new

63 Erin Petenko (2019) “People Are Leaving VT in Droves.Where Are They Going?”VTDigger. Available
at https://vtdigger.org/2019/09/13/people-are-leaving-vt-in-droves-where-are-they-going/. Accessed
November 14, 2023.
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housing construction andmodest in-migration and birth ratesmake it unlikely for
the rural nature of the state to change signi�icantly, even in higher-growth areas.

According to a report from the Of�ice of the State Treasurer, Vermont’s population
grew by 14,548 in 2021, but the rate of growth slowed dramatically in 2022, when the
population only increased by 2,981.64Dropping birth rates65 demonstrate that this
trend of slow population growthwill likely not only continue butmayworsen in the
future— unless residents of other states can be enticed to relocate to Vermont in
greater numbers and/or current residents’ reasons for leaving can be alleviated.

This being said, the Vermont Futures Project — a nonpro�it think tank— estimates
that the state’s total population needs to increase to 802,000 by 2035 to �ill its
workforce needs in all sectors, not just broadband-related industries.66 Ensuring
healthy population growth in rural areas of the state would also increase the
customer base for telecommunications services, making the �inancial challenges to
deploying rural broadband slightly easier.

Regardless of the current indicators forecasting verymodest population growth, it
would bene�it the state to ensure broadband infrastructure throughout the state is
designed to scale to accommodate potential growth to at least 800,000 full-time
residents, which could be realized in the coming decades from increased climate
migration coupledwith other actions the statemay take to increase theworkforce.

4.4 Regulatory Challenges
How the internet is used and regulated is continually evolving. This section details
two areas of federal regulation that could a�ect Vermonters and state-level policy
decisions: net neutrality and Carrier of Last Resort. Changes to either of these areas

66Mikaela Lefrak, TedraMeyer, Andrea Laurion (2023) “A Think Tank Says Vermont Should Grow to
802,000 People by 2035. Here’sWhy— andHow,”Vermont Public. Available at
https://www.vermontpublic.org/show/vermont-edition/2023-08-17/a-think-tank-says-vermont-shou
ld-grow-to-802-000-people-by-2035-heres-why-and-how. Accessed December 6, 2023.

65ArtWoolf (2019) “When It Comes to Birth Rate, EveryoneHas Vermont Beat,”VTDigger. Available at
https://vtdigger.org/2019/05/19/woolf-comes-birth-rate-everyone-vermont-beat/. Accessed
November 14, 2023.

64Of�ice of the State Treasurer (2023) “US Census Bureau: State-to-StateMigration Flows 2022:
Analysis of PopulationMovement In andOut of Vermont.” Available at https://www.vermonttreasurer.
gov/sites/treasurer/�iles/documents/US%20Census%20Bureau%20State-to-State%20Migration%20
Flows.pdf. Accessed December 7, 2023.
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of regulation could impact the path to reaching the state’s telecommunications
goals.

4.4.1 Net Neutrality Regulations

One of the challenges the state faces in implementing the goal of ensuring net
neutrality is the fact that the nature of federal jurisdiction over broadband has
changed several times over the past few decades.

Broadband is predominantly regulated at the federal level under the jurisdiction of
the FCC. The FCC is directed by �ive commissioners appointed by the president of the
United States and con�irmed by the United States Senate for �ive-year terms, except
when �illing an unexpired term. The U.S. president designates one of the
commissioners to serve as chair, and nomore than three commissionersmay be
members of the same political party. Thismeans that the FCC’s regulation of
industry is heavily influenced by the current political environment and—with a
simplemajority — regulations can bemodi�ied relatively quickly. As a result, rules
established under one administration are often reversed under the next.

In 2002, the FCC determined that cable ISPs are an “interstate information service”
and not a “common carrier.”67 This di�erentiationmeant that cable ISPs were no
longer considered to be providing a general public good, they faced looser
regulation, and theywere not required to provide services in a speci�ic coverage
area.

That de�inition held until 2015 when the FCC passed the Open Internet Order,68

which classi�ied ISPs as common carriers and expressly banned activities like
throttling, blocking, and paid prioritization. The Order also gave the FCC authority to
pass net neutrality rules, whichwere prohibited for information services industries,
but not for industries considered a common carrier. In 2017, the FCC reversed that

68 Federal Communications Commission (2015) “Protecting and Promoting the Open Internet.”
Available at https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-15-24A1.pdf. Accessed December 11, 2023.

67 Federal Communications Commission (2002) “FCC Classi�ies CableModemService As ‘Information
Service.’” Available at https://transition.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Cable/News_Releases/2002/nrcb0201.html.
Accessed December 11, 2023.
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Order and again classi�ied internet service providers as an information service
industry,69 closing the door on net neutrality regulations at that time.70

In September 2023, the FCC announced that it was considering categorizing internet
service providers as a common carrier again and therefore subjecting ISPs to stricter
regulations including prohibiting throttling, blocking, and other anticompetitive
behavior.71At the time of publication of this Plan, the FCC has not released the
hearing dates for this item, but industry experts anticipate that it will be discussed in
the spring or summer of 2024.72

Considering the political environment that the FCC operates within, this rule
revisionmay not be implemented or could be rescinded in the next three to �ive
years. As a result of this uncertainty, states such as California have implemented
their own state-level net neutrality regulations.

Vermont policymakers should remain aware of the ongoing proceedings of the FCC
and the state’s federal delegates, but given the rapidly changing political
environment at the federal level, establishing state-level requirements is themost
reliable way tomaintain a consistent policy regarding net neutrality if the state
wishes to do so.

Of course, any state-level action on this topic should be takenwith robust legal
guidance due to the signi�icant jurisdictional and regulatory complexities of the
issue.

4.4.2 ILEC Carrier of Last Resort Obligations

This Plan considers the impact of a regulatory issue concerning ILECs that will
become increasingly relevant as wireline �iber service is deployed to all Vermont
premises: carrier of last resort (COLR) obligations.

72AmyMaclean (2023) “FCC Sets its Calendar as Title II, Billing Items Loom,” Cablefax. Available at
https://www.cablefax.com/regulation/locked-and-loaded-fcc-sets-its-calendar-as-title-ii-billing-ite
ms-loom. Accessed December 11, 2023.

71 Federal Communications Commission (2023) “Safeguarding and Securing the Open Internet.”
Available at https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-23-83A1.pdf. Accessed December 11, 2023.

70 Clare Hopping, DaleWalker (2018) “Net Neutrality Laws AreNowOf�icially Dead,” ITPro. Available at
https://www.itpro.com/network-internet/31103/net-neutrality-laws-are-now-of�icially-dead.
Accessed December 11, 2023.

69 Federal Communications Commission (2017) “Restoring Internet Freedom.” Available at
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-17-60A1.pdf. Accessed December 11, 2023.
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Historically, incumbent carriers that operated as amonopoly— including the former
Bell System operating companies—were designated as the COLRswithin their
service territories.73As carriers of last resort, these companies were required to o�er
phone service to all potential customers within their service territories, maintain
service, and promptly restore service if there were any outages. COLRswere also
expected to o�er fair and reasonable pricing. As such, COLR obligations serve the
critical function of ensuring very rural Vermont households gain or retain
telecommunications infrastructure when there is no economic case for an ISP to
build in a region.

These COLR obligations in telecommunications are rooted in centuries-old concepts
that applied to common carriers and enterprises such as inns, coaches, ferries, and
railroads.74 Common carriers were required to provide services to all customers as
long as there was enough space, the fee was paid, and there were no reasonable
grounds to refuse to do so.75

The concept of the COLR obligation for telecommunications services was
established through the Communications Act of 1934 and amended by the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, which required that nationwide, regulated
telecommunications services bemade available to everyone:

A nationwide, regulated telecommunications network available to … all the
people of the United States, without discrimination on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, or sex, a rapid, ef�icient, Nationwide, andworld-wide
wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges, … for the purpose of the national defense, for the purpose of promoting
safety of life and property through the use of wire and radio communication….76

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 furthermandated that:

76 Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 151.

75 Sherry Lichtenberg (2016) “Carrier of Last Resort: Anachronism orNecessity?”National Regulatory
Research Institute. Available at https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/FA85B978-00A3-862C-5E8D-
9E10816FA7DB. Accessed December 8, 2023.

74 Sherry Lichtenberg (2016) “Carrier of Last Resort: Anachronism orNecessity?”National Regulatory
Research Institute. Available at https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/FA85B978-00A3-862C-5E8D-
9E10816FA7DB. Accessed December 8, 2023.

73 Sherry Lichtenberg (2016) “Carrier of Last Resort: Anachronism orNecessity?”National Regulatory
Research Institute. Available at https://pubs.naruc.org/pub/FA85B978-00A3-862C-5E8D-
9E10816FA7DB. Accessed December 8, 2023.
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Customers in all regions of the Nation, including low-income consumers and
those in rural, insular, and high cost areas, should have access to
telecommunications and information services, including interexchange service
and advanced telecommunications and information services, that are
reasonably comparable to those services provided in urban areas and that are
available at rates that are reasonably comparable to rates charged for similar
services in urban areas.77

However, there is increasing discussion among policymakers in various states about
how COLR regulationsmay change as �iber is deployed to the lastmile and as
technology evolves. Carriers increasingly argue that in situations where a �iber
product is available to all homes, which enables Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
andWi-Fi calling, COLR obligations should be transferred to the entity using the
updated technology (i.e., �iber).

As telephone and data services continue to converge and as �iber is built to every
on-grid premise in Vermont, regulators can expect ILECs in Vermont to request a
reevaluation of COLR responsibilities, especially in jurisdictions where other ISPs
also have amandate to serve every on-grid premise.

However, this Plan advises that shifting the responsibility from ILECs to other
entitiesmay present challenges for the state. For one, ILECs transferring COLR
obligations to �iber networks run by di�erent operators could allow the ILECs to
deprioritize themaintenance of copper networks— potentially leading to a greater
incidence of disrupted service— and allow them to decline to connect new landline
phone service in certain circumstances. These copper networks are still used by
many people in the state and are essential to various components of connectivity.
Further, some of the entities that are currently building �iber (such as smaller ISPs
and CUDs in the state) do not currently have the organizational capacity or
infrastructure tomatch the service levels, maintenance and repair capacity, and
experience of the current COLR providers. Because of this, policymakers and
regulators should carefully consider the potential implications of changing the COLR
responsibilities of ILECs in Vermont.

77 Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. § 254.
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Section 5: Broadband Affordability in Vermont

Vermonters cannot take advantage of themany bene�its of broadband if they cannot
a�ord the cost of connectivity.

While dif�iculty paying for an internet connection is a national problem—nearly two
in �ive subscribers compromise other expenses to pay for broadband78— the
speci�ics of what is considered a�ordable are also localized. For example, residents
of cold-climate states like Vermont spendmore on heating costs and thereforemay
not be able to allocate the same percentage of their income to a broadband
subscription as someone living in awarm-weather region. Other local variables such
as the average cost of housing, food, transportation, andmedical expenses all impact
what a household considers a�ordable.

In a 2023 survey of Vermont residents, 16 percent of survey respondents under the
age of 45 reported that the cost of their cell phone bill often or always a�ectedwhat
essential items they could a�ord.While this rate drops to 9 percent and 8 percent for
those 45 to 59 years old and those older than 59, it is still well above the ideal rate of
zero percent.

The a�ordability of the internet is a concern for everyone— and stakeholders who
workwith vulnerable or disadvantaged populations expressed particular concern
about broadband costs. For example, the Deaf Independence Coordinator at the
Vermont Center for Independent Living noted that when vital connectivity services
are out of reach for those who are deaf or hard of hearing, they lose a tool that is
critical tomaking basic services accessible (e.g., video calling, emergency alert
systemswith bed shakers, etc.). AARP Vermont also noted that some residents who
do not technically qualify as low-income often struggle to pay their bills and
therefore struggle to a�ord connectivity.

In addition, housing advocates and healthcare workers noted that for unhoused
Vermonters, mobile connectivity is often theirmost critical connection to support

78 EmmaGautier (2023) “U.S. News &World Report Finds Nearly 2 in 5 Internet Subscribers
Compromise Personal Expenses to A�ord Internet,” Community Networks. Available at
https://communitynets.org/content/us-news-world-report-�inds-nearly-2-5-internet-subscribers-co
mpromise-personal-expenses. AccessedNovember 15, 2023.
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services and social networks. Survey results strongly indicate that if healthcare
workers cannot contact someone via phone, they have almost no other options
besidesmail, which is a challengewithmany vulnerable populations. According to
an interviewwith the Director of Shelter and Clinical Services at the Upper Valley
Haven, themonthly cost of cell phone service is “a big lift for clients who do not have
a steady income, so they often gain and lose any plan they have.” For these reasons,
ensuringmobile connectivity and a�ordability is critical for supporting unhoused
Vermonters.

5.1 Current Broadband Pricing
Prices for service in Vermont range by provider, and it is dif�icult to ascertain the
true cost of broadband because ISPs often use introductory pricing and bundling.
For example, X�inity o�ers �ixed service for a promotional rate of $25 permonth for
200Mbps service for the �irst year, but the regular rate is $87 permonth— a
signi�icant price di�erence. Customers often bundle home internet with telephone,
television, streaming, home security, and increasingly, mobile broadband services,
all of which obscure broadband pricing and prevent consumers from easily
comparing plans. Some providers— typically smaller ISPs and CUDs— do o�er clear
pricingmodels on their websites.

This Plan attempts to document prices for broadband delivered by ISPs in the state.

Of Vermont’s ten communication union districts, six o�er service as of February
2024. Entry-level CUD pricing is summarized here:

Table 4: Entry-level pricing in sixVermont CUDs

Provider Price for Entry-Level Tier

CVFiber $79.00

DVFiber $75.00

ECFiber $72.00

Maple Broadband $69.95

NEK Broadband $80.00
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Provider Price for Entry-Level Tier

SoVT CUD/Fidium Fiber Introductory rate: $35.00
Rate after �irst year: $55.00

A full chart of ISP prices at the time of publication of this Plan can be found in
Appendix I.

Mobile broadband pricing is also dif�icult to capture. Mobile providers run
promotions and o�er incentives like new cell phones to attract customers, and
charges vary greatly based on the number of phone lines on the plan. Therefore,
rather than documenting exact per-plan pricing, the following chart demonstrates
the approximate range of rates Vermontersmay be paying for an individual plan
from amajor carrier, according to current advertised prices as of this writing.

Table 5: Range of rates for plans frommajor carriers

Carrier LowEnd High End

AT&T $50.00 $85.00

T-Mobile $60.00 $90.00

US Cellular $40.00 $60.00

Verizon $50.00 $100.00
Notes: Pricing captured December 12, 2023. Rates are for one line and do not include taxes, fees, or

promotions for bundling services or purchasing a cellular device. Pricing is subject to change at any time.

Despite the comparatively lower advertised prices, a plurality of 2023 survey
respondents reported payingmore than $100 permonth for service (which in some
instancesmay include taxes, monthly device payments, or insurance):
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Figure 47:Monthly cost for a single phone line ofmobile cellular service

More transparency— regardless of whether broadband service is �ixed ormobile —
is needed to enable shoppers tomake direct comparisons and informed decisions.
The FCC is addressing this issue at the federal level, and legislation has been
proposed in Vermont to establish stronger consumer protections around pricing
transparency and service quality.

Via the National Broadband Consumer Label initiative, the FCC is requiring ISPs to
provide transparent pricing and speeds by April 10, 2024, unless they have 100,000
subscribers or fewer, in which case they have until October 10, 2024.79 In Vermont,
proposed Bill H.419 goes further than the FCC rules with additional requirements,
testing, enforcement, and repercussions for ISPs that do not deliver promised
speeds.80

5.2 Federal Programs to Support Affordability
During the creation of this Plan, there were two federal programs in place to help
Vermonters a�ord broadband: Lifeline and the ACP. However, both programs had

80Vermont Broadband Consumer Protection and Competition Act, H.419 (2023). Available at
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/Docs/BILLS/H-0419/H-0419%20As%20Introduced.p
df. Accessed December 8, 2023.

79Dani Blaise (2023) “Everything YouNeed to KnowAbout Broadband Consumer Labels,”National
Broadband Resource Hub. Available at https://medium.com/national-broadband-resource-hub/
everything-you-need-to-know-about-broadband-consumer-labels-4d2da627fd95. Accessed
November 15, 2023.
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funding and eligibility constraints, and themost generous program, the ACP, could
only be used for eithermobile or �ixed service but not both simultaneously.

The federal Lifeline program o�ers amonthly subsidy of $9.25 for qualifying
telephone service, broadband internet service, or bundled voice and broadband
packages purchased from participating wireline or wireless providers. To be eligible,
household income cannot exceed 135 percent of the Federal Poverty Guidelines (i.e.,
$19,683 for an individual, $26,622 for two people, and $40,500 for a family of four in
202381). Households enrolled inMedicaid, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), and other federal assistance
programs qualify to receive Lifeline discounts. Only 10 percent of eligible households
in Vermont have signed up for Lifeline.82

Due to the small amount of subsidy provided, this programhasmodest utility on its
own but can sometimes be coupledwith other programs to further reduce a
household’s broadband bill.

Administered by the USACwith oversight from the FCC, the ACP o�ered a $30
monthly internet service discount to eligible households.83 Each household could
also receive a one-time $100 discount for the purchase of a computer or tablet from
participating providers if the household contributed a copayment of $10–$50
toward the purchase price.

Eligibility for the ACPwas determined based on household income or enrollment in
federal assistance programs. Household income could not exceed 200 percent of the
2022 Federal Poverty Guidelines.84 For schools that had universal free breakfast or

84Universal Service Administrative Company, “Do I Qualify?” Available at
https://www.a�ordableconnectivity.gov/do-i-qualify/. Accessed December 7, 2023.

83Under the eligibility requirements, a household is considered to be a group of people who live
together and sharemoney. If a group of people lives together but does not sharemoney, they are
considered separate households that can apply for separate discounts. Only one person per
householdmay participate in the ACP. A household quali�ies for the ACP if anymember of the group
meets the eligibility criteria for a participating provider’s existing low-income program
(https://www.fcc.gov/acp).

82Universal Service Administrative Co., “Lifeline Participation Rate.” Available at
https://www.usac.org/
lifeline/resources/program-data/. AccessedNovember 7, 2023.

81Universal Service Administrative Co., “Do I Qualify?” Available at https://www.lifelinesupport.org/
do-i-qualify/#programs. Accessed February 28, 2024.
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lunch through the Community Eligibility Provision, every student’s household
quali�ied for ACP subsidies.

Thoughmany Vermonters enrolled in the program, they were not utilizing the ACP
asmuch as they could have. According to data retrieved from the Institute for Local
Self-Reliance’s ACP Dashboard85 on December 7, 2023, only 21.2 percent of eligible
Vermont households were enrolled in the ACP (out of 115,003 eligible households,
only 24,337 households are enrolled), meaning that $2,719,980 of potentially
availablemonthly subsidies are not being utilized in the state.

Importantly, as of the writing of this Plan, federal ACP funding has expired.86Unless
Congress passes yet-to-be-�iled federal legislation that includes provisions for
refunding the ACP, subsidies will end for all enrolled Vermonters inMay.87On
January 11, the FCC provided guidance to ISPs about notifying participating
households on January 25 (with additional notices to follow) and freezing new
enrollments on February 8.88

5.3 ISP-Based Affordability Programs
Some ISPs o�er low-income broadband services that signi�icantly reduce the
monthly cost for qualifying households.

Burlington Telecom’s self-funded Internet Assistance Program o�ers qualifying
customers a 50Mbps symmetrical service tier for $9.95 permonth or 150Mbps for
$24.95 permonth, alongwith free installation and a smartWi-Fi router.89VTel
o�ered an “all in” package for enrolled ACP customers that included 100Mbps for
$30 permonth—making it free after the ACP discount.90

90VTel, “A�ordable Connectivity Program (ACP).” Available at https://www.vermontel.com/acp/.
Accessed December 8, 2023.

89 Burlington Telecom, “BT Internet Assistance Program.” Available at https://www.burlingtontelecom.
com/bt-internet-assistance-program/. Accessed December 8, 2023.

88 Federal Communications Commission (2024) “WCDocket No. 21-450.” Available at https://docs.fcc.
gov/public/attachments/DA-24-23A1.pdf. Accessed January 26, 2024.

87 Jake Neenan (2024) “Cantwell Ups ACPMoney in Updated Draft SpectrumAuction Bill.” Available at
https://broadbandbreakfast.com/cantwell-updates-draft-spectrum-auction-bill/. Accessed April 30,
2024.

86 Federal Communications Commission (2024) “A�ordable Connectivity Program (ACP)Wind-Down
Fact Sheet.” Available at https://www.fcc.gov/sites/default/�iles/ACP_Wind-down_Fact_Sheet_
Final.pdf. Accessed April 29, 2024.

85 Institute for Local Self-Reliance, “A�ordable Connectivity ProgramDashboard.” Available at
https://acpdashboard.com/. Accessed December 7, 2023.
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ECFiber o�ered an additional $20 permonth subsidy to internet subscribers who
were enrolled in the ACP. Though the ACP stopped accepting new enrollments,
ECFiber continues to provide the $20 permonth subsidy to people whowere
enrolled in the ACP prior to its sunset. Other CUDs—namely CVFiber andMaple
Broadband— are currently o�ering a limited a�ordability subsidy to some quali�ied
customers and are working towardmore comprehensive solutions.

Other providers, such as Comcast and Spectrum, have low-income programs that
currently o�er service at $10 and $30 permonth, respectively. However, previous
surveys in Vermont have found that a signi�icant number of eligible people in the
state don’t know about these programs or tried to enroll andwere unsuccessful,
indicating that the enrollment processmay be dif�icult.

5.4 How Should Vermont Define “Affordable” Connectivity?
Many state and federal policymakers consider a�ordable connectivity as pertaining
to only one type of service (e.g., either �ixed ormobile) — as evidenced in part by the
fact that the ACP could be used for either a �ixed ormobile subscription but not both.
However, this Plan asserts that given the criticality of amobile subscription, as
indicated by statutory goals as well as the results from the surveys conducted for this
Plan,mobile subscriptions should be considered essential — and separate from �ixed
subscriptions.

The Vermont Community Broadband Board’s “Broadband Equity, Access, and
Deployment Initial Proposal Volume 2” states that “low-income households can
generally a�ord to spend up to 1 percent of theirmonthly income on �ixed
broadband connectivity.”91

Building on this recommendation from the BEAD Proposals, and incorporating the
critical additional element ofmobile service, 2 percent of income should be
established as a benchmark for combined �ixed andmobile broadband a�ordability

91Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023)Vermont’s Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment
Initial Proposal Volume 2, page 79. Available at https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/
documents/VT%20Initial%20Proposal%20Volume%202_Draft%20for%20Public%20Comment_15Se
pt20231.pdf. Accessed October 31, 2023.
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spending, which is in line with research from leading digital equity advocates such
as the Alliance for A�ordable Internet.92

The tables below detail what 1 and 2 percent of incomewouldmean for an individual
and for a household at 100 percent of the federal poverty guidelines,93 and for
reference, the samemeasures for an individual and a household at themedian
income levels in Vermont.

Table 6: 1%and 2%of incomeat 100%of federal poverty guidelines

100%of Poverty inVermont 1%ofMonthly Income 2%ofMonthly Income

$14,580 for an individual $12.15 $24.30

$30,000 for a household of 4
people $25.00 $50.00

Table 7: 1% and 2%of incomeatVermont'smedian annual income levels

MedianAnnual Income in
Vermont 1%ofMonthly Income 2%ofMonthly Income

$34,800 for an individual $29.00 $58.00

$74,014 for a household of 4
people $61.68 $123.36

This Plan’s recommendation is to set an a�ordability goal that low-income
Vermonters pay nomore than 2 percent of income for all of their connectivity needs,
established at 100 percent of the federal poverty guideline for a family of four. In
other words, this Plan recommends an a�ordability goal that low-income
Vermonters pay nomore than $50 permonth for all of their connectivity
subscriptions.

93Of�ice of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (2023) “HHS Poverty Guidelines for
2023.” Available at https://aspe.hhs.gov/topics/poverty-economic-mobility/poverty-guidelines.
Accessed December 12, 2023.

92Alliance for A�ordable Internet, “Rede�ining A�ordability to Achieve Universal Internet Access.”
Available at https://a4ai.org/a�ordable-internet-is-1-for-2/. Accessed October 31, 2023.
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5.5 State Actions to Encourage Affordability
First, this Plan af�irms some of the additional strategies the state is already taking to
encourage long-term a�ordability and downward pressure on prices.

By allowing the establishment of CUDs, the state is vastly increasing the amount of
broadband competition in the state, which has been shown to exert downward
pressure on prices. Furthermore, by supporting entities that will reinvest pro�its into
expanding services and lowering prices, the state is exerting additional downward
pressure on prices. These are important steps to ensuring the long-term
a�ordability of broadband services in Vermont.

However, there is not likely to be amarket-based solution for providing connectivity
services at levels considered a�ordable in Vermont. Relying on individual �ixed or
mobile ISPs to provide a�ordable service is not viable, especially in a very rural state
wheremany ISPs will have limits as to the prices they can o�er and still be
�inancially healthy.

If the legislature chooses to ensure a�ordable service for Vermonters, this Plan
recommends they fund a program to replace or augment the ACP, whichwill run out
of funding inMay 2024.

This Plan recommends using the same eligibility criteria as Lifeline (135 percent of
federal poverty guidelines), or if the budget allows, the same criteria as LI-HEAP and
SNAP (185 percent of federal poverty guidelines). Using the 135 percent threshold
would set eligibility for connectivity assistance at $19,683 for an individual and
$40,500 for a family of four, while using the 185 percent threshold would set
eligibility at $26,973 for an individual and $55,500 for a family of four.

The Vermont Joint Fiscal Of�ice used amonthly $117 expense for
“telecommunications” when determining the 2022 basic needs budget for either an
individual or a single parent.94Using thismetric and the recommended target for
a�ordability of $50 permonth per household, a state-level subsidy program should
provide a total of $67 permonth.

94 Joint Fiscal Of�ice (2023) 2022 Vermont Basic Needs Budgets and LivableWage Report. Available at
https://ljfo.vermont.gov/assets/Subjects/Basic-Needs-Budgets/8924c89cea/2022-Basic-Needs-
Budget-and-Livable-Wage-report-FINAL-1-17-2023.pdf. Accessed December 12, 2023.
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At the ACP enrollment rate in Vermont of 24,337 households (prior to the ACP’s
sunset), a $67 subsidy would result in an annual cost to the state of approximately
$19.5million, without administrative expenses. Of course, setting the eligibility
threshold at 185 percent or 135 percent would decrease the total number of people
eligible, but not likely by a proportional amount, because a program that ismore
generous than the ACP— and associatedwith the state rather than the federal
government—would likely see increased interest and participation. Therefore, the
cost of such a programwould likely rise in subsequent years as participation rates
increase.

Mobile broadband connectivity is critically important to Vermonters who are
unhoused or unsheltered. They are often required to regularly recertify eligibility for
programs and services, which involves signi�icant time either completing forms or
remaining on hold on the phone, and those who do not have consistent incomemust
recertifymore frequently.Without access to a cell phone and service plan, they are
at a signi�icant disadvantage.

While low-cost phone and service providers such as CricketWireless regularly visit
organizations like the Upper Valley Haven,maintaining a service plan—nomatter
how low-cost — can be onerous. In addition, when individuals work in the cash
economy, theymay not have a bank account fromwhich tomake service plan
payments. These concerns were echoed during an interviewwith the Commissioner
of the Department of Housing and Community Development, who said that a lack of
connectivitymakes it harder for vulnerable populations to get andmaintain
housing.

The state should consider providing fully subsidizedmobile phones and phone plans
to unhoused and housing-insecure Vermonters. This could take the form of
bundling a freemobile broadband device and service planwith other social service
programs— likely with centralized procurement at the state level coupledwith
distribution via local social services organizations. Based on feedback from
stakeholders, this Plan also recommends that the eligibility and recerti�ication
processes for recipients of this program are created so as not to place an undue
burden on the user. For example, recerti�ication should happen no sooner than
every sixmonths and use a simple process that can result in immediate, in-person
access and set-up to the device.
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Lastly, leadership from agencies such as the Upper Valley Haven andGroundworks
Collaborative in Brattleboro stated thatmost of their clients often use free public
Wi-Fi alongwith a gifted or low-cost phone to accessmobile broadband.
Unfortunately, inmany communities, publicWi-Fi spots are not advertised or
require a purchase before use, such as at a café. Though there was a substantial push
to activatemore publicWi-Fi locations during the pandemic, stakeholders reported
that not every community has accessibleWi-Fi. As such, the state should consider
enablingmoremunicipalities and community anchor institutions to provide public
Wi-Fi with suf�icient range for use in their parking lots, as part of the Digital Equity
work being done at the VCBB.
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Section 6: Emerging Telecommunications
Technologies

Telecommunications technology is always evolving and improving, and
di�erentiating the theoretical capabilities andmarketing claims of new and
emerging technologies from the realities can be challenging.

Rather than provide a comprehensive history of telecommunications technology or
review the speci�ics of every type of broadband technology, this section summarizes
themost important current and emerging data transmission and adjacent
technologies related to construction and deployment that are critical to
understanding as policymakers and state administrators.

6.1 Emerging Applications of Existing Technology

6.1.1 Wi-Fi Calling

Perhaps themost impactful novel use of technology happening in Vermont and
elsewhere is the increasing adoption ofWi-Fi-based calling. In e�ect, cell phone
users connected to homeWi-Fi can use that signal to place a call, rather than relying
on amobile broadband signal. The increasing adoption ofWi-Fi calling is impacting
telecommunications in the state in a fewways:

● Accelerating the decline of landline telephone services purchased from
traditional phone providers

● Reducing the demand for revenue-generating VoIP products o�ered by ISPs
● Partially alleviating the challenge of a lack ofmobile broadband service in

households, for residents of those households who own cell phones

Wi-Fi calling still requires the cell phone user to log in to theWi-Fi networkwith the
applicable password, so usersmust have access to that information; someone
looking to place a call cannot simply use anyWi-Fi network in range.
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6.1.2 Expansion of Wireline Providers Into Mobile Broadband

Due to the ability to provide calling overWi-Fi, somewireline broadband providers
have entered themobile broadband and cell phone carriermarkets. In Vermont, the
most notable entity expanding services in this way is Comcast, the dominant cable
provider in the state. Comcast is encouraging subscribers to add cell phone plans to
their cable television and internet bundles, use homeWi-Fi to provide cell service,
and purchase roaming data from existingmobile broadband providers as aMobile
Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) outside the home. (Comcast is also operating its
ownmobile network at 600megahertz [MHz] Citizens Broadband Radio Service
[CBRS] spectrum in select areas.95) This allows Comcast to create new bundle options
for customers, which provides new revenue opportunities and improves customer
retention.

6.1.3 Mobile Broadband via Low Earth Orbit Satellite

A discussion of LEO satellite technology can be found in Section 3.4.3. An emerging
application of satellite technology is leveraging LEO satellites to supportmobile
broadband.

Currently, LEO satellite service is primarily usedwhen the receiver is stationary;
however, proprietary vehicle-mounted antennas can provide service tomoving
vehicles.

In 2022, T-Mobile announced a partnership with SpaceX to use the company’s LEO
satellites to provide limitedmobile broadband services for T-Mobile subscribers
using standard T-Mobile devices, starting with the ability to send textmessages or
usemessaging applications. However, as of early 2024, this service has not been
implemented, nor has T-Mobile released a date for adding voice and data services. In
addition, othermajor carriers, including AT&T, have �iled formal objections with the
FCC, whichmay further delay the implementation of this technology.

95 Comcast (2023) “Nokia’s 5G Core Selected to Support Comcast’s Mobile Connectivity E�orts.”
Available at https://corporate.comcast.com/press/releases/nokias-5g-core-selected-support-
comcast-mobile-connectivity-e�orts. Accessed January 4, 2023.
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6.2 Fiber Construction Advancements
GreenMountain Power (GMP) has a goal of burying a substantial amount of its
infrastructure to achieve zero outages by 2030.96 To do so, GMP invested in amajor
new trenchingmachine that can install multiple conduits simultaneously with
minimal disruption to the surface. However, for ISPs and infrastructure builders
who cannot procure a device of that capability but who are considering burying
infrastructure, this section presents an analysis of standard and novel trenching
technologies and their relative e�ectiveness.

There are three primary trenchingmethods for �iber optic installation:

1. Directional boring— a boring rig pushes conduit through the ground,
entering and leaving the ground only via widely spaced bore pits

2. Plowing— conduit is placed up to three feet underground, but only a relatively
narrow surface cut is needed

3. Excavating a trench— conduit is installed in a trench that is a foot wide or
more and up to three feet deep before the trench is repaired; thismethod is
not preferable comparedwith the �irst two, but it is sometimes required due
to needing to work around existing utilities or other constraints

Trenching using these commonmethods is typicallymore expensive than building
aerially, especially in Vermont, prompting the exploration of new,more
cost-e�ective trenching techniques.

Though theremay be instances where using the following techniques is appropriate,
this Plan cautions against indiscriminate promotion of these trenching techniques
because— inmany situations— theymay not provide the same level of resiliency as
traditional boring, plowing, or trenching.

6.2.1 Microtrenching

Microtrenching entails burying conduit in a shallower and narrower furrow than
traditional trenching— as shallow as six to twelve inches below the surface. The
advantage of thismethod is that it allows for smallermachinery and therefore a

96GreenMountain Power (2023) “GreenMountain Power Launches First in Nation 2030 Zero Outages
Initiative.” Available at https://greenmountainpower.com/news/green-mountain-power-launches-
�irst-in-nation-2030-zero-outages-initiative/. Accessed February 29, 2024.
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smaller footprint and reduced disruption of streets, parking lots, sidewalks, and
yards. Microtrenching is now strongly encouraged in NewYork City97 in part because
it is faster to deploy and less disruptive to roads, sidewalks, and traf�ic.

However, the shallower trenching depthmeans that theremay be a signi�icant
increase in incidences of accidental �iber cuts and disrupted service during road or
sewer repairs, frost heaving, and farming activities alongside roadways. Networks
built usingmicrotrenching should have increased redundancy to account for the
prevalence of �iber cuts—whichmay o�setmuch of the cost savings of
microtrenching— or should limitmicrotrenching to relatively short distances,
construction on private property, or locations where an outagewill not have a
signi�icant impact.

6.2.2 Surface-Level Deployments

Inmid-2023, Corning released a product98 that allows �iber to be laid directly on
paved surfaces and coveredwith a special tape. Other similar products allow �iber to
be laid on a roadway and coveredwith a hard plastic casing. Though they have been
attempted in longer-term contexts, these types of deployments are best for
temporary outdoor connections, for areas where construction can be expensive, and
for areas where access is limited, such as crossing parking lots. It is unlikely that
such surface deployments will ever become tough enough to be deployed as
permanent parts of a robust and resilient �iber network.

6.3 Vehicle Connectivity and Safety Advancements
Although the state spendsmoremoney per capita on public transportation than
almost all other similarly rural states,99Vermonters drive 20 percentmore than the
national average,100with themajority of commuters using personal vehicles as their

100Vermont BusinessMagazine (2016) “Vermonters Drive 20 PercentMore ThanUSAverage, but Are
Seeking Out Alternatives,”VermontBiz. Available at https://vermontbiz.com/news/2016/january/28/
vermonters-drive-20-percent-more-us-average-are-seeking-out-alternatives. Accessed December
13, 2023.

99Vermont Agency of Transportation (2019)Vermont Public Transit Policy Plan 2019, page 17. Available
at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/�iles/planning/documents/planning/
PTPP%20Draft%20Report_Existing%20Conditions_8-14.pdf. Accessed December 13, 2023.

98 Corning, “Outdoor Pathway Tape.” Available at https://www.corning.com/�iber-to-the-premise/
emea/en/home/solutions/outdoor-pathway-tape.html. Accessed December 7, 2023.

97NewYork City Of�ice of Technology and Innovation, “Microtrenching.” Available at https://www.nyc.
gov/content/oti/pages/franchises/microtrenching. Accessed December 11, 2023.
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primarymode of transportation.101 This section asserts that strongmobile coverage
is essential for the safety of drivers in Vermont, but at this stage, it is primarily used
for navigation and communicationwith emergency services— not for car safety
features or autonomous driving; themajority of autonomous capabilities and other
car safety features are self-containedwithin the vehicle and do not require
ubiquitous or persistent communications.

In the late 2010s, when self-driving vehicles were in the beginning stages of
development and testing on public roadways, there were di�erent perspectives on
the connectivity that would be required to operate autonomous vehicles’ safety
features, and some predicted the need for ubiquitous 5Gmobile broadband
coverage.102However, safety capabilities in automobiles today— including
lane-departure warning, smart breaking, collisionwarning, and blind-spot
detection— work via onboard cameras and sensors that do not require constant
connectivity.

Though automated safety features will proliferate and attempts atmaking fully
self-driving features will likely continue to be developed and tested by automakers,
the industry ismany years away from pursuing technology that requires ubiquitous,
continuous 5G connectivity to function, and deployment of ubiquitous 5Gwill not be
required for Vermonters to take advantage of new automotive safety features in the
coming decade.

That said, drivers will still needwidespreadmobile connectivity on Vermont’s roads
to enable emergency communication and keep drivers safe on the road. Drivers and
passengers increasingly rely on terrestrial mobile communications asmore
applications that were once considered bonus features are now seen as
fundamental, such as navigation applications (e.g., GoogleMaps andWaze), tracking
applications (used by parents of teen drivers, for example), fleetmanagement and
theft prevention, and increasingly advanced and data-intensive communications
between drivers and 911 systems.

102Mary-Ann Russon (2018) “Will 5G BeNecessary for Self-Driving Cars?” BBC. Available at
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-45048264. Accessed December 11, 2023.

101Vermont Agency of Transportation (2018)Vermont Long-Range Transportation Plan, page 12.
Available at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/�iles/planning/documents/planning/
2040_LRTP_%20Final.pdf. Accessed December 13, 2023.
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Satellite communications canmanage the less data-intensive parts of these
applications, but they require the vehicle to have satellite communications systems,
which are commonplace but not universal. Mobile providers are testing
conventional cell phones that can connect to satellites outside coverage areas (see
Section 3.4.3), but in the next few years, they will only be able to send and receive text
messages or other short, asynchronousmessages. Therefore, having terrestrial
communications over asmany Vermont roads as possible andminimizing areas
without cell phone service can be considered a public goodworth pursuing to
increase safety and essential services.
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Section 7: Opportunities for Neutral Host
Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure, and Open
Access

This section describes neutral host and shared infrastructure arrangements that
could be pursued in Vermont, and importantly, the bene�its and risks associated
with thesemodels. This section also explores what CUD involvement in expanding
mobile broadband could look like, again with the bene�its and risks associatedwith
that course of action. This section endswith an update to the previous Plan’s
assessment of open access opportunities for wireline networks.

This section ismeant to be educational and informative and to provide policymakers
with an independent description and assessment of various potential courses of
action, in compliancewith statute.

7.1 Neutral Host Arrangements
Neutral host infrastructure deployments occur when the owner of a single piece of
telecommunications equipment allowsmultiple providers to use the equipment
simultaneously on a nondiscriminatory basis. For example, a singlemacro ormicro
wireless radio could be deployed by one entity so thatmultiplemobile network
operators (MNOs) could use it to serve commercial customers.

These arrangements can appear logical from a public policy standpoint because, in
theory, they allow for expanded coverage in fully unserved areas formultiple
providers with a single deployment— ifmultiple providers are willing to participate.
The biggest hurdle, therefore, is ensuring provider participation. If only one provider
participates— especially if that provider is not the dominantmarket player in the
area— the expense of the deployment only bene�its a small percentage of the
population.

However, the challenges to full participationwith these deployments in Vermont
range from a frequent lack ofmarket incentive to the fact that private companies do
not always operate under the same logic as policymakers. Though these
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deployments are not impossible to facilitate, policymakers need to have a deep
understanding of the risks inherent to pursuing this strategy.

From the point of view of the traditional MNOs, even if an area could conceivably
support a pro�itable neutral host deployment, neutral host arrangements are often
avoided for several reasons:

1. Sharing equipment owned by a third party introducesmaintenance and
service-quality risks. Being able tomonitor andmaintain their own
equipment increases their control over quality, service, and important
metrics like uptime. Especially with a new or less experienced owner of the
equipment, providersmay be hesitant to sign on to an arrangement where
they do not control the infrastructure. Small cell deployments in particular
may needmore regularmaintenance and calibration due to being lower to the
ground andmore susceptible to environmental damage (e.g., from tree
branches). Small cells also requiremore radios to cover an area, thereby
increasingmaintenance requirements.

2. Public safety and resiliency features are often diminished or harder to
provide e�ectively. Small cells operated by third-party providers typically do
not have the same battery backup capabilities, ability to prioritize FirstNet
calls for public safety uses, and— depending on location— the same level of
redundant pathways. The owners of the equipment and �iber would also need
to have robust service-level agreements (SLAs) with Recovery TimeObjectives
(RTOs) thatmeet the carriers’ expectations, which is challenging for small,
dispersed deployments.

3. Participation in neutral host arrangements can enable unwanted
competition.MNOs know that neutral host deployments work best with full
participation frommajor carriers to generate enough revenue tomaintain the
equipment. Therefore, some carriers avoid agreeing to a framework that upon
implementation also bolsters the networks of competitors— especially
carriers that are known to have an existing edge in coverage in an area and
want tomaintain that advantage.

4. Revenue is diminishedwhen third parties are involved.Given the need for
the neutral host equipment owner to alsomake a pro�it, the carriers’ overall
revenuemust be diminished. In theory, thismay be balanced out by the
reduced costs of using shared infrastructure, but whether this will happen in
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practice with all the other complexities is not always clear for companies
when they are asked to participate.

Fortunately, Vermont does not need to simply speculate as to the viability of a
neutral host arrangement formobile broadband and the likelihood of participation
bymultiple providers; past and ongoing attempts tomake these arrangements work
can be illustrative.

In 2017 and 2018, a private company called CoverageCo (nowVanu, Inc.) under
contract with the state103 placedmany neutral host radios around spots without cell
phone service along roadways. Each radio could serve approximately 0.5miles of
road in either direction and for that deployment, Verizon and T-Mobile both agreed
to o�er service to their customers via these radios.

Though several individual deployment sites were pro�itable (the revenue from calls
exceeded operating expenses for that particular site), the enterprise lostmoney on
the deployments as a whole, and ultimately the service was canceled. The following
�ive reasons contributed to the lack of success of CoverageCo:

1. Many radioswere placed assuming that Vermonterswould use their phones
while driving at the same rate as national averages. The architecture for the
proposal was focused on segments of highways where no cell service existed
with the hope of providing drivers continuous access to connections while
driving. During CoverageCo’s operation, Vermonters were using cell phones
while driving well below the national average, according to CoverageCo
employees at the time, and the Vermont Legislature passed a law
discouraging people fromusing cell phones while driving.

2. Radioswere placedwhereDSLwas the only backhaul option.While there
were some exceptions, the use of DSL backhaul frequently led to poor service
and therefore poor revenue. In the limited locations where it was possible to
switch the radios to cable or �iber connections, the improvement in service
and revenuewasminimal.

3. Electricmetering signi�icantly increased opex costs. Regulations required
that a device attached to a utility pole had to be equippedwith a unique

103Department of Public Service (2018) “Status of Coverage Co.” Available at https://publicservice.
vermont.gov/telecommunications-and-connectivity/status-coverage-co. AccessedNovember 22,
2023.
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electricmeter. Though CoverageCo’s technology was energy ef�icient and
used a predictable amount of power, the cost of themeter— in terms of
installation and ongoing service fees— exceeded the cost of electricity used.

4. 911 service created a high �ixed cost. The contract for providing 911 service to
CoverageCo locations was around $50 permonth per site at the time,
regardless of the volume of calls at the site, representing nearly half of the
total operating cost of each location.

5. AT&Tdeclined to participate.104Using a revenuemodel based only onwhen
consumers received service pairedwith having the largest carrier in the state
opt out of the network reduced pro�itability.

Some of these issues can andwould be resolved in future attempts at deploying
neutral host small cells. For one, the ability to use �iber backhaul after the state
achieves its universal 100Mbps symmetrical service goal would greatly improve the
service provided. Some of the operational costs could be altered via legislative action
ormore structured partnerships with electric utilities. However, some of the
fundamental business challenges— such as the fact thatmaintenance for neutral
host small cells presents complications, and revenue often relies onmobile device
usagewhile driving— have not changed.

That said, there are new e�orts to deploy neutral hostmobile wireless in Vermont—
primarily by a company calledMacMountain— that state of�icials couldmonitor to
gathermore data on the viability of neutral host deployments as a statewide
solution.

MacMountain is a private business that recently invested in GreatWorks Internet
(GWI) inMaine, which is a �iber-based ISP providing internet service in partnership
with three of Vermont’s CUDs: ECFiber, DVFiber, andNorthwest Fiberworx. In
addition to its participation in �iber construction, MacMountain will be launching a
pilot program inWindsor County with small cell, neutral host wireless radios placed
on utility poles, creating contiguousmobile broadband service fromWoodstock to
Pomfret. Stakeholders fromMacMountain report that they have the committed
participation of three carrier partners, allowing the delivery ofmobile connectivity
tomobile customers of the project.

104Dave Gram (2018) “CoverageCo FinancialWoes Could Cost SomeVermonters Cell, 911 Service,”
VTDigger. Available at https://vtdigger.org/2018/03/16/�irms-�inancial-woes-cost-vermonters-cell-
911-service/. AccessedNovember 22, 2023.
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Representatives of the company also noted that they have an ongoing pilot program
inMaine using anMVNO structure with a local ISP that involves deploying CBRS
radios—which typically use about 150MHz of spectrum around the 3.5 GHz band,
and can be accessed via newermobile devices. Through a partnership with a
white-label MVNO service, MacMountain reports that users of theMVNO service
will be able to utilize AT&T, Verizon, and T-Mobile networks onmobile devices in
areas outside of the ISP’s localWi-Fi or CBRS range.

The Vermont attempt— aswell as theMaine pilot, which is happening in a very
similar geography and context —will provide valuable data for the state as neutral
host solutions continue to be tested and considered.

7.2 Shared Infrastructure
Beyond neutral host arrangements, other frameworks allow telecommunications
providers to share infrastructure— sometimes in partnership with third parties or
even the public sector—whichmay provide �inancial ef�iciencies in deployment.

The greatest opportunities to leverage existing built vertical assets include
partnerships with:

● Convenient, existing vertical assets
● Local electric distribution utilities
● Vermont Electric Power Company (VELCO)

Convenient, existing vertical assets could be used tomake neutral host
deploymentsmore ef�icient. For example, if an area has been identi�ied as a
deployment target, an in-person inspectionmay reveal a silo, water tower, or other
structure in a location bene�icial to deployment. However, largemobile broadband
providers themselves typically do not seek out deployments on existing structures in
rural areas due to the dif�iculty of getting permission and reliable access from
structure owners, and concerns about the long-term structural integrity of older
vertical assets built for other purposes. Therefore, a public sector deployment would
need to bemindful of these challenges, as well as ensure that any resulting
infrastructure would be robust.
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Local electric distribution utilitieswith aerial infrastructure such as utility poles or
communications towersmay be able tomake space available. Because electric
distribution poles are typically under 50 feet tall, they can be suitable for small cell
deployments (please see Section 7.3.1). Utility-owned communications towers—
such as those operated for landmobile radio communications with utility vehicles
andmonitoring infrastructure— are taller and potentially able to accommodate
larger antennas, thereby serving larger areas. (This being said, in conversations,
GreenMountain Power also noted that it is often easier to install a new, stand-alone
utility pole for a communications purpose, which enables telecommunications
workers to climb it without the required training to operate in the electric space.)

Lastly, whilemany towers are built and owned by themobile network operators
themselves, some towers in Vermont have been constructedwithout a committed
carrier involved at the start, which could be considered an attempt at “shared
infrastructure” as a third-party builder would then try to enticemultiple providers
onto a tower. However, a tower without a committed carriermay in fact have a
harder time advancing through the siting and certi�icate of public good (CPG)
processes, and therefore surviving resident-led legal challenges; without a
committed carrier, building a tower is essentially real estate speculation and does
not provide an immediate public bene�it until a carrier installs infrastructure.

Should the state act on this Plan’s recommendation to use a grant program to expand
broadband service (described in Section 10.2.3), independent tower buildersmay
apply and score competitively on a cost basis. However, independent tower builders
should be encouraged to bid withmobile operators in place to ensure that service
will be provided at a particular location. Funding and building a tower without a
mobile operator in place risks ending the process with an unused tower.

7.3 Opportunities for the Public Sector or CUDs to
Participate in Neutral Host and Shared Infrastructure
Broadband Deployments
Given that CUDs are established public-sector vehicles for facilitating wireline
deployments, this section frames bene�its and risks around possible CUD
participation inmobile deployments as well; however, Vermont could take a
public-sector approach at the state level or via jurisdictions other than CUDs.
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The CUDs bene�it from being the anticipated owners of signi�icant �iber throughout
the state. As that �iber is deployed over the next �ive years, CUDs could possibly play a
role in providing backhaul formobile broadband expansion to traditionalmobile or
small cell deployments in a neutral host arrangement, or they could go further and
build their own network of towers and/or small cells alongside their �iber
infrastructure.

The information and analysis in this section underpins the recommendations for a
mobile broadband grant program in Section 10.2.3.

7.3.1 Small Cell Deployments

Small cells are wireless facilities that are typically at or under 50 feet tall. They are
usually located on utility poles, streetlights, or on standalone structures of similar
height. They aremost common in urban and suburban areas where the capacity
needs ofmany people and vehicles in a small area require frequent reuse of
spectrum.

Due to high capital and operational costs per user,105 small coverage area,
maintenance complexities, and service quality concerns (resulting from
maintaining power and from physical barriers, like buildings and foliage), small cell
deployments in rural unserved areas are typically deployed to provide in�ill for
smaller areas without cell phone service in valleys. However, in a state wheremacro
sites are often delayed and costs can be greatly increased due to litigation, the actual
cost to deploy over a similar coverage areamay end up being lower with a small cell
strategy on a case-by-case basis.

Should the CUDs own small cells —whether small cells are deployed using their own
capital or via a state grant program— theywould need to engage in processes or
develop capabilities to overcome the following challenges common to any new
entrant in wireless infrastructure:

● Acquiring access to or deploying newvertical structures such as utility poles
for placing antennas and equipment. The permitting and technical

105 Because small cell coverage areas are limited— usually under half amile in radius— they
individually serve relatively few addresses andmobile users, so even though the capital and
operational cost is lower than for a large site, small cells are usuallymore costly per user.
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requirements for small cells on poles are di�erent andmore complex than the
requirements for attaching �iber.

● Workingwith the electric utility to power the infrastructure.Even though
infrastructure would be on or near utility poles, installing suitable service in a
rural areamay be costly and time consuming.

● Building a skilledworkforce and sophisticated operational systems to
maintain small cell infrastructure. Small cell operations require specialized
competencies such as pole climbing, working in the electric space if radios are
placed at the top of poles, and calibrating equipmentmultiple times a year,
oftenwith the changing of seasons. Current CUD sta� and operational
partnersmay not have these skills or capacity.

● Establishing a sustainable business plan that covers operational costs and
provides for routine replacement of equipment to ensure service longevity.
Small cell operations requiremore equipmentmaintenance andmore
frequent replacement schedules than �iber-based operations. Newer or
smaller CUDswith small operatingmarginsmay not be able to incorporate
these expenditures until their economicsmature.

● Enticingmobile operators to use the small cells in an economically viable
arrangement. Limited customer traf�ic and resultantly small potential
revenuesmay not entice traditional MNOs to use small cell infrastructure,
evenwhen available.

● Ensuring operational resilience.Carriers expect backhaul providers to have
operational resilience and operational continuity plans to ensure thatmobile
service outages areminimal, even during disaster events. This resiliency can
bemore challengingwith smaller pole-based installations (which, for
example, are typically not providedwith a back-up generator).

Though some of the logistical skills and challenges CUDswould need to overcome—
such as accessing power and poles— are achievable with existing sta� capabilities,
some of the bigger challenges around business plans are context speci�ic to
deployment locations andMNOpartners, andwould require careful planning and
likely outside expertise to investigate on a case-by-case basis.

7.3.2 Operating Traditional Wireless Infrastructure

Traditionalmacrowireless infrastructure— on towers greater than 50 feet tall —
presents ef�iciency gains from a capital and operational expense perspective.
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However, CUD or public sector involvement inmacro sites presents its own
complexities.

In a scenario where CUDs own and operate traditional wireless infrastructure such
as towers, they would need to oversee site selection, permitting, public engagement
processes, construction,maintenance, and the provision of access to lessees. In
addition, CUDswould likely want to provide backhaul to the towers with their own
infrastructure rather than procuring backhaul from one of the existing enterprise
service providers in the state.

Again, for CUDs or other public sector entities to play a role as tower owners, they
would need to be able to overcome the following challenges:

● Procuring a range of services— including site selection, construction, and
constructionmanagement— to ensure tower construction is e�ective.
Tower preconstruction and construction are specialized technical �ields
requiring diverse professional services, many of whichwould be novel
contractual relationships for the CUDs.

● Achieving the scale necessary to e�ectively negotiate leaseswithmobile
network operators.MNOs like to negotiate bulk deals with tower owners for
ef�iciency, andmay not be interested in a discussion about a small number of
towers. CUDswould need to obtain scale to be of interest, and coordinate a
negotiating strategy as they solicit lessees for towers. Importantly, achieving
scale in a new business endeavor without revenue increases the �inancial risk
CUDswould need to accommodate.

● Providing quality enterprise services to support tower backhaul.Due to
uptime and security requirements, enterprise broadband services formobile
broadband towers are strict. CUDs and their ISP partners would need to
ensure these services can be provided to the satisfaction ofmobile operators
andwould be bound by contracts promising aminimumquality of service.

● Ensuring a viable long-termbusinessmodel.Aswith any new product
o�ering, CUDswould need the expertise necessary to develop amodel with
long-term viability to honor obligations to lessees and ensure service
sustainability. This businessmodel would also need to accommodate the
uncertain andwidely variable legal costs commonly incurred by entities
seeking to build new towers in the state.
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In theory, CUDs could bene�it from their close relationships withmember
communities when it comes time for public engagement processes. However, this
bene�it cannot be guaranteed, as tower construction can be delayed, or costs greatly
increased, by a single personwho decides tomount legal challenges and appeals.
Broad favorability in a community cannot prevent a single actor from opposing a
tower and using their resources to push back.

7.3.3 Mobile Broadband Backhaul and Enterprise Services

In either the tower ownership or neutral host framework, CUDswould likely need to
provide carrier-grade broadband service via �iber to theMNOs. Additionally, it is
potentially bene�icial for CUDs to build the capacity to provide this level of service in
general so that they can compete for business customers or participate inmobile
expansion by providing connectivity to towers or antennas.

However, stakeholder interviews indicate that (as of the writing of this Plan) CUDs
are not uniformly aware of the capabilities they would need in order to provide
carrier-grade service. Many CUDs are in the early stages of deployment and focused
on serving theirmost rural residential areas �irst, and as such are understandably
still working to establish increased organizational capacity. It may be that the ISPs
who are working in partnership with CUDs have the experience and knowledge to
support the CUDs in providing carrier-grade service.

This section outlines some of the critical components of carrier-grade service,
which are typically documented in an SLA. This section does not advocate that CUDs
develop carrier-grade service immediately, and certainly not before their original
mission of deploying universal residential service is complete. It simply documents
the capabilities that CUDsmaywork to develop over the next 10 years tomost
e�ectively position themselves to participate in the provision ofmobile broadband
backhaul (as well as supply enterprise-grade service to other business customers).

To support enterprise-level clients, includingmacrositemobile broadband towers,
CUDswould need to be able to do the following:

Provide symmetricalmulti-gigabit connections. The capacity needs of enterprise
customers greatly exceed those of homes and small businesses. Enterprise
customers havemanymore individuals at a location. They also use applications such
as computer-aided design, high-resolution imaging (e.g., medical charts, graphic
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design, and 3D rendering), and agricultural capabilities, all of which requiremore
bandwidth.

Wireless sitesmay serve hundreds of simultaneous users. Enterprise customers and
wireless carriers also require symmetrical bandwidth. Uses include two-way video,
hosting of content, cloud communications, and virtual reality applications and
simulations, all of which requiremulti-gigabit connections.

Create suf�icient resiliency and redundancy to guarantee aminimumuptime,
speed, and latency. Losing a single backhaul connection could cut o�wireless
service for hundreds of users ofmobile or �ixed services over dozens of square
miles, with potentially devastating impacts:

● If a business hasmany employees at a location, work disruptions and the
losses resulting from an outagemay damage or even destroy a business.

● Formedical facilities relying on remote examination and diagnosis, losing a
connectionmay be amatter of life and death.

● If a government location loses connectivity, public safety and basic services
can be negatively a�ected.

● If a utility loses service, critical control andmonitoring functions could be
compromised.

For these reasons, enterprise and institutional customers with critical needs
typically do not rely on a single source of broadband. Unfortunately, the options for a
second connectionmay be poor, such as relying on satellite service with
asymmetrical and slow bandwidth, on a less-capable wireline provider with lower
speeds and reliability, or on a second provider with routing that overlaps the �irst
provider and therefore does not provide true redundancy.

Enterprise-level providers also need plans tomeet appropriate Recovery Time
Objectives (RTOs), or benchmarks for restoring service after an outage or disaster.
These plans include sta� or contractors arriving on site, diagnosing the problem,
and performing the repair — often a temporary repair followed by a permanent
solution. Providers need to have agreements in place withmultiple contractors who
can do this work, with clear, rigorous terms tominimize the duration of service
downtime. RTOs often include provisions for refunds or payments if the provider
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cannot restore service within the agreed-upon timeframe. For example, Comcast
o�ers a pro rata credit (excluding taxes and fees) for a service interruption exceeding
24 consecutive hours after the outage is reported, as long as the credit is requested
within 120 days of the interruption.106

ACUD that provides enterprise customers with real path diversity of �iber and
facilities and that responds quickly and e�ectively to repair outages canmake it
possible for enterprise customers to build a level of reliable and resilient service that
does not exist outsidemetropolitan areas. An enterprise with critical
communications needs would require this diversity to see the CUD service as a
viable business option.

Ensure robust cybersecurity protection andmonitoring.A successful cybersecurity
attack can have the same or greater impact than cutting amajor �iber route or
disabling a key data center. CUDs need to be educated in cybersecurity best practices
and adopt cybersecurity frameworks, practices, and procedures that keep their
networks operational and protect personal information. Best practices include:

● Regular software updates
● Recurring third-party audits
● Network interfacemonitoring andmanagement
● Selecting secure network equipment from companies with strong

cybersecurity records
● Training and background checks of key employees
● Collaboration among providers in a consortium
● Workingwith experts in higher education institutions and government

If a CUD does not have suf�icient scale to hire specialized sta� for robust
cybersecurity, theymay need to contract out security roles.

Create, execute, and abide by signi�icant contracts that typically include
structured penalties if contract guarantees are notmet (e.g., target uptime is not
achieved). Contracts structure the relationship between the CUD and the customer
and help to alleviate problems if they arise. A strong contract will convey to the
enterprise customer that the CUD is serious and professional. Robust enterprise

106X�inity, “X�inity Residential Services Agreement.” Available at https://www.x�inity.com/corporate/
customers/policies/subscriberagreement. Accessed January 17, 2024.
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contracts typically include required service levels for availability and technical
performance as well as penalties.

It is rare that the dollar amount of a penalty — usually some portion of amonthly
service fee—will make the enterprise whole in the event of a signi�icant failure. But
having a benchmark in place and giving the enterprise customer the ability to
measure performance against the benchmark helps to create an environment
where the provider will select sta�, staf�ing levels, equipment, network architecture,
and support contracts tomeet the benchmark. Having a benchmark also enables the
CUD— if it chooses— to publicly advertise its adherence to the standard.

7.4 Opportunities for Open Access
In 30 V.S.A. § 202c, the state establishes a goal to “support competitive choice for
consumers among telecommunications service providers and promote open access
among competitive service providers on nondiscriminatory terms.”

The previous sections addressing neutral host and shared infrastructuremodels
analyze, in part, considerations around facilitating competitivemobile wireless
services via shared radio infrastructure; however, the term “open access” is often
used in reference to wireline deployments wheremultiple ISPs serve customers via
a single network, owned by a third party, on a nondiscriminatory basis.

The analysis of open access opportunities in Vermont— particularly for the CUDs—
presented in the Department of Public Service’s 2021 10-Year Telecommunications
Plan, is just as valid today. The 2021 Plan stated:

The challengewith open access is that it complicates the economics of network
ownership through the very competition that it is intended to create— by
reducing the likely revenues for any given provider and thus potentially reducing
interest in the opportunity. For CUDs that value open access, thismodel can and
should be considered, with full analysis of the �inancial and partnership
implications.

There are two primary technical approaches to open access that CUDsmaywish
to consider. First, in a dark �iber107 infrastructure approach, the CUDwould focus

107 “Dark �iber” refers to �iber optic cables that are installed but not currently in use.
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its e�orts on building out the �iber and leasing strands of �iber to one ormore
lessees. Second, in an alternativemodel, open access would be provided over lit
communications circuits108 rather than physical assets.

That said, there is no universal understanding of what ismeant by “open access.”
Generally, the term refers to an arrangement in whichmultiple entities can
access the same physical infrastructure, thus enabling broadband competition
over one physical network— a farmore ef�icientmeans of delivering competition
than requiring all entities to build their own networks as a path to competing in
a givenmarket.

In amore focused sense, what advocates of open accessmean by this term are
rules to require an asset owner to sell or lease an asset at reasonable and often
predetermined rates, terms, and conditions. After all, it could reasonably be
expected that every asset owner would have a price at which it would voluntarily
be willing to sell access— the key is that the rates and terms are standardized
and reasonable, thus facilitating the competitive environment that is one of the
goals of open access.

But it is critical to understand that the economics of open access aremore
complex than that, particularly for a CUD that is seeking partnership with a
private entity that has to build a business case for taking on the risk and cost of
network operations and other elements of its arrangement with the CUD. The
prospect, even if remote, of having to share a �initemarket with competitors
changes the business case for the CUD’s partner, potentially increases the risk,
and likely changes the terms under which that partner will enter into the
arrangement with the CUD. Stated otherwise, a requirement of open accessmay
comewith costs to a CUD— costs that the CUDmay ormay not wish to
undertake, based on its goals.

And it is also important to note that the willingness of a network owner to lease
access over its network does notmean that there will be willing lessees for that
access. Even if the CUD’s partner agrees to open the network to its competitors
under certain terms, those competitorsmay not be interested in the opportunity,
given the costs of entering themarket and need to share the limited revenues
associatedwith a low-density, competitivemarket.

108 “Lit communications circuits” refer to circuits that are installed and in use.
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In the past few years, various CUDs have explored and established— and in some
cases abandoned— frameworks that are versions of open accessmodels, from
models that establish an anchor tenant but leave open the possibility of bringing on
multiple providers in the future, to frameworks for nondiscriminatory data
wholesale services over CUD networks. The diversity of paths evaluated, embraced,
and in some cases abandoned by the CUDs reflect the logistical and economic
complexities of open accessmodels described in the 2021 Plan and reproduced
above. These considerations are just as valid today as they were in 2021 for any entity
considering the establishment of an open-access network.

To further the conversation about open access and competitive choice in 2024, this
Plan presents an analysis of the ongoing strength and applicability of the statutory
goals presented in 30 V.S.A. § 202c in comparisonwith the goals and initiatives
established in other parts of state statute.With open access and the goals of
competition in particular, this Plan recommends reorienting state statutory
telecommunications goals to address the underlying bene�its that open access and
competition can often enable (such asmore a�ordable service, better customer
service, and clear recourse in the event of poor ISP performance). Please see Section
11 for this analysis of Vermont statutory goals related to telecommunications.
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Section 8: Workforce Readiness, Analysis, and Best
Practices

Vermont’s success in executing broadband deployments to connect all unserved and
underserved households will require unprecedented collaboration across the public,
private, and nonpro�it sector, especially when it comes to fostering awell-trained
and diverse Vermont workforce.

This section reviewsworkforce changes in Vermont’s broadband deployment sector
from 2018 to 2022, outlines theworkforce needs that will be created by the estimated
total spending on broadband construction to bring connectivity to all Vermonters
over the next �ive years, explores the broadband deployment occupations with the
highest anticipated need for additional workers, and describes best practices for
workforce development.

8.1 Establishing a Baseline for the Broadband Construction
Sector in Vermont
According to a 2021 Brookings report, “How Federal Infrastructure Investment Can
Put America toWork,” the workforce clusters involved in broadband deployment are
represented by the followingNorth American Industry Classi�ication System
(NAICS) categories:

● Power and Communication Line and Related Structures Construction
● Fiber Optic CableManufacturing
● All Other Electrical Equipment and ComponentManufacturing
● Cable andOther Subscription Programming
● Wired Telecommunications Carriers
● Wireless Telecommunications Carriers109

109 The Broadband Deployment Sector is de�ined by theMarch 2021 Brookings Report, “How Federal
Infrastructure Investment Can Put America toWork” (https://www.brookings.edu/research/how-
federal-infrastructure-investment-can-put-america-to-work/). These industries were originally
identi�ied by Pollin et al. in the October 2020 report, “Impacts of the Reimagine Appalachia & Clean
Energy Transition Programs for Ohio” from the Political Economy Research Institute at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst (https://reimagineappalachia.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/
Pollin-et-al-OHIO-Reimagine-Appalachia-and-Clean-Energy-Programs-10-19-20.pdf).
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The following table, generated using data from the economic and labormarket
modeling tool Lightcast,110 outlines the performance of these subsectors that were
directly employed in telecommunications in Vermont from 2018 to 2022. (Note: The
data nomenclature used by theNAICS changed between the publication of the 2021
Brookings report and now; the category formerly called Cable andOther Subscription
Programming is now calledMedia Streaming Distribution Services, Social Networks,
andOtherMedia Networks and Content Providers.)

Table 8: Performance of Vermont’s broadbanddeployment sector (2018 – 2022)

NAICS Industry 2018
Jobs

2022
Jobs

2018 - 2022
Change

2018 -
2022%
Change

2022Avg
Earnings
per Job -
Vermont

2022Avg
Earnings
per Job -
National

237130
Power and Communication Line
and Related Structures
Construction

360 322 -38 -11% $115,169 $107,881

335921 Fiber Optic Cable
Manufacturing111

<10 0 Insf. Data Insf. Data $0 $109,186

335999 All Other Electrical Equipment
and ComponentManufacturing

273 163 -110 -40% $137,007 $121,247

516210

Media Streaming Distribution
Services, Social Networks, and
OtherMedia Networks and
Content Providers

222 230 8 4% $95,205 $232,083

517111 Wired Telecommunications
Carriers

762 697 -65 -9% $118,485 $125,927

517112 Wireless Telecommunications
Carriers (except Satellite)

52 55 3 6% $81,682 $121,884

  Total 1,675 1,467 -208 -12% $114,790 $145,503

Average earnings are based onweighted averages. Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

There has been signi�icant dynamismwithin Vermont’s broadband deployment
sector in the past �ive years, and the data suggest a few notable trends:

● The decrease in Power and Communication Line and Related Structures
Construction roles suggests declining construction or utility repair in the
state, and the need for improvedmechanisms for training and hiring new
workers in the �ield.

111 Fiber Optic CableManufacturing data is intentionally imprecise due to rules that prevent the Bureau
of Labor Statistics from revealing exact data in situations where business secrets could be
inadvertently exposed, such as when there is only one type of �irm in a state.

110 Lightcast. Available at https://analyst.lightcast.io. AccessedNovember 16, 2023.
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● The sharp decline in Electric Equipment and ComponentManufacturing
obviously represents a contraction of that sector in the state; however,
manufactured goods will be bought from out of state regardless, andwhile
contractions in this workforce do signify job declines, it is not necessarily as
much of a barrier to future construction deployment as a lack of construction
laborers, for example.

● The decline inWired Telecommunications Carriers aligns with a general
contraction in the industry over the past few years. Contributing factorsmay
include an increased use of technology in ISP operations resulting in less
reliance on people, or an increase in retirements in the industry.

● The slight growth inWireless Telecommunications Carriersmay indicate
increased deployment ofmobile broadband infrastructure (e.g., 5G) and a
push by certain carriers like T-Mobile, Verizon, and AT&T to deploy and
market FWA technology for home internet service.

Overall, the state saw a reduction of over 200 jobs in industries related to broadband
deployment during this timeframe, whichwas greater than national trends.
Vermont saw a 12 percent reduction in the broadband deployment workforce, while
the same sector shrank by 4 percent nationally over the same timeframe.

One reason, according to high-level of�icials at the Department of Labor, is
Vermont’s higher concentration of older workers who are closer to retirement.
Vermont does not have enough younger workers to replace those retiring, and youth
labor force participation has been trending downward for decades.

To combat this trend, Governor Phil Scott worked to secure funding to encourage
students to enroll in post-secondary technical training programs, such as those
o�ered through the GreenMountain Technology and Career Center, which provides
training in areas like computer networking, construction, and electrical technology.
The Vermont Student Assistance Corporation o�ered forgivable student loans to
support education in high-demand trades.112

If workers can be enticed back into the sector with compensation and incentives, the
challenge of a recently contracting workforce can also be seen as an opportunity.

112Katharine Huntley (2022) “State Tries to EncourageMore Vt. Students to Consider Careers in the
Trades,”WCAX. Available at https://www.wcax.com/2022/08/23/state-tries-encourage-more-vt-
students-consider-careers-trades/. Accessed January 26, 2024.
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Wages for Vermonters in broadband construction roles are varied in their
relationship to national averages. Overall, the state lags behind the nationwith
earnings.Wages for bothWired andWireless Telecommunications Carriers are
signi�icantly lower than the national averages for those categories, suggesting there
is a risk that someworkersmay be enticed out of state.Workers in Power and
Communication Line and Related Structures Construction andAll Other Electrical
Equipment and ComponentManufacturingmakemore than national averages for the
same categories, whichmay have impacts onworker attraction and retention.113

That being said, data available onwages in these occupationsmay not reflect very
recent changes. A Department of Labor of�icial noted that Vermont wages have risen
approximately 6 percent over the past year as businesses try to keep pacewith
inflation and compete for workers.

8.2 Estimating the Impact of Total Construction Spending
on Broadband Construction Jobs
This analysis uses the $500 to $700million estimated spending to connect all
50,000 unserved and underserved households with �iber presented in Vermont’s
Five-Year Action Plan.114 The estimated total construction cost will be covered by
BEAD, ARPA, subgranteematches, and other funding sources. According to the
Five-Year Action Plan, “The upper end of this range accounts for the risk of project
cost overruns (i.e., to account for inflation, supply chain challenges, labor shortages,
etc.)” (page 80).

Based on the Brookings research cited above, broadband construction activities are
expected to be allocated in the following proportions across the following relevant
industry sectors.115,116

116 Robert Pollin, JeannetteWicks-Lim, Shouvik Chakraborty, Gregor Semieniuk (2020) “Impacts of the
Reimagine Appalachia & Clean Energy Transition Programs for Ohio: Job Creation, Economic
Recovery, and Long-Term Sustainability,” PERI at University of Massachusetts Amherst, page 107.

115 The distribution of how this investment across broadband industries was based on thework of the
Brookings ReportHow Federal Infrastructure Investment Can Put America toWork, by Escobari,
Gandhi, and Strauss, from June 2021, which is based on thework of Pollin, et al. (2020).

114Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023) The State of Vermont’s Broadband Equity, Access, and
Deployment Five-Year Action Plan. Available at https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/
documents/Vermont%20BEAD%20Five-Year%20Action%20Plan%20Final%2008242023pm_0.pdf.
AccessedNovember 8, 2023.

113 Lightcast Datarun 2023.3.
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Table 9: Anticipated distribution of broadband investment across sectors

NAICS Industry Weight

237130 Power and Communication Line and Related Structures Construction 25%

335921 Fiber Optic CableManufacturing 10%

335999 All Other Electrical Equipment and ComponentManufacturing 15%

516210 Media Streaming Distribution Services, Social Networks, and OtherMedia
Networks and Content Providers 10%

517111 Wired Telecommunications Carriers 20%

517112 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (Except Satellite) 20%

Using the anticipated impact across sectors, an input-outputmethodology with the
modeling tool Lightcast was used to understand and analyze theworkforce needs
based on anticipated broadband spending.

8.2.1 Broadband Construction Spending Will Require Vermont To Grow Its
Broadband Construction Workforce by Over 750 Jobs

Though over a hundred occupation categoriesmay be involved in broadband
deployment in some form or another, this analysis focuses on 12 occupational
categories required to deploy broadband, identi�ied by the Brookings article cited
above. The following table estimates the numbers of workers needed in those
categories to execute on a $500million or a $700million investment in broadband
construction, and the proportional increase in workforce needed for each
occupation.

Table 10: Estimatedworkforce requirements for broadbanddeployment
occupations

Occupation
Currently
Employed
inVermont

$500Million
Investment

$700Million
Investment

New
Workers
Needed

%
Increase

New
Workers
Needed

%
Increase

Project Management Specialists 896 20 2.23% 27 3.01%

Business Operations Specialists, All Other 2,075 19 0.92% 26 1.25%

Software Developers 1,741 17 0.98% 24 1.38%
Software Quality Assurance Analysts and
Testers 155 1 0.65% 4 2.58%
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Occupation
Currently
Employed
inVermont

$500Million
Investment

$700Million
Investment

New
Workers
Needed

%
Increase

New
Workers
Needed

%
Increase

Electronics Engineers, Except Computer 174 7 4.02% 9 5.17%
Sales Representatives of Services, Except
Advertising, Insurance, Financial Services,
and Travel 1,345 37 2.75% 52 3.87%

Customer Service Representatives 3,896 40 1.03% 56 1.44%

Construction Laborers 3,441 158 4.59% 221 6.42%
First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics,
Installers, and Repairers 1,016 36 3.54% 52 5.12%
Telecommunications Equipment Installers
and Repairers, Except Line Installers 260 53 20.38% 76 29.23%

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers 344 78 22.67% 109 31.69%
Telecommunications Line Installers and
Repairers 186 77 41.40% 107 57.53%

Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

Because this chart is based on job classi�ications regardless of industry (i.e., inclusive
ofmore industries than just those in the broadband deployment sector), there are
signi�icantlymore employees noted for each job category than in the previous chart,
which only includedworkers employed at broadband deployment-related
businesses. For example, a signi�icant number of lineworkersmay beworking for
electric utilities rather than telecommunications companies. However, this chart
gives perspective as to the pool of people who could be drawn upon to work— and
which categoriesmay be hardest to supply as a percentage of the existing workforce.

For example, in the $700million construction scenario, Electrical Power-Line
Installers and Repairers and Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairerswill
need approximately the same amount of new people (109 and 107, respectively), but
as a percentage, Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairerswill need to grow
bymuchmore, suggesting that it may be signi�icantly harder to �ill those roles.

Another factor that impacts how dif�icult it will be to grow the net workforce in a
particular category is how concentrated that workforce is relative to a national
baseline in a particular area.When there are notable existing higher-density
clusters, not only is �illing roles easier with the existing workforce, but there ismore
possibility for specialization,mentorship, and even recruitment due to an increased
visibility in the community.
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To demonstrate this, a Location Quotient (LQ) analysis is used to show the relative
concentration of an occupation compared to national averages, and as such, which
rolesmay be especially hard to �ill. An LQ of 1.00means an occupation is exactly as
concentrated in a region as it is in thewhole country. An LQ higher than 1.00means
there is a higher concentration of that occupation in the region (and thusmore
opportunity for specialization,more resiliencewhen an influx of these occupations
are needed, andmore of an existing network in the community), while an LQ less
than 1.00 represents a lower concentration (and therefore could be considered a
greater scarcity issue in times of occupational need).

Table 11: Occupations needed for broadbanddeployment (by percentage increase
required)

Occupation %Occupational
IncreaseRequired LocationQuotient

Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers 57.53% 0.80

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers 31.69% 1.35

Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers,
Except Line Installers

29.23% 0.72

Construction Laborers 6.42% 1.18

Electronics Engineers, Except Computer 5.17% 0.75

First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and
Repairers

5.12% 0.88

Sales Representatives of Services, Except Advertising,
Insurance, Financial Services, and Travel

3.87% 0.58

Project Management Specialists 3.01% 0.50

Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers 2.58% 0.37

Customer Service Representatives 1.44% 0.65

Software Developers 1.38% 0.53

Business Operations Specialists, All Other 1.25% 0.88
Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

While a couple of these impacted occupations are above national levels of
concentration,most are well below, indicating those rolesmay be especially dif�icult
to �ill asmore broadband deployment demand is generated across the country. Of
particular concern are Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers (LQ of 0.80)
and Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers
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(LQ of 0.72). Both the Executive Director of Maple Broadband and the Commissioner
of Labor cited amajor workforce shortage of installers.

A number of of�ice jobs such as Sales Representatives of Services (LQ of 0.58),
Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers (LQ of 0.37), and Software Developers
(LQ of 0.53) also have very low Location Quotients; however, these roles canmore
easily be performed remotely.

8.2.2 Characteristics of Key Workforce Categories

Understanding how to create a robust workforce across key categories requires
understanding characteristics of those job categories, such as the average earnings,
change in number of employees over the past few years, and importantly, the
turnover rate. High turnover rates, which could represent people switching jobs or
retiring— both of which are trends in parts of the broadband deployment sector—
impact the ef�iciency of organizations by requiringmore frequent hiring and
training and losing employees with context and experience. The chart below outlines
characteristics of the occupations identi�ied as in need of critical workforce
attention.

Table 12: Characteristics of key occupations impacted by broadband investment

Occupation

Currently
Employed

in
Vermont

2018 -
2022%
Change

Median
Annual
Earnings

Annual
Turnover
Rate

Project Management Specialists 896 23% $72,951 40%

Business Operations Specialists, All Other 2,075 111% $66,077 51%

Software Developers 1,741 9% $99,376 26%

Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers 155 -14% $68,375 31%

Electronics Engineers, Except Computer 174 -10% $104,084 24%

Sales Representatives of Services, Except Advertising,
Insurance, Financial Services, and Travel 1,345 11% $65,201 59%

Customer Service Representatives 3,896 -10% $39,380 78%

Construction Laborers 3,441 2% $41,189 44%

First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and
Repairers 1,016 0% $70,160 49%

Telecommunications Equipment Installers and
Repairers, Except Line Installers 260 -23% $78,556 42%
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Occupation

Currently
Employed

in
Vermont

2018 -
2022%
Change

Median
Annual
Earnings

Annual
Turnover
Rate

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers 344 -1% $99,322 32%

Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers 186 -40% $62,785 41%
Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

While several of these occupations have seen growth from 2018 to 2022,many
occupations have contracted in numbers, particularly Telecommunications Line
Installers and Repairers, Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers,
Except Line Installers, and Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers. This
could be due to retirements, technology changes rendering some jobs obsolete,
reclassi�ication of occupations, contractions in the industry, or wages that are lower
than national averages, causing outwardmigration.While someworkersmay be
enticed back out of retirement, or brought back into the industry despite a previous
contraction, a large number are likely out of the sector for good.

Turnover rates also give context for how often employees in each occupation are
moving to di�erent employers. For example, while the overall number of Customer
Service Representatives declined by 10 percent between 2018 and 2022, the turnover
rate was 78 percent, indicating signi�icantmovement ofmost of these workers to
other occupations. To some extent, turnover also illustrates there are opportunities
for employment elsewhere with a similar skill set and is a sign of a strong job
market.

These �indings were reiterated during interviewswith the General Manager of
Vermont Public Power Supply Authority and the CEO of ValleyNet, who have found
recruiting and retention in broadbandworkforce sectors to be dif�icult.

8.2.3 Current Unemployment Metrics

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the seasonally adjusted
unemployment rate in Vermont was 1.9 percent in September 2023,117whichwas
much lower than the national unemployment rate of 3.8 percent.118

118U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2023) “Civilian Unemployment Rate, Seasonally Adjusted.” Available
at https://www.bls.gov/charts/employment-situation/civilian-unemployment-rate.htm. Accessed
November 16, 2023.

117U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2023) “State Unemployment Rates, Seasonally Adjusted.” Available
at https://www.bls.gov/charts/state-employment-and-unemployment/state-unemployment-rates-
map.htm. AccessedNovember 16, 2023.
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Though unemployment numbers are only aggregated atmore general occupation
classi�ication levels, some inferences can bemade as to how current unemployment
numbersmay impact ability to �ill open positions in broadband construction.

The chart below outlines the total number of unemployedworkers in Vermont by
major occupation category (i.e., a portion of the overall unemployment rate in the
state), the share of all unemployed people in Vermont represented by that category,
and the comparable percentage of all unemployed people in that category for the
nation. In other words, while 7 percent of unemployed people in Vermont are from
the Construction and Extraction occupations, 10 percent of people nationally who are
unemployed are from that category, showing a proportionally smaller availability of
those workers in Vermont compared to the nation.

Table 13: Unemployment for occupations impacted by broadband investment

Occupation
Unemployed
inVermont
(May 2023)

%of State
Unemployment

%ofNational
Unemployment

Business and Financial OperationsOccupations
Project Management Specialists
Business Operations Specialists, All Other

114 2% 6%

Computer andMathematical Occupations
Software Developers
Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers

85 1% 3%

Architecture andEngineeringOccupations
Electronics Engineers, Except Computer

461 8% 1%

Sales andRelatedOccupations
Sales Representatives of Services

142 2% 8%

Of�ice andAdministrative Support Occupations
Customer Service Representatives

158 3% 14%

Construction andExtractionOccupations
Construction Laborers

373 7% 10%

Installation,Maintenance, andRepair
Occupations
First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers,
and Repairers
Telecommunications Equipment Installers and
Repairers
Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers
Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers

52 1% 4%

Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

This analysis suggests that in Vermont, almost all of the roles associatedwith
broadband construction have lower rates of proportional unemployment than the
nation, indicating that �illing these roles with the pool of currently unemployed
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individuals will bemore dif�icult than it will be on average across the nation.
According to the VCBB, this trend is reflected in workforce development programs
focused on highlighting the long-term career path from entry-level �iber technician
roles to systemsmanagement positions.

Staf�ing shortages can also be examined via job postings. The chart below outlines
averagemonthly postings versus averagemonthly hires. Hiring data are calculated
using a combination of Lightcast jobs data, information on separation rates from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and industry-based hiring data from the Census
Bureau.

Table 14: Occupations impacted by broadband investment, job postings vs. hires
(2022)

Occupation Avg.Monthly Postings
(Jan –Dec 2022)

Avg.MonthlyHires
(Jan –Dec 2022)

Project Management Specialists 76 41

Business Operations Specialists, All Other 16 103

Software Developers 354 60

Software Quality Assurance Analysts and Testers 33 6

Electronics Engineers, Except Computer 10 4

Sales Representatives of Services, Except
Advertising, Insurance, Financial Services, and Travel

23 80

Customer Service Representatives 127 260

Construction Laborers 28 140

First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and
Repairers

29 48

Telecommunications Equipment Installers and
Repairers, Except Line Installers

8 10

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers 8 10

Telecommunications Line Installers and Repairers 1 7
Source: Lightcast Datarun 2023.3

One challenge of using job postings alone to quantify the hiring gaps is that hiring
does not happen on a 1:1 ratio with postings.Withinmany occupations, more hiring
is happening than job postings are listed, suggesting that hiring occurs via direct
recruitment, re-hires, contractors, unions, career fairs, or directly from training or
educational programs. In addition, it is common for large �irms to use one posting to
hiremultiple roles at the same position and at the same time. That said, postings
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and hiring are a useful way to understand almost in real timewhat speci�ic roles are
themost sought after and needed across the state.

8.3 Continuing to Support Workforce Development in
Vermont
The state of Vermont is already taking signi�icant steps to grow the
telecommunications workforce. The Vermont Community Broadband Board
recently took on a program started by Vermont Technical College (VTC), in
partnership with the Department of Labor, to train broadband installers with an
associated apprenticeship program119 to provide a smooth transition to the
workforce and paid on-the-job training.

This Plan commends the state for setting up this collaborative structure, and for the
close communication public sector stakeholders havemaintainedwith construction
�irms and ISPs in the state. To form a data-driven assessment of the programs, the
VCBB— in collaborationwith the state college system, the Department of Labor, and
employers— should consider using the gap analysis in this section to scale and
calibrate existing workforce training programs. Metrics to quantify success could
include the number of quali�ied workers trained, hired, and still in the industry after
threemonths. However, time is of the essence, as themajority of the workforce
trainingmust happen in 2024 and early 2025 to bemaximally impactful for the
BEAD Program’s construction timeline.

The best practices listed here are largely in place in Vermont, but are provided so the
full ecosystem of telecommunications stakeholders can understand how a statewide
e�ort to train a workforce is best achieved.

● Apprenticeships and on-the-job training programs:Apprenticeshipmodels
for industries where apprenticeships exist (e.g., for electricians and
lineworkers, such as those o�ered by the CommunicationsWorkers of
America or International Brotherhood of ElectricalWorkers), as well as
on-the-job training programs for all industries, provide bene�its to both
employees and employers. Employers can train people in their systems

119Vermont Community Broadband Board (2023) “Vermont Community Broadband Board Announces
NewApprenticeship Program.” Available at https://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/�iles/
documents/Workforce%20Dev.%20Apprenticeship%20Program.pdf. Accessed December 15, 2023.
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correctly from the beginning of their career and evaluate employees during
introductory periods for the qualities that will set themup for long-term
success. Furthermore, employees do not have to pay for separate training
before getting a paycheck and can experience the rigors and learning curve of
the work in ameasuredway as they come up to speed in the sector.

● Marketing to diverse prospectiveworkers: The ability to build great networks
will be improvedwith the inclusion of people from all parts of society,
including those without signi�icant past representation in the
telecommunications sector. Trade schools, VTC, and entities like Vermont
Works forWomen have deep experiencewith outreach into the community,
including to people underrepresented in the telecommunications �ield;
collaboration across these types of organizations to grow theworkforce with
diverse Vermonters is essential. The Executive Director of the Vermont State
Colleges suggested that groups likeWarriors4Wireless—which connects
veterans with telecommunications careers— could help raise awareness of
these careers in populations thatmay not know they exist.

● Local training andhiring: Training Vermonters to �ill local roles helps
residents access education andwell-paying job opportunities without
needing to relocate. Hiring local workers bene�its telecommunications
construction in several ways. It savesmoney by reducing the travel time and
travel expenses (e.g., accommodations) required of laborers; it allows for
better recruitment as employees often prefer to stay near their home; it
ensures the bene�its of hiring in Labor Surplus Areas stay in that community;
and itmeans that the state is reaping the bene�its of local training e�orts
instead of losing those potential workers to another state. It even positively
impacts Vermonters who are not directly participating in the training and
hiring programs becausewell-paid, local employees spendmoney at local
businesses, thereby supporting the state economy.

○ State and local economies and tax bases bene�it themost when �irms
from Labor Surplus Areas are engaged, particularly when they �ill sta�
openings locally. In Vermont, those areas are designated by the U.S.
Department of Labor as Barton, Buel’s Gore, Dover, Granby, Killington,
Newport, Stratton, and Sutton.

● Explicit pathways to advancement:Once a new hire takes the �irst step into a
telecommunications career, their ability to stick with that career and grow in
the sector requires well-established pathways to advancement. Establishing
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great growth pathways can both incentivize people to start in the sector and
ensure they stay to build on their skills and knowledge.

● Coordination between training providers and employers:Ongoing close
coordination between training providers and employers is essential to ensure
that training providers understandwhat credentials aremeaningful, adapt
programs to stay current with the sector’s needs, and collectively evaluate
programs’ success and iterate as needed.

● Recruitment strategies tailored to the realities and challenges of the
industry:Enticing people into a new sector and new career— especially one
as unique as being a telecommunications worker— is dif�icult, especially
when unemployment rates are low. Successful recruitment strategies involve
screening for aptitude and ability to learn,marketing opportunities based on
the tangible and intangible bene�its of the career, andmaking sure there are
diverse demographics represented inmarketingmaterials. However, due to
the challenges of the job that can only be understood fully through
experience, there will always be signi�icant numbers of people who resign
within a fewmonths of employment as a lineworker or installer.

Though the immediate workforce concern is having enough trainedworkers to
handle themassive �iber deployments underway, this Plan encourages the VCBB and
other training providers and stakeholders to de�ine career pathways beyond the
immediate �iber deployment push, outlining theways in which �iber installers in the
state will have the opportunity to grow in the industry over a longer time horizon. As
the state leverages the growing �iber infrastructure to increasemobile broadband,
workers should know that additional training and support will be available, if they
desire, to continueworking to connect Vermont while gaining new skills in an
evolving sector.

Lastly, this Plan recommends the state consider adapting or expanding an existing
workforce incentive program to include the telecommunications sector. Vermont’s
Worker Relocation Grant Program targeted 50 occupations that the Department of
Labor identi�ied as “Short-TermOccupational Projections with theMost
Openings.”120A similar program could incentivize growth in communications
lineworkers and �iber installers. Like theWorker Relocation Grant Program, such a
program should have quali�ication criteria to ensure that workers receiving the

120Agency of Commerce and Community Development (2021) “Worker Relocation Grant Program
Frequently Asked Questions” Available at https://thinkvermont.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/
Worker-Relocation-Grant-Program-FAQs.pdf. Accessed April 30, 2024.
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grant are employed in the industry and based in Vermont. Construction crews are
often hired for out-of-state jobs, andwhile Vermont cannot prevent Vermonters
fromworking in neighboring states, an incentive could be awarded in proportion to
the number of weeks theworker spends on Vermont-based projects.
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Section 9: Review of Additional State
Telecommunications Systems and Practices

This section presents stakeholder feedback and analysis related to various state
agencies, systems, and practices pertaining to telecommunications.

9.1 Agency of Digital Services
Established in 2017, the Agency of Digital Services (ADS) is chargedwithmaintaining
andmodernizing information technology systems for the state with the goal of
improving the coordination and e�ectiveness of providing services to the public.

ADS is in amultiyear process of transitioning state networks from servers in state
data centers to cloud-based platforms. The value of this transitionwas evident after
the July 2023 floods, which displaced vital state operations formonths while state
buildings were cleaned and dried. Because of cloud-based capabilities, state agency
data and applications continued to operate during the floods, and sta�were able to
maintainmost operations and customer service functions while working remotely,
which continues to this day. As of December 2023, for example, nine state locations
were still closed due to flood damage.121Without the cloudmigration, operations
might have been impacted long after the flood.

Though ADS hasmademuch progress on their cloud-migration e�orts, the process
is ongoing and there are still some operational on-premises systems to be upgraded.
However, telecommunications network systems are reported not to be an
impediment to this process; ADS stated that system capacity and bandwidth
constraints have not been a roadblock to completing themigration. According to
ADS, themain challenges were caused by the sheer complexity of the
interconnected IT systems that the state used.

ADS is also beginning to update their in-building network architecture. Though this
e�ort is in its nascent stages, ADS’s ultimate plan is tomovewired LANs to
Wi-Fi-based solutions. Again, the prudence of this planningwas reinforced by the

121Department of Human Resources (2023) “Alerts/Closings/Delays.” Available at
https://humanresources.vermont.gov/about-us/alerts-closings-delays. Accessed December 12, 2023.
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historic summer floods of 2023, which destroyed signi�icant amounts of wired
infrastructure in state buildings. Furthermore, an in-building solution based on
Wi-Fi is a better �it to a work environment where sta� use laptops andmobile
devices and the occupancy of the building is unpredictable because sta� sometimes
work remotely.

The implementation of non-wired solutions will increase physical resiliency, and
this Plan recommends that ADS also implement backup circuits. Depending on the
size and criticality of the building, backup circuits can bewired or on �ixed ormobile
broadband. More frequent disaster events, alongwith the state’s increasing use of
digital platforms, demonstrate that the hardening and resiliencework of ADS is
timely andwill continue to be important; therefore, increasing resiliency by
leveraging backup circuits —which can usewired or, in smaller buildings, wireless
infrastructure— is an expedient undertaking.

Looking further ahead, ADS has stated the department will focus
telecommunications e�orts on continuously evolving cybersecurity considerations
and steadily increasing bandwidth requirements for their networks. This Plan
concurs with those two ongoing priorities, whichwill remain relevant through and
beyond the current network upgrade e�orts.

9.2 Vermont Community Broadband Board
Led by a �ive-member Board and supported by eight sta�, the Vermont Community
Broadband Board (VCBB) has facilitated signi�icant gains in the Vermont wireline
broadband landscape since 2021, when the Vermont Legislature established the
VCBB through Act 71.122Act 71 lists eight goals for the VCBB, including ensuring
broadband availability for all Vermonters, public accountability formaintaining and
upgrading critical broadband infrastructure, and providing leadership for
coordinating the development of Vermont’s CUDs and their partners.

The achievements enabled and supported by the VCBB and their sta� are numerous,
and credit for those achievements also extends to signi�icant e�orts across the
public and private sectors, as well as fromhundreds of Vermonters, includingmany
volunteers. The deployment of wireline �iber broadband in Vermont is an ongoing,

122Act 71 (2021). Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2022/Docs/ACTS/ACT071/
ACT071%20As%20Enacted.pdf. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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collaborative state e�ort, and the programming led by VCBB has �it the culture,
needs, and capacity of the state.

A sample of notable achievements andmilestones include:

● Distribution and oversight of approximately $441.8million in ARPA123 and
Capital Projects Funds124 awarded to Vermont for broadband

● Publication of the BEAD Five-Year Action Plan, Initial Proposal Volumes 1 and
2, and Digital Equity Plan, which demonstrate national leadership on
connectivity strategies and an aspirational vision formeeting Vermont’s
wireline telecommunications goals

● Support of business and feasibility planning e�orts across the state to ensure
no town is left without a path toward to universal service

● Establishment of construction guidelines to ensure resilient networks that
will last for decades andmeet state needs

● Leadership onworkforce training and planning, including leading the nation
in partnerships to foster apprenticeship opportunities

That said, the VCBB’s work is far from over.While there are a wide range of entities
listed below, the VCBB is— by design of the legislature and in practice— the logical
convener of policymakers and stakeholders, and the driver of practices related to
broadband deployment. As such, the following recommendations are provided for
the VCBB to pursue alongside the entities they have ably convened and collaborated
with throughout their work.

● Develop a comprehensive analysis of the costs to bury telecommunications
infrastructure inVermont and opportunities for harmonizingGMP’swork
with �iber infrastructure builders. Fiber builders and telecommunications
infrastructure owners have expressed concern about the cost of
undergrounding their �iber as GreenMountain Power works toward their goal
of zero outages by 2030 in part bymoving a substantial amount of their utility

124U.S. Department of the Treasury (2023) Capital Projects Fund Award Fact Sheet: Vermont. Available
at https://home.treasury.gov/system/�iles/136/VT-CPF-Award-FactSheet.pdf. Accessed February 26,
2024.

123Of�ice of Governor Phil Scott, “Governor Scott’s Transformational Investments for American
Rescue Plan Funds.” Available at https://governor.vermont.gov/arpa. Accessed December 6, 2023.
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lines underground.125 The VCBB should develop a comprehensive analysis and
understanding of GMP’s intended plans, timelines, and capabilities, and the
associated costs for �iber builders and owners. The result of this analysis
shoulddetail strategies to align deployment andundergrounding processes
to the greatest degree possible, and establishmechanisms to avoid
unnecessary re-deployment costs. This analysis should be completed soon to
providemaximumbene�it. As the VCBBmakes BEAD awards and analyzes the
sustainability of funded deployments, they should take into account whether
the potential future costs of burying �iber are a signi�icant business risk to
�iber builders.

● Facilitate broader agency alignment aroundprocesses related to broadband
deployment. There are instances when the VCBB’s goal of universal service is
impacted by the policies or practices of other Vermont agencies and
jurisdictions, and the VCBB is in a position to contribute positively to the
streamlining of procedures. For example, infrastructure builders noted that
there is no standard review and approval time frame for Agency of Natural
Resources permits, which can cause unpredictability and delays. Additionally,
towns havewidely di�erent standards for what information to request in
permits, andwhat information they retain in their records (and inwhat
format). The VCBB has themost exposure to issues related to broadband
building, and is well positioned to encourage and coordinate an e�ort to
standardize processes across relevant partners.

● Consider the potential role of theVCBB inmobile deployment. The capacity
that the VCBB has developed in facilitating wireline deployments could be
leveraged for future wireless grant programs or other connectivity programs.
If the VCBB’s internal analysis, in conjunctionwith the analysis in this Plan
and by policymakers in the state, determines that the VCBBwould be e�ective
at playing a role in facilitating wireless deployments, those duties need to be
codi�ied and the scope of the VCBB’s work expanded.

● Extend the enddate of theVCBB to ensure proper BEAD compliance.By
statute, the VCBBwill cease to exist on July 1, 2029. This timing coincides with
the performance period of the BEAD funding, whichwill require construction
to occur within four years of receipt of funding (anticipated Q4 of 2024).
However, if the VCBB ceases operations at approximately the same time that

125GreenMountain Power (2023) “GreenMountain Power Launches First in Nation 2030 Zero Outages
Initiative.” Available at https://greenmountainpower.com/news/green-mountain-power-launches-
�irst-in-nation-2030-zero-outages-initiative/. Accessed February 29, 2024.
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construction is completed, there is a risk that the subsequent
post-constructionmonitoring and compliancework to ensure proper
execution by subgrantees will be shortchanged. Given that the CPF funding
was authorized by the Treasury, BEADwas authorized by theNTIA, and that
theremay be substantial personnel changes in the administration by 2029,
the statemay be the only entity rigorouslymonitoring and overseeing BEAD
compliance at that time. Therefore, continuity at the VCBB until at least 2030
would be the bestmethodology for post-construction compliance and
monitoring.

9.3 Communication Union Districts
Vermont’s Communications Union Districts have played a signi�icant role in
improving the state’s connectivity landscape over the past few years. At the time of
publication, six of ten CUDs have deployed �iber and connected customers, using
partnerships with ISPs that vary greatly in form, and one CUD has completed
building to every on-grid premises. Thesemoremature CUDs have demonstrated
the viability of the CUDmodel and serve as examples for the CUDs in earlier
planning phases.

This Plan’s review of CUD operations, informed by stakeholder interviewswith CUD
leadership and by third parties, surfaced a few themes and recommendations that
apply tomost or all CUDs. Those recommendations are as follows:

● Focus on �inancial sustainability until deployments are complete and
penetration improves. Themost precarious time for new ISPs or new
public-private partnerships is during the initial years of expansion and
growth, as it takes at least four years after construction to reach target
penetration levels. All of the CUDswant to immediately push costs down,
provide discounted service, and reinvest in digital adoption programs— all of
whichwill bene�it Vermonters and aligns well with the CUDmission— but
this Plan cautions against taking toomuch early action on those fronts until
deployments are complete andmature penetration rates create a stable and
predictable revenue base. The a�ordability challenge— aswell as the
challenges of expandingmobile broadband service— cannot be prioritized
today at the expense of building sustainable businesses thatmeet residential
broadband goals.
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● Continue to createmore ef�iciencies across deployments by leveraging the
scale andposition of theVermont CUDAssociation (VCUDA). The VCUDA
structure is a useful tool to create scale across Vermont; stakeholders noted
that if VCUDA hadmore resources, it could create savings across CUDs by
leading procurement on equipment and services that are required of all
CUDs, including legal, regulatory, compliance/audit services, software, and
more. Stakeholders reported that some of these e�orts are already in progress
or beginning to be operationalized, and there will be new opportunities for
leveraging the scale of VCUDA in the future.

● Consider a long-termplan to develop enterprise-grade and carrier-grade
service to ensure �iber built today hasmaximumbene�its for futurewireless
expansion.Conversations with CUDs revealed that not all CUDs are prepared
— or planning— to o�er carrier-grade service. Though this servicemay not
have been part of CUDs’ primarymission of residential service, this Plan
recommends that all CUDs plan for and develop these capabilities, ideally
within the next 10 years, as their rate of development allows. O�ering
carrier-grade service will be required to participatemeaningfully inmobile
expansion should CUDs �ind opportunities to do so, and although it will
increase opex costs, it may allow for increased revenues as well.

● Considerwhethermobile broadband expansion is a viable and bene�icial
role for CUDs afterwireline deployments are complete.Using the analysis of
this point in Section 7.3 and taking into consideration sta� capacity, partner
abilities, �inancial implications, and other factors that vary across CUDs, each
CUD should consider whether supportingmobile broadband expansion is a
viable future endeavor. The answer to this questionmay vary depending on
the CUD.

9.4 Agency of Transportation
Stakeholder interviewswith Agency of Transportation leadership identi�ied notable
elements of AOT policy related to telecommunications.

Driver and sta� safety is at the forefront of the AOT’s need for connectivity along
Vermont’s roads. For example, repair andmaintenance crews often performwork in
areas that haveweak or no cellular service, which is problematic because the
number of workers and the need for photo and video documentation capabilities
necessitates using cell phones instead of landmobile radio (LMR) for
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communication duringmajor projects. This creates safety concerns as sta�would
have to use other communications equipment in the event of an accident or
emergency.

Lack ofmobile broadband coverage and capacity also hinders sta� ef�iciency,
according to insights shared by AOT’s Policy and PlanningManager during an
interview. Projectmanagers and inspectors often cannot complete their required
reports while at the work site; instead, they draft reports and drive until they receive
a strong enough signal to submit the required documentation, and then they return
to thework site.

Safety is also the foundation for AOT’s need formobile-connected electronic
roadway signs. For example, these signs canwarn drivers of areas of inclement
weather conditions or a signi�icant accident ahead so drivers can begin to reduce
their speed. New electronic signs require access tomobile broadband, which is not
universally available along all of Vermont’s interstates andmajor roadways.

Lastly, multiple stakeholders involvedwith new broadband deployments said that
AOTwas easy to workwith generally, but cited challenges with understandingwhere
AOT jurisdiction stops and local jurisdiction starts, which adds complexity and
delays to permitting.

9.5 Public Safety Communications Systems
This section provides an overview of the networks and systems comprising
emergency communications in Vermont— landmobile radio systems for �irst
responders, supplemented by the national FirstNet wireless broadband network
with 50 sites in the state, and six Public Safety Answering Points where emergency
calls are received and addressed— as well as the Statewide Communication
Interoperability Plan, which is a federal requirement that o�ers guidance regarding
the ability of emergency responders to communicate and coordinate with each
other across systems.

Importantly, there is signi�icant Public Safety Communications planningwork
occurring in parallel to this Plan. The Public Safety Communications Task Force
(PSCTF) was signed into law in June 2023 via Act 78 to oversee andmanage the
transition to a statewide public safety communications system.
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The PSCTF retainedMission Critical Partners to provide professional services and
subjectmatter expertise to the Task Force as it oversees andmanages the transition
to a statewide, reliable, secure, and interoperable public safety communications
system.

According to the PSCTF’s project plan, they beganwork on the project withMission
Critical Partners contractors inMarch 2024. Currently, they are performing a Public
Safety Communications Systems Inventory and Assessment. The project will then
move to design planning and �inal designwith an anticipated report release in
January 2025. The Department of Public Service hopes that this 10-Year Plan
supports and adds context to the PSCTF’s critical work.

9.5.1 Emergency Communications Radio Technology / Land Mobile Radios

The former Police Chief of South Burlington—who is the current Vermont League of
Cities and Towns Law Enforcement Consultant — noted that Vermont’s �irst
responder communications systems are a patchwork between LMR, FirstNet
(described in Section 9.5.2), and a number ofmobile broadband solutions.

Much of this system is overseen by the Department of Public Safety’s Radio
Technology Services, which supports:

● Telephone systems used by several Department of Public Safety units
● The Vermont Communications System (VCOMM), which uses shared

frequencies enabling interoperability among state, county, andmunicipal
agencies

● LMR126 and related backhaul systems used by the Vermont State Police, the
Division of EmergencyManagement, and the Division of Fire Safety

While Vermont has a useful and functional LMR system, a recent upgrade to the
Project 25 (P25) system,127whichwas intended to o�ermore robust transmission
encryption and a digital interface, had to be retractedwhen it did not function
adequately in Vermont’s topography. The Department of Public Safety is now

127 Project 25 Technology Interest Group, “What Is P25 Technology?” Available at
https://www.project25.org/index.php/technology/what-is-p25-technology. Accessed January 11, 2024.

126 Landmobile radios are used to communicate person-to-personwith handheld units, vehicle units,
or stationary base units.
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reassessing how to upgrade to P25within the constraints of Vermont’s landscape
and has proposed using Department of Justice grant funding tomigrate the Vermont
State Police from its current ten-zonemulticast analog topology to a ten-zone digital
(P25) simulcast topology.

Because of the state’s reliance on LandMobile Radio to coordinate emergency
services, themost important step for the state to take to improve �irst responder
communications beyond supporting the deployment ofmobile wireless is to provide
the resources necessary for the Public Safety Department to deploy LMR systems in
areas without LMR coverage. The Vermont Legislature should consider ensuring
suf�icient funding is allocated to this vital resource.

Expanding commercialmobile wireless broadband, according to the Commissioner
for Public Safety, will provide redundancy in emergencies while also allowing
agencies to usemoremodern products and services that requiremobile wireless
broadband (e.g., faster dispatch or redirection of sta� via automatic vehicle locators).

Mobile Broadband and LandMobile Radio are two systems that complement each
other and provide backup and redundancy in the case of emergencies that a�ect one
system or another.

9.5.2 First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet)

TheMiddle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012128 (“the Act”) created the First
Responder Network Authority (FirstNet) to implement a nationwide, interoperable
wireless broadband network for public safety users. The Act established FirstNet as
an independent authority within the U.S. Department of Commerce’s NTIA and
allocated over $7 billion to establish the network and address other public safety
needs.

The Act requires the network’sminimum technology standards to be alignedwith
4G commercial LTE— o�ering higher capacity and faster transmission speeds than
previous technology and enhancing communications for emergency response and
recovery.

128Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, H.R. 3630. Available at https://www.congress.
gov/112/plaws/publ96/PLAW-112publ96.pdf. Accessed January 11, 2024.
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By law, FirstNetmust oversee the planning, building, operation, andmaintenance of
the network— including its nationwide core and Radio Access Networks (RANs) in
each state. The network itself o�ersmobile broadband communications and is
meant to supplement— not replace—mission-critical public safety voice radios
(landmobile radios). As the networkmatures, however, it may ultimately support
mission-critical voice applications.

Through a competitive bidding process, the FirstNet Authority selected AT&T to
deploy andmaintain a nationwide public safety broadband network (NPSBN). AT&T
made its commercial spectrum available and dedicated 10MHz of spectrum leased
from the federal government to public safety. The network includes prioritization
(next in line) and preemption (users removed from line) features.

AT&T alsomaintains a fleet of portable network assets for public safety agencies’
emergency response needs, at no additional cost. These in-demand deployables
come in various forms (e.g., cellular sites on vehicles, compact rapid deployables,
and drones) and are located strategically throughout the country, facilitatingmore
rapid deployment.

The FirstNet contract with AT&T includes a provision formigration to 5G as the
carriermigrates its commercial network to 5G. Previous upgrades to the FirstNet
core enabled access to 5G services for FirstNet subscribers. In general, added
capacity for the network buttresses AT&T’s commercial network as well because �irst
responders use dedicated spectrum, freeing up network space for commercial
users.

AT&T originally anticipated deploying 36 FirstNet sites throughout Vermont, but
during an interview supporting this Plan, a representative of AT&T reported the
company had deployed over 50 sites as of late 2023. Despite exceeding initial
deployment expectations, AT&Twas quick to note that access to viable tower
locations remains a challenge due to Vermont’s terrain and,more signi�icantly, due
to individual Vermonters’ opposition to tower siting options. AT&T and the public will
need to balance the interests of public safety broadband, enhanced commercial
wireless service, and strongly held concerns about the aesthetic and environmental
impacts of vertical infrastructure deployments.
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Lastly, based on stakeholder feedback, this Plan also seeks to educate stakeholders
about the additional preemption and priority protocols available to �irst responders.
Threemajor carriers o�er �irst responder preemption services: in addition to
FirstNet fromAT&T, Verizon o�ers Frontline and T-Mobile o�ersWireless Priority.
These services give �irst responders priority access tomobile networks; in the event
that AT&T FirstNet goes down, �irst responders canmove over to other networks.

In the event of amajor natural disaster resulting in �irst responders coming to
Vermont from out of state, those �irst responders would be able to use their systems
(whether they are AT&T-based or not) in Vermont via priority networks.

9.5.3 Statewide Communication Interoperability Plan

Vermont’s Statewide Communication Interoperability Plan (SCIP) — required by the
federal Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in applications to federal grant
programs fromDHS, Federal EmergencyManagement Agency (FEMA), and other
federal agencies— is a strategic plan to enhance interoperable and emergency
communications between Vermont �irst responders. Vermont’s SCIP was last
updated in 2020.129

While the Department of Public Safety is the primary responsible agency for
coordinating the SCIP, the Emergency Communications Advisory Council provides
advice and feedback on the creation and implementation of interoperable
communications within all areas of the emergency communications ecosystem.

The SCIP currently has eight goals and 25 associated objectives to enhance
interoperable communications operations. For example, objectives include
conducting VCOMM �ield exercise trainingwith �irst responders and ensuring �irst
responder communications personnel are included in planning, exercises, and
major events. Notably, implementing the P25 radio system is another goal in the
SCIP that was attempted but has yet to prove successful (as discussed in Section
9.5.1).

In the SCIP, the Department of Public Safety and the Emergency Communications
Advisory Council state that obtaining andmaintaining funding to address these

129Department of Public Safety (2020)Vermont Statewide Communication Interoperability Plan.
Available at https://rts.vermont.gov/sites/rts/�iles/documents/
SCIP%202020%20Vermont%20FINAL.pdf. Accessed January 11, 2024.
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goals is dif�icult because funding the SCIP requires legislative action. Generally, the
Department of Public Safety receives federal grants to fund the initial upgrade of
major public safety communications systems, but it is the responsibility of the state
to fund those systems’ ongoingmaintenance, upkeep, and usage.

Stakeholders were aligned on the need for the state legislature to allocate funding to
the Department of Public Safety for the SWIC to execute on the goals and objectives
in the SCIP, as funding is the primary barrier. The Vermont Legislature should
consider ensuring suf�icient funding is allocated to this vital resource.

9.5.4 Public Safety Answering Point Consolidation and Integration

A Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) is where emergency calls are received via an
advanced next-generation 911 system thatmanages calls on a statewide basis. Once
the call is received, a professionally trained call-taker speaks with the caller,
determines the emergency, and o�ers pre-arrival instructions to the caller, when
appropriate.130

Changes in technology have addedmany facets to the call-taker role, including
managing communications frommobile callers. InMay 2014, Vermont led the
nation in text-to-911 capabilities, providing a backup option if a phone call is not
possible— for example, due to a lack of adequate cell phone service, for those who
are deaf or hard of hearing, or due to safety concerns during a domestic violence
situation.131

Vermont PSAPs communicate with over 30 dispatching locations, some of which are
collocatedwith a PSAP. This communication is facilitated by a statewide �iber optic
network called an Emergency Services IP Network (ESINet). An ESINet is a standard
part of next-generation 911, creating high-availability IP network connections
between incoming calls and PSAPs. In Vermont, the ESINet leverages commercial
provider infrastructure.

Vermont has six PSAPs statewide:

● Hartford Police Department

131 State of Vermont Enhanced 911 Board, “Text-to-911.” Available at https://e911.vermont.gov/text-911.
Accessed January 24, 2024.

130 State of Vermont Enhanced 911 Board, “General 911 Questions (FAQs).” Available at https://e911.
vermont.gov/frequently-asked-questions-faq#:~:text=The%20Vermont%20911%20call%2Dtaker,que
stions%20and%20provide%20continued%20assistance. Accessed January 17, 2024.
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● Lamoille County Sheri�’s Of�ice
● Shelburne Police Department
● St. Albans Police Department
● Westminster Vermont State Police Barracks
● Williston Vermont State Police Barracks

Calls are routed based on PSAP catchment areas that are de�ined by PSAPs and
towns, and if a call-taker is not available, calls are directed to the �irst available
call-taker at another PSAP.132During Tropical Storm Irene, one of the PSAPs shut
down because of a power failure, and calls were handled by the other facilities.133

During the creation of this Plan, stakeholders indicated that there are ongoing
discussions about whether or not to consolidate and integrate PSAPs in Vermont.
Advances in network technology and increased data processing have enabled the
possibility of consolidation, as what was once necessarily a local role often
performed by one or two employees can now be done regionally or statewide.

Costs and functionality need to be optimized for each state; the National Emergency
Number Association (NENA), the professional organization focused on 911 policy
and operations, recommends targeted consolidation done to suit the speci�ic
environment of the state.134

The costs and bene�its of potential PSAP consolidation and integration in Vermont
are complex and variable, and a comprehensive recommendation requires extensive
study of this speci�ic issue focused on local facts, discussions with stakeholders, and
measurement and evaluation of keymetrics and costs.

It is not the Department of Public Service’s role to provide a single roadmap to a
single predetermined outcome in this arena; however, this Plan provides an analysis
of this situation based on considerations in choosingwhether andwhere to increase
consolidation, steps and components involved in PSAP consolidation, and how
Vermont �its with other states. Decision-makers should consider using the
values-based costs and bene�its of PSAP consolidation in this section to determine

134Virginia Department of EmergencyManagement (2023) PSAP Consolidation Use Cases. Available at
https://gismaps.vdem.virginia.gov/Websites/PSC/911ServicesBoard/Documents/20230518VDEMConso
lidationUseCasesKPMG.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

133 Bruce Kling (2023)Dispatch Centers for the Cities and Towns in New England for Police, Fire, and EMS.
Available at https://klingreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/
NewEnglandDispatchSummary.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

132 State of Vermont Enhanced 911 Board, “System Information.” Available at https://e911.vermont.gov
/forms-and-publications/system-information. Accessed January 12, 2024.
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whether tomove forwardwith a rigorous, deep, and speci�ic study about the cost of
consolidation.

There aremany advantages of PSAP consolidation, including:

1. Increasedflexibility in staf�ing.Consolidated PSAPS aremore likely to be
sta�ed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and canmore easily accommodate
illnesses and vacation time. Inmany cases, staf�ing on a statewide or regional
basismakes it easier to hiremore highly trained individuals and to hire and
retain specialized sta� formore advanced functions, such asmedical
dispatching, and share their abilities across a wider area. Small dispatching
centers with one to two dispatchers aremore likely to need to �ill dispatching
roles temporarily with �irst responders who are not necessarily trained in
dispatching andwho are needed in their response role.

2. More resources available formajor emergencies.Regional or statewide
PSAPs are better able to handle large-scale emergencies without being
overwhelmed and canmanagemutual aid in a centralized, uni�ied way.
Conversely, a small, local facilitymay not be able to handlemore than a typical
load of calls and day-to-day emergencies, andmay only be able tomanage a
small part of a large-scale emergency.

3. Potential for improved response times and reduction in errors. Taken
together, improved technologies that are consistent across a large region
reduce response times and errors. More advanced technologies and the use of
common databases, software (such as automated location identi�ication
databases), andmaps can enhance public safety responses. For example,
mutual aid responders would have up-to-date information about neighboring
areas if common databases were used.

4. Improved collaboration among state, local, and county agencies. Planning
and implementing consolidation increases the number of touch points
between communities and potentially fosters collaboration in awider range
of activities.

5. Potential for consolidation—and therefore ef�iciencies—of other public
safety functions. If consolidation extends beyond PSAPs to other functions
such as dispatching, a single robust facility can host call-takers, dispatchers,
landmobile radio operations, emergency operations centers, and command
of �irst responders in the same location and reduce fragmentation of
operations and response.
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6. More ef�icient communications links to remote centers and responders.
Having fewer, larger statewide or regional PSAPsmakes it easier to
interconnect the public and centers. Having fewer centers and placing them
inmore centralized locations reduces the number of circuits or connections
that need to be built and funded, especially tomore remote areas where costs
may be higher and infrastructure qualitymay be lower. Having fewer
locationsmakes itmore a�ordable to build higher-quality connections to the
PSAPs over physically diverse paths.

7. Economies of scale. Fewer, larger PSAPs result in lower costs per resident for
facilities, training, advanced technologies, electronics, and software licensing.

8. Simpli�ied budget process. Statewide or regionally, fewer resources are
necessary to project budgetary needs, and there are fewer total line items and
fundingmechanisms. Localities can also hand o� the funding of PSAPs to the
state.135

However, there are also signi�icant challenges in planning, building, and operating a
consolidated PSAP environment, and states need to balance the advantages and
challenges to optimize for their environment. Challenges include:

1. Loss of local control. PSAP consolidationmaymean abandoning a system
where individual call-takers personally knowmany people, roads, and
locations in the community, as well as where the community knows the
individual taking the calls. Consolidationmay diminish direct connections
between local government leaders, police and �ire chiefs and of�icers, and the
call-takers and dispatchers, and replace it with a system that reliesmore on
technology, new relationships, and structure. Localitiesmay also have less
latitude in determining the funding level or prioritizing changes in a PSAP.

2. Need to develop newgovernance andprocesses. PSAP consolidationmay
require a new relationship among localities, a new command structure, a
di�erent role for state or regional government, and a newmechanism for
both capital and operational funding. There also needs to be a plan for
migrating from the previous structure to the new structure.

3. Cost ofmigration. Planning and building a new PSAP is costly, as is planning
and executingmigration of systems and processes. As a result, savingsmay

135Virginia Department of EmergencyManagement (2023) PSAP Consolidation Use Cases. Available at
https://gismaps.vdem.virginia.gov/Websites/PSC/911ServicesBoard/Documents/20230518VDEMConso
lidationUseCasesKPMG.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.
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take time to emerge; in some cases, high startup and capital costsmay delay
any cost savings for several years.136

4. Ensuring redundancy and resiliency.With a consolidated PSAP con�iguration
— aswith all PSAP con�igurations— ensuring there are no single points of
failure is critical. The state will need to establish new redundancy and failover
processes.

A study of recent literature and the practices of other states in New England and in
the nation �inds that consolidation is an active area of discussion, planning, and
implementation, but is di�erent in degree and type in each state. States use awide
range of approaches in PSAP consolidation, including in determining the number of
PSAPs, the size of the PSAP service area, integrationwith other functions such as
dispatching, andmeans of funding and governance.

9.5.4.1 PSAPs in Other New England States

The greatest degree of PSAP consolidation is in NewHampshire and Rhode Island,
which have one primary PSAP each. However, the PSAPs connect tomany
dispatching centers, which are in the localities; NewHampshire has 86 dispatching
centers, and Rhode Island has 13 dispatch centers.137

Maine has seen some consolidation of PSAPs, but not of dispatching. There are 24
PSAPs and 55 �ire/EmergencyMedical Services (EMS) dispatching centers, with
about half also operating as police dispatching centers.138

Connecticut has 96 PSAPs,mostly housed in localities, many of which are also local
dispatching centers.139

139 Bruce Kling (2023)Dispatch Centers for the Cities and Towns in New England for Police, Fire, and EMS.
Available at https://klingreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/
NewEnglandDispatchSummary.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

138 Bruce Kling (2023)Dispatch Centers for the Cities and Towns in New England for Police, Fire, and EMS.
Available at https://klingreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/
NewEnglandDispatchSummary.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

137 Bruce Kling (2023)Dispatch Centers for the Cities and Towns in New England for Police, Fire, and EMS.
Available at https://klingreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/
NewEnglandDispatchSummary.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

136Of�ice of Statewide Emergency Telecommunications, State of Connecticut (2012) Consolidation
Guide. Available at https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DESPP/DSET/PSAP_Consolidation/
Consolidation_Guidepdf.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.
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Massachusetts has 232 PSAPs,mostly in localities. TheMassachusetts 911
Department is seeking consolidation and is providing �inancial incentives to
communities to join regional emergency communications centers that integrate
call-taking and dispatching formultiple communities. The incentive grants range
from0.75 to 10 percent of locality surcharge revenues from the previous �iscal year
for twomunicipalities. There are also other funds available, including general
support grants and regional development grants.140

9.5.4.2 PSAPs Elsewhere in the U.S.

In 2010, Michigan state policy called for regional consolidation.141An emergency
communications center needed to serve 911 call-taking and dispatching to 150,000
residents or lose state funding. In 2013, the threshold was raised to 300,000
residents. The policy was driven by a desire to improve outcomes from local
one-seat PSAPs sta�ed by individuals without speci�ic telecommunicator training
(such as �irst responders), sometimes only for 12 hours a day.

In Virginia, the state is studying consolidation in speci�ic use cases tomake
recommendations for the rest of the state. In the eastern part of the state, the James
City County Emergency Communications Center (ECC) and the York-Poquoson-
Williamsburg ECC are planning tomerge to address low staf�ing levels, and the
Pulaski County and Radford City PSAPs in the central part of the state are taking
advantage of a new facility opportunity.

The communities selected a process that analyzes working environments, convenes
leaders and stakeholders, and performs a risk-bene�it analysis. If they decide to
proceedwith consolidation, the participating localities will formalize functional and
technical requirements, determine how to organize sta�, plan procurement, and
create a charter. In the implementation stage, they will build, train, monitor, and
adjust as needed. Afterward, they will consider consolidation of larger regions.142

142 Virginia Department of EmergencyManagement (2023) PSAP Consolidation Use Cases. Available at
https://gismaps.vdem.virginia.gov/Websites/PSC/911ServicesBoard/Documents/20230518VDEMConso
lidationUseCasesKPMG.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

141Kent County Dispatch Authority (2015)Operations Overview and Recommendations. Available at
https://www.kent911.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/KCDA-Final-Report012216.pdf. Accessed
January 17, 2024.

140 City of Taunton, Massachusetts (2021) Evaluation of the Taunton Emergency Communications Center
& Regionalization Options, pages 14-17. Available at https://www.taunton-ma.gov/DocumentCenter/
View/990/Edward-J-Collins-Jr-Center-Feasibility-Study-for-City-of-Taunton-to-Join-SEMRECC-PDF.
AccessedNovember 20, 2023.
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Kentucky is seeking to interconnect — but not necessarily consolidate— small,
generally single-seat PSAPs to address the challenge of staf�ing and operating
centers full time and to increase resiliency. The state initiated a pilot program in the
Appalachian region of eastern Kentucky to interconnect 12 PSAPs located across �ive
telephone service areas using the state’s �iber optic KentuckyWired network. The
goal is to incrementally bringmore advanced functionality to the PSAPs, including
text-to-911, hosted customer premise equipment, a centralized automatic location
identi�ication database, and geographic information systems (GIS)-enabled
location-based routing. Interconnectionwill also enable the PSAPs tomanage calls
outside of their areas if a PSAP is unsta�ed, overloaded, or otherwise unable to
function.143

In Arkansas, the state seeks to consolidate PSAPs so that there is nomore than one
per county. In early 2022, the state released a 30-monthmigration plan to reduce
the number of stations from 135 to 79. Accompanying the consolidation is the
creation of a new state board that incorporates state appointees and leadership as
well as local government representatives appointed by associations and by the state.
The vision is that the consolidationwill enable the call duties to be blended and not
eliminated. Each individual county will have its own operational review and plan to
guide the consolidation.144

144Arkansas 911 Board (2022) Public Safety Answering Point Consolidation Plan. Available at
https://911board.arkansas.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Arkansas-PSAP-Consolidation-Plan-FINA
L.pdf. AccessedNovember 20, 2023.

143Kentucky Commercial Mobile Radio Service Emergency Telecommunications Board (2015)
Requirements Document for NG911 Pilot Project Version 2.
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Section 10: Additional and Alternative Strategies to
Expand Broadband and Increase Network Resiliency

This section describes possible strategies to expand broadband coverage in Vermont
— including strategies that state statute requires this Plan to analyze (e.g., leveraging
rights-of-way) as well as strategies based on stakeholder input, author expertise,
and examples from other states— and potential methods to improve network
resiliency.

As discussed, these strategies are intended to augment and bolster the signi�icant
ongoingwork being performed by public and private institutions, led in large part by
the VCBB. In addition, these strategies focus primarily on increasingwireless
coverage because thewireline gaps are in the process of being fully addressed.

10.1 Mobile Broadband Expansion via Electric Utility
Partnerships
Given this Plan’s analysis shows that smaller wireless facilities — optimally placed—
can be as e�ective as industry-standard towers, theremay be an opportunity to
partner with infrastructure owners who have existing vertical assets of a
comparable size.

A representative fromGMP expressed openness to exploring the use of existing GMP
poles to host radio equipment, but noted that a few complicating factors need to be
addressed:

● Use of existing poles would require installers andmaintainers to be certi�ied
to work in the electric space, which hasmuch stricter requirements.

● GMP is in the process ofmoving some poles from easements to the
rights-of-way,meaning that wireless deployments would need to be
coordinatedwith that work (and new rights-of-way pole locationsmay ormay
not be as optimal).
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● GMP has set a goal of zero outages by 2030 by undergrounding a substantial
amount of their infrastructure,145 so the viability of using existing GMP
infrastructure over the long term is not clear.

To avoid these challenges, the GMP representative suggested that they could be
engaged to deploy new, single-use <50-foot poles formobile radios upon demand.

A partnership with Vermont Electric Power Company (VELCO) could also be
bene�icial on a statewide scale as, in addition to owning transmission utility poles
that can support small cells and larger antennas, VELCO currentlymaintains a
robust landmobile radio networkwith communications towers acrossmuch of the
state. VELCO is planning extensive upgrades to their wireless communications
system. VELCO and the Department of Public Safety are in initial stages of
conversations about possibilities to leverage these upgrades to enhancemobile
broadband. The state should also consider VELCO’s �iber and conduit assets along
their transmission lines, whichmay, in certain instances, have spare capacity to
provide backhaul for newwireless sites.

The followingmaps, derived from data available via the Vermont OpenGeodata
Portal, showVELCO transmission lines overlaid withmobile broadband gaps
identi�ied during a 2022 drive test. The �irstmap below indicates averagemobile
download speeds, while the secondmap below speci�ically highlights points along
the drive test where the average download speedwas below 25Mbps andwhere
there was no signal at all. Themaps show clear overlap between locations without
cell phone service and VELCO assets.

145GreenMountain Power (2023) “GreenMountain Power Launches First in Nation 2030 Zero Outages
Initiative.” Available at https://greenmountainpower.com/news/green-mountain-power-launches-
�irst-in-nation-2030-zero-outages-initiative/. Accessed February 29, 2024.
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Figure 48: VELCO routeswith averagemobile speeds fromall providers tested in
2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Green lines represent VELCO routes. Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed. 2022 data

includes drive test results for AT&T, FirstNet, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.
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Figure 49: VELCO routes and roadwayswith lowor nomobile speeds fromall
providers tested in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Green lines represent VELCO routes. Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed. 2022 data

includes drive test results for AT&T, FirstNet, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.
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The nextmap provides three examples where VELCO infrastructure crosses directly
through areas with low or no recorded speeds.

Figure 50: ExampleVELCO routes for selected towns, and roadwayswith no or low
mobile speeds fromall providers tested in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Green lines represent VELCO routes. Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed. 2022 data

includes drive test results for AT&T, FirstNet, T-Mobile, US Cellular, Verizon, and VTel.

This is not a recommendation to focus on these three locations �irst and foremost,
but an indication of the type of opportunities across the state thatmay be possible by
partneringwith VELCO.

A site selection process that is collaborative with VELCO—with the terms and goals
of a partnership in place from the outset —would be required to identify exact
location targets.

10.2 Mobile Broadband Expansion via State Mobile Grant
Program
Themarket gap formobile broadband ismultifaceted— there aremany factors that
impact the cost of deployment in a state like Vermont, including density, cost of
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bringing �iber and power to the installment, maintenance, opportunities for
secondary revenue (e.g., home broadband or institutional contracts), and the cost of
permitting and potential litigation that occurs during the permit process. There is no
single policy solution that can single-handedly change the underlying challenges
and facilitate deployments. Similar to �ixedwireline deployment, meeting the state’s
mobile broadband goals will not be possible without public investment.

This section discusses the data needed to properly benchmark and supportmobile
deployment progress, quanti�ies the funding required to closemobile broadband
gaps in the state, and proposes a grant program that can be used to distribute
funding strategically in support of the state’smobile broadband goals.

10.2.1 Mobile Broadband Data Collection and Practices

This section recommendsways Vermont can improve data collection practices to
support itsmobile broadband deployment strategy and progress evaluation.

As described in Section 3.4.1, drive tests are themost reliable way to understand the
user experience ofmobile broadband coverage in the state and track year-over-year
progress. To draw conclusions aboutmobile broadband improvements in Vermont,
the Department of Public Service should consider collecting and analyzing drive test
data every two years— ormore frequently if signi�icant deployments are occurring
(e.g., in conjunctionwith a grant program).

When conducting future drive tests, the Department of Public Service should
continue to use OoklaWind and follow the same routes tomitigate variables and
allow for direct data comparisons. In addition, the following best practices can help
data collection so that the resulting data are as complete and accurate as possible:

● Perform tests in the summer to account for foliage
● Perform tests in the evening, when network traf�ic is consistently lower
● Use the samemake andmodel of vehicle to account for factors like vehicle

roofmaterial and density
● Use the same device (industry experts’ opinions di�er, butmany prefer

Google Pixel)
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● Root the device (i.e., unlock)146 and keep it on a particular band in areas where
coverage is weak

● Use the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) value (i.e., themeasured
power of the signal, spread across spectrum) as the primary data point for
service comparison,measured in decibelmilliwatts (dBm):

○ RSRP of less than -100 dBm (negative 100 dBm) should be considered
poor

○ RSRP of between -110 and -100 dBm should be considered okay
○ RSRP of greater than -100 dBm should be considered good

Vermont has nearly 3,000miles of state interstates, Class 1 roads, and scenic
highways.147Undertaking drive tests solely on these roads would take signi�icant sta�
time and funding if performed by PSD employees.

To capture coverage data along the remaining Class 2 and Class 3 roads
(approximately an additional 11,000miles148), the PSD could establish a
crowdsourcing process leveraging a platform like OoklaWind. State and local
government employees— such as local public works departments, the Agency of
Transportation, and �irst responders— could capture drive test data while traveling
in Vermont.

While crowdsourcing data along roads in thismanner will not allow the PSD to
ensure all of the best practices listed above are followed, the PSD could limit testing
to certainmonths to account for foliage, or convey a preference for certain
categories of vehicles (e.g., passenger vehicles).

In addition, Vermont would bene�it from better tracking of when permittedmobile
broadband towers have completed construction and are operational. Currently,
telecommunication providers that have obtained a 248a permit are not required to
submit a noti�ication of completion indicating that the tower is operational (i.e.,
providing some level of service from one ormore carriers). Collecting this data will
be vital for pursuing the programs and recommendations in the below sections and

148Agency of Transportation, “General Statistics.” Available at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/planning/
maps/stats. Accessed January 29, 2024.

147Agency of Transportation, “General Statistics.” Available at https://vtrans.vermont.gov/planning/
maps/stats. Accessed January 29, 2024.

146Okta (2023) “Rooted Devices: De�inition, Bene�its & Security Risks.” Available at https://www.okta.
com/identity-101/rooted-device/. Accessed January 26, 2024.
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will ultimately help the statemake informed decisions about where additional
infrastructure is needed to expandmobile broadband coverage. To close this data
collection gap, the state could consider requiring 248a permit holders to notify the
PSDwhen a permitted tower is built and operational.

10.2.2 Quantifying the Gaps in Mobile Broadband Along Vermont Roads

A set of propagation analyses were performed tomodel the theoretical levels of
deployment required to in�ill existing holes in 25/3Mbpsmobile wireless coverage
along Vermont roads. A Longley-Rice propagationmodel149 (typical formodeling
coverage in irregular terrain) with 10-meter resolutionwas used to predict coverage.
This analysis ismeant to give the state a proportionally and directionally accurate
understanding of the deployments necessary tomeet the state’s wireless coverage
goals.

10.2.2.1 Existing Coverage

This Plan estimates that there are a total of 412miles of road in Vermont without
mobile wireless coverage from any provider.

To reach that conclusion, coverage predictions were �irstmodeled from existing
248a and E-911 Geographic Information System site data. Coverage originating from
tower sites outside of Vermont was estimated using tower data fromNew
Hampshire, New York, and Canada, and the resulting propagation predictions were
then augmented by an overlay of state-suppliedmobile drive test data.

Areas along roadways with andwithout existing coveragewere determined by
overlaying propagationmodels, drive test data, and road centerlines. The state was
divided into a grid of 250-meter by 250-meter squares, whichwas used to estimate
the net area with andwithout coverage. Only grid squares that intersect Vermont
roadways— covering a total of 3,112 squaremiles—were considered in the analyses.

This provides a coverage prediction for all mobile broadband providers in the state
combined. This will not reflect the coverage experience of an individual Vermonter,

149 Institute for Telecommunication Science, “Irregular TerrainModel (ITM) (Longley-Rice) (20MHz –
20GHz).” Available at https://its.ntia.gov/research-topics/radio-propagation-software/itm/itm.
Accessed January 26, 2024.
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as each person is presumably subscribed to only onemobile wireless carrier. The
following chart andmaps summarize this analysis:

Table 15: Existingmobile broadband coverage prediction
Calculation SquareMiles

Sum area representing all Vermont roads 3,112

Area covered by vertical assets in state databases (propagationmodel) 2,678

Additional area covered by state drive test data 23

Total theoretical coverage based on available data sources (all carriers) 2,700

Remaining road area to be covered by additional deployments 412
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Figure 51: Estimatedmobile broadband coverage based on tower locations

Source: CTC data and analysis, Government of Canada SpectrumManagement SystemData, New
Hampshire Geodata Portal, Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
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Figure 52: Estimated existingmobile broadband coverage and averagemobile
wireless download speeds onVermont roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022), CTC analysis
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.

10.2.2.2 Model of Coverage Required to Address Gaps

An in�ill analysis was performed to estimate the new deployments needed to provide
coverage to the 412 squaremiles of unserved roads.
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Two types of deployment designs were created. The �irst used traditionalmacro
tower deployments 140 feet above ground level (AGL), which is considered by
industry experts to be an optimal size for self-supportingmacro towers based on
their cost to deploy and the coverage they deliver. Based on engineering analysis
performed by a certi�ied Professional Engineer on the project team, estimated costs
for this type of deployment are as follows:

Table 16: Example cost estimate for 140-foot AGLdeployment
Component Cost Estimate

140' Tower $100,000

RANHardware Electronics $50,000

Site Installation $50,000

Core Electronics $1,000

Switches and Cabling $4,000

Backhaul (Wireless or Fiber) $15,000

Design $20,000

Total $240,000

These towers requiremore signi�icant changes to the landscape, especially when
situated in prominent locations tomaximize signal reach.

Therefore, a second type of small facility designwas explored: 50-foot pole-based
AGL deployments. These 50-foot AGL radios are well suited to the terrain and foliage
of Vermont, and are often considered less aesthetically obtrusive than taller,
stand-alone towers. Importantly, these deployments also typically represent a
savings of over 50 percent in capital expenditures compared to their 140-foot
counterparts.

Table 17: Example cost estimate for 50-foot AGLdeployment
Component Cost Estimate

50' Pole $5,000

RANHardware Electronics $50,000

Site Installation $15,000

Core Electronics $1,000
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Component Cost Estimate

Switches and Cabling $4,000

Backhaul (Wireless or Fiber) $15,000

Design $7,000

Total $97,000

Two scenarios for in�illing service gaps with each type of tower designwere
modeled. The �irst scenario showed deployments needed to in�ill the easiest 50
percent of areas without coverage along roadways, while the second looked at the
additional deployments needed to in�ill 90+ percent. Both of these scenarios assume
that �iber has been deployed to every on-grid premises and is available to support
mobile deployments.

Table 18: Scenarios for in�illing service gaps in the remaining 412 squaremiles of
road area to be covered by additional deployments

Site Type
Total

Deployment
Sites

Road
Area

(Square
Miles)

Remaining
RoadArea
(Square
Miles)

Percentage of
RemainingArea

Lacking
CoverageAlong

Roads

Estimated Total
Cost of

Deployments

Deployment needed
to in�ill ~50% of
remaining area
lacking coverage
along roads

50' Sites 107 216 196 47.6% $10,379,000

140' Sites 98 214 198 48.1% $23,520,000

Deployment needed
to in�ill ~90+% of
remaining area
lacking coverage
along roads

50' Sites 511 378 33 8.1% $49,567,000

140' Sites 438 379 33 8.0% $105,120,000

To illustrate these scenarios, the following twomaps show coverage resulting from
107 new 50-foot towers as well as the hypothetical new coverage overlaid with
estimated existing coverage.
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Figure 53: 107 new50-foot towers and coverage

Source: CTC analysis
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Figure 54: Estimated existing coverage and coverage from 107new50-foot towers

Source: CTC analysis

The following twomaps illustrate coverage resulting from 98 new 140-foot towers as
well as the hypothetical new coverage overlaid with estimated existing coverage.
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Figure 55: 98 new 140-foot towers and coverage

Source: CTC analysis
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Figure 56: Estimated existing coverage and coverage from98new 140-foot towers

Source: CTC analysis

The intent of this analysis is to characterize the scale of deployments necessary to
address the persistent problem of coverage gaps along roadways. It is notmeant to
identify speci�ic, buildable tower or pole locations. For analytical purposes,
conceptual placement of towers and poles were algorithmically optimized to require
aminimumnumber of sites based upon each site’s propagation characteristics.
Real-world siting processesmust consider a host of additional factors, including
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environmental impact, aesthetic and visual impact, land use and zoning regulations,
electromagnetic interference (EMI), and site security.

10.2.2.3 Conclusions

The engineering analysis performed for this Plan demonstrates that strategically
placed 50-foot wireless facilities achieve almost the same per-tower ef�iciency as
140-foot towers when addressing the easiest 50 percent of unserved areas.

Though the ef�iciency of 50-foot deploymentsmay be surprising, their e�ectiveness
is due to the topology of Vermont and the curvature of the Earth diminishing the
theoretical bene�its of higher towers as the signal propagates farther out. To be clear,
the use of 50-foot deployments is not an ef�icient solution for everywhere in the
state, as the e�ectiveness of small wireless deployments tapers o� after covering the
easiest 50 percent of unserved areas. (Please see Appendix H for additional
methodological details.)

In addition, 50-foot AGL deployments present opportunities for considerable
savings without sacri�icing signi�icant coverage. The savings of 50 percent on
standard deployment costsmay be augmented further by faster construction
timelines and the potential for less opposition from individuals trying to block
improvements in coverage.

That being said, these towers can have some physical and technical limitations that
can impact resiliency. For example, 50-foot towers often:

● Have 8 to 12 hours of battery backup for power, rather than a generator that
can be used formultiple days of power outages

● Are not tall enough to have backupmicrowave links that can be used in the
event of a �iber cut

● Do not have awide concrete pad, which canminimize impacts from potential
encroaching branches or falling trees

The PSDwill need to take these limitations into account— and incentivize resiliency
where possible—when enabling or facilitating deployments of this nature. However,
given the historical lack of progress in improving coverage due to the cost and
challenge ofmacro tower siting in Vermont, this analysis supports the idea that the
state canmakemeaningful progress on achieving itsmobile broadband goals,
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reduce aesthetic impact, andmaximize cost e�ectiveness by deploying small
wireless facilities — especially in the easiest 50 percent of areas without coverage
along roadways.

10.2.3 Recommendation for a Mobile Broadband Pilot Grant Program
Designed to Test and Refine Small Facilities Deployment Strategies

This Plan has previously provided analyses of di�erentmobile broadband
deployment frameworks— including small cell, neutral host, and shared
infrastructure deployment— aswell as the potential for di�erent degrees of public
sector or CUD involvement. The intent of the analyses is to educate decision-makers
on the challenges and trade-o�s inherent to di�erent deploymentmethodologies,
and how those trade-o�s relate to the telecommunications goals of the state. This
section recommends that the state launches a pilot grant program inclusive of the
aforementioned strategies andmoreover tests and re�ines a process that works for
expandingmobile coverage in Vermont.

This pilot programwould build on the successes of the current �iber deployments
supported by ARPA, CPF, and BEAD funds, leveraging both physical infrastructure
enabled by this process and the increased institutional capacity at the state level that
has been built to administer grant and connectivity programs. Importantly, this
programwould focus on deployments that are “minimally visible” or “low impact”
from an environmental and viewshed perspective.

This Plan recommends the initial scale of the pilot to be $2 to $3million of grant
funding. This would be large enough to collectmeaningful data on deployment
strategies, justify the operational infrastructure needed to conduct the program
properly, and have real impact on coverage; however, it would not be so large that it
ties up funds in an initial e�ort that has not bene�ited from the learnings that would
be gained through the process.

Recently, prior sta� of the Department of Public Service proposed a “reverse auction”
framework to distribute funding formobile broadband.While a reverse auction
could be a viable framework, this Plan proposes a grant process speci�ically because
it should allow formore customization of solutions to �it di�erent towns and
contexts, as no single deploymentmethod is right for everywhere in the state, and
factors like cost, infrastructure type, partnership structures, and execution pathwill
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vary by location. The ability to accommodate di�erent solutions in di�erent areas is
a guiding principle behind the pilot grant strategy proposed.

The pilot grant program design should also test whether and how the state can act to
reduce deployment delays that can arise from frivolous lawsuits. Unfortunately, in
select cases around the country, property owners have used laws designed to protect
the environment as ameans to stop deployment of needed communications
infrastructure, particularly wireless facilities.While such cases are not the norm,
they do create the risk of costly delays to deployment. Carriers frequentlymitigate
that risk by changing deployment patterns or declining to invest in areas where the
risks outweigh the potential business opportunity — to the detriment of state
policies designed to facilitate and incentivize deployment. Therefore, a state grant
program designed to attract competitive applications frommobile companies
should take these risks, costs, and disincentives into account.

The following section presents recommended parameters for the pilotmobile
broadband grant program.

10.2.3.1 Recommended Strategies for Deployment Siting and a Geographic
Focus Area(s)

The quality and ef�iciency ofmobile wireless bids will depend on factors that are
hard to evaluate, except on a location-by-location basis. Distance from �iber (and
speci�ically a provider capable of carrier-grade service), distance from power,
anticipated usage at premises or in transit, dif�iculty of obtaining permits, leases, or
easements, and other factors all impact cost and are all context speci�ic.

Therefore, this Plan recommends that the state ask bidders to propose the areas they
would build ef�iciently and impactfully, and thenmeasure those proposals against a
rubric that prioritizes impact; in other words, a rubric based on �illing coverage gaps,
serving new roadmiles and premises, public safety needs, and other factors should
inform awards. Though itmay be tempting to pickmore speci�ic target deployment
areas— such as gaps along particular roads—mandating bids in these areasmay
reduce the quality of the data the state can collect because itmay inadvertently force
bidders to work in a particularly challenging location. This in turnwill impact how
bidders respond andwill skew the state’s understanding of costs and requirements
necessary to elicit competitive bids. Allowing bidders to suggest deployment areas
will maximize the ef�iciency of the deployments.
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That said, the statemay express geographic preferences or providemore concrete
guidance on target areas to ensure collection of better data from the pilot program.
For example, the state could designate broad target areas with CUDs or ISPs that
have completed their FTTP construction. This could allow the state to test — or even
incentivize— collaboration amongmobile providers and CUDs and then apply those
learnings statewide as all CUDs deploy �iber andmature organizationally.

10.2.3.2 Recommended Strategic Components of the Pilot Grant Program

Given the goal of testing the potential for small facilities to expandmobile
broadband in Vermont, the grant program should restrict new deployments to
towers under 50 feet tall, but allow bidders the flexibility to propose the radio types
(small cell, macro cell) and arrangements (e.g., shared infrastructure, neutral host)
they seek to deploy.

In addition, the following strategic elements should be included in grant
applications with transparent and consistent scoring criteria attached to submission
materials:

● Propagationmaps in GIS format to demonstrate coverage area with
documentation of assumptions to allow third-party engineering veri�ication

● Visual context analysis to demonstrate that deployments will minimally
impact sightlines and viewsheds

● Itemized application costs, including (at aminimum) cost of site installation,
engineering, �iber capex, power capex, electronics, tower infrastructure, and
labor and resources devoted to the permitting process

● Proof of committed tenancy, with points awarded for eachmajor carrier that
is committed in writing

● Impact and bene�its to public safety and �irst responders, with points awarded
for greater bene�its provided

● Siting due diligence, including coordinationwith local of�icials and the public
● Sustainability of the deployment to ensure it can bemaintained, extended,

and upgraded beyond the useful life of the �irst radios deployed

Lastly, applicants should be required to describe whether they have concerns about
legal challenges to their deployments, and how those concerns have impacted their
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proposed locations and costs. This will allow the state to better understand if and
how anti-wireless facilities litigation impactsmobile expansion.

The Department of Public Servicemay also coordinate with local and state
institutions, such as those in the public safety sector, to understandwhere public
sector entitiesmaywant to be a paying subscriber. By aligning these locations with
institutional customers, PSDmay be able to further incentivize deployments in
challenging areas.

10.2.3.3 Recommended Qualitative and Quantitative Data to Collect During a
Pilot Grant Process

Structuring the grant program as a pilot will allow the Department of Public Service
to collect information to further re�ine and optimize the program. In particular, this
Plan recommends that the PSD analyze the followingwith qualitative and
quantitative data collected during the process:

● How carriers are or are not able to provide carrier-grade services
● The average subsidy requested per deployment, per roadmile served, and per

premise served
● Themost signi�icant itemized costs
● What the state can do to establishmore ef�icient processes around the

highest-cost items
● If applicants able to leverage newly deployed �iber to achievemore ef�icient

deployments
● Whether applicants are improving ef�iciency by using the 248a exemption for

towers under 50 feet tall to decrease permitting costs and legal risks

Data and analyses that address these questions should inform future versions of
mobile broadband expansion grants and programs.

10.3 Leveraging the Rights-of-Way
Currently, the Agency of Transportation requires a permit and application fee for
accessing Agency-managed rights-of-way. The permit is required for all public and
private entities, and application fees for nonresidential or agricultural purposes
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range from$100 to $2,500.150 Large-scale infrastructure projectsmay require
dozens of permits depending on the speci�ic deployment and construction plans. In
addition, any remaining infrastructure in the right-of-way is subject to fairmarket
value rent unless it is an allowed use under federal guidelines or the Agency
determines that the infrastructure serves a public purpose.

These costs are incurred by infrastructure builders in the state and increase project
costs. Because of this, until the state’s universal 100/100Mbpswireline goal is
achieved, rights-of-way application fees and rent impede deployments.

In recognition of this dynamic, the state created a system to provide rights-of-way
rent waivers for broadband builders under 19 V.S.A. § 26a(b),151 as long as the entity
requesting the permit “o�ers to provide comparable value to the State so as tomeet
the public good as determined by the Agency and the Department of Public Service.”
The statute explains that “comparable value” should be “construed broadly to further
the state’s interest in ubiquitous broadband andwireless service availability at
reasonable cost.”

Stakeholders interviewed for this Plan reported that through the end of 2023, the
waivers were working as intended and enabling better broadband deployment in
unserved areas. However, during thewriting of this Plan, the Vermont Legislature
discussed revisions to thewaiver system via H.657.152

As indicated by their testimony on February 7, 2024,153 PSD supports the
continuation of the rent waivers until the state achieves universal 100/100Mbps
broadband because right-of-way rent increases the costs of deploying in themost
dif�icult-to-reach areas. Therefore, this Plan recommends leveraging state control of
rights-of-way by providing rent waivers to infrastructure builders deploying in
unserved and underserved areas until Vermontmeets its broadband goals.

153House Committee onWays andMeans (2024) “Meeting Record.” Available at
https://legislature.vermont.gov/committee/meeting-detail/2024/21/6083. Accessed February 20,
2024.

152Modernization of Vermont’s Communications Taxes and Fees, H.657 (2024). Available at
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/Docs/BILLS/H-0657/H-0657%20As%20Introduced.p
df. Accessed February 20, 2024.

151 19 V.S.A. § 26a. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/19/001/00026a.
Accessed January 15, 2024.

150Vermont Agency of Transportation (2016) State Highway Access andWork Permit. Available at
https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/�iles/planning/documents/permittingservices/FeeScheduleAndP
ermitApp%200223.pdf. Accessed January 15, 2024.
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10.4 Electric Utility Tariff Rider Program
The Temporary Unserved Location Broadband Deployment Rider program154

established by GreenMountain Power and Vermont Electric Coop provides credits to
infrastructure builders formake-readywork in un- and underserved areas, and has
proven to be a successful strategy to reduce the cost of deployingwireline
broadband.

During conversations in late 2023, utility representatives reported that the program
would expire inMarch 2024 andwould need to be reauthorized to continue
supporting wireline deployment. Fortunately, utility representatives noted that
reauthorizationwas likely.

Given that this alternative strategy successfully supports rural deployment, and
because those deployments have not yet been completed in the state, this Plan
recommends the reauthorization of the program.

10.5 Increasing Network Resiliency
As discussed in Section 4.2, Vermont is projected to continue to experiencemore
frequent and intenseweather-related disasters over the coming decade— especially
riverine flooding, hurricanes, and ice storms, which result in infrastructure damage
and service disruptions.

When the public sector enables infrastructure construction in the state (e.g.,
through grant programs), the public sector has leverage to encourage resilience
practices. Plans tomitigate the negative impacts of extremeweather should be as
granular and hyper-local as possible, considering the hazard risks speci�ic to each
location (e.g., a small creek that is likely to breach its banks during heavy or
prolonged precipitation).

As required by the BEAD planning process, the VCBB is already taking climate risks
into account when planning infrastructure deployments, but best practices are
reiterated here for the bene�it of readers of this Plan.

154 Public Utility Commission (2021) Case No. 21-0544-TF. Available at https://greenmountainpower.
com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-03-12-PUC-Order-Approving-Tari�.pdf. Accessed January
30, 2024.
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Telecommunications resilience depends heavily on the design of infrastructure, the
quality and quantity of teams repairing the infrastructure, and power. Best practices
include:

● Burying cables when possible rather than installing aerially, particularly in
areas prone to hurricanes, flooding, and ice storms

● Performing regular vegetationmanagement in rights-of-way along aerial
power lines

● Building geographically diverse redundancy into routes that serve a large
number of premises and critical locations (such as hospitals and PSAPs)

● Providing alternative internet traf�ic routes during emergencies via peering
arrangements between ISPs

● Establishing network connections with neighboring states and Canada
● Encouraging CUDs and ISPs to have two �iber feeds for every hub
● Ensuring facilities have robust backup power options
● Storing electronics and equipment out of harm’s way (e.g., on upper floors of

buildings, placing cabinets on stilts, etc.)
● Maintaining supplies of sparematerials needed to repair damaged equipment

and infrastructure
● Conducting recurring assessments of the network to identify vulnerabilities
● Collaborating with neighboringmunicipalities and local ISPs for

resource-sharing opportunities (e.g., repair crews)
● Coordinating with institutions and agencies that are also taking climate

mitigation steps to ensure that resilience is built ef�iciently and
collaboratively

The singlemost e�ective approach to proactively build resilience into network
designs is to have redundancy of key routes and equipment. Redundancy can be
providedwithmultiple geographically diverse �iber routes, multiple service
providers, multiple internet connections, andwheremultiple �iber routes are not
available, satellite or wireless backup.

These best practices have successfully kept emergency services operational in
Vermont during �iber cuts. Recently, �iber used by ADSwas severed during highway
construction, resulting in temporary outages to some state websites. However,
because of redundant networking, vital services such as VoIP and emergency
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communications were not disrupted. All systemswere completely restoredwithin
hours.

In addition to redundancy, network resilience is also signi�icantly impacted by
power resilience. Large facilities such as central of�ices should have redundant
generators and batteries that are regularly tested. Smaller cabinets with powered
equipmentmight not be suitable for generators, so optionsmay include the ability to
attach a temporary generator and the use of suf�icient battery backup.

The need for power and the impact of outages should be primary considerations in
design. As noted earlier, an advantage of PON �iber technology is that small cabinets
that contain splitters and passive equipment do not need power. Hybrid
�iber-coaxial networks, on the other hand, require distributed power supplies on
poles or in pedestals, which limits the available backup power that can be provided
in batteries and presents a challenge for operating during a power outage that
outlasts the batteries (backup batteries typically last two to twelve hours).

The �inal challenge formaintaining network operations during a power outage is the
power required at the home or business.Whilemodems and routersmay have
backup batteries, they tend to last for eight to twelve hours. The recent initiative by
GreenMountain Power155 to facilitate in-home battery backups is receiving national
attention andwill support in-home connections during outages, but network
resilience requires a coalition of actors all prioritizing resiliency. Having long-term
backup power at the premises and a broadband operator paying attention to
resiliency is an excellent combination and the best way for Vermonters to achieve
broadband resiliency.

Given the challenges inherent in predicting the future of extremeweather events in
Vermont, network resiliencewill depend on preparing for emergency events that
occur with no forewarning. The state has leverage to encourage andmandate
resilient construction via its grantmakingwork. As such, this Plan recommends that
the VCBB use the BEAD grantmaking process to continue to ensure that new
networks are resilient and redundant, in line with the best practices described in this
Plan.

155GreenMountain Power (2023) “GMP’s Request to Expand Customer Access to Cost-E�ective Home
Energy Storage Through Popular Powerwall and BYODBattery Programs is Approved.” Available at
https://greenmountainpower.com/news/gmps-request-to-expand-customer-access-to-cost-e�ectiv
e-home-energy-storage-is-approved/. Accessed December 14, 2023.
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Section 11: Assessment of Vermont
Telecommunications Statute

Vermont telecommunications policy is governed by two primary statutes: 30 V.S.A. §
202c-f and Act 71.

The Telecommunications Planwas �irstmandated by law through the creation of 30
V.S.A. § 202c-f in 1987.156 The goals of the statute were last updated in 2014, and the
process of crafting the Planwas revised in 2020. The Plan aims to create a
technologically advanced telecommunications network covering all service areas in
the state and o�ering stable and predictable rates for all Vermonters. Other sections
of 30 V.S.A. § 202 outline the powers and duties of the Department of Public Service
and the Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory Board.

The legislature again demonstrated a commitment to connecting Vermonters with
the passage of Act 71 in 2021. Act 71 established the Vermont Community Broadband
Fund to “support policies and programs designed to accelerate community e�orts
that advance the State’s goal of achieving universal access to reliable, high-quality,
a�ordable, �ixed broadband” and established the Vermont Community Broadband
Board to “coordinate, facilitate, support, and accelerate the development and
implementation of universal community broadband solutions.” Act 71 also
acknowledges that connectivity in Vermontmust take a grassroots approach
because favorablemarket conditions are lacking in the state. Amore detailed
discussion of the Vermont Community Broadband Board is available in Section 9.2.

Given that these vital statutes have beenwritten and revised by the legislature over
nearly 40 years, it is inevitable that there are now inconsistencies within 30 V.S.A. §
202c andwith Act 71. At this time of unprecedented funding and scrutiny on
Vermont’s telecommunications landscape, stakeholders and decision-makers will
rely on these governing statutes to provide information and accountability for
themselves and their communities.

156 30 V.S.A. § 202d. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202d.
Accessed January 15, 2024.
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This section provides recommendations for updating both 30 V.S.A. § 202c-f and Act
71 to bemore speci�ic, strategic, alignedwith each other, and current.

11.1 Statute Should Establish Specific, Distinct, Measurable,
and Achievable Goals

11.1.1 Updating the Goals of 30 V.S.A. § 202c

The ten goals that guide state telecommunications planning in 30 V.S.A. § 202c157

(listed in Appendix A) contain signi�icant overlap, and are not written in a speci�ic
and quanti�iablemanner that would enable policymakers and decision-makers to
set benchmarks andmeasure progress.

For example, the following �ive goals contain wholly or partially overlapping ideas:

(Goal 2) Support the universal availability of appropriate infrastructure and
a�ordable services

(Goal 4) Provide for high-quality, reliable telecommunications services for
Vermont businesses and residents

(Goal 8) Support the deployment of broadband infrastructure that uses the best
commercially available technology

(Goal 7) Support the application of telecommunications technology tomaintain
and improve governmental and public services, public safety, and the economic
development of the State

(Goal 10) Supportmeasures designed to ensure that by the end of the year 2024
every E-911 business and residential location in Vermont has infrastructure
capable of delivering Internet access with service that has aminimumdownload
speed of 100Mbps and is symmetrical

The goals in this statute very clearly describe Vermont values and aspirations;
however, considerable overlap amongmany of the goals preventsmaximum
e�ectiveness. If the intention is to require PSD and other stakeholders to concretely
measure progress toward the goals, the legislature should consider structuring the

157 30 V.S.A. § 202c. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202c.
Accessed January 15, 2024.
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goals in a way that is separate, speci�ic, andmeasurable. Concrete objectives can be
established by the agency or department responsible for the work, but given the
priority placed on broadband by the legislature, and the legislature’s speci�icity in
some parts of statute (i.e., goal 10), goalsmay best be established in statutory
language as statute is revised.

11.1.2 Updating the Specific Goal of 2024 for Wireline Deployments

In one case, the statute establishes a very speci�ic goal that simply needs to be
updated. The tenth goal in 30 V.S.A. § 202d sets a deadline of 2024 for every E-911
location in Vermont to have infrastructure capable of delivering 100Mbps
symmetrical internet access.

To accurately reflect the deployment timeline of the BEAD Program, this goal should
be revised tomatchwith a deadline of 2029.

11.2 Alignment Across Statutes and Statutory Sections

11.2.1 Ensuring Broadband Speed Definitions Are Cohesive and
Modernized

The legislature has explicitly stated broadband speed goals in three places in slightly
di�erent ways:

● Act 71 de�ines a served location as having access tominimum speeds of 25/3
Mbps158

● 30 V.S.A. § 202e(e)1-3 require the Commissioner of Public Service to report
areas served by broadband capable of delivering speeds of at least 4/1 Mbps,
25/3Mbps, or 100/100Mbps

● 30 V.S.A. § 202c(b)10 sets a goal of each E-911 address having service with a
“minimumdownload speed of 100Mbps and is symmetrical”

Furthermore, as explained in Section 3.2, the 25/3Mbps threshold is now obsolete as
the FCC raised the threshold for a premise being considered served from 25/3Mbps
to 100/20Mbps onMarch 14, 2024.159

159 Federal Communications Commission (2024) “FCC Increases Broadband Speed Benchmark.”
Available at https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-401205A1.pdf. Accessed April 26, 2024.

158Act 71 (2021). Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2022/Docs/ACTS/ACT071/
ACT071%20As%20Enacted.pdf. AccessedNovember 21, 2023.
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Many states are consideringmore robust de�initions, and some have alreadymade
updates. Alabama, for example, has established 100/100Mbps as its de�inition of
broadband.160 The legislature should considermodernizing statute to clearly
document the speeds at which Vermonters should be considered served,
underserved, and unserved, and ensure data collection practices are standardized to
this de�inition. Adding a provision to reevaluate and update the de�initions at a
regular cadencewill ensure they do not become obsolete in the future.

11.2.2 Harmonizing State Telecommunications Goals, PSD Goals, and
10-Year Plan Objectives

30 V.S.A. § 202e provides guidance to the Department of Public Service through �ive
broad goals and ten requirements to promote to achieve those goals. Adopted in
2015, it has never been updated. 30 V.S.A. § 202c lists ten goals to guide state
telecommunications planning, and 30 V.S.A. § 202d provides a range of directives
relating to the execution of the Plan.

The goals for the Department in 30 V.S.A. § 202e at timesmatch the goals
established in 30 V.S.A. § 202c, but sometimes diverge or o�er additional
responsibilities. For example, 30 V.S.A. § 202c(b)3 sets a goal to “support the
availability ofmodernmobile wireless telecommunications services along the
State’s travel corridors and in the State’s communities,” while 30 V.S.A. § 202e
establishes that the PSD should promote “universal availability ofmobile
telecommunication services, including voice and high-speed data along roadways,
and near universal availability statewide.”

In addition, as discussed in Section 11.3, 30 V.S.A. § 202e directs the Department to
prepare an Action Planwith the advice and assistance of the Telecommunications
and Connectivity Board. That language is not reflected in 30 V.S.A. § 202d, nor in 30
V.S.A. § 202f, which focuses on the charge of the Telecommunications and
Connectivity Board.

In order to provide clarity on their priorities for the Department, the legislature
should consider revising 30 V.S.A. § 202e to coordinate with 30 V.S.A. § 202c, and

160AlabamaDepartment of Economic and Community A�airs, Alabama Broadband Accessibility Act
(Act 2018-395, § 1). Available at https://adeca.alabama.gov/wp-content/uploads/Alabama-Broadband-
Accessibility-Act.pdf. Accessed January 30, 2024.
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ensure that the responsibilities of the Department (30 V.S.A. § 202c) are fully
cohesive with the creation of the 10-Year Telecommunications Plan (30 V.S.A. §
202d).

11.3 Statute Should Be Modernized to Align with
Present-Day Strategies

11.3.1 Establishing Clear Requirements for Collaboration Among Agencies

30 V.S.A. § 202d(b) states that the Department of Public Servicemust complete the
Planwith the assistance of the Agency of Digital Services, the Agency of Commerce
and Community Development, and the Agency of Transportation.While all three
agencies were happy to provide stakeholder interviews and review the draft Plan,
various stakeholders expressed that there was not a clear role and responsibility for
their agency to contribute to the Plan beyond providing a stakeholder interview.

The original intent for including these agenciesmay have been their previous
ownership ormanagement of telecommunications systems; however, the
responsibilities of these agencies are far di�erent now thanwhen the statute was
established. If the legislature wants agencies other than the PSD to participate
directly in PSD processes, the legislature should consider codifying that direction in
the of�icial descriptions of those agencies’ functions.

In addition, the legislaturemay increase the ef�iciency of the planning e�ort and
collaboration among agencies by encouraging the use of existing state agency
reports. 30 V.S.A. § 202d(b)1 requires a ten-year forecast of statewide growth and
development and lists a variety of factors, including items such as patterns of urban
expansion and shifts in transportationmodes. However, other state agencies
perform the same, or similar, work:

● The Legislative Joint Fiscal Of�ices produce forecasting documentation for
metrics like population growth, taxpayermigration, the annual basic needs
budget (which includes telecommunications), and other demographic trends.
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● The Agency of Commerce and Community Developmentmaintains the state’s
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, which provides guidance
for future public investment to build regional economic development.161

● The Department of Labor produces reports onworkforce development and
labormarket trends.

● The Agency of Transportation produces long-range transportation plans and
traf�ic data.

The forecasting requirements should be revised so that the Plan focuses on the
factors that both a�ect telecommunications in Vermont and are not part of other
reports provided by departmental leadership to the legislature and the
administration. This would allow the PSD to target themost timely factors to provide
context for the Action Plan portion of the requirements.

Lastly, there are additional state agencies and partners thatmight be suitable for a
bigger role in the connectivity planning landscapemoving forward. Though it has an
end date, the VCBB is one of themost critical entities currently working in
telecommunications in the state. Other entities, such as libraries and social services
organizations, play a crucial role in local connectivity — especially for vulnerable
populations by addressing adoption-related challenges.

The legislature should consider reviewing the coalition of stakeholders named
explicitly in statute and specifying how they should participate for the bene�it of the
Plan and connectivity landscape.

11.3.2 Aligning Statutory Goals With Current State Infrastructure
Strategies

The state has established CUDs as an essential vehicle for connectivity and policies
tomake sure CUDs are �inancially sustainable. The CUDs are also empoweredwith a
mission of public good. This strategy ensures adequate service is built even to the
most economically challenging locations and exerts long-term downward pressure
on prices.

However, this strategy is in partial conflict with the sixth goal of 30 V.S.A. § 202c(b):

161Agency of Commerce and Community Development, “2020 Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy (CEDS).” Available at https://accd.vermont.gov/economic-development/major-
initiatives/ceds. Accessed February 15, 2024.
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Support competitive choice for consumers among telecommunications service
providers and promote open access among competitive service providers on
nondiscriminatory terms to networks over which broadband and
telecommunications services are delivered.

Competition and open access are both contexts that can create better outcomes for
customers in the form of improved connectivity, higher speeds, lower costs, and
better customer service. However, the state has undertaken a very capital-intensive
e�ort to allow even one provider to serve themost rural areas, and open-access
models typicallymake the economics of rural broadbandmore dif�icult. If not done
thoughtfully, promoting open-access risks compromising the goals of universal
deployment bymaking the economics of deploymentsmore challenging.

This is not intended to imply that the theoretical bene�its open-access and increased
competition can bring are not strong goals of current telecommunications practices;
in fact, they are central values that underpin current strategy. The CUDmodel uses
public ownership to work toward the same bene�its that competition and open
accessmay bring. This is a viable and successful path toward providing customers
with great service, faster speeds, and long-term downward pressure on prices.With
this inmind, this Plan recommends that the legislature consider whether a better
strategymight be to establish the positive outcomes competition brings to the open
market, rather than setting competition as the goal.

Lastly, the goals presented in 30 V.S.A. § 202c are predominantly focused on
supply-side telecommunications issues— in other words, facilitating deployment of
critical technologies. However, a signi�icant portion of the connectivity challenge
falls on the demand side, concerning a�ordability, digital skill building,
cybersecurity practices, device ownership, accessibility, andmore. The legislature
should consider including goals that address the demand-side challenges that the
ecosystem of telecommunications stakeholders should be focused on after
deployment goals aremet.

11.3.3 Ensuring the VCBB End Date Does Not Adversely Impact Grant
Recipient Accountability

Currently, Act 71 sets an end date of July 1, 2029, for the Vermont Community
Broadband Board. As discussed in Section 9.2, this end date is within sixmonths of
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the anticipated completion of BEAD-fundedwireline deployments, whichwill
prevent the VCBB fromperforming the appropriate post-deploymentmonitoring of
grantees.

Furthermore, the VCBB has built signi�icant institutional knowledge and capacity
that would be useful in e�orts tomeet additional telecommunications goals, such as
facilitatingmobile broadband expansion. In collaborationwith VCBB and PSD
leadership, the legislature should consider whether additional responsibilities
should be assigned to the VCBBwhile extending its end date.

11.3.4 Revising the Role of the Telecommunications and Connectivity
Advisory Board

30 V.S.A. § 202f created the Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory Board to
function in an advisory capacity to the Commissioner of Public Service on the
development of state telecommunications policy and planning. However, despite the
best e�orts of the Department of Public Service, the Board is not functioning as the
legislature intended. According tomeetingminutes and agendas, themeetings are
primarily attended by the Commissioner and her sta�with sporadic attendance by
others. It is also unclear, using publicly available documents, whether the Governor
is regularly �illing vacancies on the Board, creating potential problemswithmeeting
any decision-making quorums.

To better focus the attention of agency leadership across the state and prioritize the
coalitions and interagency collaborations that are currently functioningwell, the
legislature should consider revising 30 V.S.A. § 202f to either wind down the group
or bemore explicit with the overarching structure, goals, and objectives of the group
to ensure it is operating as intended. For example, the statute does not require the
Board tomeet in a speci�ic frequency, stating only that it maymeet up to six times a
year. Meetings are also called at the discretion of either the chair or amajority of the
Board, rather than on a regular cycle throughout the year. Although the Boardmet in
March 2024 to discuss the draft of the 2024 10-Year Telecommunications Plan, they
had notmet for over two years prior. In creating clearer expectations for the Board’s
role in Vermont telecommunications, the knowledge and expertise of Board
members can be better leveraged to address telecommunications policy and
planning issues.
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Section 12: Recommendations and Action Plan
This section synthesizes the recommendations from prior sections into an Action
Plan to allow readers to concisely see the range of steps stakeholders across the state
may take tomake progress toward the state telecommunications goals, as well as the
outcomes that should be considered successful.

The section is structured around the goals from 30V.S.A. § 202c that govern state
telecommunications planning, in accordancewith the following language from state
statute:

“In developing the Plan, the Department shall address each of the State
telecommunications policies and goals of section 202c of this title, and shall
assess initiatives designed to advance andmakemeasurable progress with
respect to each of those policies and goals.”

The goals in 30 V.S.A. § 202c provide a visionary and expansive direction for state
telecommunications. However, as discussed in Section 11, many of these goals have
overlapping sentiments. Consequently, the actions and recommendations in this
section often apply tomultiple state goals, though they are each only listed once in
this Action Plan.

12.1 Strengthening the State’s Role in Planning
30 V.S.A. § 202c(b)1: Strengthen the State’s role in telecommunications planning

Section 11 notes how the various pieces of statute that govern telecommunications
are almost 40 years old, conflict or overlap, andwarrantmodernization for strategic
reasons. These challenges can lead to inef�iciencies in planning processes and a lack
of clarity for stakeholders.

To strengthen the state’s role in telecommunications planning, the Vermont
Legislature should consider the following actions:

1. Establish speci�ic, distinct, measurable, and actionable goals in 30 V.S.A. §
202c, including but not limited to:

● Increasing the speci�icity andmeasurability of goals related to the
deployment of infrastructure
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● Updating the speci�ic goal of 2024 for wireline deployments
2. Align goals and directives across statutes, including:

● Setting universal 100/100Mbps as the goal for wireline broadband
across all elements of telecommunications statute

● Ensuring the stated PSD goals are fully alignedwith the goals for the
state and directives for creating the 10-Year Telecommunications Plan

● Establishing clear goals formobile broadband access and speeds
3. Ensure statute is fully alignedwithmodern state practices and strategy,

including:
● Establishing clear requirements for collaboration among agencies
● Aligning statutory goals with current state infrastructure strategies
● Ensuring the VCBB end date does not adversely impact grant recipient

accountability
● Revising the role of the Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory

Board

Suggested lead: Vermont Legislature

Suggested timeline: 2025 biennial

12.2 Supporting Universal Availability of Appropriate
Infrastructure and Affordable Services
30 V.S.A. § 202c(b)2: Support the universal availability of appropriate infrastructure
and a�ordable services for transmitting voice and high-speed data

Universal availability of infrastructure cannot be achievedwithout a robust
workforce to take on the signi�icant increase in broadband construction. This Plan
seeks to augment the BEAD planningwork done by the VCBB by providing a gap
analysis of the workforce needed tomeet the state’s wireline infrastructure goals in
Section 8.3.

This Plan recommends that the VCBB— in collaborationwith the state college
system, Department of Labor, and employers— use the gap analysis in Section 8.3 to
scale and calibrate existing workforce training programs. Metrics to quantify success
should include the following:
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● Program trainees
● Trainedworkers hired
● Hiredworkers who remain employed in the industry after three and six

months

Time is of the essence, asmuch of the workforce trainingmust happen in 2024 and
early 2025 to bemaximally impactful for the BEAD Program’s construction timeline.

Suggested lead: Vermont Community Broadband Board

Suggested timeline: 2024 and early 2025

In addition to the gap analysis, the Plan recommends the state consider adapting or
expanding an existing workforce incentive program to include the
telecommunications sector, modeled in part on theWorker Relocation Grant
Program, to incentivize increased training in critical broadband construction jobs
and potentially attract relevant workers to the state or back into the industry.

Suggested lead: Agency of Commerce and Community Development

Suggested timeline: 2024 and early 2025

To address the “a�ordable services” portion of this goal, Section 5.4 o�ers an
assessment of wireline andmobile broadband a�ordability in Vermont. To provide
Vermont residents with a�ordable and accessible internet service, this Plan
recommends that the Vermont Legislature consider funding the following actions
during the 2025 biennial to be administered by the Agency of Human Services:

● Establish a state-level connectivity subsidy program of $67 permonth per
household to support both �ixed andmobile broadband service so that no
low-incomeVermonter paysmore than $50 permonth for all of the
connectivity subscriptions

● Set the eligibility criteria for such a program at either 185 percent of poverty
guidelines tomatch LI-HEAP and SNAP, or at 135 percent of poverty
guidelines tomatch Lifeline if budgetary constraints prevent using a 185
percent threshold
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● Allocate funding of at least $19.5million per year under the 185 percent
threshold scenario, not including administrative fees, to support a�ordable
internet

○ This estimate for likely usage is based on the current enrollment levels
of the ACP; however, enrollment in a state-run programmay rise above
these levels over time because state-run programs tend to be trusted
more than federal programs

In addition, reliablemobile connectivity is essential for unhoused and
housing-insecure Vermonters to access services. Therefore, Section 5.4 also
recommends that the Vermont Legislature and/or the VCBB leverage digital equity
resources and consider the following actions in 2025:

● Establish and fund a program that provides a freemobile device and service to
unhoused Vermonters

○ Structure the program to leverage the purchasing power of the state,
but implement it in collaborationwith local social service providers

● Encouragemunicipalities to deploy and promote additional publicWi-Fi
installations

Suggested lead: Funded by the Vermont Legislature and implemented by the
Vermont Agency of Human Services in collaborationwith the Vermont Community
Broadband Board

Suggested timeline: Funding during the 2025 biennial and program implementation
in 2026

12.3 Supporting Universal Mobile Wireless
30 V.S.A. § 202c(b)3: Support the availability ofmodernmobile wireless
telecommunications services along the State’s travel corridors and in the State’s
communities

In support of providing universalmobile wireless, Section 3.4 provides an analysis of
existingmobile wireless coverage in Vermont, and Section 10.2.1 recommends
improvements to the data collection practices to allow the state to better track
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progress against this goal, and inform future programming to encouragemore
wireless deployments.

Those recommendations, to be addressed by the Department of Public Service, are
as follows:

● Replicate the OoklaWind drive test performed in 2022 every two years, using
the same technology andmethodology, to allow for direct comparison of RSRP
data, which is the best indicator ofmobile wireless quality

● Implement the best practices detailed in Section 10.2.1 to ensure tests are
maximally accurate

● Establish a crowdsourcing process for appropriate state and local of�icials to
use to capture coverage on Class 2 and Class 3 roads, again using the best
practices described

● Require 248a permit holders to notify the PSDwhen a permitted tower is built
and operational

Furthermore, this Plan demonstrates that to closemobile wireless gaps, using
50-foot wireless facilities would be signi�icantlymore ef�icient from a cost
perspective than 140-foot towers, and nearly as ef�icient in terms of the number of
deployments needed. As such, Section 10.2.3 details a framework for a pilot
small-facilitiesmobile wireless grant program. The pilot program, likely under the
direction of the VCBB or PSD, should do the following:

● Prioritize small facilities under 50 feet tall
● Take place after the ongoing �iber deployments to reduce costs
● Receive $2 to $3million in initial funding (in its pilot stage) from the Vermont

Legislature
● Collect data on carrier interest, reliability of new �iber deployments, and

permitting process to calibrate future wireless grant programs

To begin the pilot programwill require funding allocated by the Vermont Legislature
in the 2025 biennial.

Signi�icant additional detail on this recommendation is included in Section 10.2.3.
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Suggested lead: Department of Public Service with funding allocated by the Vermont
Legislature

Suggested timeline: Data collection starting in 2024; pilot program in 2026 after
allocated funding ismade available in the 2025 biennial

12.4 Providing for High-Quality, Reliable
Telecommunications Services
30 VSA 202c(b)4: Provide for high-quality, reliable telecommunications services for
Vermont businesses and residents

This telecommunications goal applies tomany of the recommendations listed in
other subsections. However, of particular importance from a quality and reliability
perspective is this Plan’s analysis of what enterprise-grade and carrier-grade service
entails, detailed in Sections 7.3.3 and 9.3. In short, for the ongoing �iber deployments
to bemaximally bene�icial for increasingwireless coverage, entities building and
operating networks today should consider developing enterprise-grade and
carrier-grade service options to supportmobile carriers andwireless networks.

As such, this Plan recommends that CUDs consider developing enterprise-grade and
carrier-grade service o�erings thatmeet industry standards as part of their
long-range planning e�orts over the next ten years.

Success should bemeasured by the number of CUDs and ISPs that o�er
enterprise-grade service, and the strength of the terms of that service. Then, to
assess the amount of trust that carriers have in Vermont ISPs, data should be
collected via the pilot small-facilitiesmobile wireless grant program relating to use
of ISP infrastructure formobile wireless deployments.

Suggested lead: Communications Union Districts

Suggested timeline: Over the next ten years
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12.5 Providing the Benefits of Future Advances in
Telecommunications Technologies
30 VSA 202c(b)5: Provide the bene�its of future advances in telecommunications
technologies to Vermont residents and businesses

The Plan, including Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 10.5, establishes that 100Mbps
symmetrical �iber deployments o�er Vermont themost scalable, forward-thinking,
and climate-resilient infrastructure. In other words, providing the bene�its of future
advances in telecommunications technologies requires successfully bringing �iber
to every on-grid premises in the state, and all recommendations in this report in
support of that goal should be considered in support of this goal as well.

This Plan discusses network resiliency extensively in Section 10.5 and concludes that
the state has leverage via its grantmaking role to ensure that new networks are built
that are resilient and redundant in the face of increasing natural disasters. This Plan
recommends that the VCBB use the BEAD grantmaking process—whichwill take
place in 2024 and 2025— to ensure that new networks are resilient and redundant,
in line with the best practices described in this Plan.

Suggested lead: Vermont Community Broadband Board

Suggested timeline: During the BEAD grantmaking period, anticipated in 2024 and
2025

12.6 Supporting Competitive Choice for Consumers and
Promoting Open Access
30 VSA 202c(b)6: Support competitive choice for consumers among
telecommunications service providers and promote open access among competitive
service providers on nondiscriminatory terms to networks over which broadband and
telecommunications services are delivered

This Plan provides a number of analyses and recommendations relating to
competitive choice in Sections 3.5.1 and 11.3.2 and open access in Section 7.4.
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First, this Plan recommends that the state use access tomultiple satisfactory (cable
or �iber) wireline providers as itsmeasure of competition, and recommends that the
PSD adjust its data collection and dissemination practices to allow this analysis at
the premises level rather than the census block level.

Using thatmetric, Section 3.5.1 establishes that although competition is increasing
in the state with the deployment of new infrastructure led by the CUDs, the state is
substantially far from every house having access tomore than one goodwireline
provider.

That said, the Plan also notes that the economics of deploying rural broadband are
challenging for a single provider in sparse unserved areas, and these economics
would be even harder withmultiple providers or in an open-access framework. As a
result, the goals of universal competitive choice and open access can run counter to
the goal of ensuring universal service in a resource-constrained environment.
However, the strategy the state is pursuing by empowering public ownership of
infrastructure in unserved areas should provide the bene�its to rural consumers that
competitive choice could also create. As such, Section 11.3.2 recommends updating
this goal to focus on the desired outcomes for consumers, rather than focusing on
competition for competition’s sake (though competition need not be dropped from
the list of goals for this to occur). Speci�ically, the state shouldmeasure the quality of
service across the state by the following attributes:

● Customer ServiceQuality: Bymeasuring online customer reviews, and
consumer complaints and resolutions at the ISP level, the PSD can evaluate
the quality of service ISPs are providing.

● Speeds: By using speed tests, and comparing consumer-reported speeds to
advertised speeds, Vermont can assess whether ISPs are providing
consumers with speeds thatmeet their needs and are alignedwith ISP
marketing claims.

● Costs:Vermont can track the cost of connectivity from di�erent service
providers. Importantly, as the BEAD Proposals suggest, the state should
prioritize tracking and evaluating against long-term a�ordability goals to
understand if ISPs are exerting downward pressure on prices.
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Stakeholders acting on this recommendationmay consider drawing from the
related process established in Docket 5903,162which tracks service quality among
telecommunications (telephone) service providers.

This action can be considered complete when the statutory goal is updated to
include benchmarks that refer to the goals that can be created by a competitive
landscape or by other strategies, such as promoting public ownership of
infrastructure. Furthermore, completion of this actionwill require the PSD to
establish a practice of tracking andmeasuring the above factors in addition to
measuring competition at the household level.

Suggested lead: Vermont Legislature, then the Department of Public Service

Suggested timeline: The update to the statutory goal can be addressed during the
2025 biennial; the Department of Public Service will address these
recommendations once the update has been �inalized

12.7 Improving Governmental and Public Services
30 VSA 202c(b)7: Support the application of telecommunications technology to
maintain and improve governmental and public services, public safety, and the
economic development of the State

Given the discussion among some lawmakers about the possibility of consolidating
Public Safety Answering Points in Vermont, as well as the creation of the Public
Safety Communications Task Force (PSCTF), this Plan provides substantial analysis
of the bene�its and challenges related to potential consolidation (see Section 9.5.4).
The analysis presents the ways in which consolidation could improve government
services and public safety, how user experiencemight change, and the potential
challenges thatmay result. Ultimately, this Plan recommends that lawmakers and/or
the PSCTF use the analysis to inform their next steps in this e�ort.

In addition, as discussed in Section 9.1, technology applications can aid the Agency of
Digital Services in its charge tomodernize information technology systems to

162Department of Public Service (2021) Docket No. 5903. Available at https://publicservice.vermont.
gov/sites/dps/�iles/documents/5903%20-%201999.07.02%20-%20Att.%201%20Service%20Quality%2
0Stipulation.pdf. Accessed February 15, 2024.
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improve the coordination and e�ectiveness of providing services to the public. This
Plan recommends the Agency continue focusing on these priorities in 2024 and
2025:

● Mitigating cybersecurity risks
● Accommodating bandwidth requirements increases
● Completing systemsmigration to cloud-based services
● Establishing backup circuits over wired andwireless broadband networks

Lastly, this Plan notes that the Statewide Communication Interoperability Plan
(SCIP), enacted in 2020 and discussed in Section 9.5.3, is becoming out of date, and
additional funding is needed tomeet some of the goals stated in the SCIP. The
legislature should consider allocating funding in the 2025 biennial to support the
ongoing goals of the SCIP in instances where there are no federal grants available to
drive progress.

Suggested leads: Agency of Digital Services and Vermont Legislature

Suggested timeline: For the recommendation led by ADS, 2024 and 2025; for the
allocation of funding for the implementation of the SCIP, the 2025 biennial

12.8 Supporting the Deployment of Broadband
Infrastructure
30 VSA 202c(b)8: Support deployment of broadband infrastructure that:

(A) uses the best commercially available technology;
(B) does not negatively a�ect the ability of Vermont to take advantage of future
improvements in broadband technology or result in widespread installation of
technology that becomes outmodedwithin a short period after installation

As described in Section 9.2, the VCBB is successfully supporting the deployment of
�iber broadband infrastructure— andwill have distributed over $500million in
wireline grants by the end of 2025. Fiber technology is the best commercially
available technology andwill enable Vermonters to take advantage of future
improvements to connectivity services and technology. This Plan provides several
recommendations to continue to improve upon deployment processes and facilitate
better outcomes:
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● The VCBB should consider developing a comprehensive study of the
anticipated costs to bury telecommunications infrastructure that
infrastructure ownersmay incur in conjunctionwith GreenMountain Power’s
e�orts to bury a substantial amount of their utilities to achieve zero outages
by 2030, including:

○ Analysis of how those costsmay impact service costs and availability
○ Strategies tominimize potential adverse impacts to customers and/or

the ability of the state tomeet its telecommunications goals
○ Opportunities for ef�iciency in deployment, including alignment of

construction timelines and other resources
● The VCBB should consider developing a standardized and predictable

permitting process with the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) to increase
predictability for infrastructure builders passing through ANR jurisdictions

● The Agency of Transportation should consider leveraging state control of
rights-of-way by providing rent waivers to infrastructure builders thatmeet
the requirements described in the applicable legislation, as discussed in
Section 10.3

● GreenMountain Power and the Vermont Electric Coop should consider
renewing the successful Tari� Rider program to ease deployment costs in
unserved areas, as discussed in Section 10.4

Suggested leads: Vermont Community Broadband Board and Agency of
Transportation

Suggested timeline: These actions should take place prior to the beginning of
construction funded by BEAD grants, likely in 2026

Other critical public-sector stakeholders driving broadband deployment in the state
are the CUDs. Section 9.3 provides recommendations for CUDs based on stakeholder
conversations and analysis. A summary of recommendations for CUDs is as follows:

● Continue to increase ef�iciency and leverage the scale of VCUDA to procure
services and pursue additional revenue opportunities

● Focus on �inancial sustainability until deployments are complete and
penetration improves
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● Consider whethermobile broadband expansion is a viable and bene�icial role
for CUDs after wireline deployments are complete

This Plan encourages VCUDA to incorporate these recommendations into its
long-term strategy over the next 10 years.

Suggested lead: Vermont Communications Union District Association

Suggested timeline: During long-term strategy development over the next 10 years

12.9 Encouraging the Use of Existing Facilities in the
Deployment of Broadband Infrastructure
30 VSA 202c(b)9: In the deployment of broadband infrastructure, encourage the use of
existing facilities, such as existing utility poles and corridors and other structures, in
preference to the construction of new facilities or the replacement of existing structures
with taller structures

Onemajor contribution to the goal of using existing facilities is this Plan’s analysis of
shared infrastructure and neutral host arrangements in Sections 7, 10.1, and 10.2.
This Plan concludes that theremay be ef�iciencies for shared infrastructure and
neutral host arrangements, though the viability is signi�icantly dependent on the
interests ofmajor carriers, which are evolving.

Furthermore, Section 10.1 analyzes the opportunity to leverage existing electric
utility and/or VELCO assets formobile broadband deployments in unserved areas.

Based on these analyses, the Department of Public Service should consider the
following actions in late 2024 and 2025 to support this goal:

● Ensure that the small facilitiesmobile broadband grant program is structured
flexibly enough for shared infrastructure and neutral host proposals to be
considered and competitive

● Establish a working groupwith VELCO to study the viability of leveraging
VELCO’s infrastructure formobile deployments in the followingways:

○ Whether VELCO’s planned LMR upgrades could be altered to deploy LTE
that could serve commercial customers
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○ Whether LTE radios could be hosted on existing VELCO assets and if
locations could be targetedwith VELCO assets as part of a
small-facilities wireless deployment program

Suggested lead: Department of Public Service

Suggested timeline: Late 2024 and 2025

12.10 Supporting Measures Designed to Ensure That Every
E-911 Business and Residential Location in Vermont Has
Infrastructure Capable of Delivering Internet Access
30 VSA 202c(b)10: Supportmeasures designed to ensure that by the end of the year
2024 every E-911 business and residential location in Vermont has infrastructure
capable of delivering Internet access with service that has aminimumdownload speed
of 100Mbps and is symmetrical

Section 11.2 notes that this goal is not alignedwith the timeline for wireline
deployments enabled by the BEAD process, which are anticipated to be completed by
Q1 of 2029. To align this goal with BEAD deployments, the Vermont Legislature
should consider revising the target deployment date to the end of 2029.

Suggested lead: Vermont Legislature

Suggested timeline: 2025 biennial
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Appendix A: 30 V.S.A. § 202c and 202d

The full text of 30 V.S.A. § 202c and 202d is reprinted below for reference. The
statutes are also available on the Legislature of the State of Vermont website.163,164

§ 202c. State telecommunications; policy andplanning

(a) The General Assembly �inds that advances in telecommunications
technology and changes in federal regulatory policy are rapidly reshaping
telecommunications services, thereby promising the people and businesses of
the State communication and access to information, while creating new
challenges formaintaining a robust, modern telecommunications network in
Vermont.

(b) Therefore, to direct the bene�its of improved telecommunications technology
to all Vermonters, it is the purpose of this section and section 202d of this title to:

(1) strengthen the State’s role in telecommunications planning;

(2) support the universal availability of appropriate infrastructure and
a�ordable services for transmitting voice and high-speed data;

(3) support the availability ofmodernmobile wireless
telecommunications services along the State’s travel corridors and in the
State’s communities;

(4) provide for high-quality, reliable telecommunications services for
Vermont businesses and residents;

(5) provide the bene�its of future advances in telecommunications
technologies to Vermont residents and businesses;

(6) support competitive choice for consumers among telecommunications
service providers and promote open access among competitive service
providers on nondiscriminatory terms to networks over which broadband
and telecommunications services are delivered;

164 30 V.S.A. § 202d. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202d.
Accessed January 15, 2024.

163 30 V.S.A. § 202c. Available at https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/30/005/00202c.
Accessed January 15, 2024.
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(7) support the application of telecommunications technology tomaintain
and improve governmental and public services, public safety, and the
economic development of the State;

(8) support deployment of broadband infrastructure that:

(A) uses the best commercially available technology;

(B) does not negatively a�ect the ability of Vermont to take
advantage of future improvements in broadband technology or
result in widespread installation of technology that becomes
outmodedwithin a short period after installation;

(9) in the deployment of broadband infrastructure, encourage the use of
existing facilities, such as existing utility poles and corridors and other
structures, in preference to the construction of new facilities or the
replacement of existing structures with taller structures; and

(10) supportmeasures designed to ensure that by the end of the year 2024
every E-911 business and residential location in Vermont has
infrastructure capable of delivering Internet access with service that has
aminimumdownload speed of 100Mbps and is symmetrical.

§ 202d. Telecommunications Plan

(a) The Department of Public Service shall constitute the responsible planning
agency of the State for the purpose of obtaining for all consumers in the State
stable and predictable rates and a technologically advanced
telecommunications network serving all service areas in the State. The
Department shall be responsible for the provision of plans formeeting emerging
trends related to telecommunications technology, markets, �inancing, and
competition.

(b) The Department shall prepare the Telecommunications Plan for the State.
The Agency of Digital Services, the Agency of Commerce and Community
Development, and the Agency of Transportation shall assist the Department in
preparing the Plan. The Plan shall be for a 10-year period and shall serve as a
basis for State telecommunications policy. Prior to preparing the Plan, the
Department shall prepare:
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(1) An overview, looking 10 years ahead, of statewide growth and
development as they relate to future requirements for
telecommunications services, including patterns of urban expansion,
statewide and service area economic growth, shifts in transportation
modes, economic development, technological advances, and other trends
and factors that will signi�icantly a�ect State telecommunications policy
and programs. The overview shall include an economic and demographic
forecast suf�icient to determine infrastructure investment goals and
objectives.

(2) One ormore surveys of Vermont residents and businesses, conducted
in cooperationwith the Agency of Commerce and Community
Development to determinewhat telecommunications services are needed
now and in the succeeding 10 years, generally, andwith respect to the
following speci�ic sectors in Vermont;

(A) the educational sector, with input from the Secretary of
Education;

(B) the health care and human services sectors, with input from
the Commissioner of Health and the Secretary of Human Services;

(C) the public safety sector, with input from the Commissioner of
Public Safety and the Executive Director of the Enhanced 911
Board; and

(D) the workforce training and development sectors, with input
from the Commissioner of Labor.

(3) An assessment of the current state of telecommunications
infrastructure.

(4) An assessment, conducted in cooperationwith the Agency of Digital
Services and the Agency of Transportation, of State-owned andmanaged
telecommunications systems and related infrastructure and an
evaluation, with speci�ic goals and objectives, of alternative proposals for
upgrading the systems to provide the best available and a�ordable
technology for use by State and local government, public safety,
educational institutions, communitymedia, nonpro�it organizations
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performing governmental functions, and other community anchor
institutions.

(5) A geographically speci�ic assessment of the status, coverage, and
capacity of telecommunications networks and services available
throughout Vermont, a comparison of available services relative to other
states, including price and broadband speed comparisons for key services
and comparisons of the status of technology deployment.

(6) An assessment of opportunities for shared infrastructure, open access,
and neutral host wireless facilities that is suf�iciently speci�ic to guide the
Public Utility Commission, the Department, State and local governments,
and telecommunications service companies in the deployment of new
technology.

(7) [Repealed.]

(8)With respect to emergency communications, an analysis of all federal
initiatives and requirements, including the Department of Commerce
FirstNet initiative and the Department of Homeland Security Statewide
Communication Interoperability Plan, and how these activities can best
be integratedwith strategies to advance the State’s interest in achieving
ubiquitous deployment ofmobile telecommunications and broadband
services within Vermont.

(9) An analysis of alternative strategies to leverage the State’s ownership
andmanagement of the public rights-of-way to create opportunities for
accelerating the buildout of �iber-optic broadband and for increasing
network resiliency capacity.

(c) In developing the Plan, the Department shall address each of the State
telecommunications policies and goals of section 202c of this title, and shall
assess initiatives designed to advance andmakemeasurable progress with
respect to each of those policies and goals. The assessment shall include
identi�ication of the resources required and potential sources of funding for Plan
implementation.

(d) The Department shall establish a participatory planning process that
includes e�ective provisions for increased public participation. In establishing
plans, public hearings shall be held and the Department shall consult with
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members of the public, representatives of telecommunications utilities with a
certi�icate of public good, other providers, including the Vermont Electric Power
Co., Inc. (VELCO) and communications union districts, and other interested State
agencies, particularly the Agency of Commerce and Community Development,
the Agency of Transportation, and the Agency of Digital Services, whose views
shall be considered in preparation of the Plan. To the extent necessary, the
Department shall include in the Plan surveys to determine existing, needed, and
desirable plant improvements and extensions, access and coordination between
telecommunications providers, methods of operations, and any change that will
produce better service or reduce costs. To this end, the Departmentmay require
the submission of data by each company subject to supervision by the Public
Utility Commission.

(e) Before adopting the Plan, the Department shall �irst prepare and publish a
preliminary draft and solicit public comment. The Department’s procedures for
soliciting public comment shall include amethod for submitting comments
electronically. After review and consideration of the comments received, the
Department shall prepare a �inal draft. This �inal draft shall either incorporate
public comments receivedwith respect to the preliminary draft or shall include a
detailed explanation as to why speci�ic individual comments were not
incorporated. The Department shall conduct at least four public hearings across
the State on the �inal draft and shall consider the testimony presented at such
hearings when preparing the Plan. The Department shall coordinate with
Vermont’s accessmedia organizations when planning the public hearings
required by this subsection. At least one public hearing shall be held jointly with
committees of the General Assembly designated by the General Assembly for
this purpose.

(f) The Department shall adopt a new Plan every three years pursuant to the
procedures established in subsection (e) of this section. The Plan shall outline
signi�icant deviations from the prior Plan. For good cause or upon request by a
joint resolution passed by the General Assembly, an interim review and revision
of any section of the Planmay bemade after conducting public hearings on the
interim revision. At least one hearing shall be held jointly with committees of the
General Assembly designated by the General Assembly for this purpose.
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Appendix B: Alignment of Plan to Statutes

Table 19: Alignment of Plan to 30V.S.A. § 202d

30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

(1) An overview, looking 10 years ahead, of
statewide growth and development as they
relate to future requirements for
telecommunications services, including
patterns of urban expansion, statewide and
service area economic growth, shifts in
transportationmodes, economic
development, technological advances, and
other trends and factors that will signi�icantly
a�ect State telecommunications policy and
programs. The overview shall include an
economic and demographic forecast
suf�icient to determine infrastructure
investment goals and objectives.

● Section 2.4: Business
Connectivity Needs

● Section 2.5: Remote
Work

● Section 3.1: ISP and
Infrastructure Owners in
Vermont

● Section 4: Challenges
with Expanding
Telecommunications in
Vermont

● Section 6: Emerging
Telecommunications
Technologies

● Section 8:Workforce
Readiness

(2) One ormore surveys of Vermont residents
and businesses, conducted in cooperation
with the Agency of Commerce and Community
Development to determinewhat
telecommunications services are needed now
and in the succeeding 10 years, generally, and
with respect to the following speci�ic sectors in
Vermont;

(A) the educational sector, with input
from the Secretary of Education;
(B) the health care and human services
sectors, with input from the
Commissioner of Health and the
Secretary of Human Services;
(C) the public safety sector, with input
from the Commissioner of Public Safety

● Section 2.1: Residential
Survey Results and
Analysis

● Stakeholder interviews
listed in Appendix C

● Appendices D-G
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30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

and the Executive Director of the
Enhanced 911 Board; and
(D) the workforce training and
development sectors, with input from
the Commissioner of Labor.

(3) An assessment of the current state of
telecommunications infrastructure.

● Section 3: Current State of
Telecommunications
Infrastructure and
Coverage in Vermont

(4) An assessment, conducted in cooperation
with the Agency of Digital Services and the
Agency of Transportation, of State-owned and
managed telecommunications systems and
related infrastructure and an evaluation, with
speci�ic goals and objectives, of alternative
proposals for upgrading the systems to
provide the best available and a�ordable
technology for use by State and local
government, public safety, educational
institutions, communitymedia, nonpro�it
organizations performing governmental
functions, and other community anchor
institutions.

● Section 9: Review of
Additional State
Telecommunications
Systems and Practices

● Section 10: Alternative
Strategies to Expand
Broadband and Increase
Network Resiliency

(5) A geographically speci�ic assessment of the
status, coverage, and capacity of
telecommunications networks and services
available throughout Vermont, a comparison
of available services relative to other states,
including price and broadband speed
comparisons for key services and
comparisons of the status of technology
deployment.

● Section 3: Current State of
Telecommunications
Infrastructure and
Coverage in Vermont
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30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

(6) An assessment of opportunities for shared
infrastructure, open access, and neutral host
wireless facilities that is suf�iciently speci�ic to
guide the Public Utility Commission, the
Department, State and local governments, and
telecommunications service companies in the
deployment of new technology.

● Section 7: Opportunities
for Neutral Host
Arrangements forMobile
Broadband and Shared
Infrastructure

● Section 10: Additional and
Alternative Strategies to
Expand Broadband and
Increase Network
Resiliency

(8)With respect to emergency
communications, an analysis of all federal
initiatives and requirements, including the
Department of Commerce FirstNet initiative
and the Department of Homeland Security
Statewide Communication Interoperability
Plan, and how these activities can best be
integratedwith strategies to advance the
State’s interest in achieving ubiquitous
deployment ofmobile telecommunications
and broadband services within Vermont.

● Section 9: Review of
Additional State
Telecommunications
Systems and Practices

● Section 10: Additional and
Alternative Strategies to
Expand Broadband and
Increase Network
Resiliency

(9) An analysis of alternative strategies to
leverage the State’s ownership and
management of the public rights-of-way to
create opportunities for accelerating the
buildout of �iber-optic broadband and for
increasing network resiliency capacity.

● Section 10: Additional and
Alternative Strategies to
Expand Broadband and
Increase Network
Resiliency

(9c) In developing the Plan, the Department
shall address each of the State
telecommunications policies and goals of
section 202c of this title, and shall assess
initiatives designed to advance andmake
measurable progress with respect to each of

● Section 11: Assessment of
Vermont
Telecommunications
Statute
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30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

those policies and goals. The assessment shall
include identi�ication of the resources
required and potential sources of funding for
Plan implementation

● Section 12:
Recommendations and
Action Plan

(9d) The Department shall establish a
participatory planning process that includes
e�ective provisions for increased public
participation. In establishing plans, public
hearings shall be held and the Department
shall consult withmembers of the public,
representatives of telecommunications
utilities with a certi�icate of public good, other
providers, including the Vermont Electric
Power Co., Inc. (VELCO) and communications
union districts, and other interested State
agencies, particularly the Agency of
Commerce and Community Development, the
Agency of Transportation, and the Agency of
Digital Services, whose views shall be
considered in preparation of the Plan. To the
extent necessary, the Department shall
include in the Plan surveys to determine
existing, needed, and desirable plant
improvements and extensions, access and
coordination between telecommunications
providers, methods of operations, and any
change that will produce better service or
reduce costs. To this end, the Departmentmay
require the submission of data by each
company subject to supervision by the Public
Utility Commission.

● Stakeholder interviews
listed in Appendix C

● Appendix L

(9e) Before adopting the Plan, the Department
shall �irst prepare and publish a preliminary

● Appendix L
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30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

draft and solicit public comment. The
Department’s procedures for soliciting public
comment shall include amethod for
submitting comments electronically. After
review and consideration of the comments
received, the Department shall prepare a �inal
draft. This �inal draft shall either incorporate
public comments receivedwith respect to the
preliminary draft or shall include a detailed
explanation as to why speci�ic individual
comments were not incorporated. The
Department shall conduct at least four public
hearings across the State on the �inal draft and
shall consider the testimony presented at such
hearings when preparing the Plan. The
Department shall coordinate with Vermont’s
accessmedia organizations when planning
the public hearings required by this
subsection. At least one public hearing shall
be held jointly with committees of the General
Assembly designated by the General Assembly
for this purpose.

(9f) The Department shall adopt a new Plan
every three years pursuant to the procedures
established in subsection (e) of this section.
The Plan shall outline signi�icant deviations
from the prior Plan. For good cause or upon
request by a joint resolution passed by the
General Assembly, an interim review and
revision of any section of the Planmay be
made after conducting public hearings on the
interim revision. At least one hearing shall be
held jointly with committees of the General

● Appendix J
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30V.S.A. § 202d Telecommunications Plan Plan Sections

Assembly designated by the General Assembly
for this purpose

Table 20: Alignment of Plan to 30V.S.A. § 202c

30V.S.A. § 202c Plan Sections

(1) strengthen the State’s role in
telecommunications planning;

● Section 11: Assessment of
Vermont
Telecommunications
Statute

● Section 12.1: Strengthening
the State’s Role in Planning

(2) support the universal availability of
appropriate infrastructure and a�ordable
services for transmitting voice and high-speed
data;

● Section 5.4: How Should
Vermont De�ine
“A�ordable” Connectivity?

● Section 8.3: Continuing to
SupportWorkforce
Development in Vermont

● Section 12.2: Supporting
Universal Availability of
Appropriate Infrastructure
and A�ordable Services

(3) support the availability ofmodernmobile
wireless telecommunications services along
the State’s travel corridors and in the State’s
communities;

● Section 3.4:Wireless
Broadband Coverage

● Section 10.2.1: Mobile
Broadband Data Collection
and Practices

● Section 10.2.3:
Recommendation for a
Mobile Broadband Pilot
Grant ProgramDesigned
to Test and Re�ine Small
Facilities Deployment
Strategies

● Section 12.3: Supporting
Universal MobileWireless
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30V.S.A. § 202c Plan Sections

(4) provide for high-quality, reliable
telecommunications services for Vermont
businesses and residents;

● Section 7.3.3: Mobile
Broadband Backhaul and
Enterprise Services

● Section 9.3:
Communication Union
Districts

● Section 12.4: Providing for
High-Quality, Reliable
Telecommunications
Services

(5) provide the bene�its of future advances in
telecommunications technologies to Vermont
residents and businesses;

● Section 3.3.2: Fiber
Coverage

● Section 3.3.3: Fiber
Expansion Plans

● Section 10.5: Increasing
Network Resiliency

● Section 12.5: Providing the
Bene�its of Future
Advances in
Telecommunications
Technologies

(6) support competitive choice for consumers
among telecommunications service providers
and promote open access among competitive
service providers on nondiscriminatory terms
to networks over which broadband and
telecommunications services are delivered;

● Section 3.5.1: Competition
● Section 7.4: Opportunities

for Open Access
● Section 11.3.2: Aligning

Statutory GoalsWith
Current State
Infrastructure Strategies

● Section 12.6: Supporting
Competitive Choice for
Consumers and Promoting
Open Access

(7) support the application of
telecommunications technology tomaintain
and improve governmental and public
services, public safety, and the economic

● Section 9.1: Agency of
Digital Services
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30V.S.A. § 202c Plan Sections

development of the State; ● Section 9.5.3: Statewide
Communication
Interoperability Plan

● Section 9.5.4: Public Safety
Answering Point
Consolidation and
Integration

● Section 12.7: Improving
Governmental and Public
Services

(8) support deployment of broadband
infrastructure that:

(A) uses the best commercially available
technology;
(B) does not negatively a�ect the ability
of Vermont to take advantage of future
improvements in broadband
technology or result in widespread
installation of technology that becomes
outmodedwithin a short period after
installation;

● Section 9.2: Vermont
Community Broadband
Board

● Section 9.3:
Communication Union
Districts

● Section 10.3: Leveraging
the Rights-of-Way

● Section 10.4: Electric Utility
Tari� Rider Program

● Section 12.8: Supporting
the Deployment of
Broadband Infrastructure

(9) in the deployment of broadband
infrastructure, encourage the use of existing
facilities, such as existing utility poles and
corridors and other structures, in preference
to the construction of new facilities or the
replacement of existing structures with taller
structures;

● Section 7: Opportunities
for Neutral Host
Arrangements, Shared
Infrastructure, and Open
Access

● Section 10.1: Mobile
Broadband Expansion via
VELCO Partnership

● Section 10.2: Mobile
Broadband Expansion via
StateMobile Grant
Program

● Section 12.9: Encouraging
the Use of Existing
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30V.S.A. § 202c Plan Sections

Facilities in the
Deployment of Broadband
Infrastructure

(10) supportmeasures designed to ensure that
by the end of the year 2024 every E-911
business and residential location in Vermont
has infrastructure capable of delivering
Internet access with service that has a
minimumdownload speed of 100Mbps and is
symmetrical.

● Section 11.2: Alignment
Across Statutes and
Statutory Sections

● Section 12.10: Supporting
Measures Designed to
Ensure That Every E-911
Business and Residential
Location in Vermont Has
Infrastructure Capable of
Delivering Internet Access
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Appendix C: List of Stakeholders

Table 21: Completed interviews

Organization Name Title

AARP Kelly Poor Director of Outreach

ACCD –Housing, Community
Development

Alex Farrell Commissioner

Agency of Administration
Buildings and General

Services
Eric Pembroke

Director of Planning and
PropertyManagement

Agency of Digital Services Frank Costantino Director of ERP Systems

Agency of Human Services Jenney Samuelson
Secretary of Human

Services

Agency of Human Services Todd Daloz
Deputy Secretary of
Human Services

Agency of Transportation Costa Pappis
Policy and Planning

Manager

AT&T Ryan Clark External A�airsManager

Chittenden County
Communications Union

District
Mike Reed Consultant

Consolidated
Communications

ScottWoods
President of Consumer
and Small Business

CVFiber Jerry Diamantides Chair

CVFiber Jennille Smith Executive Director

Deer�ield Valley CUD Steven John Chair

Department of Disabilities,
Aging and Independent

Living
Laura Siegel

Director of Deaf, Hard of
Hearing, and DeafBlind

Services

Department of Health JohnOlson State Of�ice Director
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Organization Name Title

Department of Public Safety JenniferMorrison
Deputy Commissioner of

Public Safety

Department of Public Safety Corey Chase
Director of Radio

Technology Services

Enhanced 911 Board Barbara Neal Executive Director

GreenMountain Power LizMiller
VP, Sustainable Supply and
Resilient Systems; Chief

Legal Of�icer

Groundworks Peter Elwell Interim Executive Director

MacMountain Alex Rozek Founder

MacMountain Sydney Atkins
Mobile Broadband Projects

Lead

Maple Broadband Ellie de Villiers Executive Director

Regional Development
Leadership

Multiple —

SpaceX EricaMyers
SeniorManager, Global
Government A�airs

Upper Valley Haven Cherry Sullivan
Director of Shelter and

Clinical Services

ValleyNet TomCecere CEO

VELCO DanNelson
Vice President of

Technology

Vermont Agency of Education Heather Bouchey
Interim Secretary of

Education

Vermont Center for
Independent Living

Valerie Hughes
Deaf Independence

Coordinator

Vermont Community
Broadband Board

Christine Hallquist Executive Director

Vermont Community
Broadband Board

Rob Fish Deputy Director
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Organization Name Title

Vermont Department of
Labor

Michael Harrington Commissioner

Vermont Department of
Labor

Mathew Barewicz
Director of Economic and
LaborMarket Information

Vermont Department of
Libraries

Catherine Delneo State Librarian of Vermont

Vermont Electric Cooperative Peter Rossi COO

Vermont Electric Cooperative Andrea Cohen
Manager Gov’t A�airs and

Member Relations

Vermont House of
Representatives

Representative Jill
Krowinski

Speaker of the House

Vermont House of
Representatives

Representative Laura
Sibilia

Vice Chair of House
Committee On

Environment and Energy

Vermont House of
Representatives

Representative Seth
Chase

Chair of Joint Information
Technology Oversight

Committee

Vermont House of
Representatives

RepresentativeMike
McCarthy

Chair of House Committee
on Government

Operations &Military
A�airs

Vermont League of Cities and
Towns

Ted Brady Executive Director

Vermont League of Cities and
Towns

TrevorWhipple
Law Enforcement

Consultant

Vermont Principals’
Association

Jay Nichols Executive Director

Vermont Program for Quality
in Health Care, Inc.

HillaryWolfly Associate Director

Vermont Program for Quality
in Health Care, Inc.

Ali Johnson
Quality Improvement

Specialist
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Organization Name Title

Vermont Public Power Supply
Authority

KenNolan General Manager

Vermont Senate Senator Philip Baruth President Pro Tempore

Vermont Senate Senator Randy Brock
Vice Chair of Joint

Information Technology
Oversight Committee

Vermont Senate Senator Ann Cummings
Chair of Senate Finance

Committee

Vermont State Colleges
System

PatriciaMoulton Executive Director

Vermonters for a Clean
Environment

Annette Smith Executive Director

VTel GordonMathews
Vice President Legal and

Regulatory A�airs

Windsor County Ryan Palmer Windsor County Sheri�
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Appendix D: Survey Methodology

Four surveys were conducted in 2023 to understand the current and future needs of
Vermonters and to provide a foundation for this Plan: a residential survey, a business
survey, a healthcare sector survey, and a public safety survey.

A scienti�ic survey of Vermont residents was performed by telephone to obtain a
statistically valid sample and ensure that the survey included those whomay not
participate in online surveys and those who still rely on traditional landline
telephone service. A database of 20,000 landline and cellular phone numbers was
purchased fromData Axle, an industry leader in data collection. Of those, 15,907
were dialed and 478 respondents participated in the survey, which translates to a 4
percentmargin of error at a con�idence level of 95 percent. The calls weremade
betweenNovember 15, 2023, and December 1, 2023, between the hours of 9 a.m. and
5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time.

Vermont businesses were invited to participate in an online survey. The Agency of
Commerce and Community Development provided feedback on the survey prior to
release. The survey was promoted by the Public Safety Department, included in a
paid email campaign through Vermont BusinessMagazine, and provided to all
regional Vermont chambers of commerce, the Vermont Professionals of Color
Network, and the Vermont Small Business Development Center.While the survey
was not intended to reach a statistically signi�icant portion of Vermont businesses, it
provided insight into the current and future telecommunications needs of
businesses.

In addition to the statutorily required surveys described above, this Plan also
included a survey of healthcare employees to gain further understanding of their
needs and perspectives. The survey was reviewed by industry experts and
distributed by the Vermont Department of Health, Vermont Nurse Practitioners
Association, and the GreenMountain Care Board, as well as other community-based
organizations via targeted emails to individuals working in the healthcare sector in
Vermont.While the survey was not intended to be statistically signi�icant, it
provided insight into current and future telecommunications needs in the
healthcare sector.
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Vermont law enforcement and �irst responders were also invited to participate in an
online survey. The survey questions were informed by stakeholder interviews. The
survey was distributed via targeted emails through the aid of the Commissioner of
Public Safety,Windsor County Sheri�, Hartland Fire Chief, Vermont League of Cities
and Towns Law Enforcement Consultant, and the Vermont Fire Chiefs email list.
While the survey was not intended to be statistically signi�icant, it provided insight
into the current and future telecommunications needs and experiences of �irst
responders.
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Appendix E: Business Survey Results

The following images show the 22 questions included in the Business Survey above a
breakdown of the received responses.

Notes: The percentage for “sometimes (multiple times permonth)” is 4.8 percent.
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Notes: The full text of responses with ellipses above include “mapping and driving direction applications,”
“applications such as scheduling or invoicing platforms,” “commercial driver hours of service software,”

“email; social media communications,” “weather & incoming info requests,” “video and photos of
construction job sites in rural and urban areas,” and “email and communication apps on the go.”

Notes: The percentage for “not sure/don’t know” is 6.4 percent.
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Notes: The percentage for “not sure/don’t know” is 3.3 percent.
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Notes: The percentage for “no” is 10.3 percent, and the percentage for “not sure/don’t know” is 6.4 percent.
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Notes: The full text of responses with ellipses above include “make, change, or cancel appointments,”
“communicatingwith employees prior to, during, or after services,” “speci�ic applications for things such
as paying invoices,” “approvingwork performed by the business,” “cellular basedWi-Fi on board our

vehicles,” “we are a local news organization and 60% of visits to our website are done viamobile phones,”
“data retrieval from on-sitemonitoring,” “calling our techs for assistance,” “checking inwith solar array
functioning,” “our business is a photolab over 60% of online orders are received by our online service.
Orders can be placed directly from the phone. Many customers complain they do not have sell [sic]
service,” “access business web site, info calls,” “general communication from customers, but no [sic]

frequent; communicationmostly done via email, and not on a cell phone,” and “website information on
programs and services; meetingmaterials.”
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Notes: The full text of the question is, “The state should fundways to increasemobile cellular coverage
that avoid deployments on hills andmountains in favor of placing small equipment on utility poles and

existing structures, even if these types of deployments aremore expensive.”
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Notes: The full text of responses with ellipses above include “I live in Randolph and already have reliable
cell service from the 2 towers outside of town, plus I also have a landline. More towers are not needed
here, and I strongly opposed adding cell transmitters to building and right outside homes on utility

poles” and “I’m a company of one - if I know to alertmy employee to an emergency they already know.”
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Notes: The top responses were 20.8 percent Professional, Scienti�ic, and Technical Services; 13 percent
Construction; 11.7 percent Other Services (except public administration); 10.4 percent Information; and 9.1
percent Accommodation and Food Services. Other responses not listed above include: Manufacturing;
Wholesale Trade; Retail Trade; Transportation andWarehousing; Information; Finance and Insurance;

Real Estate Rental and Leasing; Professional, Scienti�ic, and Technical Services; Management of
Companies and Enterprises; Administrative and Support andWasteManagement and Remediation

Services; Other Services (except public administration); and Public Administration.
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Appendix F: Healthcare Sector Survey Results

The following images show the 11 questions included in theHealthcare Sector
Survey above a breakdown of the received responses.
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Notes: The percentage for “no” is 6.7 percent.
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Notes: The percentage for “not sure/don’t know” is 5.9 percent.
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Notes: The full text of responses with ellipses above include “Chief, State Of�ice of Rural Health” and
“RegisteredNurse.”
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Appendix G: Public Safety Survey Results

The following images show the 17 questions included in the Public Safety Survey
above a breakdown of the received responses.
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Notes: The percentage for “never” is 5.6 percent.

Notes: The full text of responses with ellipses above include “locating calls for service with GPS,”
“remaining in contact with dispatch,” “Coordinating departmental/agency cross-functionality,” “we do

not usemobile cell service,” “accessing reference resources such as guidebooks, pre-plans, and
hazardousmaterial data,” “due to a lack of radio coverage aswell as cell service, many times of�icers

need/try to use cell phones to gain additional information for the calls they are responding to aswell as
call for assistance. Portable radios do not work in themajority of the areas and thus cells phones are

used, where there is service,” “critical incident information release for public safety,” “almost every facet
of our daily functions requiremobile service at some point.When you have no Radio Coverage or Cell
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Coverage it prohibits Law Enforcement capabilities and puts public at risk,” and “contactingmedical
direction during EMS calls.”
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Notes: The percentage for “neither agree nor disagree” is 7.4 percent, and the percentage for “somewhat
disagree” is 3.7 percent.
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Notes: The percentage for “neither agree nor disagree” is 7.4 percent, the percentage for “somewhat
disagree” is 1.9 percent, and the percentage for “strongly disagree” is 1.9 percent.

Notes: The percentage for “somewhat agree” is 7.4 percent, and the percentage for “not sure/don’t know” is
1.9 percent.
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Notes: The full text of the question is, “Would you bewilling to participate in a programwhere your
department reports knownmobile dead spots to Vermont’s Public Service Department to help prioritize

areas formobile broadband expansion?”

Notes: Other responses not listed above include: EMS, local �ire and EMS, capitol only, and PSAP.
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Appendix H: Additional Propagation Analysis
Methodological Details

Link Budget used in analyses: 5GNR.

Table 22: Systemparameters

Link Unit Downlink Uplink

Frequency MHz 2100 1700

Aggregated Channels 1 1

Cyclic Pre�ix normal normal

FR-Numerology-Bandwidth FR1-0-20

Table Lookup 11

FrameCon�iguration -FDD-

TDDMaximumCell Coverage (mi)

TDDTimeof Flight (mi)

TDDRatio 1 1

Required EndUser Throughput Mbps 25 3

%ofResource BlocksAllocated toUser 100% 100%

Required Physical Layer Throughput Mbps 25 3

SelectedData Rate Mbps 26.7 3.6

CQI Index 5 0

Required SINR dB 4.5 -5.5

%ofUplinkOccupiedBandwidth 83.57%

Table 23: Transmitter and receiver parameters

Unit Downlink Uplink

Total Bandwidth MHz 19.08 15.95

Required Cell Edge Coverage Mbps 25 3

Transmitter
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Unit Downlink Uplink

Tx Power Per Port dBm 43 23

Number of Transmitters 4 1

Total PowerOut (PAPower) dBm 49.02 23

Total PowerOut (PAPower) Watts 79.81 0.2

AntennaGain dBi 19 0

Feeder Loss dB 1 0

MaxTransmit EIRP dBm 67.02 23

MaxTransmit EIRP/MHz dBm/MHz 54.21 10.97

Receiver

Feeder loss dB 0 1

AntennaGain dBi 0 19

Noise Figure dB 5 4

Number of Receivers 2 4

Diversity Gain dB 3.01 6.02

Thermal noise kT dBm/Hz -174 -174

Noise Bandwidth kHz 19,080.00 15,945.14

Noise Power dBm -96.19 -97.97

CQI Index 5 0

Required SINR dB 1.5 -11.56

SCS kHz 15 15

RequiredRSRP (DownlinkMCS) dBm -125.74 -139.79

RxSensitivity dBm -94.69 -109.53

Link Imbalance dB 11.18

Hardware SystemGain dB 161.71 150.53
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Unit Downlink Uplink

RequiredRSRP (Inc.Margin/Link
Imbalance) dBm -114.55

RxSensitivity (Inc.Margin/Link
Imbalance) dBm -83.51

In Car Penetration Losses dB 10

RxSensitivity (Including InBuilding
Losses) dBm -73.5

Assumptions used in baseline coverage and in�ill analyses:
● Coverage de�inition: 25/3Mbps
● Frequency Bands 1700-2100

○ PCS and AWS
○ 3GPP Bands n2 and n66
○ 40MHz of aggregated spectrum
○ 10 dB penetration losses for vehicle

● 248a data: Site data used to derive coverage provided by the state initially
came from a database with 1,035 sites. Erroneous and duplicate data were
removed and 524 sites were used for coverage.Where height data was
missing, 100 feet or the structure height for antenna height above groundwas
used, whichever was shorter.

● Vermont E-911 data: Data with the �ield “SITETYPE” set to “communication
tower” used. Tower height data was not available; 40 feet was assumed.

● Drive data tests binned into 0.3 squaremile hexes.
● RF coverage is binned into pixels sizedwith an area of 0.0241 squaremiles

(250meters by 250meters).
● Site RF parameters typical formacro n2 and n66 sites.
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Appendix I: ISP Pricing

Table 24: Broadband service pricing inVermont

Provider Starting Price Per
Month* Download SpeedRange Technology

X�inity $65.00 Up to 1200Mbps Cable

Spectrum $49.99 Up to 1.000Mbps Cable, �iber

Burlington Telecom $40.00 Up to 1.000Mbps Fiber

Vermont Telephone
Company $34.95 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

Waits�ield and Champlain
Valley Telecom $72.00 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

Consolidated
Communications $57.00 Up to 100Mbps

DSL, cable, �iber,
�ixedwireless

Viasat $50.00 Up to 50Mbps Satellite

HughesNet $50.00 Up to 200Mbps Satellite

CVFiber $79.00 Up to 2,000Mbps Fiber

Starlink $120.00 Up to 200Mbps Satellite

DVFiber $75.00 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

ECFiber $72.00 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

Maple Broadband $69.95 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

NEK Broadband $80.00 Up to 1,000Mbps Fiber

SoVT CUD/Fidium Fiber $35.00 Up to 2,000Mbps Fiber

*Pricing permonth plus taxes for length of contract. Additional fees and termsmay apply. Pricing varies
by location and availability. All prices are subject to change. Speedsmay vary. May not be available at

every address. Pricingmay include short-term introductory rate.
As of August 10, 2023.
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Appendix J: Significant Changes From the 2021
Telecommunications Plan

As required by 30 V.S.A. § 202d(f), this appendix provides an outline of signi�icant
deviations from the prior Plan.

The 2021 Vermont 10-Year Telecommunications Planwas adopted by the
Department of Public Service and accepted by the legislature on June 30, 2021. Both
the 2021 Plan and the 2024 Plan ful�ill the statutory requirements of 30 V.S.A. § 202
(c and d).

However, this Plan has three signi�icant changes from the 2021 Plan. Two changes
were included in the request for proposals and contract language for the Plan, and
the other was included due to the changing telecommunications landscape driven
by the BEAD funding.

The contracted scope of work for the 2021 Plan required the contractor to give
particular focus to Communication Union Districts and provide an assessment of
the resources needed for the CUDs to succeed. The contract also required that the
2021 Plan include an analysis of available options to support the state’s public,
educational, and government access televisionmedia organizations. Finally, the
2021 Plan included a required legal analysis of relevant federal and state laws and
regulations a�ecting state action in the telecommunications and information
market, including relevant preemption issues raised by any proposed policy
initiatives.

The contracted scope of work for the 2024 Plan does not include the additional
analysis of public, educational, and government access television or relevant federal
and state laws and regulations. During the course of the engagement, as Vermont’s
proposals for BEAD fundingwere created, �inalized, and approved, the Department
of Public Service requested that the contractor emphasizemobile broadband
expansion. In addition, during the course of the engagement, the Department
requested that the contractor provide an analysis of the Public Safety Answering
Point communication systems and Vermont’s broadband constructionworkforce
readiness.
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Appendix K: Enlarged Maps

Figure 57: Averagemobilewireless download speeds forAT&TonVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Figure 58: Averagemobilewireless download speeds for FirstNet onVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Figure 59: Averagemobilewireless download speeds for T-Mobile onVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Figure 60: Averagemobilewireless download speeds forUSCellular onVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Figure 61: Averagemobilewireless download speeds forVerizon onVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Figure 62: Averagemobilewireless download speeds forVTel onVermont
roadways in 2022

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service (2022)
Notes: Roads that were not tested in 2018were removed.
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Appendix L: Public Comments and Responses
2024TelecomPlan - Input Session 1,March 18

StephenWhitaker:

I think just to set the tone, which I will change later, I want to commend a couple of sections
in the Plan.

The analysis of the importance and challenges of developing carrier-grade service on our
�iber infrastructure or on the newly built �iber infrastructure is very good. Unfortunately, it’s
done in the context of expecting CUDs to do that, which is almost laughable.

The Plan describeswhat CUDswould need to do tomeet carrier-grade requirements, and
does not create the expectation that CUDs should do so.

And an open access statutory compliance been built into the CUD plans from the start, as is
required by current statute, not the statute we’re hopingwill be someday. Then, I could
imagine carrier-grade service providers jumping on and leasing the circuits they need to the
points they need them to, and developing carrier-grade services. That is probably the only
waywe’re going to get carrier-grade out of this.

This point addresses prior actions that are not relevant for this 2024 Plan. Further, Vermont
statute encourages the “promotion” of open-access networks, not the requirement of
open-access networks: “Support competitive choice for consumers among
telecommunications service providers andpromote openaccess among competitive service
providers onnondiscriminatory terms to networks overwhich broadbandand
telecommunications services are delivered” (30V.S.A. § 202c(b)6).

This ties somewhat together with the study of burying, if they’re currently piloting the direct
burial with GreenMountain Power. But yet the costs to add a conduit where they’ve already
got the ditch openwere so exorbitant for �iber to go in, that it was waived. The opportunity
waswaived in the pilot. And then another section of underground yet to be donewas gonna
require hundreds of 1,000s in the replacement poles, and [inaudible] decides they’ll just
charge that amount to drop the conduit in. So I believe that if we’re going to do a study of
direct burial, communications and �iber in the same operation as direct burial of the Green
Mountain Power electric, it’s going to have to be regulated like a rate case. And that plan is
long overdue, because now all the CUDs have aerial plants, which itmay be too late to switch
horses.

This point addresses prior actions that are not relevant for this 2024 Plan.

So the neutral host analysis or I haven’t seen the actual propagation analysis, but the
analysis that somany lower poles in a small cell arrangement, I think, is a smart idea and
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could work better in Vermont. Again, the assumption that the CUDswould own, build, and
manage those is a fallacy. CUDs can barely … in any case … I’ll refrain.

The grant programproposed leaves open the possibility of CUD involvement, but in noway
requires or assumes it.

This CUDmyopic aspect of this draft is, I believe, a result of the same �irmwriting the Plan,
which is the same �irm that wrote the last Plan and failed on nine out of ten statutory
requirements, is also doing the engineeringwork for the CUDwithin the Department for the
CUD plan reviewwithin the Department. So some of this future projections is kind of
self-servingmakework, or you know, the Department and CTC to have further butter for
their bread.

Please see prior comments clarifying that CUD involvement is not assumed inwireless
deployment.

But I’m going to point to some of the flaws in the process. I read the statute very literally, and
I’m familiar with it for 30 years now. And let’s, “Prior to preparing the Plan ... an overview,
looking 10 years ahead, of statewide growth and development as they relate to future …
telecommunications services,” that’smissing. It’s not in here. “Shifts in transportationmodes,
economic development, technological advances.” That’s not in here. The “factors that will
signi�icantly a�ect State telecommunications policy and programs,” that’s not in here. “The
overview shall include an economic and demographic forecast suf�icient to determine
infrastructure investment goals and objectives,” that’s not in here. That’s prior to preparing a
Plan. So you’ve really gotten out ahead of yourselves in preparing a draft without reading
what the precursors are.

Please seeAppendix B: Alignment of Plan to Statutes for a full crosswalk between 30V.S.A. §
202 c anddand the sections in the Plan. In particular, please see Sections 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 4, 6,
and 8, and the following:

● Assessment that telecomplanning should assumeaVermont population of 800,000
despite current population trends (Section 4.3)

● Description of remotework trends inVermont (Section 2.5)
● Analysis of technology trends, such as �iber scalability, cable upgrade options,

Starlink service, text to satellite, and others (Sections 3 and6)
● Description of telecommunications technology as it relates to transportation and

vehicle connectivity (Section 6.3)
● Description andanalysis of climate change impacts andpatterns inVermont (Section

4.2)

The surveys are pretty good, but I question the “statistically signi�icant,” so the number of
people that were surveyed. I’d have to talk to somebodywho knows surveymethodology
better than I to seewhat’s appropriate for this kind of scale.

Please seeAppendixD for a description of the surveymethodology.
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In the 90s, we had hundreds of people participating in this planning process. And it’s the
Department’s failure to write a Plan, failure to properly promulgate it, failure to hold
hearings on a �inal draft, failure to even draft a Plan for several of the generations under
O’Brien and Douglas that has caused this capacity of the public to atrophy. And sowhen I
read that in developing, “The Department shall establish a participatory planning process that
includes e�ective provisions for increased public participation.” This doesn’t cut it, you know.
Threemeetings with one or two people at them is not anywhere close to what you need to be
doing to draft such an important document. That’s if all the homeworkwere done �irst, and
put out for review. So, “To the extent necessary,” I guess that’s in whose determination, “the
Department shall include in the Plan surveys to determine existing, needed, and desirable plant
improvements and extensions, access and coordination between telecommunications
providers, methods of operations, and any change that will produce better service or reduce
costs.” Those are things that this contractor is too in bedwith the CUDs and their plans to
even think outside the box.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.

● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all of themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.

● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

You know, this, this broadbandmoney …we had one goodmodel withWEC and CVFiber. For
a time, I was integrally involvedwith CVFiber, and that fell apart because this easymoney
made it too easy to go and just take themoney and not worry aboutWEC getting a
low-interest RUS loan.

This comment does not relate to the content of the 2024Plan.

So, the pole-owning utilities, in order both for resilience planning, for public safety, and
carrier-grade capacity, and the ability to rapid restoration that having the skilled technicians
in-state and readily at hand and ready and prepared and expecting a stormwith their trucks
and tools and parts loaded. It’s not going to happen thewaywe’ve gone about it. We’ve gone
about it with a bunch of out-of-state— especially Consolidated— a bunch of out-of-state,
nonunion, fly-by-night contractors, and then they leave town and nobody can even �igure
out why this splitter’s not lighting up. So, the pole-owning utilities, and itmay be too late, but
where we are in the Plan, I’m gonna keep raising it in case there’s structural resteering that
can be done. This pole-owning utility should be, especially in the underground, if we’re
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gonna go underground, evenmore so, because thenwe don’t have increased cost of ditching
that �iber underground. It’s gonna go in as GreenMountain Power buries their own.

The 2024Plan describes options for the participation of pole-owningutilities that are
relevant to the broadbanddeployment planning happening in 2024 andbeyond.

And since I’m doing that, I want to point out, I would ask people to go look at Appendix G of
the last 10-Year TelecomPlan, and I put pages and pages of constructive and speci�ic
recommendations regarding resiliency and public safety needs, and it was all just swept o�
the table.Whoever was doing that, I presume it was Corey. Youwould know if youwere doing
it. I know it wasn’t Clay. Butmy point is that that’s again damaging the public participation. If
you’re going to bother to participate and provide a lot of input and it’s just gonna get swept
o� and ignored, that doesn’t bodewell for you adhering to statute with your public
participation.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

So the pole-owning utilities are the logical entity to build, own, andmaintain and lease open
access �iber. Competition, you know, wishful thinking that we’re gonna get the bene�its of
competition just by sayingwe’re gonna get the bene�its of competitionwithmonopolies, is
lala land. You know, that competition creates an incentive of smart teams of people working
against each other to drive prices down and drive quality and loyalty up, and that’s a proven
fact, again and again. Andwhere in statute says it, you can’t be writing a Plan for a statute
you hope to change in years to come. And that’s what this is. This says we’re going to plow
aheadwith amonopoly service.We’re going to keep all themonopoly arrangements secret
between, you know,Waits�ield Telecom, and our GWI, and the CUDs, andwe’re going to
grant huge new footprints tomonopolies.

This is amisconstrual of the Plan’s recommendation,which is to prioritize internet speeds,
service quality, and cost as the ultimate benchmarks and goals of success. Fast speeds, great
service, and low costmay be achieved throughanumber ofmechanisms, one ofwhich is
competition.

We’re not going to address, here’s a gap. That vulnerability of unpowered lines for landlines
is increasing dramatically as we shift to �iber. And nothing came out of it. Oh, we’re just
going to teach people tomaintain batteries. It’s like, that’s a joke. Old people are not going to
go in their basement and check on batteries to see if they’re too old to be relied upon during
a storm.We need strategies tomake emergency calling available via �ixedwireless that’s
hardened backhaul to public-safety grade. They can be reachedwith a short walk frommost
of the residences, or we need tomaintain the copper.

The Plan agrees that expandingmobile broadband calling in the state is important for public
safety reasons, among other reasons, and recommends initial steps for the state to take to
improvemobile coverage.

But this reliability, we just, we see this pages and pages of propaganda about FirstNet and yet
nomention of themassive outage on February 22, which took down all AT&T service
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nationwide, including FirstNet. And no one can answer why, and the investigationwill be
secret. The after-action report will be secret. Nomention of how FirstNet could failover with
priority and preemption to other carriers in a neutral hostmodel that we design and
implement properly, not relying on CUDs, that’s putting way toomuch faith and con�idence
in CUDs.

According to theDepartment of Public Safety and the Enhanced 911 Board, FirstNet,which is
a CommercialMobile Radio Services providerwith anunderlying network operated byAT&T,
experienced an outage on February 22, 2024, fromapproximately 3:45 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
NeitherDPSnor E-911 has opened an investigation into the outage. Public information
indicates that the FCChas opened an investigation at the federal level.

So, I heard the goals were drafted four years ago; these goals had been drafted and 20 years
ago, 30 years, ‘87 is when this statute requiring this Planwas �irst passed. And then the, it
was about 10 years ago, it was 10 years ago that we put the 100/100 by 2024 in place. And
here it is 2024, oh let’smove it to 2029. I’m like, if we had had this Plan in place when ARPA
money came—or not this Plan, but a real Plan—when the ARPAmoney got here, wemight
havemade some progress andwemight have evenmade it by 2025 because the BEAD
money’s coming out slower, right?

Thank you for your comment. It does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

Little to no service-area expansion, etc., in the last �ive years, and yet we say oh, AT&T’s got 15
new towers. AT&T de�initely defrauded the state with their promises and theywere caught
when the state paid Televate to gomeasure the coverage down in Bennington County, and
the coveragewasn’t there, and AT&T basically told the state “pound sand,” wemeasure it
di�erently, take it upwithWashington, we don’t answer to you. And that’s whywe shouldn’t
be advertising for them in this, pretending that they are the only game in townwith priority
and preemption.

The Planmakes clear that a signi�icant portion of AT&T expansion happened via tower
upgrades, not new towers. The remaining portions of this comment donot pertain to the
2024Plan.

Nomention that Verizon has priority and preemption that any �irst responder could sign up
and scan their card credential and get priority and preemption turned on. No? Andwhat of
the neutral hostmodel wheremultiple carriers can have priority and preemption and
failover to each other in a disaster where any one carrier goes down. And that’s what would
be a plan.

The Plan has beenupdated to provide a high-level explanation of how �irst responder priority
andpreemptionworks.

So I don’t understandwhat is being said. Montpelier was encouraged to bow out of ECFiber.
Wewere a foundingmember of ECFiber.Wewere encouraged to bow out of ECFiber and let
CVFiber, instead, nobody built �iber until Consolidated got here and nownobodywill build
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�iber. They see that CUDswere not allowed to build in cabled areas where 25/3 was already
present, ismy understanding. And yet I’m hearing that we’re on track to have 100megabit
symmetric, whichmeans �iber, to every address in the state, and it just doesn’t add up tome.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

There’s something I’m not understanding about that representation. And itmay be couched
in theword, we’re going to “pass” all on-grid premises. Thatmightmean that we’re not going
to have any breakout boxes or any service drops.We’re just going to have run a long-distance
cable through those communities. But that doesn’t count for every E-911 address having
100/100 �iber speed. So are we presuming that, are we pretending that the cable companies
are going to upgrade to DOCSIS 4, andwe’ll have 100/100 symmetric, but it’s already time.

30V.S.A. § 202c(b)10 states, “Supportmeasures designed to ensure that by the end of the
year 2024 every E-911 business and residential location inVermont has infrastructure
capable of delivering Internet accesswith service that has aminimumdownload speed of
100Mbps and is symmetrical.”

The Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory Board hasn’t met in years and has not
provided any advice on upgrading the speed. It’s time for our base speed to be gigabit
symmetric. But are we going to have that at every address, including the cabled addresses, or
are we pretending that the cabled addresses or the limitation on the ARPAmoney gives us a
free pass to not provide �iber service to those addresses? That’s a need for clari�ication here
because it doesn’t add up that we’re not building, the CUDs are not designing as far as I
know, we’re not designing the areas that are cable-built. You’re not allowed to use this
money for that. And yet, we’re representing that we’re on track to have every on-grid
address. So �ive are served.

The requirements of the Telecommunications andConnectivity Advisory Board are
described in Section 11.3.4 of the Plan in context of 30V.S.A. § 202f. The secondportion of this
comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

And then �ive are servedwith competition. The opening paragraph of the Plan says, “The
Department shall be responsible for provision of plans formeeting emerging trends related to
telecommunications technology, markets, �inancing, and competition.” You can’t just say
competition, oh, that’s inconvenient. You know, that’ll make uswork harder, that will make
us have to design active �iber Ethernet networks instead of passive, so that we could with a
few keystrokes lose somebody to a competitor they could keep that they determine.

This comment is amisconstrual of the Plan’s recommendation in Section 11.3.2,which is to
prioritize internet speeds, service quality, and cost as the ultimate benchmarks and goals of
success. Fast speeds, great service, and low costmay be achieved throughanumber of
mechanisms, one ofwhich is competition.

So, I’ve got a nicemarked-up copy of the draft and of the … but I don’t want to preoccupy this
hearing. But I think the fact that nobody showed up … oh, accessmedia organization, “the
Department shall coordinate with Vermont’s accessmedia organizations when planning the
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public hearings required by this subsection.” That’s these hearings this week and next, and
there’s been no coordinationwith the accessmedia organizations. That’s why you don’t have
any turnout here. Among other things, but you need advertising, you need radio advertising,
you need speakers on VPR, you know, ahead of time to say this is a big undertakingwe’re
taking on andwe need to, you know, get everybody up to speed. Here’s some homework you
can do ahead of time. Now, here’s how to understand this Plan. That work hasn’t been done,
and you inherited thismess, I understand. But we really need to rethink howwe’re going
about it. At this point, I’m thinkingwe need to create an amendment to a bill that’smoving
related to telecom and extend the due date and get this done right. And that’s not going to be
by RISI and CTC. They are conflicted and they should pay back themoney they collected for
the last Plan, whichwas not anywhere near close to the contractual terms.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.

● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.

● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

The secondportion of this comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

Oh, another thing that’smissing: the wholemicrowave system ismissing.While they’re
embarking upon a $99million upgrade, which isn’t in the state’s ADS plans either, but
there’s an entire public safety task force that is already got a contractor underwaywho’s
going to do a PSAP call-volume fees analysis, and they really need to do it coupledwith this.
It’s another reason to slow this rickety train down and get it on the right track. And that’s
going to be a year-long process. But the amount of knowledgewewill have about radio
systems, the regionally owned radio systems, the state-owned radio systems, that
opportunity for cost-e�ective, concurrent design and build of LTE and LMR. If Public Safety’s
gonna have to densify their whole network to get P25working, why aren’t we putting LTE and
LMR neutral hosts on those same poles in order to achieve themost cost-e�ective solution
because they’re all going to need generators. They’re all going to need �iber backhaul or
microwave backhaul. But then the statewidemicrowave system is a huge, totallymissing
from the Plan. Unless it’s that reference to, you know, the state police’s LMR backhaul, which
is both �iber and [inaudible]. But the opportunity to redo the 911 system on a shared
high-performance network, you know, there’s no reasonwe couldn’t have a network like
Menlo Park and teach people to use it and attract people to come here and build businesses
on it. But, the reason it’s not happening is becausewe can’t seem to get a Plan together.
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According to theDepartment of Public Safety, there is no plan for a $99million upgrade to
the state’smicrowave system. TheDepartment of Public Safety states it has proposed to
employDOJ grant funding tomigrate theVermont State Police from its current ten-zone
multicast analog topology to a ten-zone digital (P25) simulcast topology. Finally, the phrase
“microwave system” is amisnomer. It consists ofmany individual point-to-pointwireless
circuits used for backbone connections for �irst responders.

Looking at B9, “An analysis of alternative strategies to leverage the State’s ownership and
management of the public rights-of-way to create opportunities for accelerating the buildout
of �iber-optic broadband and for increasing network resiliency capacity.” That was the
language that was put into Act 71 that created the Broadband Board, that said a statewide,
engineered, resilient designwas both allowed and fundable with those funds. The
Broadband Board chose not to do it on the claim that it would have slowed us down by two
years.Well, here we are three years later, and it’s coming back to roost, that the lack of that
statewide designmeanswe’re not preparedwith a resilience design to knowwherewe
would bury �iber with GreenMountain Power to create a carrier-grade, hurricane-proofed
core network.What role should VELCO’s aerial �iber play?

The Plan discusses collaborationwith utilities and theVermont Community Broadband
Board in Sections 1.3, 7.2, 9.2, 10.1, 12.8, and 12.9.

What role, what’s the potential of using similar Ciena densewave division boxes at every
CUD home to two di�erent telco boxes to create a backbone that is self-healing and/or
quickly restorable via, even if we have to go throughNewHampshire or NewYork to get
somebody lit back up after a �iber break. But that combinedwith underground �iber strategy,
to support all the antennas that we’ll be putting up for this public safety initiative would have
given us the best bang for the buck and probably come in under budget. So youwouldn’t
have all the polemake-ready costs. Youwouldn’t have all the pole-attachment costs. Central
Vermont Fiber is $400,000 a year for attachment costs. Thosewouldn’t exist if the pole
owners built, owned, andmaintained the �iber and just leased it open access. CUDswould
have amuch simpler job. How did you get so far o� course?

The overall roles of CUDs in theVermont telecommunications landscape is discussed in
Section 3.1.1. How individual CUDsmake business decisions is notwithin the scope of the
2024Plan.

Another thing that neutral host analysis for small cells fail to include the issue of spectrum,
you know, FirstNet has 20megahertz of valuable 700megahertz spectrum. VTel’s got a lot of
700. The advantage that T-Mobile has around the rest of the country with the 2.5 spectrum is
owned locally here. CBRS priority licenses are owned locally here in every county.We’ve got
a lot of spectrum that could do a lot of good if wewrote a Plan that takesmaximum
advantage of it. Are we going to keep, you know, I talked to theMacMountain people and I
don’t arguewith the concept of neutral host but I don’t thinkwe’re gonna get the carriers’
attention, one or two sites at a time. I thinkwewould have to have aggregated thewhole 200
sites or 400 sites and saywe can provide thismuch additional coverage. But if we didn’t even
get to the 76% that AT&T had o�ered in their secret plan to the governor, and experts have
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said we should be shooting for 95% coverage. And if your in-laws come into town and they’re
on Verizon or you’re on Verizon and they’re on AT&T, y’all aren’t connecting, you know, in the
dead zones, so any statemoney at all should not go into single-carrier solutions, because it
doesn’t help.

This appears to call for theDepartment of Public Service to inventory the spectrumheld by
the state. The PSD is not aware of any spectrumassets held by the state or state
instrumentality. Someprivate colleges held Educational BroadbandService spectrum, and
theVermont TelecommunicationsAuthority entered into arrangements to assist these
colleges to keep these leases intact. It is the PSD’s understanding that the colleges
nevertheless allowed these licenses to lapse.

And think about it from the public safety point of view. Let’s assume all threemajor carriers
had priority and preemption turned on for all eligible, but in amutual aid, Vermont ismostly
volunteers, 5,000 volunteers. They come from faraway areas. If they come from an area
served by AT&T and they’re coming to an area served by Verizon, their devices aren’t going to
work, right, without priority preemption roaming.

BothAT&TandVerizon claim to o�er priority andpreemption service to quali�ied �irst
responders and there are no known issueswith out-of-state �irst responders’ connectivity.

So, that’s just the safety imperative itself, and the increased coverage and the resiliency of
failover for FirstNet and/or for Verizon public safety. I forget what they call their public
safety o�ering. That brand name should have been in here too. And I don’t knowwhat
T-Mobile’s o�ering is either, butmy point is that there’s an opportunity to do this right, and
the Plan is the place to flesh that out. Not by trying to undermine our competition statutes
and not by trying to, you know, set up the Department as a grantmaker. Let’s, you know,
teach you all how towrite a Plan �irst before we have you handing out grants.

The Plan has been revised to include the names of other carriers’ public safety programsas
appropriate.

The Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory Board hasn’t met in years, but back
when they did, they gave $16,000 per address to Comcast to build some addresses in
Norwich, one of the wealthiest towns in the state.

Section 11.3.4 describes the currentmeeting cadence of the Telecommunications and
Connectivity Advisory Board. The secondportion of this comment does not pertain to the
2024Plan.

So, there’s a reference to all theWi-Fi that was put up during the �irst year of the COVID
pandemic, and nobody checked or logs the backhaul capacity that was speeding those. I
mean, it was a lot of squanderedmoney. Andwith, you know, nobody checked the battery
backup. Nobody checked the longevity. Nobody put a contract under how long, and they
were charged an annualmaintenance fee with equipment was picked that required
renewing an annual license for the software to use theWi-Fi access point. Talk about
encouraging people to turn it o�. It was almost as big a �iasco as giving away all the Coverage
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Co cells for $1, $100, or whatever it was. One cabinet wasworth that for our future small-cell
endeavors.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.
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2024TelecomPlan - Input Session 2, HearingMarch 20

Lauren-GlennDavitian, ExecutiveDirector, CCTVCenter forMedia &Democracy, on behalf
of VermontAccessNetwork (VAN):

Thank you for the opportunity to speak on the 10-Year Telecommunications Plan. Today I’m
speaking inmy capacity as Public Policy Director of CCTV and representing Vermont Access
Network [VAN], as you know, I think amutual aid society of Vermont’s 24 access
management organizations [AMOs], also known as communitymedia centers. VAN is part
of the state’s social and civic infrastructure, from interactive local, state, regional public
meeting and event coverage, election coverage, educational programs, including sports and
media education, STEAM and skill-building for youth and people of all ages, nonpro�it media
production and planning support, open forums for the exploration of diverse ideas, and the
preservation of local history. VAN’s 24 communitymedia centers deliver a breathtaking
range of television and radio programs, countingmore than 18,000 hours a year, and
noncommercial localmedia services for free or belowmarket rates to Vermonters in all
corners of the state.

This point was brought home during the COVID-19 health emergency, when the legislature
recognized Vermont’s AMOs as an essential service that helped to keep thewheels of
democracy turning through interactive and now hybridmeeting coverage, setup, and
operations across the state. VANmembers pull resources for joint projects, such as the video
�ile-sharing VermontMedia Exchange (VMX), and the recently launched Vermont
Community Television channel, which is available in HD on Comcast, cable, and stream live
with programs and statewide interest at the website, vtcommunity.tv.

All of this is tomake a larger point, which is that Vermontmembers, VANmembersmanage
and deliver public, educational, and government accessmedia services to cabled and
noncabled communities alike.While PEG channels air on cable and are largely funded by
cable TV subscribers, these services are now largely delivered through the internet, and
therefore should be considered part of the state’s telecommunications planning concerns.

Just as an example, CCTV and townmeeting television just produced election coverage on
townmeeting day. Forumswere covered all over the state by all the 24 centers, but our
election coveragewas viewed online by 7,000 people, and including our election forums,
which counted probably three dozen, we had 21,000 views online.We're not able to count the
cable views, but we know that we have awide audiencewho are using �iber through their
telcos, through their cablecos, essentially �iber, to access our services.

Thank you for providing this data and insight into accessmanagement organizations usage.

So just to start at the top very quickly, VAN o�ers the following comments on the draft
10-Year Plan. Given that the Federal Communications Commission just voted on Thursday to
raise the benchmark for broadband internet to 100megabits down and 20 up. This �irst
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increase since 2015 is really important, and it's a speed at which all Vermonters should be
able to expect. According to the Plan draft, 60% of Vermont households do not yet have
access to these speeds, and this is in Section 202c(b)1, we agreewith the Plan’s
recommendations to generally align the goals and directives across the statutes and in
particular, to set universal 100/100megabits as the goal for wireline broadband across all
elements of telecommunications statute.

Regarding Section 202c(b)7, “Support the application of telecommunications technology to
maintain and improve governmental and public services, public safety, and the economic
development of the State,” we recommend that the Plan take a broader view than those
recommendations outlined in Section 12.7 on page 65, and consider ways that
telecommunications technologies can be applied using the partnership of Vermont’s AMOs.

First of all, broadly speaking, we believe one of the recommendations should include that
the state provide funding to supportmunicipalities and regional bodies to plan, build, and
implement hybrid publicmeeting coverage in those communities currently served and
unserved by PEGAMOs. Funding for technical support and equipment purchased in those
communities which lack the infrastructure could be implemented by Vermont's
experienced PEGAMOs and/or by the public bodies themselves. This would extend the reach
of democracy to all members of the community interested andwilling to participate in local
government and decision-making.

Thank you for your comment. Public, educational, and government access televisionwasnot
part of the scope set for the 2024Plan.

I think it's important to acknowledge the incredible asset that the archives of Vermont's 24
accessmedia centers represent. CCTV’s archives alone countmore than 45,000 programs
dating back to 1984. Recently, workingwithMiddlebury College, wewere part of a National
Science Foundation �ive-year grant to establish Vermont Videographic Access Archive
whichwould be accessed using online resources. So while thismay not be germane to the
Plan itself, which is quite preoccupiedwith broadband deployment, lateral goals to consider
is the continued investment in the archivist’s preservation position at the Secretary of
State's of�ice and to continue to support the Secretary of State's archival preservation
program.

We are very concernedwith themodernization of Vermont's telecommunications tax
structure, and believe that public bene�its in general could bemodernized and rethought.
That is happening in the legislature at this time, but it certainly is an incomplete process
from our standpoint. And examining existing the telecommunications tax rates, including
the Vermont Universal Service Fund, E-911, telephone personal property tax, and the cloud
tax, and reconsider how these subsidies are distributed to users of the public networkwould
be in order.

TheDepartment is closelymonitoring thework of the Legislature in considering changes to
tax codes, andhas testi�ied about our views on that e�ort to committee.
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Moving ahead to 202d(e), “The Department shall coordinate with Vermont’s accessmedia
organizations when planning the public hearings.” So while wewere struck from the statutes
the last time the statutes were updated as a concern of the Telecommunications Plan, we are
included as a partner in helping to plan and to build an audience and to expand the reach of
this process. So the �irst recommendation that we have is that you have a great list of
stakeholders, including, for example, the Vermont League of Cities and Towns. Andwe think
itmakes sense given the important role that we play as an application of the
telecommunications infrastructure that has civic, democratic, and social implications, that
we be included as a stakeholder in future assessments.

Thank you for your feedback. TheDepartmentwelcomes your comments to the 2024Plan,
and looks forward to your feedback on subsequent plans aswell.

I have testi�ied onmore 10-Year Telecommunication Plans than I care to remember. Not that
I care to remember, but that I probably can remember going back to the 1990s, at least. And
it is amystery tomewhy there are only one or two people here at these hearings, except that
it's not amystery. It's a lack of outreach. And given the amount ofmoney that we're spending
on the Plan for the research and thewriting, which I understand is really necessary, I think
that the Department, or the legislature, or whoever has tomake the decision, I would put
this in the recommendation, needs to seriously invest some resources into a) preparing
thesematerials in advance so that they're easy for people to understand along the lines of
the presentation that you justmade, and that a serious outreach strategy be developed in
order to include people who could, with this information, andwith insight, could be
educated to participate in this process. Otherwise, you're prettymuch stuckwith the
stakeholders that you've listed, which I'm sure gave great input. I've no doubt about that. But
what's the point of having a public hearing if there isn’t outreach tomake sure people come?

So one part of that is to provide VANwithmore notice than 10 days, or even twoweeks, of the
dates of these hearings so that we can assist with using our network to help bring people in
as well as broadcasting needs on our channels, but in particular to really think seriously
about who are the groups, the advocacy groups, the organizations that represent
low-income people, that represent public safety, that represent older people, all of these
advocacy groups have constituents. And those constituents need to bemobilized in order to
weigh in on these questions that a�ect where they live, where theywork, and essentially
their existence, functional existence, in the state of Vermont. So thank you verymuch for
your time.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.
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● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all of themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.

● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

F. X. Flinn, Chair, ECFiber:

So I want to begin by saying this is by far the best 10-Year Telecommunications Plan I've ever
read. And you guys did a bang-up job. So two thumbs up.

Thank you for your positive feedback.

I just want to o�er a couple of comments, suggestions, and I will provide youwithmy
marked-up copy of the Plan. So taking it in order of what we need to do locally here in
Vermont, as opposed to nationally, and things that we need to do immediately, versus things
that are going to take awhile. I want to address theworkforce concerns, I want to address the
mobile enhancements, particularly the small-tower program, I want to talk about burying
infrastructure, and I want to talk about a�ordability. And I'm doing all of this based onmy
role and experience as chair of ECFiber.

VCUDA is going to be coming on Friday evening, the board of VCUDA. I'm the secretary
treasurer of that organization.We're going to bemeeting tomorrow and discussing that. I'm
sure that VCUDA is going to be bringing in some comments as well. So I'm not trying to
anticipate those.

Alright, with respect to workforce, the VCBB and the state colleges got serious about working
on this. And it's been a very, very tough row to hoe. Okay. I honestly believe that the state
needs to recognize that there is nowaywe're going to be done in 2029with the amount of
workforce that's available to us. And I think the state needs to think seriously about looking
to seewhether or not it can create some kind of a long-term incentive program to get
another 20 or 40 or 60 people to come here andwork here for the next �ive to seven years, at
which point in time, they would get a signi�icant bonus of some sort. Just an idea, but it's that
serious a problem that if there is not someway to super incentivize people to come up here
and do it despite the housing challenges, despite the cold weather challenges, we just are not
going tomeet that 2029 goal. Okay.

Section 8.3 has been revised to include the suggestion that an incentive programsimilar to
existingworkforce incentives be considered.

Secondly, with respect to the idea of the small towers, now that pilot project is one that relies
on ECFiber's �iber in that area, and ECFiber would like to go aheadwith this. I knowMac
Mountain would like to go aheadwith this. But nobodywants to put up thatmillion, $2
million, $3million to get it o� the ground and see, you know, whether or not this can really
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work because there are open questions about what kind of revenuewill flow through.Will it
be enough to sustain it in terms of any repairs, equipment upgrades, things like that. In
concept, it looks like it should work. But there's a limit to thewillingness to invest in this idea
without knowing that the state's kind of got our back. I think that, because face it, if this
proved out, and it wouldmake sense on its own, there would be private capital available,
right, and the state wouldn't have to get involved. So it's a really inexpensive way for the state
to �ind out whether that'll work.

Thank you for your comment. TheDepartment concurs that a pilot project is the appropriate
next step to test and re�ine the viability of this approach. Section 10.2.3 details the proposed
pilot grant program.

I also saw a few things in this Plan about CUDs and other small carriers needing to become
carrier grade or enterprise grade. And I have to say, I read that as the big cellular companies
not wanting to get involvedwith doing small towers, or anything else, because they, you
know, they are looking at huge costs to gowith dark �iber from themajor dark �iber
providers, who inmany cases would not be, you know, who are enterprise grade, who in
many cases are not on these small roads, they would have to put up, you know, additional
�iber, and then charge the cell companies rates far abovewhat, say, ECFiber would charge for
dark �iber. But by the same token, ECFiber, we don't, we're not in a position to o�er the kind
of contracts for businesses that show that you are carrier grade, or show that you're
enterprise grade. And thewillingness to invest, to get to that point does not exist right now
becausewe're busy enough, ful�illing our originalmission of building out in a Vermont
wherewhenwe're talking about residents and businesses, you know, we're really talking
about small businesses, essentially, residential service's �ine for them. And, you know, the
big institutions, the hospitals, themajormanufacturing �irms, they have long been able to go
and purchase carrier-grade internet, atmarket rates, you know, wherever they locate
themselves in Vermont, so there's not amarket incentive for us to ramp up to that, because
frankly, there just isn't enough business that wemight win from those folks in our service
territory. So I would be careful about giving a lot of voice to this call for carrier-grade CUDs
and enterprise-grade CUDs at this state of CUD development. I mean, here we are ECFiber,
we've been in business for 13 years, andwe're not ready to take that step. So it's the 10-Year
Planwe do in 2030mightmore fruitfully address this, okay.

Thank you for your comment. Sections 7.3.3 and9.3 of the Plan have been adjusted to provide
additional clarity regarding carrier-grade and enterprise-grade service.

In terms of burying infrastructure, you know, right now, and understandably, Green
Mountain Power is decidingwhere andwhen they're going to do, you know, what aspect of
this of this grid hardening. That's understandable, but it's frustrating forme to talk with our
operator and say, hey, whenwewere going over the build-out plans up in Newbury and
Topsham andwe noticed that long run of easement poles going across hill and dale, now
that's exactly the kind of thing GreenMountain Power wants to get into underground along
the road. So, you know, canwemake sure that that gets done now and if they're not going to
do it now, thenmaybewe should go out and contract with somebody andwe should put the
conduit down the road andmake sure we put in conduit suf�icient for GMP and then they
can buy that work for us.Well, GMP is not having that type of conversationwith us. Okay. Not
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that they don't want to necessarily, but it's that they're not far enough along either and I
don't knowwhat the incentive is, but if the state's 10-Year Plan can incentivize all of us to be
focused on that issue, I think that would be a huge improvement.

TheDepartment af�irms that coordination and communication betweenutilities and �iber
builders is critical; thank you for relaying your experience. The Plan discusses collaboration
with utility companies in Section 10.

And then �inally, my last point about the a�ordability issues. I'm just a little bit disappointed
that the fact that ECFiber o�ers a $20 private subsidy on top of the $30 ACP subsidy isn't
noted in this report. I think that's kind of a cool thing that we do as a district. I also, I would
say that we have a lot to bring to the table, a lot of learning that we did, because ECFiber
donated $250,000, over the course of the last three years, to stand up Equal Access to
Broadband, whichwent through the process of �inding out how to identify and reach out to
and do navigation for households in order to get them quali�ied for the ACP. And, you know,
frankly, it turned out to be really like pulling teeth, because EABwas not granted recognized
agency status by the state. So they couldn't �ind out which households, in a particular town
that we had complete service in, should be contacted to see if they would like, you know, can
we help you get into ACP, etc., etc. So it became a, you know, became a super dif�icult
process. And there's, there's all that learning.

Thank you for your comment. Section 5.3 of the Plan has beenupdated to include a reference
to ECFiber’s subsidy.

And, on top of that, you know, we've got the BEAD digital equity thing going on. Nowwe have
the proposal that is coming into the legislature, where they're going to give, they're going to
create this additional or new or revised telecommunications tax, they're gonna put some of
thatmoney into the agency for social services to �igure out what to do. And I'm telling you, at
VCUDA, we're like, ah, wait a second, okay, we can't have three di�erent things going on.

We've got to get all the stakeholders together at a table. So VCUDAwill be recommending to
the legislature that they establish a study group thatmakes sure that every single
stakeholder in the state, who either knows about how a�ordability actually works on the
groundwith a customer and an ISP, to how households can be identi�ied, i.e., the Capstone
agencies, to the people who are doing digital equity work nationally who are influencing and
helping put together the digital equity program for BEAD in Vermont, whichwill result in a
grant, and that grantmoney, it can't go to the state broadband of�ice, i.e., VCBB, okay, it goes,
it's got to go to a private entity, so youwould think, okay, the Capstone agencies, right? Or
VCUDA or something like that. I don't know, I just think that in Vermont, we can be smarter
about this. And, we can get this right. But we have to realize that we can't, there's not a lot
that we can do right now, immediately.

Thank you for your comment aboutVCUDA’s upcoming legislative activity.

And this idea of, you know, $19million. Really, if you ever got that passed, it would
immediately be a $40million program, because it'd be somuch easier for people to take part
in. So it's not really a $19million program. It's really a $40million program. I just looking at
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the politics of everything right now, especially with what was going onwith the schools, hard
forme to see that getting started at this stage of the game in the legislature, not going to be
until next January. There's a lot of time between now and then. Get all the stakeholders
together, �igure out a way forward. And if that way includes action that the state legislature
has to take, thenwhen the legislature convenes next January we'll be all set with, you know,
with draft laws.

TheDepartment concurswith your comment. Section 5.5 notes that interest in a state-run
plan is likely to be greater than interest in a federal program.

And �inally one last thought that there's no a�ordability without availability. And I was really
happy that the Plan emphasized that the CUDs need to focus on getting their network built
right now. They really should not be distracted by an e�ort to force them to be themost
a�ordable option everywhere in their district, right now. ECFiber's not there andwe've been
at it for 13 years. So I'll just say that. Okay, thank you.

TheDepartment concurswith your comment. Section 9.3 focuses on the current capacity of
the CUDs.

Senator IreneWrenner, ChittendenNorth district:

Myname is IreneWrenner, the Solo Senator of the ChittendenNorth District. I was
appointed last fall to the Joint Information Technology Oversight Committee. I amnew to the
world of telecom, but I haveworked in another tech �ield in the past. I amnot representing
anyone butmyself, and I amhere to gainmy own understanding of the issues.

I would echo the comments from Lauren-Glenn aboutmore e�ective outreach.We’ve grown
accustomed to remote participation, but lighting, sound, and bandwidth can vary from site
to site.

I would suggest returning to a VT Interactive TVmodel, so that all the residents could attend
a remote session in their region and have equitable access to these proceedings.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.

● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all of themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.
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● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

Vermont Interactive Television— later calledVermont Interactive Technologies— ended in
2015. At thismoment, theDepartment does not advocate for resurrecting that program,
especially since homebroadband is expanding signi�icantly andaccess is improving rapidly
across the state.

I see a couple of pages in here devoted to FirstNet. And also priority and preemption are
de�ined, but only for that carrier. I wonder what is the failover solutionwhen FirstNet goes
down as it did just a fewweeks ago. The Plan also doesn't speak to the recurring problem of
�iber cuts. Plan should document recent ones as case studies so wemight better prevent and
remediate future outages. Thanks.

According to theDepartment of Public Safety and the Enhanced 911 Board, FirstNet,which is
a CommercialMobile Radio Services (CMRS) providerwith anunderlying network operated
byAT&T, experienced an outage on February 22, 2024, fromapproximately 3:45 a.m. to 8:30
a.m.Many �irst responder agencies employmultiple unrelated communicationsmethods—
including subscribing to di�erent providers, using LMRnetworks, or even satellite-based
services— to protect against service failures in individual providers.

TheDepartment has communicatedwith theAgency of Digital Services,whichmanages the
statewide network. Vermont canmitigate the risks of �iber cutswith redundant anddiverse
routes fromdi�erent providers,which is described in Section 10.5.

Section 9 has been revised to provide a high-level explanation of how �irst responder priority
andpreemptionworks.

StephenWhitaker:

I'm gonna touch on a number of topics. Especially regarding the public safety, the Public
Safety Communications Task Forcemet today. It could be almost weekly or biweekly. And
what's lacking in that regard is again, I've pointed at the de�iciencies of prior plans, we could
have by now established in a plan two or three iterations backwhat the architecture for a
statewide public safety network building from the statemicrowave network, which is kind of
the last resort when all the grid collapses, it's generator protected, it's line of sight. It's �iber
to those towers. I don't knowwhether it's buried or not. But presumably it is, if not, it should
be. That's in e�ectmaybe the only way for us to deliver 911 calls and transport radio signals
to towers after a big disaster.

And beneath that is the state police statewide LandMobile Radio Network that utilizes that
microwave network for long haul, but also has �iber [inaudible] diversity.
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And then there's the regional networks, and the recent RFPs for the public safety planning
surprised everyone by saying they're building a statewide trunk radio network in the future.
But no one has ever agreed to that, authorized that, put any cost numbers. That could be
hundreds ofmillions of dollars, because they'll also have to replace every portable radio of
every �irst responder and every vehicle radio that are compatible with a trunk system. So
without this architecture having been de�ined, we're squanderingmoney andwe're going
down dead ends in a very recklessmanner.While the $9million in congressionally directed
spending is at risk of being forfeited if we don't spend it by the end of the year. But they're
kind caught in a vice between spend it without a plan or spend it on assumptions that
haven't been validated yet. And it's chaos and that's the purpose of a plan is to guide those
decisions. But if the plans haven't been done year after year after year, we're flying blind or
we're rebuilding the airplane enginewhile we're in flight. And it's a lot of shared
responsibility there. So, I'vemade a graphic of that concept, but I won't will try to…

Portions of this comment donot pertain to the 2024Plan.However, to provide clarity, there
are no plans for a statewide trunk radio system. In addition, the $9million grant funding has
been extended to the end of 2025 anda scope change is in the process of being approved at
the federal level.

There is a, the administration is interpreting the statute founded 3 V.S.A. 3301. There's a
de�inition of information technology activities. And those, that de�inition governs
telecommunications network because all telecommunications networks today are built out
of information technology: routers, switches, circuits, microwave, �iber, whatever. It's all
information technology, including all the phone carriers, all the broadband carriers, it's all
information technology under that de�inition. But yet, and that's what triggers planning
requirements in 3 V.S.A. 3303. Those planning requirements are to protect both the integrity
of the planning, as well as the �inance.We've had lots of big IT disasters over the years. And I
thinkwe're heading for one again with our broadband investments. Butmy point is that it
can't be left to the agency that's supposed to conduct our contract for the independent
review of thesemassive investments. And anything over amillion dollars has to have an
independent expert review. Anything over half amillion has to have awhole series, it's laid
out in 3303, a series of elements of plans that are all to be on �ile at ADS. The problem is that
they're claiming that these public safety IT investments are not IT investments, therefore we
don't have to plan. Sowe're headed for a train wreck there. Again, precisely becausewe
haven't planned, we haven't de�inedwhat it is we're doing or how the statutes apply to it.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan. 3V.S.A. § 3301 refers to theAgency of Digital
Services.

Similarly, Alex spoke about the Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan. You can't
hold that hostage formoremoney. You've got a sta�, you've got a department, we've got a
telecommunication sta� president in the room, y'all should bewriting the Plan, not
squandering $400,000 on a �irm that cheated us last time. Y'all should bewriting the Plan.
And if I havemyway, we're going to extend the deadline for this Plan, conclude their
contract, they'll take themoney and run. And y'all will �inish the Plan andmake it right this
time, because they've proved that they can't do it.
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This commentmisconstrues Section 9.5.3,which addresses the SCIP. The secondportion of
this comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

So the senator brought up the issue of the failure of AT&T and FirstNet. It failed for upwards
of 11 hours on the 22nd of February. The governor opted into FirstNet in 2017, even though
we had evidence ahead of time that there was not a disaster recovery plan. It wasmissing.
They claimed that document was secret. I didn't think so. I thought it was essential to put it
out there. The legislative committees refused to look at it. So here we are.

According to theDepartment of Public Safety and the Enhanced 911 Board, FirstNet,which is
a CommercialMobile Radio Services (CMRS) providerwith anunderlying network operated
byAT&T, experienced an outage on February 22, 2024, fromapproximately 3:45 a.m. to 8:30
a.m.Many �irst responder agencies employmultiple unrelated communicationsmethods—
including subscribing to di�erent providers, using LMRnetworks, or even satellite-based
services— to protect against service failures in individual providers.

Six years later, this draft Plan says that we don't have substantial more coverage thanwe did
in 2018. But yet FirstNet claims they put 50 towers out there using our $25million and our
$30millionworth of band 14 spectrum. Those both the $25million cash fromNTIA and $30
millionworth of spectrum, that's an educated estimate, would have been at our discretion to
use to build a reliable grant that would not have been vulnerable to AT&T's policy update
processes. So oh, this Plan refers to the public safety, governance, and the SCIP as being
governed by, it's so blatant themisinformation that it refers to, oh, it's being advised by the
Emergency Communications Advisory Council. The Emergency Communications Advisory
Council was created four years ago by executive order, but it's never had anybody appointed
to it. So to be putting in the Plan, that this ghost empty council is advising on this stu� is
absolute fallacy. You know.Why didn't y'all fact check this thing before you put it out for
public comment? That's just one example. Right? I've raised it. My last comment.

The Plan does not claim thatAT&Tput up 50 FirstNet towers; instead, itmakes clear that a
substantial number of FirstNet siteswere upgrades to existing towers. Also, the Plan reflects
the governance structure described in the current SCIP, available on the State of Vermont’s
website and linked in Section 9.5.3 of the Plan.

Oh, I'm going to pause for a second. The transcription that I received even though it did have
names in it is useless. That accuracy of the transcription is useless. I asked the director of
electrical planning, I believe there's a statute that requires statutorily required public
hearings to be transcribed professionally. These hearings are too important.

There is no sta�memberwith that title. TheDepartment is also unaware of any statute
requiring professional transcription.

Butmyway of viewing it if y'all didn't do the precursor prerequisite, you got to start over
anyway, you've got to do the 10-year forecast, all the things that it says you have to do before
you put the Plan together, you've got to go back and do those and then put a preliminary
draft out. So I would ask you to read the darn statute very carefully. Because I've been paying
attention to it for 30 plus years, and it was only written like 35 years ago. So take heed.
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Please seeAppendix B: Alignment of Plan to Statutes for a full crosswalk between 30V.S.A. §
202 c anddand the sections in the Plan. In particular, please see Sections 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 4, 6,
and 8, and the following:

● Assessment that telecomplanning should assumeaVermont population of 800,000
despite current population trends (Section 4.3)

● Description of remotework trends inVermont (Section 2.5)
● Analysis of technology trends, such as �iber scalability, cable upgrade options,

Starlink service, text to satellite, and others (Sections 3 and6)
● Description of telecommunications technology as it relates to transportation and

vehicle connectivity (Section 6.3)
● Description andanalysis of climate change impacts andpatterns inVermont (Section

4.2)

I did a public records request to the Department of Public Safety regarding the FirstNet
outage, the AT&T outage. And, I should have done it to you, Hunter, because it says the only
people who got this email fromBarbNeal, were Hunter, JennMorrison, Commissioner of
Public Safety, and the E-911 Board Chair RogerMarcoux. Now they're claiming it's governor
executive privilege. Right. But it's about policy development advising the governor, the
record is protected on operational decisionmaking and communication strategy?Well,
regardless of whether it's executive privilege or not, how to prevent andwhat did we learn
from thismassive outage of the too-good-to-fail FirstNet should have been in this Plan. You
know. You'll have to break executive privilege, breach executive privilege to put it in the Plan.
Becausewhy did it happen?We can't let it happen again.We need to failover to the other
carriers with priority and preemption. You know, and that's a whole architecture that should
be in the Plan. Instead, you're advertising forMacMountain, ignoring VTel's assets, you
know, you're advertising for FirstNet, ignoring Verizon's assets with priority and
preemption. This is ludicrous. Did y'all not catch these blocks? Right? Are you just taking
whatever Alex and RISI feed you because they got the $400,000?

The CUDs are attempting tomerge to better position themselves to compete for BEAD funds.
BEAD funds are competitive based on the number of unserved addresses, and they fear that
Consolidated or Comcast will win their share of BEAD funds, because they have a greater
concentration of unserved addresses within their reach that the CUDs don't have. And so by
combining CUDs, this was done in Environment and Energy Committee today, by combining
CUDs, they'll better position the quantity of unserved addresses to compete.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.However, according to theDepartment of
Public Safety and the Enhanced 911 Board, FirstNet,which is a CommercialMobile Radio
Services (CMRS) providerwith anunderlying network operated byAT&T, experienced an
outage on February 22, 2024, fromapproximately 3:45 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.Many �irst responder
agencies employmultiple unrelated communicationsmethods— including subscribing to
di�erent providers, using LMRnetworks, or even satellite-based services— to protect
against service failures in individual providers.
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But why didn't, when Southern Vermont CUD decided to partner with Consolidated, why
didn't they put a prohibition, a noncompete clause in there? And say, if you're going to take
this work, you can't compete against us, you'll be �ined. It's like who advised that contract?
And how didwe, how did you adhere to a statutory goal of competitive choice and open
access in entering that contract? Instead of laying out strategies to accomplish the statutory
goals of competitive choice for consumers and open access for competitors, this draft
attempts to end around them and says, oh, we'll change those, we'll get somebody to change
those for us so that we don't have to have competition. But to pretend that we're going to
accomplish the goals, I just heard this twice now, we're going to accomplish the goals of
competition,meaning better speeds and lower costs and better customer service, by
grantingmonopolies when you've got no lever to accomplish those goals. It's a wing and a
prayer. You're not going to. These are volunteer-run organizations.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.

I'll jump to the carrier grade issue, again, that requires engineers, $200,000 a year
engineers, to do carrier grade. So the idea is absolute fallacy that we're going to turn to CUDs
and get carrier grade, because they're never going to have the economics. Most of themdon't
have the economics to create a sustainable sta�. But the lack of transparency, the lack of
transparency of what they are doing andwhat their agreements with the operators are
doing and how that's a�ecting rates and how quickly things are going to be �ixed.We're
going to leave a lot of people without landlines during power outages with only a �iber
connection, and possibly not even cell coverage, without an ability to call for help. And that's
going to be that's going to be on y'all. You know, I hate to say it, but this is the problem of
failing to plan year after year after year or decade after decade.

This comment inaccurately reflects Section 9.3,which focuses on the current capacity of the
CUDs.

So I got like, just a couplemore things. Okay, so an inventory is needed, an inventory is
needed of what's in our right-of-way, in order to inform the legislative process about where
we're going to get themoney to do this work. There's the 911 shortfall, there's the Lifeline
shortfall, TDD, 211, 988, PEG access. I'd also recommend that the AMOs. Theymade a good
pitch today for what services they provide. I thinkwe need to elaborate or consider at least
that y'all in the Plan should consider positioning the AMOs as the �irst public information
vehicle during disasters. They could and should have generators, they could and should have
diverse connectivity, even underground. They should have potentially low-power FM, they
should be taking the load for public information o� of the �irst responders to be out there
saving people and beginning to remedy that disaster. The demand for information on �irst
responders should be outsourced to the AMOswith proper funding and infrastructure.
That's a viable, especially in that they're asking for continuing publicmoney, that's a good
quid pro quo to expect something back. The inventory needs to be done statewide. And I
believe that, at this point, ignoring the electric infrastructure in the public right-of-way,
ignoring the gas infrastructure, and ignoring VELCO, ignoring GreenMountain Power's �iber
is amistake. I thinkwe need to inventory everything into GIS that's in our public
right-of-way, and then tie that to a �inancialmodel, and allow the legislature to then tinker
with who's exempted, who pays what rates. But with that kind of a system, you can �ine-tune
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subsidies and accommodations for new emerging competitors or CUDs or whatever,
whoever needs the handicap. But without that kind of, that's an information infrastructure
to complement the utility infrastructure in the right-of-way and to create a revenue source
to sustain it.

Thank you for your comment and suggestions.

The other, the neutral hostmodel proposed, I believe there's someweaknesses in theMac
Mountain chapter. But thewhole elaboration of neutral host options based on spectrum,
based on shared radios, or newOpen RAN radios where the individual carriers could have
their own infrastructure needs to be elaborated, because there's a potential, and I veri�ied
this, there's a potential to use those roaming agreements in that spectrum in away that
generates revenue tomaintain the public safety radio network. This is somethingwe really
need to consider because ongoing funding for this public safety communications is as
dif�icult an issue. That stu� needs to be replaced every 15-20 years. And sowe're talking
$100million,maybemore, and then another $100million. Sowe need to be really acting
now to put the information infrastructure which is based onGIS inventory of what's in the
public right-of-way.

Thank you for your comments regarding Section 7.Weagree that ongoing public safety
funding is important. Section 7 has been revised based on comments fromothers.

As far as secrets, there's just been some language crafted for a professional study by a lawyer
and an engineer to tease apart all the alleged needs for secrecy. Deal with Homeland
Security, critical infrastructure, deal with trade secrets, deal with system security
exemptions, but otherwise, tease it apart. Even CUDs. They don't need, they need secrecy of
what they're going to build next so that Comcast or Consolidated doesn't run out ahead of
them. They don't need secrecy for what their operating agreement withWaits�ield is. You've
just expanded the footprint ofWaits�ield as a regulated ILEC by tenfold via the CUD
agreements and �iber VOIP, and yet no regulatory teeth at all. And yet, that's exactly what we
should be doingwith the backup power tomake sure people can call for help in an
emergency. I'll leave it at that.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.
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2024TelecomPlan - Input Session 3,HearingMarch 25

StephenWhitaker:

I'm a bit dumbfounded that even after having provided the information aweek ago about
the Department of Public Safety and the Public Safety Communications Task Force e�orts
that this presentation is still somisguided. Speci�ically regarding the consolidation of PSAPs.
I'm gonna cover a number of points here and I'll probably run over threeminutes. So if you
notice anybody else jump on, I'll take a pause.

Statute is statute. 202 c and d and Title 30 are not to bewished away becausewe're trying to
get awaywith writing half a plan or impose a new ideology on Vermonters. So I found your
transcript kind of useless. So statute is statute. Act 71 is not a binding factor on, or it's not a
notwithstanding clause that allows you to violate 202dwith regard to how you go about this
Plan. The Department and the Telecommunications Division cannot abdicate its
responsibility tomake sure 202d is adhered to strictly even though you've signed a $400,000
contract with RISI, which I consider snake oil. They failed us last time, they're failing us this
time, andwe need to put a stop to it. Every prerequisite as laid out in 202dmust bemet
before the Plan is prepared and these hearings are held. I pointed out to you a handful of
prerequisites that have not beenmet. I've seenHunter nodding in agreement. Every
element such as public participation and an e�ective public participation processmust be
met. Coordinationwith the accessmedia organizationsmust bemet. Are you not at all
suspicious that only one person showed up last Monday and only one person appears to be
here tonight, that you haven'tmet your basic threshold of an e�ective public participation
process? And youmust address every element it set in the goals and policies of 202c. Those
aren’t optional.Where it says shall “support competitive choice for consumers,” shall support
open access for competitors. These are not things you can let your contractor try to wish
away andwrite a Plan that dodges them and pretends we're going to just get lower costs and
higher service bywishing it were so. That's delusional thinking. Statute actually says that
we'll have 100/100 by 2024. And yet, the failure to write a Plan over the last decade has left us
in a place wherewe still don't have a Plan to get it done by the end of this year. So our �iber
strategy is fundamentally flawed and yet it's also been left out of this draft.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.

● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all of themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.
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● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

Please seeAppendix B: Alignment of Plan to Statutes for a full crosswalk between 30V.S.A. §
202 c anddand the sections in the Plan. In particular, please see Sections 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 4, 6,
and 8. The full and correct language of 30V.S.A. § 202c is available inAppendixA.

CUDs aren't even happywith this draft because it’s all focused onwireless and other
priorities that don't address themerits or the guidance or the returning of the �iber strategy.
Since this programwas initiated, build costs have increased dramatically, as have labor
costs, as has the cost ofmoney. Additionally, the CUDs have not built the right-of-way
charges into their economicmodels. So you're headed towards awhole bunch of bankrupt
CUDs and awhole bunch of �iber getting sold to the highest bidder, whichmight be, you
know, Consolidated or Comcast. That would be a supreme disaster. And yet y'all are keep
supporting this keeping of unnecessary secrets of the �inancialmodels. The secret �inancial
models will not lead to a�ordable broadband.

The Plan discusses CUDs in Sections 3.1.1 , 7.3, and 9.3. In addition, CUDshave contributed
public comments included in this Plan.

Weneed a network design over all the whole state, and this was defeated by the language
that was put in Act 71 to allow a uni�ied statewide resilient engineered �iber design and the
Broadband Board ignored it and proceededwith this hodgepodge of di�erent strategies of
network architectures that don't support competition, that don't support failover in
resilience. Sowe need remotely recon�igurable.We could have and should have built on the
VELCO architecture and required every CUD to buy a compatible remote add/drop
multiplexer that can be evenmanaged by VELCO and keep and reroute around �iber breaks
during big storms, all from a single console in Rutland. That would have been themost
a�ordable way to go about this. But the backhaul trunking in place on an existing networks.
We need to be using FirstLight’s �iber, CCI’s �iber.We have open access conditions on some
of FirstLight’s �iber becausewe granted themoney to Cybernet in the beginning. That has
never been elaborated or elucidated in the Plan. Exactly where dowe havewhat rights of
access, at what cost to Cybernet’s �iber that we paid for under the BTOP Program.

Similarly, with Consolidated Communications, as a condition of a service quality
investigation, they accepted themillions from the FCC and they built the interof�ice �iber to
the remote terminals.We should have open access to that �iber too before they get another
incentive plan approved. And this same �irm, recommended oh don't tie open access �iber to
incentive reg plans, that's the only lever we havewith regards to incentive reg plans is the
teeth in this Telecommunications Plan.

The commentmisinterprets the legal framework available to the State of Vermont in
regulating the entities described in this comment.
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I would encourage you to get familiar with 226b in Title 30 and understand that this Plan’s
most e�ective statutory leverage is in no incentive reg plan can be adopted or approved by
the Public Utilities Commission if it's not found to be consistent with this Plan. So that's a
way that we could have and should have implemented open access to the interof�ice �iber
that was paid for by that settlement.

There's been some talk of carrier grade or some analysis, which is useful. And then you have
Evan Carlsen, whowas here for the faux TCABmeeting saying that we're all building carrier
grade, and F. X. sayingwe've been at it 13 years andwe're nowhere close to providing carrier
grade. So you've got a disconnect there, but public safety-grade, carrier grade, utility grade,
the distribution utilities are implementing an architecture of distributed storage and
distributed generation, big battery containers and solar �ields andwind turbines that can be
accessed and access the grid and even fail intomicrogrids to keep folks online when the
whole regional gridmight go down. That can't be donewith consumer-grade �iber designed
for, you know, that requires a level of engineering that we have failed to do here andwe can’t
a�ord to waste thismoney and do a half-baked job. Sowe need an integrated planning
process. It’s going to be challenging to change paths at this date, but wemust.Wemust if
we're not going to waste thismoney and end upwith the job half done.

We need integration of densewave divisionmultiplexing building o� of the VELCO network.
We need active �iber Ethernet.We of course need internet, that's what we seem to be �ixated
on.We need �ixedwireless access. It's not going to be economical for the Northeast Kingdom
andmany other areas to do, you know, an extramile of �iber to serve one address. You know,
it will never pay itself back. Everywhere that �ixedwireless access can provide a �inal or
replacement �iber drop, it'll leavemoremoney to get the job done in themore dense areas.
We need neutral host LTE to �ill the dead zones and to provide public safety failover when
FirstNet fails again.

We need a failures analysis.We've had �iber cuts, I believe three inmymemory in recent
years, that took down all the state systems. And yet there's no analysis of that, what caused it,
or how to prevent it in the future in this Plan. In this trap.We need an analysis of cloud
hosting. Our state government phone system, our Zoom and Teams video platforms, our
Cisco video platforms are all hosted on out-of-state cloud servers that will not be functional
after a big storm and a lot of backhaul is taken down. Sowhat state applications are
dependent on remote cloud andwhat needs to be hosted on in-state cloud in order to
support restoration from a disaster?

These state-level functions are led by theAgency of Digital Services anddiscussed in Section
9.1.

GMP underground, there's scantmention of that. GMP has begun and done a few pilot
projects of underground burial of power cables. It's called a vibratory plow and it can bring
four tubes at once, bury four tubes at once, in one pass, repacking over the top four feet
deep. That's typically going to be three phases of AC current and a second conduit that can
be used for communications. That begs the question, which communications carrier’s
gonna get in there �irst, or are we going to insist that that be a neutral host platform that any
carrier can provide in those spans? This is urgent because once those ditches are open and
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closed, we're not going back to redig them in the same place, and thatmachine can only
reach so far o� the road. There needs to be statutory authority to constrain whatmunicipal
of�icials canmake unrealistic expectations of how far o� the road they're asking the
vibratory plow to go. So themachine can't reach 20 feet o� the road. So if we're going to do
this, who's going to pay for settling later, as this ditch settles and culverts or whatever need
to be �ine-tuned? Is that the electric ratepayers, is that on GreenMountain Power, is it on the
�iber conduit, is it on the contractor? You know, these things need to be addressed or wewill
have another hugemissed opportunity to not get…. I'm especially concernedwith getting
buried cable up to themountaintops where our emergency communications are located
already or will additionally be located, becausewe can't a�ord to have awindstorm or an ice
storm tear down our backhaul to our emergency radio systems.

The Plan discussed coordinationwith utilities andprivate entities in Sections 7.2, 10.1, and
12.9.

So the pole-owning utilities should be building andmaintaining the �iber, including repair
obligations. That's the only economical way to takemaximumadvantage, to adhere to the
open access statutory requirement. I mean, have you all not called your contractor on the
absurdity of ignoring the open access requirements? It's in statute and pretending, oh, we'll
just �ix that with changes in the statute later. Are you really thinking of allowing RISI to get
awaywith that? That can't be, you can't havewritten a contract that allows that. The contract
says youwill adhere to statute and are you just overlooking that? That's smoke andmirrors.

Openaccess networks are addressed in Section 7.4. The rest of this comment does not
pertain to the 2024Plan.

Sowe need to rethink our design and pursue a statewide integrated design.We need to
address the secrecy of CUDs, andwhat is legitimately critical infrastructure, what is
legitimately security sensitive, andwhat is legitimately trade secret. And everything else
should be public. Again, that information analysis ismissing. So again, either the integrated
planning is required nowwith GreenMountain Power, FirstLight, CCI, VTel, the CUDs,
VELCO, and Lumen. I knowAT&T still has a few strands of �iber from the old days. I'm not
sure wewould try to get on any of that.

The Plan discussed coordinationwith non-state entities in Sections 7.2, 10.1, and 12.9.
Section 3 details the current state of telecommunications infrastructure and coverage in
Vermont.

The neutral host LTE in�ill strategy is going to require spectrum. It's going to require towers,
it's going to require engineering andmaintenance expertise. It's going to require billing, it's
going to require roaming agreements. The pathetic proposal to try to pick it o� one little
pilot project at a time, you know, is really absurd. It will not get, wewill not see success. And
this has to be totally integratedwith thework thatMission Critical Partners is doing for the
Public Safety Communications Task Force. You really need to get up to speed and get….

Thank you for your comment. Section 9.5 has been revised to provide additional context on
thework of the Public Safety Communications Task Force.
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Again, I don't have any illusion that we're going to be able to do turn this sow's ear into a silk
purse by June. I thinkwe're gonna need to postpone the adoption of this Plan for another
year and �igure out what team is going to clean up themess after RISI fumbled it for a
second iteration and $600,000 of publicmoney later, or go after return of some of that. So
you need to get busy with the prerequisites for a Plan and the AMO coordination to get the
public involved to participate in this. You can't just run on and pretend you're going to get
awaywith carrying on a charade of a statutorily required process and implement this Plan.

Distance education, publicmeetings, statewide publicmeetingsmanaged by the statewide
channel that was part of the settlement with the accessmedia organizations, prisoner
visitation, courts, arraignments, etcetera.We need high-quality sites for along the VAT
model where the lighting, themicrophones, the bandwidth, the speakers for people who are
present in the room are all �irst rate.We cannot compromise the rights of prisoners.We
cannot have the historical archive of our publicmeetings be unintelligible as some of these
transcripts and some of these recordings are, based on insuf�icient attention to detail of
where these people are trying to connect from. Itmay be that remote participation and
legislative process in these hearings should have to be at a certifying site that has the proper
lighting,microphones, and bandwidth to support proper participation and recording.

Samewith [inaudible], the nursing programflunked everybody out when the colleges
switched to, you know, there'll be platform, literallymore than half of the students flunked
out. It just didn't work.

And I’ll touch briefly on thewireless. The initiative that we did at the beginning of COVID:
throw a lot of wireless access points out there and not checkwhether the backhaul
connectivity was suf�icient to support any number of users at a time and then let that whole
system atrophy.We should have planned that properly and strengthened it so that the next
storm or disaster, people knowwhere theywill be able to go and pick up someWi-Fi if all
their home systems are down.

Locatingwhat's in the public right-of-way needs to be a priority. Comcast has been hiding
for years behind the fact that their ampli�iers that power the nodes, the green boxes this, you
know, two-foot cube boxes, when those lose power from a car accident or ameter getting
smashed or whatever, an entire section goes dead and no one canmake a 911 call. And that
can't be allowed.We need to strengthen that network and as well as strengthen solutions for
all customers, new and emerging, current and emerging, to have emergency calling access,
regardless of the grid status.

I think thosewere the couple points I'd forgotten.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan.
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Emailed Public Comments

AARP-Vermont:

Introduction

On February 27, 2024, Vermont’s Telecommunications & Connectivity Division, within the
Vermont Department of Public Service (DPS), released its draft “Vermont 10-Year
Telecommunications Plan” (Plan). On behalf of its 117,000members, AARP appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the comprehensive 274-page draft Plan.165

Reliable, a�ordable, easy-to-use telecommunications access is essential to older adults’
safety andwell-being. The availability of a�ordable, reliable, high-speed internet access,
supported by digital literacy training and a�ordable equipment, is also essential to the
well-being and health of older adults. High-speed internet access enables older adults to age
in place safely andwith a higher quality of life thanwould otherwise be possible: among the
many bene�its are remote access to state-of-the-art health care, overcoming loneliness,166
remote learning, employment, and civic engagement.

AARP has been actively involvedwith federal and state telecommunications and high-speed
internet advocacy formany years. AARP has, for example, advocated for the continuation of
the A�ordable Connectivity Program (or a successor program), provided comments on the
originally proposed guidelines for the Notice of Funding Opportunity (for the BEAD and state
digital equity grants) issued by theNational Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA), and recently reviewedmore than 30 di�erent draft state digital
equity plans. AARP also brings itsmany years of experienceworking on behalf of older
adults on issues such as health care, transportation, livable communities, and housing as
well as its extensive experiencewith high-speed internet advocacy to its review of Vermont’s
Plan.

The success of the Plan, of course, depends on its implementation: AARP looks forward to
collaborating with the DPS and other stakeholders in achieving universal and a�ordable
access to telecommunications and high-speed internet access, making progress toward
digital equity throughout the state, and ongoingmonitoring progress in achieving the
important goals that the Plan sets forth.

Thank you for your comments on the 2024Plan andwillingness to collaborate.

“2.1.9 Aging, Low-Income, andOther Vulnerable GroupsHave Greater Need to Call 911 Than
Other Groups”

166 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/06/opinion/loneliness-epidemic-solutions.html and
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/30/opinion/loneliness-epidemic-america.html and
https://www.nia.nih.gov/news/social-isolation-loneliness-older-people-pose-health-risks.

165AARP identi�ies the sections about which it is commenting by reproducing the relevant section
numbers and titles, within quotationmarks.
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AARP seeks clari�ication of the relationship of the heading of this section’s reference to
“aging” groups and the text and tables that follows. The heading indicates that aging adults
are among the groupswith the greatest need to call 911, yet Figure 13 suggests just the
opposite (22% for those 60 and older call 911 versus the average of 29%). AARP certainly
concurs that the ability to reach 911 service reliably is critically important to older adults.

Thank you for pointing out this typographical error; the heading for Section 2.1.9 has been
revised.

Looking forward, AARP supports the ongoing tracking of data regarding the demographics
of those calling 911 as well as the ongoing tracking of data regarding callers’ ability to reach
9-1-1 on the �irst attempt. The Plan observes:

Among thosewho have used amobile subscription to call 911, 86 percent were able to
connect to 911 on the �irst attempt. Unfortunately, only 77 percent of those calling
using Verizon, themost common provider in the state, were able to connect on a �irst
attempt.

AARPwould welcome the Plan’s inclusion of additional information regarding this critically
important topic. As older adults gradually increase their reliance onwireless service, the
wireless connection to 911 service becomes increasingly important to their safety and
health. AARPwelcomes additional data not only in the Plan but also during the upcoming
ten years, including, for example, callers’ ability to reach 911 on the �irst attempt when using
di�erent platforms (copper landlines, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) andwireless). As
Vermont guides its citizens through transitions among di�ering telecommunications
platforms, it is critically important tomonitor the impact of that transition on citizens’ safety
and health and to ensure that such transitions do not jeopardize timely access to emergency
services.

Thank you for your comment.While survey length limits us fromasking everythingwe could
ask,we agree that trackingmetrics over time is important.Wewill consider asking the above
question again, and the other questions youpropose, for the next version of the Plan.

“4.3 Demographic Challenges”

The Plan reports that the state’smedian age is higher than the national average (43.2 in
Vermont versus 39.0 nationally, as of the 2022 American Community Survey). The Plan
observes: “The ongoingwork to deploy broadband cannot be completedwithout an adequate
workforce, and since Vermont has a highermedian age than the national average, the
proportion of working-age residents is smaller.” Althoughmany older adultsmay not be
poised to deploy broadband infrastructure, older adults are increasingly postponing
retirement, and so can certainly continue to contribute to Vermont’s workforce by relying on
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such infrastructure.167 Indeed, a state-of-the-art telecommunications and high-speed
internet access infrastructure –with services o�ered at a�ordable prices –will facilitate
such continuing employment by older adults, and their contribution to Vermont’s economy.

The Plan reports: “This being said, the Vermont Futures Project — a nonpro�it think tank—
estimates that the state’s total population needs to increase to 802,000 by 2035 to �ill its
workforce needs in all sectors, not just broadband-related industries.” AARP is hopeful that
the �inal Plan recognizes that although Vermont’s average agemay be increasing, so too are
older adults’ continuing involvement in theworkplace. A successful Planwill facilitate
workplace engagement by older adults by ensuring adequate digital literacy training and
a�ordable access to reliable high-speed internet access.

Thank you for this suggestion. Section 4.3 has been revised to reflect the continued
involvement of older Vermonters.

“4.4.2 ILEC Carrier of Last Resort Obligations”

AARP appreciates the Plan’s thoughtful discussion of the implications and importance of
carrier of last resort (COLR) obligations. As the Plan aptly explains (footnote omitted):

However, this Plan advises that shifting the responsibility from ILECs to other entities
may present challenges for the state. For one, ILECs transferring COLR obligations to
�iber networks run by di�erent operators could allow the ILECs to deprioritize the
maintenance of copper networks— potentially leading to a greater incidence of
disrupted service— and allow them to decline to connect new landline phone service
in certain circumstances. These copper networks are still used bymany people in the
state and are essential to various components of connectivity. Further, some of the
entities that are currently building �iber (such as smaller ISPs and CUDs in the state)
do not currently have the organizational capacity or infrastructure tomatch the
service levels, maintenance and repair capacity, and experience of the current COLR
providers. Because of this, policymakers and regulators should carefully consider the
potential implications of changing the COLR responsibilities of ILECs in Vermont.

As the Plan observes, many states have been and are addressing this issue. In California,
hundreds of consumers have spoken up during the COLR public participation hearings held
recently by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) andmore than 6,000
comments have been �iled with the CPUC.168Many Californians emphasized the importance

168 CPUCA23-03-003.

167 https://www.aarp.org/work/careers/surging-older-workforce/ “Who'sWorkingMore? People Age 65
andOlder: They are the fastest-growing part of the labor force, data shows,” November 29, 2019.
Article states, among other things: “These workers ‘are vital because they have a lot of experience,’
says Stefano Scarpetta, director of employment, labor and social a�airs for the OECD. ‘They've been
contributing to the economy and to their ownwork. They're living longer in good [health]. They have a
great potential. And this notion that beyond a certain �ixed age they are no longer productive, that
they can no longer contribute to the society, is nonsense.’”
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of COLR and landlines, especially in rural areas and for older adults. Continuing access to
landlines is of widespread importance.169

Thank you for your comment concurringwith the 2024Plan.

“Section 5: Broadband A�ordability in Vermont”

AARP concurs fully with the Plan’s discussion of the importance of a�ordable broadband in
Vermont. In the approximate 30 di�erent state digital equity plans that AARP reviewed,
a�ordability ismentioned as amajor barrier to digital equity. AARP has been actively
engagedwith advocacy on the Emergency Broadband Bene�it Program (the precursor to the
A�ordable Connectivity Program (ACP)), the ACP, and attempts to either continue or replace
the ACP. AARP has also been engagedwith outreach and education on the ACP.

“5.2 Federal Programs to Support A�ordability”

The Plan points out the lowACP enrollment in Vermont (footnote omitted):

Unfortunately, Vermonters are not utilizing the ACP asmuch as they could.
According to data retrieved from the Institute for Local Self-Reliance’s ACP
Dashboard on December 7, 2023, only 21.2 percent of eligible Vermont households
are enrolled in the ACP (out of 115,003 eligible households, only 24,337 households
are enrolled), meaning that $2,719,980 of potentially availablemonthly subsidies are
not being utilized in the state.

AARP is hopeful that, regardless of the future of the ACP, providers in Vermont will o�er
a�ordable broadband service, and that BEAD recipients will commit to a�ordable o�erings.
Also, AARP recommends that the Plan recognize that a�ordability is a barrier not only for
those whomay be eligible for subsidies (and as the Plan aptly observes, the $9.25 federal
subsidy is important but insuf�icient), but also for those who do not qualify but nonetheless
are struggling to pay bills. Unless a�ordability is addressed,many Vermonters will be left on
the other side of the digital divide.

“5.4 How Should Vermont De�ine “A�ordable” Connectivity?”

AARP appreciates that the Plan seeks to de�ine a�ordability. The Plan recommends “an
a�ordability goal that low-incomeVermonters pay nomore than 2 percent of income for all
of their connectivity needs, established at 100 percent of the federal poverty guideline for a
family of four,” which translates into “an a�ordability goal that low-incomeVermonters pay
nomore than $50 permonth for all of their connectivity subscriptions.” AARP recommends
that the Plan also address the benchmark for a�ordability for those withmoderate and �ixed

169 See
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2024/03/23/landline-emergencies-home-phones/;
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/03/16/business/landline-phones-att.html;
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/att-lose-landline-california-cpuc-18654712.php.
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incomes – including thosewho are not low income but yetmay also struggle tomake ends
meet.

“5.5 State Actions to Encourage A�ordability”

AARP concurs with the Plan that:

[T]here is not likely to be amarket-based solution for providing connectivity services
at levels considered a�ordable in Vermont. Relying on individual �ixed ormobile ISPs
to provide a�ordable service is not viable, especially in a very rural state wheremany
ISPs will have limits as to the prices they can o�er and still be �inancially healthy.”

Even in non-rural areas, market forces will not yield a�ordable high-speed internet access
services. Amonopoly or duopoly dominates high-speed internetmarkets, which does not
result in competitive prices.

AARP concurs with the Plan: “If the legislature chooses to ensure a�ordable service for
Vermonters, this Plan recommends they fund a program to replace or augment the ACP,
which (as of the writing of this Plan) will run out of funding in April 2024.” AARP supports the
Legislature’s funding of a program to replace or augment the ACP. Digital equity cannot be
achieved unless services are subsidized for those who cannot a�ord high-speed internet
access.

AARP commends DPS for analyzing the cost of such funding, which brings the proposal that
much closer to being translated into a program. The Plan states (footnote omitted):

The Vermont Joint Fiscal Of�ice used amonthly $117 expense for
“telecommunications” when determining the 2022 basic needs budget for either an
individual or a single parent. Using thismetric and the recommended target for
a�ordability of $50 permonth per household, a state-level subsidy program should
provide a total of $67 permonth. At the current ACP enrollment rate in Vermont of
24,337 households, a $67 subsidy would result in an annual cost to the state of
approximately $19.5million, without administrative expenses. Of course, setting the
eligibility threshold at 185 percent or 135 percent would decrease the total number of
people eligible, but not likely by a proportional amount, because a program that is
more generous than the ACP— and associatedwith the state rather than the federal
government—would likely see increased interest and participation.

AARP also supports the Plan’s recommendation that Vermont “consider enablingmore
municipalities and community anchor institutions to provide publicWi-Fi with suf�icient
range for use in their parking lots.” Enabling residents to adopt high-speed internet access
in their homes is of course preferable, but until and unless this occurs, publicWi-Fi is an
important element ofmaking high-speed internet access a�ordable to Vermonters.

Thank you for your comments on broadbanda�ordability. Section 5 has been revised to
further emphasize the connectivity needs ofmoderate- and �ixed-incomeVermonterswho
maynot qualify for the subsidy.
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“Section 7: Opportunities for Neutral Host Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure, and
Open Access”

This section of the plan focuses onmobile networks and the development of wireless
infrastructure. AARP recommends that this section of the Plan cross-reference Section 9.3
of the Plan, which describes the accomplishments and ongoingwork of Communication
Union Districts relative to the ownership and operation of wireline networks. Municipally
owned networks often provide service at prices that aremore a�ordable than are services
that are o�ered by commercial, for-pro�it companies. Of course such endeavors should
occur only where technically and �inancially feasible.

Thank you for your comments.We concur that technical and �inancial feasibility are the
driving factors for deployments ofwireline andwireless networks.

“Section 9: Review of Additional State Telecommunications Systems and Practices”

“9.2 Vermont Community Broadband Board”

The Vermont Community Broadband Board (VCBB) is an important asset. The Plan describes
this entity as follows (footnote omitted):

Led by a �ive-member Board and supported by eight sta�, the Vermont Community
Broadband Board (VCBB) has facilitated signi�icant gains in the Vermont wireline
broadband landscape since 2021, when the Vermont Legislature established the
VCBB through Act 71. Act 71 lists eight goals for the VCBB, including ensuring
broadband availability for all Vermonters, public accountability formaintaining and
upgrading critical broadband infrastructure, and providing leadership for
coordinating the development of Vermont’s CUDs and their partners.

AARP lauds the VCBB for its impressive contributions, which the Plan describes (footnotes
omitted):

A sample of notable achievements andmilestones include:

● Distribution and oversight of approximately $441.8million in ARPA and
Capital Projects Funds awarded to Vermont for broadband

● Publication of the BEAD Five-Year Action Plan, Initial Proposal Volumes 1 and
2, and Digital Equity Plan, which demonstrate national leadership on
connectivity strategies and an aspirational vision formeeting Vermont’s
wireline telecommunications goals

● Support of business and feasibility planning e�orts across the state to ensure
no town is left without a path toward to universal service

● Establishment of construction guidelines to ensure resilient networks that
will last for decades andmeet state needs
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● Leadership onworkforce training and planning, including leading the nation
in partnerships to foster apprenticeship opportunities

AARP supports the Plan’s �indings and recommendations regarding the important ongoing
and future role of the VCBB, the value in expanding VCBB’s responsibilities, and the
importance of extending it at least through 2030 as “the bestmethodology for
post-construction compliance andmonitoring” of BEAD-related deployment. The Plan
explains that the BEAD fundingwill require construction to occur within four years of
receipt of funding (which DPS anticipates will occur in the fourth quarter of 2024).

That said, the VCBB’s work is far from over.While there are awide range of entities
listed below, the VCBB is— by design of the legislature and in practice— the logical
convener of policymakers and stakeholders, and the driver of practices related to
broadband deployment.

“9.3 Communication Union Districts”

The Plan appropriately recognizes the important role of Communication Union Districts
(CUDs) in achieving universal high-speed internet access deployment and adoption. The
Plan states among other things: “At the time of publication, �ive of ten CUDs have deployed
�iber and connected customers, using partnerships with ISPs that vary greatly in form, and
one CUD has completed building to every on-grid premises.” AARP supports the Plan’s
recommendations for supporting and enhancing CUDs’ e�orts.

Thank you for your comments.

“10.5 IncreasingNetwork Resiliency”

Resilient telecommunications and high-speed internet access networks are essential to
public safety and to Vermonters’ well-being. As is the case across the country: “Vermont is
projected to continue to experiencemore frequent and intenseweather-related disasters
over the coming decade— especially riverine flooding, hurricanes, and ice storms, which
result in infrastructure damage and service disruptions.” Recognizing the inevitability of and
importance of preparing for extremeweather patterns is an essential element of Vermont’s
Ten-Year Plan. AARP commends DPS for describing various best practices relating to
achieving the goal of network resiliency.

AARP recommends that the Plan also identify and describe the importance of incumbent
local exchange carriers’ e�orts tomaintain their copper plant and to replace defective
outside plant when andwhere necessary. Copper networks function during power outages
and are deployed throughout Vermont’s rural areas and so they provide an excellent level of
reliability --- provided that they are properlymaintained.170Older adults disproportionately
rely on copper-based landlines. It is AARP’s experience, based on its familiarity with service

170 If an incumbent local exchange carrier, for example, fails to repair an out-of-service dial tone line
in a timelymanner, that failure would jeopardize public safety and thwart the achievement of
network resiliency.
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quality investigations throughout the country (AARP has not, however, examined the status
of service quality in Vermont ), that incumbent local exchange carriers are notmaintaining
their copper networks adequately, which jeopardizes networks’ resiliency and older adults’
ability to reach 911 services reliably.171 Therefore, AARP urges DPS to include the goal of
adequate and timelymaintenance of copper networks as an integral element of its plan to
achieve network resiliency. Moreover if Vermonters have expressed concerns about the
timely repair andmaintenance of copper dial tone lines, AARP recommends that the Plan
cross-reference such concerns.

Regarding high-speed internet access reliability and resiliency, AARP recommends that the
Plan include intentions to:

● Seek legislative authority to oversee the collection, tracking, and resolution of
consumer complaints regarding internet access services;

● Seek legislative authority to require high-speed internet access providers to report to
the DPS data regarding (1) outages and (2) complaints they receive; and

● Report data regarding high-speed internet access reliability to the general public so
that (1) consumers canmake informed purchasing decisions and (2) to enhance
accountability by providers.

Thank you for your comments. These recommendations regarding data collection are
addressed by pending bills in theVermont Legislature. Themaintenance of copper networks
is being addressed by the PSDwith providers on an ongoing basis.

“11.2.1 Ensuring Broadband Speed De�initions Are Cohesive andModernized”

AARP fully supports the Plan’s recommendation that the Legislature “considermodernizing
[the] statute to clearly document the speeds at which Vermonters should be considered
served, underserved, and unserved, and ensure data collection practices are standardized to
this de�inition, and also that “[a]dding a provision to reevaluate and update the de�initions at
a regular cadencewill ensure they do not become obsolete in the future.” Di�erences among
the various statutory de�initions for high-speed internet access speeds should be
forward-looking and consistent.

“11.3.2 Aligning Statutory GoalsWith Current State Infrastructure Strategies”

The Plan aptly describes the potential conflict between the goal of supporting competitive
choice, which is “the sixth goal of 30 V.S.A. § 202c(b),” and Vermont’s establishment of “CUDs
as an essential vehicle for connectivity and policies tomake sure CUDs are �inancially

171 See, e.g., Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Docket No. C-2023-3037574, Of�ice of Consumer
Advocate and Of�ice of Small Business Advocate v. Commonwealth Telephone Company, LLC d/b/a
Frontier Communications Commonwealth Telephone Company, Initial Decision, March 21, 2024.
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglcle�indmkaj/https://www.puc.pa.gov/pcdocs/1821439.pdf.
See also California Public Utilities Commission Order Instituting Rulemaking Proceeding to Consider
Amendments to General Order 133, Rulemaking 22-03-016 (the CPUC is investigating the quality of
service provided by incumbent local exchange carriers).
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sustainable.” AARP supports competitive choice where it is a sustainable option. However, in
those parts of the state where high-speed internet access deployment is not �inancially
attractive, it is unrealistic to expect competitive choices to exist, at least for the foreseeable
future. For this reason, AARP supports the Plan’s analysis and recommendation:

The CUDmodel uses public ownership to work toward the same bene�its that
competition and open accessmay bring. This is a viable and successful path toward
providing customers with great service, faster speeds, and long-term downward
pressure on prices.With this inmind, this Plan recommends that the legislature
consider whether a better strategymight be to establish the positive outcomes
competition brings to the openmarket, rather than setting competition as the goal.

AARP has been a long-time advocate for emphasizing adoption of high-speed internet
access as well as the goal of deployment. The build-out of a reliable high-speed internet
access infrastructure is of course critical to Vermont’s economy and to the health,
employment, education, andwell-being of its citizens. But infrastructure alonewill not yield
those bene�its. AARP supports the Plan’s discussion (excerpted below) of this point as it
relates to the need to revise statutory goals, with one suggested edit: Instead of the phrase
“after deployment goals aremet” AARP recommends the phrase “while deployment goals
are beingmet and after they aremet.” AARP supports the inclusion of “demand-side”
matters during the deployment of high- speed internet access – for example, digital literacy
training need not await the completion of infrastructure roll-out; telehealth pilots in one
part of the state can inform theway inwhich infrastructure is deployed in another part of
the state to congregate living situations such as assisted living and independent living
communities. BEAD and digital equity programs should go hand-in-hand.With this
suggested edit, AARP support the Plan’s recommendation:

Lastly, the goals presented in 30 V.S.A. § 202c are predominantly focused on
supply-side telecommunications issues— in other words, facilitating deployment of
critical technologies. However, a signi�icant portion of the connectivity challenge falls
on the demand side, concerning a�ordability, digital skill building, cybersecurity
practices, device ownership, accessibility, andmore. The legislature should consider
including goals that address the demand-side challenges that the ecosystem of
telecommunications stakeholders should be focused on after deployment goals are
met.

“11.3.4 Reconsidering the Role of the Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory
Board”

DPS observes that “despite the best e�orts of the Department of Public Service, the Board is
no longer functioning as the legislature intended,” and recommends that the
Telecommunications and Connectivity Advisory Board be disbanded. AARP is not
acquaintedwith the reasons that the Board is not functioning as had been intended and so
does not wish to second-guess DPS on thismatter. AARP is hopeful, however, that Vermont
provides some forum for stakeholders (e.g. CUDs, state agencies, representatives of the eight
“covered populations” designated to bene�it from digital equity grants, and industry) to share
best practices and contribute collaboratively toward the e�ective disbursement of BEAD and
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digital equity grants. In the context of the ten-year Plan, AARP is hopeful that the Plan
incorporates a commitment to facilitating such collaboration during the years to come.

Thank you for your comments supporting and emphasizing various portions of the Plan.

“12.6 Supporting Competitive Choice for Consumers and Promoting Open Access”

AARP appreciates the Plan’s recognition of the importance of data collection and reporting
to inform consumer choice. The Plan states in part that Vermont:

[S]houldmeasure the quality of service across the state by the following attributes:

● Customer Service Quality: Bymeasuring online customer reviews, and
consumer complaints and resolutions at the ISP level, the PSD can evaluate
the quality of service ISPs are providing.

● Speeds: By using speed tests, and comparing consumer-reported speeds to
advertised speeds, Vermont can assess whether ISPs are providing
consumers with speeds thatmeet their needs and are alignedwith ISP
marketing claims.

● Costs: Vermont can track the cost of connectivity from di�erent service
providers. Importantly, as the BEAD Proposals suggest, the state should
prioritize tracking and evaluating against long-term a�ordability goals to
understand if ISPs are exerting downward pressure on prices.

AARP supports fully Vermont’s commitment to collect, analyze, and report data regarding
high-speed internet access deployment, adoption, prices. (See also Section 10.2.1 “Mobile
Broadband Data Collection and Practices,” which recommends improved “data collection
practices to support [Vermont’s]mobile broadband deployment strategy and progress
evaluation.”) Data collection, analysis, and reporting are essential to:

● Ensure accountability where publicmonies are used to subsidize deployment and
adoption;

● Measure progress in achieving digital equity (e.g., adoption, prices, reliability,
platform used to provide high-speed internet access, adoption of computers); and

● Inform the sharing of best practices throughout the state.

AARP also urges DPS to collect, analyze, and report adoption data at a demographically and
geographically granular level to ensure that both short-term and long-term policies and
programs can be designed for digital literacy and to facilitate broadband adoption.
Community-based organizations such as Vermont’s Communications Union Districts can
assist with appropriate outreachmeasures, especially if they have information about where
adoption gaps exist. These data collection e�orts should be comprehensive, including not
only low-income households, but all households. Toward that end, AARP recommends that
the Vermont Legislature provide DPSwith explicit authority to require broadband providers
to submit detailed data about adoption.
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Thank you for your comments. Someof the recommendations regarding data collection are
addressed by pending bills in theVermont Legislature. However, theDepartment remains
committed to complete anddetailed data collection as resources allow.

Other topics recommended for inclusion in the Plan

High-speed internet access is an essential utility, and should be treated as such, and the
Vermont Legislature should authorize explicitly Vermont’s oversight of broadband.

AARP believes that Vermont has the authority to regulatemany aspects of broadband.
Indeed, in the view ofmany, theMozilla court case in 2019,172which upheld the Federal
Communication Commission’s decision to not regulate high-speed internet access as a
“Title II” service but instead to subject it to the lighter “touch” of “Title I” regulation, opened
the door for states to independently regulate certain aspects of high-speed internet access,
such as regarding privacy, net neutrality, network resiliency, and consumer protection.173
AARP supports Vermont’s exercise of its oversight of broadband services, and to the extent
that additional clarity would bolster that oversight, AARP urges the State Legislature to
provide that authority in such areas as data collection, network resiliency, and public safety.

Conclusion

AARP commends DPS for its comprehensive and thoughtful ten-year telecommunications
Plan. All Vermonters, including older adults, will bene�it from access to reliable and
a�ordable telecommunications and high-speed internet access. AARP is hopeful that
transitions to new technologies and platformswill enhance rather than jeopardize timely
and reliable access to 911 services. AARP looks forward to continuing to contribute to sound
and visionary telecommunications policy and planning in Vermont.

Thank you for your comments. The FCChas reinstated broadband regulation under Title II,
though thatmay change again under future administrations.

JenniferMorrison, Commissioner, Department of Public Safety:

P. 16 – I think the term PSAPmay not be used correctly, or at least not clearly de�ined. There
are six PSAPs in VT, but 38 public safety communications or “dispatch” centers. PSAPsmeans
there is a 911 call taking function happening. This only happens at six locations. I’ve copied
BarbNeal to see what her input is on this section. It’s clear by the bottom of the paragraph

173As one analysis explains: “In its repeal, the FCC preempted states from imposing their own net
neutrality laws. ‘No dice,’ themajority opinion responded. If the US government chooses to abdicate
regulatory authority, the judges argued, it can’t simultaneously take that authority from states.” “Net
neutrality is alive andwell after this week’s crushing court defeat,” Michael J. Coren, Quartz, October 5,
2019. Net neutrality is alive andwell after this week's crushing court defeat.

172Mozilla v. FCC, 940 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2019) https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/
FA43C305E2B9A35485258486004F6D0F/$�ile/18-1051-1808766.pdf.
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that the writer knows the di�erence between a PSAP and dispatch center, but it could be
confusing to readers.

P.19 – �irst bullet under “Strengthen the state’s emg.comm.systems” – this work is ongoing
and is in the purview of the Public Safety Communications Task Force. It is not speci�ic to
PSAPs, butmore broadly to public safety communications. It strikesme that as written, it
seems thewriter is unaware of the requirements of Act 78 last year or the ongoingwork.
Suggested leads should include the PSCTF.

Thank you for your comments. The Executive Summary has been adjusted to provide
additional clarity to the reader.

Costa Pappis, Transportation Planning Coordinator, Agency of Transportation; feedback
frompresentation of Plan duringMarch 22, 2024,meeting of the Telecommunications and
Connectivity Advisory Board:

I also had a comment on the subsidy formobile services. I was curious as to why theywere
combinedwith wireline. It seems tomewith theMVNL's out there the cost ofmobile
services has dropped dramatically, and it was curious as to why theywere bundledwith
wireline that tend to bewaymore expensive thanMVNL services on thewireless side.

● Clarify the di�erence between AOT’s section 1111 access permits fees and
Right-of-Way rents. The draft plan toggles between these two types of fees leading to
some confusion.

● Clari�ies the end of COVID-related permit fee waivers.
● Update old information on AOT usingwireless broadband to communicate with our

ChangeableMessage Signs, which gives us the ability to changemessaging.
● Correct the statement that AOT no longer owns around 15miles of �iber between I-89

Exit 2 in Sharon and the I-91 SB Rest Area in Hartford.

Executive Summary – p.17

Recommendations

● Continue taking action tomake the ongoingwireline �iber deployments as ef�icient
and e�ective as possible.

○ Leverage state-owned rights-of-way by providing right-of-way fee rent
waivers to infrastructure builders deploying in unserved and underserved
areas until Vermontmeets its broadband goals (suggested leads: Agency of
Transportation [AOT] and VCBB).

p.152

Safety is also the foundation for AOT’s need formobile-connected electronic roadway signs.
While other states, such as NewHampshire, have signs that can bemanaged remotely via
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wireless broadband, AOT does not have remote-operated signs, and so sta�must go out and
manually change signs at their locations. This not only puts sta� at higher risk while they
stop at an interstate highway location— it alsomeans they cannot be responsive to changing
weather conditions. During an interview, AOT leadership speci�ically discussed Vermont’s
inability to warn drivers of small areas of winter weather conditions or a signi�icant accident
ahead so drivers can begin to reduce their speed. New electronic signs require access to
mobile broadband, which is not universally available along all of Vermont’s interstates and
major roadways.

p.185

10.3 Leveraging the Rights-of-Way

Currently, the Agency of Transportation requires a right-of-way permit and application fee
for accessing Agency-managed land rights of ways. The permit is required for all public and
private entities, and application fees for nonresidential or agricultural purposes range from
$100 to $2,500. Large-scale infrastructure projectsmay require dozens of right-of-way
permits depending on the speci�ic deployment and construction plans. In addition, any
remaining infrastructure in the right-of-way is subject to fairmarket value rent unless it is
an allowed use under federal guidelines or the Agency determines that the infrastructure
serves a public purpose.

These fees costs are incurred by infrastructure builders in the state and increase project
costs. Because of this, until the state’s universal 100/100Mbpswireline goal is achieved,
rights-of-way application fees and rent actually impede deployments.

In recognition of this dynamic, the state created a system to provide rights-of-way fee rent
waivers for broadband builders under 19 V.S.A. § 26a(b), as long as the entity requesting the
right-of-way permit “o�ers to provide comparable value to the State so as tomeet the public
good as determined by the Agency and the Department of Public Service.” The statute
explains that “comparable value” should be “construed broadly to further the state’s interest
in ubiquitous broadband andwireless service availability at reasonable cost.”

This section ismisleading. The statute currently allows for awaiver and for the Agency
of Transportation to set a reasonable rate for rent. The Agency has implemented an over
archingwaiver that is noted in the permit and a reasonable rate of $0.

Stakeholders interviewed for this Plan reported that through the end of 2023, the waivers
wereworking as intended and enabling better broadband deployment in unserved areas.
However, during thewriting of this Plan, the Vermont Legislature discussed revisions to the
waiver system via H.657 and the Agency of Transportation stopped granting fee waivers.

The Agency stopped granting permit application fee waivers whichwere put in place
during the COVID response. That waiver was recently stopped as COVID related projects
are complete.
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As indicated by their testimony on February 7, 2024, PSD supports the continuation of the
rentwaivers systemuntil the state achieves universal 100/100Mbps broadband because
right-of-way fees rent increase the costs of deploying in themost dif�icult-to-reach areas.
Therefore, this Plan recommends leveraging state control of rights-of-way by providing fee
rentwaivers to infrastructure builders deploying in unserved and underserved areas until
Vermontmeets its broadband goals.

p.194

The original intent for including these agenciesmay have been their previous ownership or
management of telecommunications systems; however, the responsibilities of these
agencies are far di�erent now thanwhen the statute was established— for example, the
Agency of Transportation no longer owns �iber assets. If the legislature wants agencies other
than the PSD to participate directly in PSD processes, the legislature should consider
codifying that direction in the of�icial descriptions of those agencies’ functions.

Thank you for your comments. Sections 9.4, 10.3, and 11.3 have been revised to reflect the
above suggestions. Regarding your question about providing the subsidy for bothwireline
andmobile subscriptions, some consumers useMVNOservices, but the vastmajority of
Vermonters do not. In addition, a signi�icant number of consumers rely onmobile smart
phones as their primary device— especially lower-incomeandhousing-insecure
Vermonters.

EvanCarlson, Board Chair, NEKCommunity Broadband; feedback frompresentation of
Plan duringMarch 22, 2024,meeting of the Telecommunications andConnectivity
Advisory Board:

I just wanted kind say I do really appreciate the kind of updated format in the summary
recommendations, which include suggested leads and kind of who should be taking on the
work outlined in the recommendations. So de�initely think that's vastly improved version
fromwhat was produced from the last plan. So thank you for that. A couple other things, just
kind of generally speaking is I think it would be really helpful to include speci�ic
measurements for success on each of these items and potentially recommended timelines
for them, like whenwould be kind of the drop-dead date for some of these di�erent
proposals that are there. You know, obviously things like the updates to the statutory
requirements for VCBB, that's something that needs to happen pretty soon. I think you know,
obviously the legislature has a lot of di�erent things theywould like to do. But you know the
idea of having you guys helping push that forward andmaking sure that is priority will be
important because all these other things are also important as well. And I could de�initely
see that those things falling to falling lower on the list, if not continually pushed.

So, on themobile wireless side of things. There wasn’t a timeline. I think really the idea of
leveraging the CUD's that do have �iber infrastructure for getting some of the deployments
into place for some of the small �iles or for some of the test sites that you're talking about
deployingwouldmake a lot of sense. And so, I think there just needs to be some level of
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deeper collaboration between this CUDs and thatmobile plan.We have this publicly on
infrastructure and so it should be utilized to the fullest extent frommy perspective.

Just formy clarity, and I know it's outlined, but I just would like to have it outlined here is just
the next steps in process that you're planning to take to kind ofmove this forward?

Thank you for your comment. The 2024Plan’s recommendations have been revised to include
timelines as is appropriate and feasible.

David Snedeker, Chair of the Board, NortheasternVermontDevelopmentAssociation;
feedback frompresentation of Plan duringMarch 22, 2024,meeting of the
Telecommunications andConnectivity Advisory Board:

One question I had some of the recommendations, especially those like regardingworkforce
and the sun setting of the Vermont Community Broadband Board or the funding for the
wireless grant program or any of those actually, is there any legislation being proposed in
this session that we need to be aware of? There's a lot to keep track of these days as you
know, so. Thewireless grant program funding that youmentionedwas a recommendation.

Thank you for your comment. As of April 2024, there is no known legislation addressing the
items you listed in your comment.

MacMountain:

“That said, there are new e�orts to deploy neutral hostmobile wireless in Vermont –
primarily by a company calledMacMountain – that state of�icials couldmonitor to gather
more data on the viability of neutral host deployments as a statewide solution.

MacMountain is a private business that recently invested in GreatWorks Internet (GWI) in
Maine, which is a �iber-based ISP providing internet service in partnership with three of
Vermont’s CUDs: ECFiber, DVFiber, andNorthwest Fiberworx. In addition to its participation
in �iber construction, MacMountain will be launching a pilot program inWindsor County
with small cell, neutral host wireless radios placed on utility poles, creating contiguous
mobile broadband service fromWoodstock to Pomfret. Stakeholders fromMacMountain
reported that they have the committed participation ofDELETE: onemajor carrier and are in
the process of soliciting participation from two others.

Please Use: three carrier partners allowing the delivery ofmobile connectivity tomobile
customers of the project.

Representatives of the company also noted that they have an ongoing pilot program in
Maine using anMVNO structure with a local ISP that involves deploying CBRS radios –which
typically use about 150MHz of spectrum around the 3.5 GHz band, and can be accessed via
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newermobile devices. Through a partnership with awhite-label MVNO service, Mac
Mountain reports that users of theMVNO service will be able to utilize AT&T, Verizon, and
T-Mobile networks onmobile devices in areas outside of the ISP’s localWi-Fi or CBRS range.

The Vermont attempt – as well as theMaine pilot, which is happening in a very similar
geography and context –will provide valuable data for the state as neutral host solutions
continue to be tested and considered.”

Thank you for your comments. Section 7.1 has been revised to reflect the updates aboutMac
Mountain’s pilot program.

___________________________________________________________________________________

BarbaraNeal, ExecutiveDirector, Vermont Enhanced 911 Board:

Section 1.1, “A cornerstone of this Plan is a robust survey of Vermont residents.”

This seems like a fairly small sample. Is there any information about the geographic
locations of the respondents? If so, that could provide some additional context to the
data/conclusions. For future plan development, would an online survey work better than
telephone?

Section 1.1, “14 percent of respondents who have called 911 from a cell phonewere unable to
connect to emergency services on the �irst attempt.”

Note: on page 54, the report indicates this number is 12%??

The statewide 911 systemhas not experienced any outages since 2016, so these survey
results could be an indication of the consequences of a lack of robust or consistent wireless
coverage in areas of the state.

In 2023, 911 had 23,021 abandoned calls whichwas 11% of the call total. wireless class of
servicemade up 19,585 of the total abandoned calls, which is about 85%. In these cases, the
callermay have accidentally called 911, ormay have hadmarginal signal that could not
establish ormaintain a connection to wireless network.

Did the survey collect any information about the general areas of the state fromwhich the
911 calls were placed?

Section 1.2, “Strategically placed 50-foot wireless facilities achieve almost the same coverage
ef�iciency as 140-foot towers due to the topology of Vermont and the curvature of the Earth.”

Any plan to deploy these or similar devicesmust includewhatever work is necessary to
ensure all FCCwireless location requirements aremet. This was a point of contention in the
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Coverage Co project and everyone should know that the 911 Board can not "waive" FCC
location requirements (nor would we).

Theremay be opportunities for future carriers of this type to provide the caller's location
with the call pursuant to the NENA i3 standards, if they are capable.

Section 1.2, “Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) consolidation is a complex topic currently
being considered by some lawmakers.”

The Public Safety Communications Task Force has been directed by Act 78 to oversee the
transition to a statewide public safety communications systemwhichMAY orMAYNOT
include a consolidation component....the Task Force hasmade no determination regarding
dispatch consolidation and is expecting system planning options in Q1 2025

Agreewith Jen's comments - thewriter does not seem to be aware of Act 78 nor thework of
the Task Force.

Distinction needed between PSAP and dispatch centers for clarity.

Section 1.3, “Use the analysis of PSAP consolidation factors in Section 9.5.4 to decide whether to
fund a dedicated, comprehensive consolidation study that includes estimates of initial costs of
consolidation and potential long-term savings (suggested lead: Vermont Legislature).”

SCTF is a lead on this work per Act 78.Work is underway.Writer needs to understand Act 78
and thework that is underway already and this should be incorporated into this report.

Section 2.1.5, “Monthly Costs Are Greater for Verizon and Lower for Alternative Providers.”

Are these costs just for service, or do they also include phone payment? If the latter, needs to
include a statement to that e�ect here.

Section 2.1.9, “There is near universal bene�it to expanding access to 911 calls throughout the
state.”

May be better worded as....bene�it to expanding access to wireless service whichwill result in
improved access to 911.

Section 2.1.9, “These data suggest that these groupsmay present themost urgent needs in
terms ofmobile coverage for public safety.”

Howmuch overlap is there among these various population groups? For example, howmany
households with school age kids are also LGBTQ+ households, or households with a
disability etc.?
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Section 2.1.9, “Unfortunately, only 77 percent of those calling using Verizon, themost common
provider in the state, were able to connect on a �irst attempt.”

Is there any data onwhere these calls came from? Is there any other data source to
corroborate this �inding?

Section 2.3, “Connectivity — especiallymobile broadband— is a public safety issue. In locations
along roadwayswithoutmobile service, motorists need a cellular signal to call for help after an
accident or if their vehicle breaks down, particularly along the state’s 8,550miles of dirt road,
where distances between housesmay be greater and traf�ic volume lower.

Similarly, people in emergency situations inside homesmay also need to call 911 using a cell
phone due to not subscribing to a landline, lack of immediate access to a landline, or needing to
seek help discreetly in domestic violence situations.”

Agree.

Section 2.3, “however, 12 percent of those who called were not able to connect to a dispatcher on
their �irst call.”

In executive summary this is reported as 14%.

Section 3.3.3, “E-911 premises scattered in census blocks across the state.”

Themore precise termmay be E-911 physical address.We are not sure "E-911 premises" will
be clear to the reader. This term is used inmultiple locations in report.

Section 6.3, “However, safety capabilities in automobiles today— including lane-departure
warning, smart breaking, collisionwarning, and blind-spot detection—work via onboard
cameras and sensors that do not require constant connectivity.”

Does there need to be a speci�ic reference to telematics here?We see telematics calls into
the 911 system on a daily basis.

Section 7.1, “911 service created a high �ixed cost. The contract for providing 911 service to
CoverageCo locations was around $50 permonth per site at the time, regardless of the volume
of calls at the site, representing nearly half of the total operating cost of each location.”

What contract is this referencing?

Section 7.1, “Some of the operational costs, such as 911 service or perhaps even electricmetering
costs, could be altered via legislative action.”
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Wireless location requirements are set by the FCC and can not bewaived by the state. The 911
Board does not charge any company a fee to connect to 911.

Section 7.3.3, “However, stakeholder interviews indicate that CUDs are not uniformly aware of
the capabilities they would need in order to provide carrier-grade service.”

What e�orts are underway to educate the CUDs on these capabilities?

Section 9.5.4, “Public Safety Answering Point Consolidation and Integration.”

Need to cite work of PSCTF andmake a distinction between PSAP and dispatch center.

Section 9.5.4, “A professionally trained dispatcher speakswith the caller.”

When speaking about the 911 system, the term "call-taker" needs to be used instead of
dispatcher. The "dispatcher" term is used incorrectly inmultiple locations.

Section 9.5.4, “...and coordinates the appropriate �irst responder activity.”

and o�ers pre-arrival instructions to the caller, when appropriate.

Section 9.5.4, “Changes in technology have addedmany facets to the dispatcher role.”

call-taker

Section 9.5.4, “...a lack of adequate cell phone service or safety concerns during a domestic
violence situation.”

Text to 911 is also a critical service for the deaf and hard of hearing community.

Section 9.5.4, “The connection and consolidation are facilitated by a statewide �iber optic
network called an Emergency Services IP Network (ESINet).”

"connection and consolidation"...not sure I understand this phrasing.

Section 9.5.4, “...creating high-availability IP network connections between incoming calls,
PSAPs, and dispatching.”

“and dispatching” ??

Section 9.5.4, “Calls are routed to the geographically closest PSAP.”
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Calls are routed based on PSAP catchment areas that are de�ined by PSAPs and towns; not
necessarily closest geographical.

Section 9.5.4, “calls are directed to the �irst available dispatcher at another PSAP.”

call-taker

Section 9.5.4, “There are ongoing discussions about the potential to consolidate.”

The use of this term feelsmisleading. This work is under the purview of the Task Force.
Consolidation is not a pre-determined outcome.

Section 10.2.2.1, “To reach that conclusion, coverage predictions were �irstmodeled from
existing 248a and E-911 tower sites.”

May be better stated as - "To reach that conclusion, coverage predictions were �irstmodeled
from existing 248a and E-911 Geographic Information System site data."

Thank you for your comments. The Plan has been revised to address the typographical errors
younoted. Surveymethodology and the full results are available in Section 2 andAppendixD
of the Plan—andwenote that an online surveymaybe used in future plans, but carries
di�erentmethodological challenges. The phrase “E-911 premises” has been revised to “E-911
physical address.” Section 7.1 has been revised to provide clarity onwhat operational costs
can and cannot be adjusted by the legislature. Section 9 has undergone revision based on
your feedback to provide a broader landscape of thework in progress andhowemergency
communications sta� refer to themselves.

Anonymous comments submitted via online form:

Section 1

The plan is comprehensive, indicating areas needing improvement, though �iber expansion
to date is excellent.Wireless needs to be sited with care. It's not feasible or desirable to
envisionwireless accessibility everywhere.

Section 2

Fiber to the premises providing reliable, secure connection is preferable to a scattershot
wireless approach. Greater density areas can bewired in a "once and done"; once installed it
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is built infrastructure - no additional cost, lessmaintenance. Cheaper, more reliable than
wireless.

Section 3

I have Verizon and I'm satis�ied with coverage in theManchester environs and beyond.

Section 4

My town crafted speci�ic bylaws and ordinances designating zones and appropriate siting
for cell towers. Telecoms sought to site towers in both Residential andMixed Use zones
which prohibit cell towers. Ht.s exceeded town limits as well. Arrogant and o�-putting,
trashing Town Plan.

Section 5

I had Consolidated, now Fidium. Better connection. Monthly bill signi�icantly less expensive.

Section 6

50-ft towers in population dense areas indicates 5G, an unsafe technology using higher
frequency spectrum. Better to invest in Fiber to premises where homeowners have option of
WiFi or ethernet. 5G has short reach so not e�ective in extending cell range beyond
immediate vicinity.

Section 7

Co-locating on suitably placed cell towers. Still, needless redundancy and overlap. Ideal
model is Norway's Telenor, 77% state owned. Monopoly avoided if telecomsmerged for
greater ef�iciency with suf�icient oversight.

Section 9

Individual satellite like Starlinkmaywork for remote locations.

Section 10

Very happy �iber deployment continues throughout the state. Top speeds and secure
connections.

Section 11
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Overemphasis onwireless

Section 12

Antiquated 1996 Telecommunications Act prohibitsmention of RFR environmental e�ects.
Ignoring amajor environmental pollutant is foolish and irrational. Going forward, health
e�ectsmust be part of the conversation to avoid preventable harm to people and the
environment.

Other

Antiquated 1996 Telecommunications Act prohibitsmention of RFR environmental e�ects.
Ignoring amajor environmental pollutant is foolish and irrational. Going forward, health
e�ectsmust be part of the conversation to avoid preventable harm to people and the
environment.

Thank you for your comments. Sections 1 and 2 speci�ically refers tomobilewireless, also
referred to asmobile broadband or cell coverage. Section 6 discusses tower sighting in
relation tomobilewireless only. Other comments donot pertain to the 2024Plan.

BergeAyvazian, SeniorAnalyst andConsultant,Wireless 20/20, submitted via online form:

Section 1

Wireless 20/20 is pleased to submit the following comments regarding the Draft VT 10-Year
Telecommunications Plan.We have prepared and respectfully submitted the following
speci�ic comments using the designated �ields.

Wireless 20/20 is an independentmarket research and consulting company, focused on the
rapidly evolving �iber, wireless andmobile broadbandmarkets, headquartered in
neighboringNY State with an of�ice nearby in Boston. The principals ofWireless 20/20 bring
over 75 years of directmarket experience and provide criticalmarket intelligence to assist
our clients tomake the right strategic decisions.

We commend the Vermont Department of Public Service for its comprehensive 2024
10-Year Telecommunications Plan, a pivotal step toward enhancing Vermont's
telecommunications landscape aimed at advancing Vermont's statutory
telecommunications goals. This Plan provides a roadmap for advising public of�icials about
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how to remedy gaps in broadband connectivity and addresses other communications
systems in the state includingmobile cellular coverage, public safety, andmore.

Wireless 20/20 published aWhite Paper in November 2023 that provides a comprehensive
analysis of whether the funding allocated through the BEAD Programwould be suf�icient to
connect all unserved locations in Vermont with �iber.
https://wireless2020.com/images/white-papers/Wireless-2020-Case-Study-of-BEAD-111320
23.pdf.

Our review concurs with several of the Plan's recommendations, especially the allocation of
funding for neutral host telecom service providers to bolster telecommunications
infrastructure across Vermont.Wireless 20/20 has been engaged in developing Business
Cases forWireless Neutral Host Networks since 2019. By addressing our suggested areas for
improvement—speci�ically, de�ining bidder quali�ications and establishing a transparent
selection process—Vermont can signi�icantly increase its potential tomeet and exceed its
telecommunications goals.We look forward to contributing to and supporting these e�orts.
Ourmore detailed comments regarding Section 7: Opportunities for Neutral Host
Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure, and Open Access have been e-mailed to the
department directly at PSD.Telecom@vermont.gov.174

Section 2

The comprehensive research and needs assessment conducted for the plan found that
many Vermont residents experience telecommunication gaps in internet access, speed of
internet service, and indoor and outdoormobile voice-and-data services. Inmany parts of
the State, reliable, high-speed Internet is not available. Because Vermont is a predominantly
rural state with a dispersed population amidst hilly terrain and heavy tree foliage, it has
higher than average costs to deploy broadband infrastructure.

Wireless 20/20 research leveraging ourWiROI™dbGeospatial database and SaaS Platform
concurs withmany of these �indings from the plan regarding Vermont:

● many Vermont communities experience lower rates of broadband availability and
adoption.

● 20% of Vermont households lack access to 100/20Mbps or better broadband
connectivity.

● 51,000 Vermont homes have no cable internet or �iber to the home.
● 185,000 homes have internet access, but their connections are not capable of 100

Mbps symmetrical upload/download service.

174 Please seeHaig Sarkissian’s comments below for the referenced feedback regarding Section 7 from
Wireless 20/20.
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● Up to 40% of physical locations and 6,000miles of roads are unservedwith outdoor
mobile voice and— a public safety issue.

● 412miles of road do not havemobile broadband coverage from any provider.
● Approximately 63% of homes lack indoormobile voice and data.

Section 3

The 10-year plan lays out ambitious goals of extending broadband capable of 100Mbps
symmetrical �ixed broadband services to all Vermont addresses. These goals aremore
ambitious than the FCC's new and improved national �ixed broadband speed benchmark
increased to 100/20Mbps from its current de�inition of 25/3Mbps. In December, some �iber
providers asked for the FCC to set "future-proof benchmark speeds" of at least 100/100
Mbps, to ensure the broadband needs of rural communities can bemet as demand
continues to grow.

Vermont is funding the Vermont Community Broadband Construction Grant Program, a
formula grant program that provides funding to communities for the construction of locally
de�ined and prioritized broadband infrastructure projects through Communications Union
Districts (CUDs).

The Broadband Construction Grant Program is designed to provide internet service with
speeds of 100/100Mbps symmetrical to households and businesses upon project
completion. This goal could facilitate competition between internet service providers and
choice for residents and build telecommunication systems that are resilient, secure, and
future-proof —meaning they can be upgraded to gig-speed symmetrical service to keep
pacewith increasing demand in years to come. However, it may divert funds away from
providing basic �ixed broadband speeds of 100/20Mbps to themost remote and rural
households.

Section 4

TheWireless 20/20WiROI™dbGeospatial database and Fiber Business Case Analysis Tool
was used to evaluate the Business Case of BEAD funded Fiber Projects in Vermont. Our
�indings suggest that Vermontmay encounter challenges in providing �iber connectivity to
all 34,695 unserved locations in the state using the allocated $229million BEAD funding
alone. Though Vermont hasmade an additional $60million in funding available to address
these challenges, it is imperative that the Vermont Community Broadband Board (VCBB),
like other state broadband agencies, adopt a discerning approach based onGeographic
Information Systems (GIS) to ensure that amajority of unserved areas receive �iber
connectivity. This involves prioritizing themost promising applications while remaining
mindful of the �inancial viability of each project.We recommend that the state extend the
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mandate for Vermont Community Broadband Board to oversee andmonitor BEAD
deployments.

Section 5

The plan also explains howVermont canmaximize its investment by addressing broadband
a�ordability and digital equity by including subsidy programs for low-income subscribers.
The plan also explains howVermont canmaximize its return on investment by addressing
broadband a�ordability and digital equity by including subsidy programs for low-income
subscribers.Wireless 20/20 agrees that any investments in new infrastructure to increase
the availability and speed of broadband in Vermontmust be alignedwith a robust
understanding of subscriber demand, income and ability to pay for broadband services.

Section 6

Several new telecom technologies are currently being developed and should be carefully
monitored to assess their impact on the Vermont 10-Year Telecommunications Plan. These
include:

● Next Generation FixedWireless Access (ngFWA) - that uses sophisticated radio wave
management to provide stable and fast NLOSWireless 100Mbps symmetrical
broadband speeds in various environments, including urban, suburban, and rural
areas.

● New generation Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites with the potential to deliver fast, high
bandwidth a�ordable internet access using small subscriber antennas in rural and
remote areas.

● Fiber -optic technology is evolving to providemulti-gig bps symmetrical upload and
download speeds.

● Even as 5G cellular technology will continues to evolve throughout this decade, 6G
networks will be able to use higher frequencies and provide substantially higher
capacity andmuch lower latency

Section 7

The Plan rightly identi�ies the importance of a neutral host telecom service providers and
shared infrastructure. It also relies heavily on the concept of Open Access Neutral Host Fiber
Networks and Communications Union Districts (CUDs) as a unique kind of Vermont
municipality governed by a board of delegates, each appointed by themember towns’ select
boards.

We have reviewed the current use of Neutral Host Fiber forMiddle-mile Networks in
Vermont. Vermont's CUDs administer amiddle-mile �iber optic network consisting of 340
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route-miles of open-access dark �iber. Each segment contains 144 strands of �iber that allow
access tomultiple tenants. This initiative should be used to bring together the CUDs and
private �iber network owners with transparency to facilitate �iber trades inMiddle-mile and
ultimately last-mile FTTP projects. A careful and thorough review of thisMiddle-mile
initiative should be conducted before extending themodel to last-mile FTTP projects.

In order for neutral host �iber to be considered to be truly "open access," it must be available
to any paying applicant for any lawful purpose, whether it is for long haul transmission or as
a component of a last-mile FTTP project. For such a provider to be successful, it must
possess key assets and capabilities, including:

● Ownership or access to necessary spectrum.
● An established presence as a telecommunications provider within Vermont.
● A proven track record in serving the state's constituents.
● Adequate customer support facilities and network operational expertise.
● Ownership of �iber infrastructure and existing roaming agreements withmajor

carriers (AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile).
● A core network supportive of neutral host architectures and a fully operational NOC

(Network Operations Center).

Section 10

The Draft Plan currently lacks a detailed de�inition of quali�ications for bidding entities,
which could hinder the selection of themost capable providers. Establishing clear criteria is
crucial for ensuring the success and ef�icacy of the allocated funds.

● Need for Transparent Selection Process: There is also an absence of a de�ined process
for qualifying and scoring applicants. Drawing from theNTIA, ARPU, and CPF
guidelines, Vermont's Planwould bene�it signi�icantly from integrating transparent
and objective quali�ication and scoring criteria.

● Recommendation for Process Improvement:We suggest the adoption of a clear,
transparent, and objective process for applicant evaluation. This approach should
alignwith best practices outlined by federal guidelines, ensuring the selection of
highly quali�ied entities to implement the telecommunications initiatives.

Section 12

The 2024 10-Year Telecommunications Plan is a pivotal step toward enhancing Vermont's
telecommunications landscape. By addressing the aforementioned areas for
improvement—speci�ically, de�ining bidder quali�ications and establishing a transparent
selection process—Vermont can signi�icantly increase its potential tomeet and exceed its
telecommunications goals.We look forward to contributing to and supporting these e�orts.
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Thank you for your comments on the 2024Plan and validation ofmany of its �indings. The
Plan has been adjusted to include someadditional context around quali�ications for bidding
entities.

Haig Sarkissian, Co-Founder, Principal Analyst, andConsultant,Wireless 20/20:

Introduction

We commend the Vermont Department of Public Service for its comprehensive 2024
10-Year Telecommunications Plan, aimed at advancing Vermont’s statutory
telecommunications goals. Our review concurs with several of the Plan's recommendations,
especially the allocation of funding for a neutral host telecom service provider to bolster
telecommunications infrastructure across Vermont.

Recommendations andObservations Regarding Section 7:

Opportunities for Neutral Host Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure, andOpen Access

Section 7.1 Neutral Host Arrangements

Support for a Neutral Host Provider: The Plan rightly identi�ies the importance of a neutral
hostmobile wireless service provider. However, the State of Vermont funding amobile
wireless neutral host provider that relies on General AccessAccess (GAA) CBRS spectrum, as
described on p. 120-121, would be of limited e�ectiveness to address the State’smobile
wireless coverage challenges.

Focusing onGeneral Authorized Access (GAA) within the CBRS spectrummight not fully
meet the state's coverage needs due to the spectrum's limitations. GAA represents the
unlicensed part of CBRS, whereas Priority Access Licenses (PAL) o�er a licensed alternative,
generally seen asmore reliable for comprehensive coverage. Given these considerations,
leveraging PAL over GAA could bemore e�ective in addressing Vermont's unique
geographical challenges.

Using the CBRS (3.5GHz) spectrum, either GAA or PAL,may not o�er the best coverage in
Vermont’s challenging landscapes, characterized by hilly terrains and dense foliage.
Telecom experts generally recommend a blend of low,mid, and high band spectrums for
broader andmore ef�icient coverage. Investments tend to favor networks based on licensed
spectrums over GAA-only networks, which lack the assurance of licensed bands,making
them less appealing for comprehensive network development.

For such a neutral hostmobile wireless provider to be successful, it must possess key assets
and capabilities, including:

● Ownership or access to necessary spectrum band, including Low Band, Mid Band and
Licensed high band spectrum such as CBRS PAL licenses.
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● An established presence as a telecommunications provider within Vermont.
● A proven track record in serving the state's constituents.
● Adequate customer support facilities and network operational expertise.
● Ownership of �iber infrastructure and existing roaming agreements withmajor

carriers (AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile).
● A core network supportive of neutral host architectures and a fully operational

Network Operations Center (NOC).

The Plan is also de�icient in de�ining selection criteria for amobile neutral host provider,
speci�ically:

Lack of Clear Quali�ication Criteria: The Plan currently lacks a detailed de�inition of
quali�ications for bidding entities, which could hinder the selection of themost capable
providers. Establishing clear criteria is crucial for ensuring the success and ef�icacy of the
allocated funds.

Need for Transparent Selection Process: There is an absence of a de�ined process for
qualifying and scoring applicants. Drawing from theNTIA, ARPU, and CPF guidelines,
Vermont's Planwould bene�it signi�icantly from integrating transparent and objective
quali�ication and scoring criteria.

Recommendation for Process Improvement:We suggest the adoption of a clear,
transparent, and objective process for applicant evaluation. This approach should alignwith
best practices outlined by federal guidelines, ensuring the selection of highly quali�ied
entities to implement the telecommunications initiatives.

Section 7.4 Opportunities for Open Access Fiber Networks

The Plan also relies heavily on the concept of Open Access Neutral Host Fiber Networks and
Communications Union Districts (CUDs) as a unique kind of Vermontmunicipality governed
by a board of delegates, each appointed by themember towns’ select boards. As the Plan
notes, the State has a statutory goal of supporting and promoting open access
telecommunications (“In 30 V.S.A. § 202c, the state establishes a goal to “support
competitive choice for consumers among telecommunications service providers and
promote open access among competitive service providers on nondiscriminatory terms.”
(Plan p.128). In order for neutral host �iber to be considered to be “open access,” it must be
available to any paying applicant, on a competitively neutral basis, for any lawful purpose,
whether it is for long haul transmission or as a component of a last-mile FTTP project. The
State has a signi�icant opportunity to advance this policy goal by requiring that
publicly-fundedmunicipal �iber networks adhere to the open access principals as a
condition of funding.

Conclusion

The 2024 10-Year Telecommunications Plan is a pivotal step toward enhancing Vermont's
telecommunications landscape. By addressing the aforementioned areas for
improvement—speci�ically, de�ining bidder quali�ications and establishing a transparent
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selection process—Vermont can signi�icantly increase its potential tomeet and exceed its
telecommunications goals.We look forward to contributing to and supporting these e�orts.

This submission is designed to constructively address the areas where the Plan could be
enhanced, ensuring that Vermont can leverage its resourcesmost e�ectively to achieve its
ambitious telecommunications objectives.

Thank you for your comments. TheDepartment hasmade some small revisions to Section 7
based on your feedback.

TimothyO.Wilkerson, President, NewEnglandConnectivity andTelecommunications
Association:

TheNew England Connectivity and Telecommunications Association (“NECTA”), on behalf of
itsmembers, submits these comments in response to the State of Vermont’s Draft 10-Year
Telecommunications Plan (“Draft Plan”). NECTA is a �ive-state regional trade association
representing substantially all private cable telecommunications companies in Vermont,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, NewHampshire, and Rhode Island. NECTAmembers serve 190
Vermontmunicipalities with broadband, video, voice, and home security and automation
services. Over the past decade, ourmembers have collectively invested over $200million
developing state-of-the-art networks in Vermont. Today, we provide high-speed broadband
to 157,000 homes and businesses through approximately 9,000miles of �iber.

NECTA values the Department of Public Service’s (“DPS”) e�orts in developing the Draft Plan.
Ourmembers share Vermont’s goal of connecting all unserved and underserved locations in
Vermont and ensuring that all residents have access to reliable, high-quality, a�ordable
broadband, as demonstrated by our submissions during the Draft Emergency COVID-19
Response Telecommunications Recovery Plan of 2021, and ourmultiple submissions to the
Vermont Community Broadband Board during the Broadband Equity Access & Deployment
Initial Proposal development. NECTAmembers have a long and proven track record of
success in expanding broadband access and adoption in Vermont, including through
public-private partnerships. As ourmembers have played a critical role in connecting
Vermonters to high-speed broadband, NECTA o�ers these comments to several sections of
the Draft Plan as wewant to continue to be active partners in pursuing solutions that
achieve Vermont’s long-term telecommunication planning objectives.175

Section 1.3 Recommendations

175Weunderstand that other stakeholders were a�orded an opportunity to provide information to
DPS prior to issuance of the Draft Plan. Going forward, we respectfully request that NECTA and its
members be a�orded the same opportunity.
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Vermont should explore all available options to expand broadband, including partnerships
with existing internet service providers. NECTAmembers have invested in Vermont for
decades, resulting in the robust deployment of state-of-the-art broadband networks,
unparalleled cybersecurity protection and customer service resources, and innovative
digital equity initiatives and community-based partnerships across the state. NECTA
members have the experience, resources, scale, and commitment to deliver a
comprehensive, reliable, and sustainable approach to provide connectivity to currently
unserved and underserved areas of the state.

For example, Comcast has a long history of partneringwith the DPS and the former Vermont
Telecommunications Authority to successfully expand high-speed broadband coverage in
the State. Comcast’s investments also serve asmultipliers for public funding, including
previous existing grants from the DPS’s Connectivity Initiative and Line Extension Customer
Assistance Program (“LECAP”). Through LECAP investments, Comcast completed 112-line
extension projects, connecting an additional 308 customers throughout Vermont.
Additionally, in the past �ive years alone, Comcast expanded broadband access tomore than
24,000 additional Vermont homes and businesses, a 9.5% increase in addresses with access
to X�inity and Comcast Business products and services. It is important to also point out that
for these projects, nomatter the circumstance, Comcast always delivered on its
commitments to the State on time and under budget. Similarly, Charter extended its service
to approximately 100 unserved locations in over 18 communities through LECAPwhich
included an 80-home build that Charter partneredwith DPS to complete at a reduced cost to
the state.

In addressing concerns about �inding a skilled and experiencedworkforce, NECTAmembers
also bring awell-trainedworkforce to the table. Ourmembers currently employ 175
Vermonters. The on-the-job training our employees receive is a core component of building
a skilled and diverse workforce that can be hiredwith little to no background in broadband
deployment. TheNational Telecommunications and Information Administration even
highlighted Charter speci�ically for its Broadband Field Technician Apprenticeship
Program.176

Section 2: Needs Assessment Overview

As the Draft Plan notes, 99.7% of respondents reported using and owning amobile phone.177

The importance of providing reliable cellular phone service to residents cannot be
overstated andNECTA agrees with DPS thatmobile phones play a critical role in connectivity

177 See Draft Plan, page 21.

176 https://internet4all.gov/blog/case-study-charters-broadband-�ield-technician-apprenticeship-
program.
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in today’smodern society. This is whyNECTA’smembers proudly o�ermobile services with
competitive pricing and flexible plans.

Comcast o�ers X�inityMobile across all areas it serves in Vermont. X�inityMobile provides
the fastestmobile service across Comcast service areas by combining 5G and 11,700WiFi
hotspots in Vermont.178X�inityMobile pricing is some of themost competitive in the
industry with the best price for two lines of Unlimited at $30/month, saving customers
hundreds of dollars per year when they switch from another provider. X�inityMobile o�ers
unparalleled convenience by o�ering customers a choice of Unlimited or By the Gig options
to customize a plan tomeet their unique needs. Customers can also change their plans, even
in themiddle of their billing cycle, andmanage every aspect of their account through the
X�inity app.

Charter o�ers SpectrumMobile in their service areas in Vermont. All SpectrumMobile data
plans include nationwide 5G access at no extra cost; unlimited talk and texting; the flexibility
to change rate plans as needed for free; interest-freemonthly installment plans; and a
robust bring-your-own-device program. A line of Unlimited data currently costs
$29.99/month and existing customers who switch to SpectrumMobile pay just $15/month
per Unlimited line for 12months when they get two lines. SpectrumMobile’s distinction as
J.D. Power’s highest rankingmobile virtual network operator in 2024 reflects its focus on
providing superiormobile connectivity with consumer-friendly plans and a�ordable prices
backed by exceptional service.179

Section 3: Current State of Telecommunications Infrastructure and Coverage in Vermont

The Draft Plan’s characterization of NECTA’smember networks as “coaxial cable coverage” is
antiquated. Comcast is building a single �iber-rich network that uses both hybrid �iber coax
(HFC) technologies and �iber-to-the-home (FTTH) network to deliver data to customers.
Regardless of the type of wire that connects the home, Comcast’s network can deliver a
reliable, secure and ultra-fast connection to residential and business customers.180 In
addition to the deep �iber penetration in our networks in Vermont, 100% of the 278,400
Vermont homes and businesses that Comcast’s network currently passes have access to
speeds of 1.2 Gbps ormore, with over 99.9% network reliability. This is only the beginning. In
what is the nation’s largest and fastestmulti-gig rollout, by 2025,more than 50million
homes and businesses in Comcast’s current footprint will have access to DOCSIS 4.0

180 https://corporate.comcast.com/broadband-partnerships.

179 https://www.jdpower.com/business/press-releases/2024-us-wireless-customer-care-study-
volume-1.

178 Based on consumer testing ofmobileWiFi and cellular data performance fromOokla® Speedtest
Intelligence® data in Q3 '23 for Comcast service areas, including itsWiFi footprint, veri�ied by Ookla
for Comcast’s analysis.
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multi-gig download and upload speeds.181 In addition to fast speeds, DOCSIS 4.0 leverages
breakthrough Full Duplex technology to dramatically increase upstream speeds without
sacri�icing downstream speeds, enabling customers to receive even greater reliability and
capacity to powermultiple data-intensive applications. In Vermont, Comcast also continues
to invest heavily in its local network and completed over $93million in technology and
infrastructure projects over the last three years, which includes broadband network
upgrades.

Similarly, Charter has e�ectivelymanaged, operated, and continually upgraded its Vermont
network since 1999. Charter is a leading connectivity company providing superior products
and services through its Spectrum brand of services and investing in the infrastructure,
technology, and people powering the future. Charter is at the intersection of technology and
entertainment, facilitating communications that connectmore than 32million residential
and business customers in 41 states, including Vermont. Charter is also committed to
expanding broadband access across urban, suburban, and rural areas to connectmore
Americans. As part of this e�ort, Charter has investedmore than $40 billion in
infrastructure and technology over the last �ive years, including the addition of almost 1,000
passings in Vermont as a result of expanding its network by over 230miles. Charter’s
Vermont system is an integral part of its New England network, which includes a regional
�iber ring that provides critical network redundancy to enhance network reliability.

Charter also continues to invest signi�icantly in infrastructure and technology to enable the
company to bettermeet its customers’ needs for reliable, high-speed Internet with enough
capacity to support even the highest bandwidth activities. Over the next three years, Charter
plans to enhance its HFC network using a number of technologies, including spectrum
expansion, initially to 1.2 GHz and then to 1.8 GHz, high splits to increase upstream speeds,
Distributed Access Architecture (“DAA”) and DOCSIS 4.0 technology. Charter will transform
its network to enablemulti-gigabit data speeds to customers. Those faster speeds will be
o�ered in conjunctionwith the Spectrummobile product and AdvancedWiFi, providing
customers seamless and convenient, ultra-fast converged connectivity in attractively priced
packages, including SpectrumOne, introduced in October 2022. In addition, Charter expects
its network evolution to enable it to o�er �iber on demand across themajority of its
footprint.

Section 4: Challenges with Expanding Telecommunications in Vermont

181 See Press Release, Comcast Corp., Comcast Accelerates Nation’s Largest and Fastest Multi-Gig
Rollout, (Feb. 9, 2023)
https://corporate.comcast.com/press/releases/comcast-multi-gig-rollout-x�inity-10g-network-upgra
de.
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The Draft Plan recommendsmaintaining a consistent policy regarding net neutrality. NECTA
companies have a longstanding commitment to the "net neutrality" principles ensuring an
open Internet and continue to call on Congress to codify these protections at the national
level under a clear, modern, and enduring law. Ourmembers have invested billions of
dollars in their broadband networks to ensure they exceed ever-expanding consumer
demand. Those robust networks are the byproduct of continuous and intensive capital
network investments and upgrades. Providingworld class Internet speeds is the hallmark of
our companies, andwe have no incentive or desire to diminish customers’ experience
through violations of “net neutrality” principles. To be clear, NECTAmembers do not block,
throttle, or otherwise interfere with the lawful online activity of our customers and have
consistently reaf�irmed these commitments since the FCC’s �irst articulation of open
Internet principles in 2005. It is important to underscore that these commitments aremore
than amere pledge, they are a part of our companies’ operating DNA. The Federal
Communications Commission hasmade clear that national uniformity is necessary to
ensure consistency and predictability; as Chairwoman Rosenworcel put it, we need a
“uniform legal framework [that] applies to thewhole country.182

Section 5: Broadband A�ordability in Vermont

As noted in Section 5, NECTAmembers o�er a�ordable low-cost broadband options for
low-income consumers as they have done since before the COVID-19 pandemic. Our
members are committed to continuing these types of programs despite the apparent sunset
of the A�ordable Connectivity Program (“ACP”).

Comcast’s Internet Essentials (“IE”) is the largest andmost successful broadband adoption
initiative in the industry, connectingmore than 10million Americans to broadband Internet
at home since launching in 2011.183 This includes connecting 44,000 low-incomeVermont
residents in 11,000 homes to the Internet with IE since 2011. Comcast was in Vermont with IE
before the ACP andwill continue to o�er IE after the ACP. IE is designed to be awrap-around
solution to eliminate barriers for �inancially constrained households and helpmore families
bene�it fromhome Internet access.184 IE provides participants with access to broadband
service at speeds of 50/10Mbps for $9.95 permonth or 100/20Mbps for $29.95 permonth
(for IE Plus), access to 11,700 X�inityWiFi hotspots in Vermont, a wireless gateway at no
additional cost, the ability to obtain low-cost or no-cost computers, unlimited data and free

184 See Internet Essentials, Comcast Corp., https://corporate.comcast.com/impact/digital-equity/
internet-essentials (last visited June 23, 2023).

183 See Broderick Johnson, The Road to Digital Equity:WhereWe’ve Been andWhereWe’re Going,
Comcast Stories (Dec. 13, 2022),
https://corporate.comcast.com/stories/the-road-to-digital-equity-where-weve-been-
and-where-were-going.

182 2023 Open Internet NPRM, Statement of Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel, at 2.
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digital skills training.185 Recognizing the critical need for Internet-ready devices in addition
to a broadband connection, Comcast has distributedmore than 200,000 free and subsidized
laptops.186 Through IE, Comcast also provides free digital skills training, which helps address
the digital skills gap. To become an IE customer, there is no credit check required, no term
contract requirement, and customers who do not have a social security number (or prefer
not to provide their social security number)may provide other forms of identi�ication to
apply.

In addition to IE, Comcast’s Internet Essentials Partnership Program (“IEPP”) was launched
to help accelerate Internet adoption and provides the opportunity for school districts and
other organizations to fund and quickly connect large numbers of students and families to
broadband access. Past IEPP partners includeWinooski School District, Champlain Valley
School District, and Central Vermont Council on Aging.

Similarly, Charter has a history of helping to close the digital divide with a comprehensive
approach that addresses broadband access, adoption, and a�ordability. Charter has worked
very hard to ensure thosewho qualify are aware of and able to participate in low-income
programs and ensured that notice was provided to all consumers about the availability of
the ACP program. Charter’s signi�icant success with ACPwas in part based upon its ongoing
success and favorable experiencemarketing its high-speed, low-cost broadband service for
low-income consumers,187 Spectrum Internet Assist (“SIA”).188 It is also important to note
that SIA, like all of Charter’s Internet o�erings, currently have nomodem fees and no
contracts so customers can change plans or cancel anytimewithout penalty.

The Draft Plan notes in section 5.3 that the enrollment process in Internet Service
Provider-based programsmay be dif�icult based on eligible persons either being unaware of
the programs or having tried to previously enroll. NECTA disagrees with the inference that
enrollmentmay be dif�icult without speci�ic data points describing the dif�iculties people
may have experienced. Understanding that those enrolling in low-cost programsmay not
have vast experience navigating websites, ourmembersmake enrollments as
straight-forward as possible. Comcast, for example, breaks down enrollment to three steps
tomake enrollment as easy to understand as possible, in addition to addressing language
barriers through IE call center agents that can help IE applicants inmore than 240

188 https://www.spectrum.com/internet/spectrum-internet-assist.

187 SIA is a 50/10Mbps low-cost service product for seniors and households with families of
school-aged children that qualify for certain low-income programs.

186 Comcast Corp., Internet Essentials Progress Report 30,
https://update.comcast.com/wp-content/uploads/
sites/33/dlm_uploads/2022/06/IE-ProgressReport_6-23-22.pdf.

185 See Internet Essentials, Comcast Corp., https://corporate.comcast.com/impact/digital-equity/
internet-essentials (last visited Dec. 21, 2023).
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languages as well as American Sign Language.189 To enroll in a low-income program, there is
no credit check required, no term contract requirement, and customers who do not have a
social security number (or prefer not to provide their social security number)may provide
other forms of identi�ication to apply. Additionally, Section 5.5 of the Draft Plan recommends
using LI-HEAP as an eligibility requirement. NECTAmembers have broad quali�ications for
enrollment including theNational School Lunch Program, housing assistance, Medicaid,
and SNAP andwould encourage that any planning to reach low-income families incorporate
broad quali�ications for eligibility.

Section 6: Emerging Telecommunications Technologies

As addressed in detail in our comments to Section 3 of the Draft Plan, NECTA’smembers
continue to take connectivity technology to the next level from the role out of the 10G
platform190 to ensuring that our customers have seamless connectivity whether they are on
theirmobile phone or in their home of�ice. Due to the continuous investments in company
networks, ourmembers aremeeting the demands of customers today, andwell into the
future.

Section 7: Opportunities for Neutral Host Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure, andOpen
Access

With respect to section 7.3.3 of the Draft Plan that discusses a possible role for
Communication Union Districts inmobile broadband backhaul and Enterprise Solutions,
NECTAmembers already provide these services191 and cybersecurity is built into their
services.192

Conclusion

NECTAmembers are committed to Vermont and are ready andwilling to partner with the
state to close broadband gaps through broadband expansion and adoption e�orts. As DPS
�inalizes the Draft Plan, we urge the state to focus on targeting its e�ort at ensuring every
household in Vermont has access to high-speed broadband as soon as possible, without

192 E.g., Comcast Business Cybersecurity https://business.comcast.com/enterprise/
products-services/cybersecurity-services.

191 Comcast Business O�ers Enterprise GradeMobile 4G Backhaul.
https://business.comcast.com/enterprise/
products-services/data-networking/cell-backhaul.

190 https://www.cablelabs.com/10g.

189 Press Release, Comcast Corp., Comcast Commits to Investing $1B Over Next 10 Years to Reach 50M
Low-Income AmericansWith Tools and Resources to Succeed in DigitalWorld (Mar. 24, 2021),
https://corporate.comcast.com/press/releases/comcasts-internet-essentials-program-hits-ten-year-
mark; https://www.x�inity.com/learn/internet-service/internet-essentials/apply.
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favoring one product or provider over another. Ourmembers are prepared to deliver
high-speed, a�ordable broadband today. Exclusive approaches to providers and technology
can only put Vermont residents at a disadvantage regarding speed of deployment and
reliability and choice of services.

Thank you for your time and consideration of these comments. Please do not hesitate to
reach out with any questions.

Thank you for your comments regarding the Plan, including the context about Charter’s and
Comcast’s recent expansion, the services andproducts they o�er, and technologies they use.
The Plan has been revised based on your note that “coaxial cable” is an antiquated
description and that in some cases, hybrid �iber/cable ismore accurate.

StephenWhitaker:

Will Vermont's 2022 Broadband Building Bonanza come to be remembered as our 2024
Broadband Boondoggle?

We seem to be in a giddy stage of everyone spewing e�usive "thank you somuch" and
dreaming of the presumed inevitable Broadband Panacea, a Garden of Edenwhere everyone
is abundantly connected, everyone has all they need in theway of broadband, housing,
health care, telemedicine, education,mental health counseling and increased access to a
more responsive government.

WENEEDAREALITY CHECK!

But we are far from that. In fact, we're heading towards a cli� with our COVID facemasks up,
blinders on andwemaywell fall o� if we're not careful.

We have not had a completed state Telecommunications Plan, duly adopted, since 2004.We
have no coherent state strategy for achieving broadband either.

The currently proposed broadband legislation is a drive to primarily utilize Communications
Union Districts instead of established electric distribution utilities to construct the �iber
infrastructure needed to �ill all the gaps in Broadband coverage. These are the same gaps
that the for-pro�it providers have ignored for good reason for all this time. This is a recipe
ripe for disaster. In fact, disaster is almost assured on the current trajectory.

We could easily see Vermont's Legislature sinking hundreds ofmillions of dollars into CUDs
which lackmanagement expertise, which lack construction expertise, which lack utility
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management sta�, which lack �inancial expertise, which lack legal expertise, andmost
importantly, which lack transparency.We appear on track to do this without required
adherence to our statutory goals, no plan nor strategy withmuch of this negotiation and
planning going on in secret, contrary to traditional and essential transparency required of
all other Vermontmunicipal entities.

This comment does not pertain to the 2024Plan. There is no currently proposed legislation
as described in this comment. Act 71was signed into lawon June 8, 2021.

For informational purposes, previousVermont Telecommunications plans are available at
https://publicservice.vermont.gov/about-us/plans-and-reports/department-state-plans/tel
ecommunications-plan. TheBroadbandEquity, Access, andDeployment plans are available
at https://publicservice.vermont.gov/vt-community-broadband-board-vcbb/
broadband-equity-access-and-deployment-programand theVermontDigital Equity Plan is
at https://publicservice.vermont.gov/vt-community-broadband-board-vcbb/digital-equity.

Thesemany honorably intentioned and dedicated CUD volunteers are nomatch for the
teams of strategists, lawyers andmarketing experts behind the scenes at Consolidated
Communications, Comcast and Firstlight. ValleyNet andWaits�ield Champlain are included
too to a lesser degree.

So if we seriously intend to craft a good outcomewemust immediately address
fundamental issues of whether wewill insist on policies, funding conditions and rules to
cultivate amanaged competitive environment, transparency, resiliency and a�ordability.

Without a competitive environment for Broadband, wewill not only perpetuate and extend
the priormonopolies, but wewill sow the seeds of the CUDs' demise and the squandering of
most of the public investment in them.Monopolies soon grow stale, reward poor customer
service, guarantee increasing prices while diminishing repair time responsiveness and
service quality. Monopolistic practices and their results are very well documented.

And yet our statutes, formore than a decade, havemade clear that competitive choice for
consumers and open access to infrastructure for the delivery of telecommunications and
Broadband by competitors at non-discriminatory rates. This is our state policy and these are
our goals! These policies and goals have never been implemented in rules however, nor in
any plan or as grant conditions so these statutory policies and goals of 30VSA 202c are being
flagrantly ignored today.

The Plan discusses the goals of open access and competition at length.

Yet somehow both of the proposed bills before the legislature sidestep this fundamental
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premise. It's given short shrift in every committee discussion. Every CUD brushes it aside
and says, "ohwe don't need/want competition";. "We can't deal with competition."

There's also no emphasis on cell coverage. In fact several representatives of CUDs said in
testimony "We'll deal with cell coverage after we �inish building Broadband."Well, it's going
to take four or �ive years, maybe even ten, to build Broadband out to all the �iber unserved
Vermont locations. Interim �ixedwireless? Ignore it too is the collective ostrichmentality.
Yet we need cell coverage today for calling 911, based on an obvious public safety priority.

There is a large emphasis on cell coverage in the 2024Plan.

Weare clearly at risk of sinking hundreds ofmillions of dollars into an experiment wherewe
see naive Communications Union District volunteers "partner" with Consolidated as an
operating entity, and then Consolidated, under the secrecy of NDAs, picks the areas that they
already know are pro�itable and they build those. Then they leave the dregs, the crumbs, the
shavings for the Communications Union District to build spending publicmoney, IF they can
even �ind a competent contractor as all are committed for the next few years. To whom?
Guess!

There's then not enough revenue left from those remaining undesirable areas to sustain any
CUD sta�, operating expenses, marketing expenses, repairs, upgrades and the

Communication Union District soon fails. That leaves the public �iber investment stranded
on the poles, either to be purchased at below cost by Consolidated or it reverts to State
ownership, In that scenario, the state has no capacity nor desire tomanage it. The infamous
VanuCoverageCo 2G neutral host small cells are still mounted but disconnected, hanging on
a hundred ormore poles across Vermont, or theymaywell have been stolen or cannibalized
by now.

Vermont's statutory framework for telecommunications planning under 30VSA 202d
requires planning to be participatory, and a transparent process. It involvesmultiple draft
plans, public hearings and even a joint legislative hearing.What is going on nowwith CUDS,
the Department and these potential "partners" is all happening behind closed doors, under
signedNDAs, and this is antithetical to all of our statutes and public policy.

So this is all a recipe for amassive disaster and yet, none of the powers-that-be care to
conduct the due diligence, understand the pitfalls, consider themore prudent and cautious
path. Everyone's giddywith the flood of approaching federalmoney and the potentials, and
still no one is taking a sober look at what strategy is going to actually, realistically get �iber
built quickly and build a long-term reliable, competitive, resilient, Public Safety Grade
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broadband network that can be recovered quickly after storm damage and that also
supports healthy competition.

Competition brings competitive pressure to lower rates. Shared infrastructuremeans lower
capital costs for all competitors.We have an opportunity to use thismoney in away that
reduces or even fully covers the large up-front Capital costs, thereby reducing the Debt
Service andmaking sure that the operating costs are low enough to result in a�ordable
broadband rates for Vermonters. This is key!

Thank you for your comments.AppendixAprovides the full and accurate text of the guiding
statutes.Appendix Bprovides a crosswalk between the Plan and those statutes, indicating
full compliance.

The PSD followed statutory guidance in 30V.S.A. § 202d(d) in the creation of this Plan,
including but not limited to:

● On2/12/2023, theDepartment reached out to the local AMO to discuss strategies for
promotion.

● On3/4/2023, an advertisementwas placed onWCAX. Itwas posted both on theWCAX
website banner and broadcast via video livestream.

● On3/7/2024, the publicmeetingswere added to theDepartment of Libraries public
meeting calendar for state agencies.

● On3/11/2024, a press release andannouncementwith a link to all of themeetingswas
posted on theDepartment of Public Service homepage.

● On3/13/2024, the press releasewas emailed to all stakeholders interviewed for the
Plan.

● On3/13/2024, theDepartment reached out toVANaswehadnot heard back from the
local AMO.Wewere referred back to the local AMO,who then contacted us.

There's so far been little to no discussion about creating a�ordable, even close to uniform
rates in the $50 to $60/month range for gigabit Broadband, which currently does exist but
only in one ILEC territory in Vermont.

Other's broadband rates such as ECFiber, Kingdom Fiber, FirstLight are three, four, �ive or
even six times that. So we need to get real with the costs and prices of this technology.We
also need to get real with the �iber architecture. If we're going to build a passive �iber
architecture, which can never be fully symmetric nor competitively neutral, we are being
pennywise and pound foolish. This is not the "future proof" network as CongressmanWelch
insists we assure happens as we spend this one timemoney. Active versus an passive �iber
architecture is how competitors could deliver a 1Gbps, 10Gbps or even a 100Gbps circuit
directly to the customerwithout interferingwith the incumbent or requiring a new
build-around the installed passive splitters.
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Section 5.1 andAppendix Iprovide tables of pricing fromproviders that address this
comment.

So as I see it, the only rationalmodel for quickly building all this new �iber, considering that
all the �iber building crews have been fully booked by Consolidated for the next several years,
a strategy that utilizes the federal TARP/ARPAmoney in themost ef�icient way is themodel
being pursued today byWashington Electric Co-op in cooperationwith CVFiber and using
RUS low interest 2% �inancing.

Thismodel is sound, where the electric distribution utility builds, owns andmaintains the
�iber along all of the electric utility right-of-way, possibly higher on the poles in the electric
space. They already have the trucks and crews. They own the poles. This strategy does
require skilled union labor which already exists andmore could be quickly recruited as there
is a career path and job security for these well paid, cross trained Fiber/Electric utility crew
jobs.

Notably, this strategy also alleviates the need for the expensive independent pole surveys
and inventories, for time consuming and expensive poleMake-Readywork and eliminates
the recurring expenses formonthly pole attachment rental.

The electric distribution utilities would then lease �iber capacity to the CUDs and others,
reserving a few strands for gridmanagement, or theymight use the revived Vermont
Telecommunications Authority as their leasing agent. The same could work for VELCO �iber.
The VTA can thenmake that �iber available a�ordably to Communications Union districts,
small cell providers and Public Safety entities requiring resilient, public safety grade radio
backhaul. The VTA should also assure resiliency of regional, managed, self healing �iber
rings within reach and accessible by all CUDs and public safety organizations formission
critical communications.

Are we ready andwilling to require this bold action by the PUC, of GMP, VEC and VPPSA
municipal electricmember utilities?

This is a proposal for a competitively neutral scenario that can get �iber built quickly,
accountable under PUC supervision and that can create the greatest number of sustainable
jobs. The �iber will be installed by Union labor who live here in Vermont andwill therefore be
available in an emergencywhen there's an inevitable need to repair and restore the �iber
and to rebuild and splice quickly after wind and ice storms or even hurricanes.

Building Vermont's �iber infrastructure otherwise, using hit and run out of state labor, the
way Consolidated Communications is pursuing it today, will leave Vermont very vulnerable
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and last on the regional restoral priority list in the aftermath of a large storm or hurricane
passing throughNewEngland. Recall Puerto Rico.

This proposal would require a fundamental change of strategy from the haphazard and
reckless pursuit of half a dozen di�erent CUDs partneringwith incumbents.We are only in
this predicament due to the chronic failed planning and the inadequate understanding and
oversight by the legislature compounded over years as statutes were ignored, plans not
produced and policies not implemented.

Pursuing this solutionwould also require a resolution to again treat the electric utilities as
the regulated utilities they are, and to begin to reframe the relationship where these utilities
have over time, inmany cases captured the Department of Public Service, the Public Utility
Commission and legislative oversight committees.

So we are at this pivotalmoment. Not just on the cusp of broadband enabled future
economic, social and educational recovery, but on the cusp of realizing sound planning,
resilience, reliability, competition and true Economic Development resulting in amuch
more equitable prosperity.

Will we rise to the occasion?

The 2024Plan cannot recommendawholesale change in broadband strategy that runs
counter toAct 71 and other state policies as this comment suggests doing. This comment
does not pertain to the 2024Plan, nor the authority of theDepartment in regulatory
manners.

RobVietzke, ProgramDirector, Vermont CommunicationsUnionDistricts Association:

The Vermont Communications Union Districts Association is pleased to provide comments
to the Department of Public Service on the February 27th, 2024 draft “Vermont 10-Year
Telecommunications Plan”.We have organized our comments roughly in the order of the
document.Wewould welcome a follow-up conversationwith you to discuss these
observations and recommendations.

As a general note, the plan includes some excellent recommendations and insights andwe
are grateful for the thoughtful treatment and recommendations inmany of the sections.We
domake suggestions that the Department treat the Communications Union Districts
equally with other providers in its comments. The draft includes statements about CUDs
that appear slightly incorrect.We do not recall that these topics were the result of
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engagement with VCUDA or any structured CUD leadership engagement, so we are
surprised to see them stated theway they are. Given the longevity of this plan, we have taken
the time to redirect the sections wherewe felt the CUDswere treated di�erently than other
providers the Departmentmayworkwith.

The Executive Summary (end of P. 11 through the top of P. 12) correctly catalogs a number of
current activities, however, it could bemore aspirational and set a clearer vision for the next
10 years.Wewould encourage the Department to relegatemuch of the history currently in
the executive summary to later in the document and to use the executive summary to
(briefly) highlight the great progress that is beingmadewhile also laying out an aspirational
vision for what still needs to be done. Section 12 lays out 10 high-level recommendations
that could be summarized in the executive summary of the plan. Many of them are
aspirational and others are foundational. These would be good topics to briefly highlight
while the reader is engaged at the start of the plan.

Thank you for this suggestion. The Executive Summarywas intended to provide a general
summary of all aspects of the Plan for readerswhodonot have time to read the entire Plan—
rather than focusingmore on someaspects of the Plan and ignoring others.

Wenote that in its current order, the �irst section after the executive summary is extremely
wireless-centric and there is little transition from the executive summary to what is titled
“Needs Assessment”.Wemake recommendations to adjust the flow of the document that
would both provide better context on the role of wireless in the state’s overall strategy and
allow the full set of technical, policy, and �inancial issues across all telecommunications
sectors before the document the document narrows to what we recommend should be
retitled the “MobileWireless Needs Assessment”.

Thank you for this comment. The Planwas intended to focus onwireless so as not to
duplicate thework done in the BEADPlan andassociated documentation,which lay out in
great detail signi�icant information about residential �iber deployment.

Finally, we found Section 12: Recommendations and Action Plan” to be clear and succinct.
These full recommendations are currently buried at page 198 and are notmuch longer than
the Summary of Findings in Section 1.3 beginning on page 17. Given a reader’s potential time
to review this document, wewould ask the Department to considermoving the entire
section 12 from page 197 to replace the “Summary of �indings” in Section 1.3 on page 17.We
believemany readers would be drawn in by the recommendations andwould then go to the
supporting sections. As currently structured, we doubtmany readers will even see the
recommendations section.We understand thismay not follow the standard format of a state
report, but believe the recommendation is sound and hope it will be considered.
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In the following pages, please �ind our section-by-section reviews of the draft document.

Thank you again for what clearly is an important and thorough review completed by the
Department.We look forward to workingwith you to consider and implementmany of the
recommendations.

Executive Summary

We recommend replacing the Executive Summarywith amore forward looking and
aspirational outlook onwhat successful implementation of the planmight look like. If the
Department does keep the current executive summary, we o�er these comments about the
current draft.

The executive summary describes the BEAD and related federal investments as a critical
part of the state’s wireline strategy, however, VCUDAwould prefer the language to bemore
aspirational and certainly less “past tense”. It is true that a number of activities have already
occurred, however themajority of the BEAD program is in front of us, not behind us. It is
hard to fully understand if the statement that “�inal tranche of funding necessary to deploy
universal �iber broadband” is true at this time. Just to name a few of the current complicating
factors thatmay impact this: the FCC’s consideration of RDOF amnesty, the NTIA/VCBB
determination on inclusion of o�-grid addresses, the rising costs of construction and
workforce availability/cost. Any of these factors (and others) could still impact the ability of
Vermont to complete its universal service planwithin theNTIA’s $229M allocation and the
four years described.Wewould encourage the Department to consider ways to restructure
this critical paragraph in the executive summary to recognize that BEAD is still a work in
progress that, while well underway and holding great promise, is not complete nor at the
point of implementation yet.

Wehave adjusted language to reflect someof the nuances youdescribed to emphasize the
in-progress nature of BEADand the non-duplicative e�orts between this Plan and the BEAD
proposals.

The �inal paragraph of the opening summary appears to bury its lead statement. The last
sentence states: “In doing so, this Plan avoids devoting resources to the duplication of work,
and instead provides the state with speci�ic analysis and recommendations in service of
state goals that build on themomentum created by the BEAD Program and other federal
resourcesmade available to the state. “Wewould encourage the Department tomake its
strategy ofmaking this plan focus on non-duplicative e�ortsmore explicit. The heavy focus
throughout the document onmobile and the narrow language throughoutmay be lost on
the casual reader.We believe the department should bemore careful to set context for the
reader throughout. In other words, if the plan is not going to integrate thewireline activities
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of the VCBB, then the statement about non-duplication should be repeated throughout the
document whenever the focus narrows to wireless only.

The plan needs to always set context that the State’s 100/100 �iber-wireline goal is
foundational to this entire plan.Wherewireless strategies are described, it is important to
highlight that especially where there is not line of sight between towers, the need for
wireline infrastructure is fundamental to wireless. This should be repeated and explained in
multiple ways throughout the plan. For example, the �inal paragraph of the executive
summary (or the start of the needs assessment section) could start: “This plan focuses its
primary attention on the additional strategies beyond those for universal wireline �iber
broadband. The plan o�ers recommendations to continue themomentum inwireline, but
we chose to focus this plan’s stakeholder survey and needs assessment exclusively on
wireless.”

The Plan af�irms this comment that the need forwireline infrastructure is fundamental to
expandingmobilewireless service. This is discussed inmultiple places, andwill be reiterated
in the Executive Summary.

Presumably, the executive summarywill close with a strong statement about what the plan
is and isn’t, andwill articulate why this plan is important to Vermont’s future.Wewould
encourage the Department to explicitly share its vision in the plan and be unequivocal about
the need for a full set of programs and technologies tomeet the State’s needs.

Section 1.1 Summary of Surveys and Stakeholder Feedback

Following the executive summary, it is a stark transition to the next section 1.1, which focuses
nearly exclusively on data gathered about wireless services under the premise that “a
cornerstone of this Plan is a robust survey of Vermont Residents”. Upon review of the
Appendix D throughG questions that were asked to Vermont Residents, it is hard not to
notice this survey focused only onwireless. Appendix D throughG con�irm that the Survey
did not ask contextual questions about how respondents viewedwireline -vs- wireless or
how respondents viewed other communications systems to ful�ill the health care, public
safety, and business communications needs. The survey is narrowly focused only on how
each sector viewswireless.

For example, it appears the �irst question a respondent was askedwas “Do your employees
usemobile cell service to perform their core job functions”. Although this question is
important, amore general question of “what communications technologies do your
employees use to perform their core job functions” with responses thatmight includewired
telephone, wired broadband,mobile cell, radio, television, satellite, or others, whichmight
have provided better context on Vermont’s future needs.
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Given the data collected is wireless-centric andmay skew the reader of the plan to think
wireless is the primary solution for Vermont’s 10-year plan, wewould encourage the
Department to consider switching section 1.1 and 1.2, allowing context to be set before
sharing the survey data. Alternatively, if the survey section is to follow the executive
summary, we highly encourage the Department to take time to transition and explain in
explicit termswhy it focused its survey only onwireless.

We also encourage the Department to relabel this section “MobileWireless Needs Analysis”.

Thank you for this comment. Given our intent not to duplicate the summary performed for
the BEADPlan, this Plan’s survey did focus predominantly onmobilewireless.

Section 1.2 Summary of Findings and Analysis (p. 15-17)

This section does an excellent job of succinctly presentingmany key issues for
consideration.We appreciate the breadth and simplicity of this section.

Section 1.3 Summary of Recommendations (p. 17-20)

We found the section onwireline andwireless A�ordability to be a good start towards a
vexing and long-term challenge. VCUDAwould like to see the Department advocate for an
active role for itself in assuring that Vermonters whowill have access tomodern
telecommunications also have the tools to ensure a�ordability. The Department is in a
unique position to understand the economics of building, operating, and sustaining access
tomodern telecommunications in the State, while also understandingwhat State programs
may need to be in place so that all Vermonters can gain access to those services.Wewould
encourage the Department to advocate for a direct role in supporting a�ordability in the
plan and to call out the linked but separate needs to build sustainable andmodern
infrastructure while alsomaking sure all Vermonters can a�ord to access it.

The �indings related to the undergrounding and grid-resiliency e�orts currently led by GMP
have important implications for telecommunications providers, environmental
opportunities, and economic ef�iciencies.Wewould also like to see the department advocate
for a broader role beyond analyzing costs, but also helping to develop and coordinate the
programs that would allow telecommunications, power, and other right-of-way users to
ef�iciently build and rebuild their infrastructure in the spirit of “dig once”, ef�iciency and
long term resiliency. There are amyriad of alignment issues across utility, wireline, wireless,
and other sectors where the Department could play a key role.
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This Plan agrees that theDepartmentmayplay an ongoing role in coordinating programs
andaligning actors involved in utilities in the state. Section 12 af�irms that the role of the
state should bemore than just analyzing costs.

Section 2: Needs Assessment

Wealso encourage the Department to relabel this section “MobileWireless Needs Analysis”.

Section 2.1 Residential Survey Results and Analysis (p. 21 to 54)

Webelieve it would be helpful to describe why the Department focused only onMobile cell
service in these 33 pages of the report. A better title for this sectionmight be “Residential
Survey regardingMobile Cell Service Survey Results”. Some expanded explanation of the
narrow focus onMobile service would help the reader put this section in context that the
Department only surveyed residents on a narrow portion of the overall plan’s content.

This context setting is particularly important considering the narrow questions beginning in
section 2.1.10 “Expressed Policy Preferences for Investments inMobile Cellular Coverage”.
The questions in this section are written as if a cellular provider was surveying to support
their own lobbying e�ort before the legislature.Wewould expect the Department would
want to set explicit context for legislators thatmay read this section about why the questions
were so narrowly crafted and in away that appears could bemisconstrued by policymakers.

Section 2.2 onHealth Care and Section 2.3 Public Safety and Section 2.4 Business Connectivity
Needs (through page 54)

These sections also appear to focus exclusively onMobile Broadband. The Department
should consider retitling these sections to reflect their exclusive focus onmobile investment
strategies or should highlight howHealth Care, Public Safety, and business also rely on other
telecommunications services. For instance, the Department could say it encourages use of
bothwireline andwireless strategies for Public Safety, Health Care and Public Safety and
describe how these technologies can be used together formaximum resiliency, capacity,
ef�iciency, and flexibility. As written, these sections do not broadly represent the full set of
issues that the State needs to address to have a comprehensive, resilient, scalable, and
ef�icient set of tools for Health Care and Public Safety.

Section 2.5 Remote work

No comments.
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Thank you for your comments regarding Section 2 of the Plan. It has been revised to reiterate
the focus on elements of telecommunications planning that are not addressed in the
simultaneouswork being done as part of the BEADProgram.

Section 3.1.1 Communications Union Districts

VCUDA appreciates the inclusion of CUDs in this section, however would urge the
Department to use amore updated description of the activities and progress. The language
andmap appear to show data from early 2023, over a year ago. In the time since the
language andmapwere developed, two CUDs have completed their initial mission (SoVT
CUD and ECFiber) and four have begun serving hundreds of previously unserved addresses
with world-class �iber broadband.

Wewould recommend replacing the current paragraph:

CUDs are committed to achieving universal service, prioritizing all unserved on-grid
addresses. Infrastructure construction is underway or planned throughout the state; as of
the publication of this Plan, SoVT CUD has completed their network build and other CUDs
have begun building their networks— like CVFiber, DVFiber, ECFiber, Maple Broadband, NEK
Broadband. Deployments are reportedly planned for the spring and summer of 2024 for
Chittenden County CUD, Lamoille FiberNet, Northwest Fiberworx, and Otter Creek CUD. The
followingmap showswhich CUDs have builds in progress or completed:

With the following:

CUDs are committed to achieving universal service, prioritizing all unserved on-grid
addresses [new footnote]. These publicly owned and community-governed non-pro�it
municipalities aremission-driven to ensure all the addresses in their districts have �iber
broadband service. Given the historically incomplete deployment ofmodern broadband by
existing providers, CUDs are often building �iber broadband to those residences that
traditional private investment has failed to reach since residential broadband began
decades ago. The CUDmodel builds on the successful 15-year history of ECFiber, Vermont’s
�irst communications union district, which grew from grass-roots investments from citizens
throughout east central Vermont into a sustainable and thrivingmodern �iber broadband
provider. In 2023, ECFiber celebrated the completion of its original 23-town service area,
delivering �iber broadband to every on-grid address in all 23 towns.

Infrastructure construction is underway or planned throughout the state; as of the
publication of this Plan, SoVT CUD and ECFiber have completed their original network
builds, providing universal service in 38 towns. CVFiber, DVFiber, ECFiber, Maple Broadband,
andNEK Broadband have collectively built 3,673 roadmiles of new infrastructure and are in
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the process of passing over 29,000 new addresses with world-class �iber Broadband (data as
of April 2, 2024 from:
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/75eb5dd3e4454c18a31ef25d97b3d3da). Thousands
of previously unserved homes now haveworld-class �iber broadband o�ered by these CUDs.
Deployments are reportedly planned to begin shortly for Chittenden County CUD, Lamoille
FiberNet, Northwest Fiberworx, and Otter Creek CUD.

[New Footnote] – TheNational Telecommunications and Information Administration’s
Broadband Equity Access and Deployment program (NTIA BEAD) does not distinguish
on-grid and o�-grid addresses as Vermont’s Act 71 programdid. CUDs and other
competitors in the BEAD programwill be required to serve all addresses found in the FCC’s
Broadband Serviceable Location (BSL) listings as part of the BEAD program. VCBB and other
providers are working to have the FCC eliminate some hunting cabins, sugar shacks,
trailheads, covered bridges, and inaccessible locations currently listed on the FCC BSL list.
VCUDA encourages the department to include updatedmaps prior to publication. The town
makeup of CUDs, the status of their construction and availability of services to previously
unserved consumers is evolving rapidly and themaps in the draft plan are already
signi�icantly out of date.

Thank you for your comments regarding Section 3 of the Plan. Section 3.1.1 has been revised
to include anynewbuild-outs that took place during the production of the 2024Plan. The
mapsusedwere themost up-to-datemaps available during the production of the 2024Plan.

Section 4.2 - Climate Challenges (p.88)

VCUDA agrees with the analysis and the call for collaborative planning between
infrastructure providers and other stakeholders on how best to invest in resilient
infrastructure. During the next 10 years, the Department has an important role to play
coordinating ef�icient collaboration across utility sectors thatmaximize cross-sector
investments for climate-tolerant infrastructure.

Section 4.3 - Demographic Challenges (p.91)

The state ismaking a series of strategic decisions related to housing and other systems to
support the changing demographic needs of the State. The Department has a role to play in
assuring that new housing initiatives explicitly support the deployment of world-class
telecommunications infrastructure. The Departmentmaywish to consider its role as a
stakeholder in assuring that newHousing initiatives include plans for competitive
broadband deployment. This is especially important for temporary housing,manufactured
housing,multi-dwelling units, and related housing plans.
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4.4.2 Regulatory Challenges related to Carrier of Last Resorts (p.97)

VCUDA agrees with the Department’s analysis that transition of COLR away from the copper
telephone line providers and the related people, process, and tooling necessary to support
COLR on �iber networks is a critical issue for policymakers. VCUDA suggests section 4.4.2
could be rewritten to encourage an active policy discussion in this area. Done correctly
under a well-thought-out plan, theremay be opportunities to leverage the new �iber
networks that are being deployed for bene�it in some of the state’smost rural areas where
legacy copper networks are themost dif�icult tomaintain. VCUDAwould like to see the
Department establish criteria and standards to evaluate COLR and to put in place
recommendations that allow a smooth transition tomoremodern technologies like �iber.
Such a planwould need reasonable and high standards that protect Vermont citizen’s
interests, but allow the possibility of leveraging the robust new �iber networks that are being
deployed. The Department would bewell-positioned to develop such standards.

Thank you for your comments regarding Section 4 of the Plan. The Plan’s inclusion of COLR
concernswasmeant to inform lawmakers and encourage active discussion in that area.

Section 5 - Broadband A�ordability (p. 100)

Broadband A�ordability is a key concern formission-basedmunicipal providers like the
Communications Union Districts. Assuring not only that world-class broadband is available
at every address, but also that resources exist to ensure every resident can access the
service is a critical part of establishing digital equity in Vermont.

The plan currently does not call out the unique nature of the CUDs, which are building
networks to serve themost rural and previously unserved addresses �irst. By nature, the
businessmodels and broadband pricing the CUDsmust use to achieve sustainability using
themost dif�icult and previously unserved addresses is a di�erent challenge than a provider
that has amulti-state footprint that blends dense urban areas into its rate base.Wewould
ask the Department to recognize explicitly that sustainability of networks needs to be a goal
(as required by 30 V.S.A. § 8086 (G) ) and that the customer density is part of what drives
pricing for each provider.

It is also important to note that developing subsidies required for someVermonters can not
always be generated by the individual provider supporting that customer. This is especially
true for small rural providers like the CUDs, whowere established explicitly to serve the
areas that the commercial broadband companies had failed to serve and that lack the
customer density and excess revenue (evenwith high rates) to cross-subsidize from one
customer to another. Themost rural providers who already require public subsidies to build
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areas that the commercial companies previously did not serve, do not have a large enough
customer base to cross-subsidize customers that need a�ordability subsidies.

Ideally, the Department’s planwould recognize the unique need for small, local, rural-only
providers to both be sustainable and a�ordable as it describes the need for a state subsidy.
The plan could describe the criticality of sustainability contemplated by 30 V.S.A. § 8086 (G)
while also stating that given a goal of sustainable rural providers with world class services,
subsidies can not be reasonably expected to be derived from those same providers' excess
revenues. Simply: subsidiesmust be developed from a larger customer pool across all
provider types and sizes to adequately fund a�ordability across all providers.

Section 5.4 takes a clear position on this, whichwe believe should also be supportedwith
context and repeated here. FromSection 5.4 of the draft:

“There is not likely to be amarket-based solution for providing connectivity services
at levels considered a�ordable in Vermont. Relying on individual �ixed ormobile ISPs
to provide a�ordable service is not viable, especially in a very rural state wheremany
ISPs will have limits as to the prices they can o�er and still be �inancially healthy.”

Thank you. The Plan af�irms your point in that it does not suggest that subsidiesmust be
generated by the providers that o�er them. Further, the Plan encourages CUDs to focus on
sustainability before all else,which could include developing subsidies or a�ordable
products.

Section 5.1 - Current Broadband Pricing (p. 101)

This section describes it being dif�icult to ascertain the true cost of broadband due to
introductory pricing and bundles, and then shows the simple pricing o�ered by six CUDs
before returning to saying thatMobile Broadband pricing is also dif�icult to capture. In
general, the CUDs are attempting to provide simple pricing that is not dif�icult to capture.
The Department’s chart appears to show it was not dif�icult to capture CUD pricing. If the
Department agrees the CUD pricingwas easier to capture than the other providers it
surveyed, it would be better to separate the CUD fee table from the two [negative]
paragraphs describing the complexmarketing and pricing schemes of the other providers.

The department would dowell to remind readers that CUDswere created because no
broadband provider wanted to o�er service on any terms. However, somewho could a�ord it
were able to have the phone company build them special circuits – often at a cost in the high
5 �igures – for which they paid $1000 ormore amonth. This created an a�ordability issue for
the other 99%. CUDs came along and their businessmodels assume 100% coverage but only
expect to get 50% take rate because the service won’t be free – but it will be a�ordable for
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half the population. Let’s not lose sight of the fact that the a�ordability question has been
being answered for 12+ years, and that the �irst step to achieving a�ordability for all is
creating sustainable availability for all. Sustainable availabilitymeans pricing that enough
customers can a�ord tomake the business of the provider a “going concern.” That is
a�ordability accomplished at the CUD regional level. Moreover, because CUDswill not be
facedwith the same pressures for-pro�it businesses do, over time their constant prices
(ECFiber has never raised prices – since 2011) will automatically becomemore accessible to
more households. Beyond that, targeted state or federal subsidies for qualifying households,
and not price or servicemandate to ISPs, is the way to address a�ordability.

The Plan af�irms that targeted state or federal subsidies for qualifying households are the
most viableway to address a�ordability statewide.

Section 5.2 - Federal Programs to Support A�ordability (P. 103)

As of April 1, 2024, it appears that the Federal ACP programwill not be renewed.Wewould
encourage the Department to update this section to reflect the end of ACP and to describe
the impact that will have on Vermonters ability to access broadband services.

Section 5.3 - ISP-Based A�ordability Programs

In addition to national a�ordability programs o�ered by commercial providers, this section
shouldmention e�orts by ECFiber, NEK Broadband, Maple Broadband, and CVFiber to o�er
their own limited a�ordability programs. Notably, ECFiber funded the not-for-pro�it
organization Equal Access to Broadband (EAB) to assist subscribers with ACP enrollment as
well as o�ering direct subsidies – a total of $275,000 over three years. EAB has since been
mothballed and remains a potential resource as part of a statewide strategy for addressing
digital equity. Themain problemEAB encounteredwas the unwillingness of state social
service providers to engagewith it absent funding their sta�, and the inability of EAB to
access state data on households to expedite outreach.With the lack of ongoing funding to
support EAB as a stand-alone entity, ECFiber, CVFiber, Maple Broadband andNEK
Broadband are each o�ering a limited a�ordability subsidy to customers, and are working
towardmore comprehensive solutions. It has become clear that a statewide accessibility
plan is necessary to achieve these goals.

Section 5.4 - How should Vermont De�ine “A�ordable” connectivity

Section 5.4might be used to describe the recently approved Digital Equity Plan and its
�indings on a�ordability. The Department’s plan adds additional data points and
recommendations that could be alignedwith the new State Digital Equity Plan. In addition,
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the Departmentmaywant to comment on how the Digital Equity Capacity Plan and the
competitive Digital Equity program should be used for state programs.

Section 5.5 - State Actions to Encourage A�ordability

The draft plan includes a thoughtful analysis of what an actual subsidymay need to be,
especially for small providers in themost rural areas to support digital equity needs. VCUDA
is recommending that the legislature consider establishing a study group of government,
industry and public sector stakeholders to further look at this issue and to come upwith a
plan for legislation to address a�ordability during the 2024-2025 legislative session.

The imminent demise of ACP is going to have an immediate impact on Vermonters and both
short-term and long-term plans will be required to not lose ground on the promise of equity
that ACP began to deliver on.Wewould welcome the Department’s inclusion of a call to
action for any stopgap programs as well as a call to �inalize and implement a long-term plan
in the next 18months.

Thank you for your comments regarding Section 5 of the Plan.Weagree that setting upa
long-termplan responsibly, but at the earliest opportunity, is best for the state and
vulnerable populations.

Section 7 - Opportunities for Neutral Host Arrangements, Shared Infrastructure andOpen
Access (p. 117)

VCUDA does not believe the current inclusion of CUDs in the section summary is necessary
or appropriate.Wewould ask that the sentence at the opening be deleted: “This section also
explores what CUD involvement in expandingmobile broadband could look like, again with
the bene�its and risks associatedwith that course of action.”

As a general note, VCUDA did not notice similar instructions or analysis of any other
providers' explicit role in this plan and it is unaware that CUDswere consulted about the
�indings in this section. To be consistent with theway other providers are treated in the
document, and to assure the Department has engagedwith the stakeholders it is writing
about, we recommend this section be deleted.

The CUDswelcome opportunities to collaborate with the Department on future services and
the development of standards and capacity to enter into new business areas. However, more
conversation and development workwould be required to include such ideas in a plan such
as this.
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A better place to highlight CUDs as a potential partnermight be in the list of providers in
section 7.2. In general, we agreewith the analysis in section 7 through 7.2.

Section 7.3 - Opportunities for the Public Sector or CUDs to Participate in Neutral Host and
Shared Infrastructure BroadbandDeployments (p. 122)

VCUDA and its CUDmembers were surprised to see section 7.3.1 included in the draft
document.We do not recall any conversationwith the Department that would lead to a
section like this. The section itself calls out some important issues, but oftenmakes what
appear to be judgemental statements about CUD capacity without any apparent discussion
or knowledge gathered fromCUDs themselves. Further, the sectionmakes judgemental
statements like “some of the logistical skills and challenges CUDswould need to overcome—
such as accessing power and poles— are achievable with concerted e�ort” (p. 124). This is
out of place stylistically and contextually with the rest of the document, which is quite good.

The statement is confusing because every CUD already accesses power and poles.
“Accessing poles and power” is not a challenge that would need to be overcome. CUDs fully
recognize the di�erence between communications-space attachments and power-space (or
higher) small cell attachments andwould (obviously) address such di�erences if the CUDs
were considering such projects either on their own, or in conversationwith the Department.
However, because those conversations never happened, the draft language is judgmental,
incorrect, andmisleading.

Our recommendation to the Department is to review this section and to remove the
judgmental and potentially inaccurate statements about CUDs. In the places where the
Department’s draft speculates about a future that hasn’t been discussedwith stakeholders
yet, let the analyses of issues and discussion points stand on their own and remove the
negative and confusing speculation about what it means until a collaborative and
substantive conversation on the topics can occur.

“Current CUD sta� and operational partnersmay not have these skills or capacity.”

Why this should be removed: No CUDwould take on a new technology direction
without a business plan to sustainably support the new area. CUDs are engaged in
public-private partnerships to ensure skills and capacity as needed to build and
operate its networks. Therefore, this statement lacks a base understanding of how
CUDs do business and does not properly recognize that if a CUDwas to consider a
new line of business it would seek the skills or capacity for such activity.

“CUD plans with small operatingmarginsmay struggle �inancially to incorporate these
expenditures.”
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Why this should be removed: No CUDwould take on a new �inancial obligation
without a business plan and revenuemodel to sustainably support the new area.
Therefore, this statement lacks a base understanding of how CUDs do business.

“Though some of the logistical skills and challenges CUDswould need to overcome— such
as accessing power and poles— are achievable with concerted e�ort, some of the bigger
challenges around business plans are context speci�ic to deployment locations andMNO
partners, andwould require careful planning and likely outside expertise to investigate on a
case-by-case basis.”

Why this should be removed: A CUDwould not take on a new technical obligation
without sourcing experienced talent to sustainably support the new area. Therefore,
this statement lacks a base understanding of how CUDs do business.

We urge the department to review this section in the context of the entire document and to
recognize the overreach on these statements and how they take away from a coremessage
of opportunity to collaborate with CUDs. By dropping the incomplete and inaccurate
commentary about a future that has not been discussed, the document is stronger and
opens opportunity for future collaboration on an important topic.

TheDepartment included the analysis of potential CUD involvement in neutral host, small
wireless facilities, and relatedmobilewireless deployment frameworks due to signi�icant
questions froma range of stakeholders aboutwhether the CUDmodel could be extended to
mobilewireless services. There is general interest in understanding the possibility of
publicly owned infrastructure inVermont froma range of legislators and stakeholders, and
the CUDvehicle has been established to facilitate such public ownership. The Plan ismeant
to informand educate the range of stakeholderswhodrive telecommunications policy, and
weheard questions about extending CUD involvement fromenoughpeople thatwedecided
to include nonjudgemental evaluations of the conditions that CUDswould need tomeet to be
successful in this e�ort.

7.3.2 Operating TraditionalWireless Infrastructure

Wewould encourage the Department to delete any reference to CUDs in section 7.3.2. No
CUD has had any conversations about operating traditional tower-based infrastructure and
this entire section is speculative, somewhat inaccurate and premature. The CUDswould
welcome a conversationwith the Department on this topic, restrictions that would need to
be addressed and opportunities to support an important need.

7.3.3Mobile Broadband Backhaul and Enterprise Services.
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Wewould encourage the Department to delete any reference to CUDs in section 7.3.3 or to
delete the section in its entirety. The sectionwould be less problematic if the word “CUD’ was
deleted in each section and “potential provider” was replaced. Nonetheless, the section
shows a lack of experience and knowledge aboutMobile Broadband Backhaul and Enterprise
Services by the authors and thewriting is not at the same level of quality and analysis as the
rest of the report.Wewould recommend its deletion or substantial review tomake sure it
accurately reflects the current state of infrastructure in Vermont as it relates to these
services.

To be clear, no CUD has had any conversations about operatingmobile broadband backhaul
as a speci�ic statewide service o�eringwith the Department or the authors of this plan, and
this section shows a lack of understanding of what CUDs are, what networks they have built,
and howMobile Backhaulmight work in Vermont. The description of CUDs role in such a
service and the infrastructure changes thatmight be required seemswildly speculative and
inappropriate.

As a general note, the CUD deploymentmodel varies greatly enough across the 10 CUD
districts, that a traditional Mobile Broadband Backhaul approachmay not be possible
without substantial new investments in several of the districts.

We are surprised that a section about CUDswould bewritten and includedwithout talking to
CUDs in advance. As community-based organizations, the phrase “nothing about us without
us” comes tomind.

CUDswere all invited to interviews, andAppendix Cprovides a list of those that responded to
requests. Contrary to this comment, all CUDs interviewedwere asked about their
operational and technical capacity andaspirations— including their understanding of, and
ability to provide, enterprise- and carrier-grade service.We received di�erent responses
fromCUDs— including, for example, a note fromoneCUD that they already provide
enterprise-grade services, and anote fromanother CUD that itwould take a decade ormore
to provide that service.

7.4 Opportunities for Open Access

VCUDA appreciates the thoughtful understanding and presentation of open access
represented throughout section 7.4.

Section 8.0Workforce Readiness, Analysis and Best Practices
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VCUDA generally agrees with the analysis that the Department has completed in Section 8
related toWorkforce Readiness. The expected headcount needs across sectors seem
reasonable based on the number of individuals currently delivering on broadband projects
in the state when taken to scale. However, updated numbers are likely needed as the
availability of workforce is constantly shifting andwill continue to shift as BEAD funds
become available, whichwill increase demand for quali�ied resources.

Wewould encourage the department to include employers (including the Vermont-based
companies providing telecommunications services and the contractors and out-of-state
�irms that provide services here) to be directly engaged in theworkforce conversation.

Labor force challenges are the principal barrier to construction that all providers face.
Moreover, it is not simply about construction, but also about staf�ing sales, marketing,
accounting, customer support, technical support, planning, and development. Vermont is a
dif�icult sell to young people, to people who don’t like the cold, and to top-tier talent willing
to relocate but unable to �ind suitable housing. Absent e�orts that are beyond the ability of
the telecommunications industry, there is little or no chance that the 2029 goals of BEAD
can bemet.

Section 9.2 - Vermont Community Broadband Board (p. 147)

The section calling to “replace the $20million borrowed from the VCBB” is now unnecessary.
InMarch 2024, the legislature included the replacement of these funds in the budget
adjustment act that was signed by the governor.

VCUDA applauds the Department’s call to “develop a comprehensive analysis of the costs to
bury telecommunications infrastructure in Vermont”.Wewould like to add context to the
correct assessment that we are concerned about the cost to underground communications
as GMP’s plans proceed and remind the Department of the enormous timing pressures both
GMP and CUDs face tomeet customer expectations.

As the Department is aware, the CUDs are currently aggressively completing new
infrastructure across the state. Millions of dollars have been spent tomake poles “ready” for
this infrastructure deployment and thousands ofmiles of new broadband plant have been
completed in rural areas in the last 2 years. Moremillions of dollars have gone into hanging
�iber, deploying equipment and connecting customers with aerial drops. The long-term
business depreciation lifecycle of those networks, whichwill support their eventual
replacement, is just beginning and accumulated reserves to relocatemassive portions of the
newly completed infrastructure are sparse.
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Although CUDswouldwelcome the operational and environmental bene�its ofmoving to
underground, there is not funding to rebuild a recently built CUD network immediately after its
completion, nor is there consumer appetite in areas that have not yet been built for CUDs to
delaymore than a fewmonths for build-out to an area thatmay be onGMP’smulti-year
undergrounding plan.

These problems are not insurmountable, but they will require additional funding and
attention and are not easily solvedwith simple “coordination”. Moreover, actual coordination
would need to take place in the 6 to 18-month timeframe, but even GMP is not working this
far out in its plans. There is no question that their present program is going to impose
signi�icant unexpected costs on telecommunications providers over the next few years
without a comprehensivemulti-entity planningmechanism.

Thank you for this comment providing additional perspectives on the potential need for
greater coordination amongutilities and �iber builders in the state.Wehave revised the Plan
to provide themost recent update on the return of the $20million.

Section 9.3 - Communications Union Districts (p. 150)

Webelieve that at least 6 CUDs have already started deployment and are o�ering service.
These include SoVT, Maple Broadband, CVFiber, DVFiber, NEK Broadband, ECFiber. Otter
Creek and Lamoillemay be starting deployment by the time this plan is adopted.

In regards to the role of VCUDA, CUDs have begun leveraging VCUDA for the purposes listed
in the plan. VCUDA has already acquired legal, regulatory, �inancial, accounting and
software services for itsmember CUDs and has active groupsworking across the areas listed
in the draft plan.

In regards to o�ering Enterprise-grade services, VCUDAwould welcome amore in depth
discussionwith the Department. It seems out of place in the plan for the Department to be
recommending a new line of business for a provider, especially without a structured
conversation among stakeholders.We do not see the Department recommending new lines
of business or structural changes for any other provider elsewhere in the plan. The CUDs
would welcome the opportunity to collaborate, but the appropriate outreach and
communications has not happen to allow documentation of such options in this plan.

VCUDA appreciates the thoughtfulness of the Department's remaining recommendations.

Thank you for your comments regarding Sections 8 and9 of the Plan. The Plan does notmean
to imply that CUDs should develop enterprise-grade service; the Plan does assert, however,
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thatmobilewireless expansionwill be supportedmost e�ectively ifmore �iber owners and
operators in the state canprovide that service.

Section 10.2.3 - Recommendation for aMobile Broadband Pilot Grant Program (p. 182)

The CUDs are supportive of the proposal to fund a pilot grant program formobile
broadband, andwe agreewith the Department’s general framework for the program. As the
program ismore fully realized, wewould recommend the Department consider staging the
programwith an educational and collaboration stage for stakeholders prior to deployment
of grants to providers. A planning and collaboration stagewould allow the Department to
better understand on-the-ground knowledge from the providers andwould likely result in a
better RFP process for grantees and the Department. Perhaps the program could have at
least two rounds of funding, where after the educational stage an initial pilot could prove out
the overall grant program and evaluation criteria before expanding to broader scale pilots. In
general, the CUDswould like to see an iterative process that helps stakeholders learn and
share knowledgewith one another and the department through successive stages. This
would be a substantially improved process that would help evolve and develop best practices
through the pilot program andwould be a substantial win for the Department overmore
typical one-time grants favored by commercial entities.

Section 10.5 - IncreasingNetwork Resiliency (p. 187)

Amissing component of resiliency strategies in Vermont ismiddle-mile connectivity. The
Plan does not address the state’s needs to bewell interconnected to regional exchange
points in NewYork, Boston, andMontreal, nor does it addressmiddle-mile strategies within
the state to ensure that the proliferating number of critical infrastructure points are well
interconnectedwith diverse routing andwell-understood resiliency strategies.

The Department’s planwould bene�it by adding a focus on themiddlemile that assured that
both the intra-state and interstate needs of the telecommunications networkwerewell
understood and appropriately structured. Such a sectionwould also support some of the
carrier-grade and enterprise discussions the Department raises in 7.3.3 and 9.3.

Weagree thatmiddlemile is an important resiliency component, as is diverse routing. The
BEADPlan,which governs the deployment of �iber, is required to have components related to
increasing resiliency, and that Plan dictates the resiliencymeasures that last-mile
broadbanddeployersmust take.

Section 11.2 - Alignment Across Statutes and Statutory Sections (p. 192)
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VCUDA recommends that Vermont update all statutes to at least alignwith the recently
announced FCC broadband standards as aminimum standard, with the State goal of 100
Mbps symmetrical remaining as theminimum for any new state investment. Ideally the
state would set a framework that would allow the Department and VCBB to increase both the
minimum standard and the state funding availability standard on a regular basis, perhaps
every 4-5 years.

VCUDA applauds the section at the end of page 196which states: “the goals presented in 30
V.S.A. § 202c are predominantly focused on supply-side telecommunications issues— in
other words, facilitating deployment of critical technologies. However, a signi�icant portion
of the connectivity challenge falls on the demand side, concerning a�ordability, digital skill
building, cybersecurity practices, device ownership, accessibility, andmore. The legislature
should consider including goals that address the demand-side challenges that the
ecosystem of telecommunications stakeholders should be focused on after deployment
goals aremet.”.

This is well said and deserves attention as part of the executive summary.

Thank you for this feedback.

Section 12: Recommendations and Action Plan (p. 198)

Overall, we �ind the recommendations section to bewell written and succinct. It is
unfortunate that this section starts at the bottom of page 198, as it is unlikely thatmany
readers will make it to this section.Wemight recommendmoving this entire section 12 to
the start of the document, within the �irst 20 pages. Then the remaining sections could be
included as supporting documentation following these recommendations.

Regarding themobile wireless pilot in 12.3, we recommend the bullet points include the
iterative and staged grant process described in our response to section 10.2.3.

In Section 12.4, the plan again recommends that CUDs consider developing enterprise
services.We do not object to the recommendation that CUDs consider this, but again
questionwhy the Department �inds it necessary to single out CUDs for unfunded business
obligation and expansionwhen its planmakes no demands on any other providers, other
municipalities or other agencies.

The Department would bewell served to directly engage the CUDs on such topics before
including them in a plan. The Departmentmay �ind the CUDs to bewilling partners in such a
discussion, howevermandating a new line of business without prior discussionwith the
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potential partner is not productive. Further, the plan does not talk about the role that other
providers (Firstlight, Velco, VTEL, CCI, etc.) might play in such requirements.

TheDepartment included the analysis of potential CUD involvement in neutral host, small
wireless facilities, and relatedmobilewireless deployment frameworks due to signi�icant
questions froma range of stakeholders aboutwhether the CUDmodel could be extended to
mobilewireless services. There is general interest in understanding the possibility of
publicly owned infrastructure inVermont froma range of legislators and stakeholders, and
the CUDvehicle has been established to facilitate such public ownership. The Plan ismeant
to informand educate the range of stakeholderswhodrive telecommunications policy, and
weheard questions about extending CUD involvement fromenoughpeople thatwedecided
to include nonjudgemental evaluations of the conditions that CUDswould need tomeet to be
successful in this e�ort.

Section 12.5 againmentions replenishing the $20M that has already been replaced by the
March 2024 Budget Adjustment Act. This paragraph can now be deleted.

Section 12.8 states: “As described in Section 9.2, the VCBB is successfully supporting the
deployment of �iber broadband infrastructure— andwill have distributed over $500million
in wireline grants by the end of 2024.” This should be updated to reflect the likelihood that
VCBBwill not have begun release of any BEAD funds by the end of 2024. Mid to late 2025 is
the currently likely timeline for that level of disbursement.

Thank you for your comments regarding Sections 10 and 12 of the Plan. The Plan has been
revised to address the replenishment of the funding and the current timeline for BEAD
funding.
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